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Classical and quantum elementary systems are investigated from the point of view of invariance under a 
connected Lie group. The classification and characterization of elementary systems are considered in a 
unified way. The representation theory of symmetric and enveloping algebras is used as a tool in order to 
characterize the observables physically and also to analyze the analogies between classical and quantum 
mechanics. The results obtained are applied to the Galilei, Poincare, and Weyl Lie groups. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous article1 we have explored the algebraiC 
structures associated with Lie algebras and their im
portance in the analysis of the classical and quantum 
observables which emerge from a given Lie algebra. 
It was a first step in order to test the physical relevance 
of the formulation of invariance principles under general 
connected Lie groups. This paper is concerned with the 
group theoretical concept of elementary systems. Since 
the work of Wigner2 it has been a key notion in the 
mathematical development of classical and quantum 
mechanics. Then, the way Wigner defined quantum 
elementary systems by means of the projective unitary 
irreducible representations of the Poincare group 
has become familiar for a wide class of physicists. At 
present Wigner's ideas have been extended successfully 
to other invariance groups3 and also to claSSical mechan
ics, 4.5 but the diversity of the mathematical tools in
volved makes difficult the understanding of the relations 
between the results obtained in the different contexts. 
For this reason it is important from both the mathema
tical and physical points of view to discuss the invari
ance under Lie groups in such a way that the claSSical 
and quantum elementary systems may be considered 
simultaneously. In the present paper we propose a 
general formalism for the claSSification and character
ization of the elementary systems which allows us to 
analyze the mathematical and physical analogies be
tween both concepts in a unified manner. 

Section 2 begins with a brief survey of the basic con
cepts which arise in the formulation of invariance 
principles. This is necessary as the literature about 
this subject is not very explicit when it concerns the 
relation between the kinematical and the dynamical 
actions of invariance groups. Then, the mathematical 
definitions of elementary systems are introduced in 
terms of the kinematical realizations of the invariance 
group r; o. Quantum elementary systems (QES) are 
identified with the projective unitary irreducible repre
sentations of C; 0; and claSSical elementary systems 
(CES) are defined to be the transitive canonical realiza
tions of :; o. This characterization of CES follows from 
the Souriau work, 4 and it is the most convenient from 
the mathematical point of view. There is a different 
approach to the concept of CES which has been developed 
by Sudarshan and Mukunda5 and Pauri and Prosperi, 6 

These authors characterize CES in terms of the re-
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presentations of Lie algebras by functions in phase 
space. Their characterization is, in general, only 
local, but it has a more immediate interpretation in 
physical terms. A similar situation occurs in quantum 
mechanics. The physical characterization of QES re
quires the analysiS of the representation of go in terms 
of the observables associated with its Lie algebra. 
Then, we have two different methods of investigating 
elementary systems, the first is based on the global 
actions of Lie groups and the second is based on the 
representations of Lie algebras. The global method 
is appropriated for claSsifying the elementary systems 
and the local one is convenient for characterizing them 
from a physical pOint of view. The analysis of the 
relation between these two approaches is the main ob
ject of this work. In particular we are interested in two 
aspects. 

(1) How Lie group action, in classical and quantum 
mechaniCS, defines realizations of algebraic structures 
as the symmetric and the enveloping algebras. 

(2) In what way the analys is of the algebraic struc
tures may be used to obtain information about the prop
erties of CES and QES. 

The first question may be conveniently simplified 
by using the projective group7 ¢ 0 of C; Q. In Part C of 
Sec. 2 we prove that the CES of CiQ are described by the 
transitive strict canonical realizations o~ 00 (Theorem 
1). It allows us to work with representations of Lie 
algebras, since the infinitesimal exponents of go asso
ciated with their CES and included in the Lie group 
structure of ¢ Q. Thus, this result extends to claSSical 
mechaniCS the Bargmann8 analysis of projective unitary 
representations. Moreover, it is formulated in terms 
of a unique' central extension of (;0 given by the pro
jective group qo. This considerably simplifies the 
formalism of Souriau4 and constitutes the version in 
claSSical mechanics of the result of Carinena and 
Santander7 about projective irreducible unitary repre
sentations. Therefore, we have that both CES and QES 
of Cio define representations of the Lie algebra of ';0' 
This provides the bridge between global and local 
methods in order to analyze elementary systems. On 
the other hand, it allows us to apply the analysis of the 
observables associated with Lie algebras! to the char
acterization of the elementary systems. We use the 
representation theory of enveloping algebras to study, 
by means of the adjoint action, the transformation 
properties of quantum observables and to classify QES 
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in terms of the quantum numbers provided by the 
Casimir invariants. Nevertheless, a similar tool has 
not been considered rigorously in classical mechanics. 
In this paper we show how the representation theory of 
symmetric algebras may be used in this context. Thus, 
we prove (Theorem 3) that the transformation properties 
of classical observables may be analyzed by means of 
adjoint action. Moreover, we obtain that the invariants 
of the symmetric algebra play the same role in classi
cal mechanics as the Casimir invariants in quantum 
mechanics. In particular, this justifies the formal use 
of the adjoint action implicit in the formalism of 
Sudarshan and Mukunda (see, for example, ReL 5, 
p. 226). 

Question (2) is investigated in Sec. 3 which is de
voted to the coadjoint action of Lie groups. This action 
is fundamental to constructing the CES of a Lie 
group. 4, 9,10 We investigate how the characteristic 
dimensions! of a Lie algebra are related to the proper
ties of the orbits under the coadjoint action. Two results 
are obtained (Proposition 4 and 5) which in physica! 
terms mean that the characteristic dimensions of Go 
represent the number of degrees of freedom and the 
number of labeling parameters of the generic CES of 
(70' These conclusions seem to hold also for QES. It is 

part of the empirical analogies between the orbits under 
the coadjoint action and the unitary irreducible repre
sentations of Lie groups. These analogies are the 
origin of the "orbit method" of Kirillov11 and the geo
metric quantization program of Kostant12 and Souriau. 4 

Section 4 is devoted to the applications of the formal
ism to the Galilei, Poincare and Weyl invariances. We 
emphasize, in particular, the analysis of the existence 
and the properties of such observables as the position 
and the spin for different elementary systems. This 
analysis is carried out by using the representation 
theory of the algebraic structures and the adjoint 
action. In this manner, we obtain the well-known re
sults about localizability in quantum mechanics. More
over, we show that the conclusions for classical 
mechanics turn out to be completely similar to the ones 
obtained at the quantum level. Especially interesting is 
the analysis of Weyl invariance, since the Weyl group 
provides a manifiestly covariant description of ele
mentary systems which admits an observable describing 
the "age" of the system. 

2. INVARIANCE GROUPS 
A. Dynamical systems 

In both classical and quantum mechanics, the notion 
of "state" appears as the initial condition which deter
mines the solutions of the evolution equation of the 
system. These two concepts, state and evolution law, 
are the fundamental ones in the mathematical descrip
tion of the physical systems. The next definition will be 
useful in discussing the common aspects arising in the 
dynamical formalism of claSSical and quantum 
mechanics. 

Definition 1: By a dynamical system we Shall mean 
the pair (5, e (. , • » formed by a nonempty set 5 and a 
two parameter family of bijective maps e (tl, t2) (tl> t2EIR) 
of () onto S with the following properties: 
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(i) e (t, t) is the identity map on S for all tEIR, 

(ii) e (t1l t2) = e (t1l t 3) e (ts, t2) for all t1l t2, tsElR. 

The set 5 and the family {e (fl, t2): tl> t2ElR} will be 
called state space and evolution law respectively. By 
one evolution of the dynamical system we shall mean 
a curve 11 = (t,x(t» in IR x S verifying x(t) = e(t, t') x(t') 
for all t, t'EIR. It is clear that every point (to, XO)EClR x S 
belongs to one and only one evolution 1T given by 
1T = (t, e (t1tO)xO)' We shall denote by E(S) the set of 
evolutions of (S, e (. , .». If the evolution law e (tl' t,) 
depends only upon the difference t1- t2, i. e., e (tl> t2) 

= e (t1- t2) then e (f) (fER) becomes a one-parameter 
group of bijective maps of S onto S. In this case we 
shall say that the dynamical system is conservative. 

The cornerstone of the formulation of the invariance 
principles is the notion of group action; let us briefly 
define what we mean by this term. 

Definition 2: Let X be a nonempty set and let g be a 
group. By an action (R, g, S) of Cj over X we shall mean 
a map 

gxx-x (g,P)-R(g)p, 

which verifies 

(i) R(g) is a bijective map of X onto X for all gECj, 

(ii) R(e) is the identify map on X, 

(iii) R(glg2) = R(gl)R(g2) for all gj,g2E Cj, 

Definition 3: Let (S, e (. ,0» be a dynamical system 
and let C; be a group. By a kinematical action of Cj on 
this dynamical s}Stem we shall mean an action (P, (j, S) 
of g on the state space S. On the other hand, by a . 
dynamical action of C; we shall mean an action (R, (j, 
£(S») of g on the set of evolutions E(S). 

Both classes of actions of groups on dynamical sys
tems are related as shows the next proposition which 
follows at once from the above definitions, 

Proposition 1: Every kinematical action (R(~), (j, S) 
defines a dynamical action (R(4), (j, E(S» by means of the 
map 

7T = (t, x(t» - R (4) (g) 1T = (t, e (t, 0) R(k) (g) e(o, /) xU)), 

1T(;c.E(S), gE(j. 

Moreover this map determines a bijective correspon
dence between the sets of kinematical and dinamical 
actions of Cj • 

If Cjo is the group associated with an invariance prin
ciple, the invariance of the physical laws under changes 
of reference frame related by (j 0 requires the existence 
of a dynamical action of (jo over the dynamical systems 
which describe the physical phenomena. In this context, 
it is generally assumed that the invariance under the 
group T = {g(b) : b<iOlR} of time translations is accom
plished by means of the map: 

TXE(S)~E(S), rr=(t,x(t»-T(d)(h)F(/,x(f-b), (1) 

b(;c.IR. 

This postulate is not trivial, in fact it is easy to prove. 

Prol>osition 2~ The map (1) defines a dynamical action 
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of T over (S, e(, ,,» if and only if (S, e (, ,. » is COnser
vative. Moreover, in this case the evolution law verifies 
e (t) = T(k)(_ t)(tER), where T(k) is the kinematical action 
of T associated with the dynamical action T(d). 

We are interested in groups go which contain T as a 
subgroup, From Propositions 1 and 2 we see that the 
analysis of the consequences derived from the invari
ance under these groups go may be carried out in terms 
of the kinematical actions of go. Thus the dynamical 
systems compatible with the invariance group (j 0 are in 
correspondence with the kinematical actions (R (k), <fo, S), 
the evolution law being determined by the action of the 
subgroup T of time translations. 

B. Elementary systems 

Henceforth, we assume that go is a connected Lie 
group which contains as a subgroup the group T of time 
translations. The Lie algebra of Cj 0 will be denoted by 
Go and we shall fix a basis Eo = {AI: i = 1, •• ,' ,yo} with 
the commutation relations [A I, AJ 1 = 'LkclJlik• 

In classical mechanics the state space of a dynamical 
system is a phase space with coordinates and canonicall) 
conjugate momenta. It is described mathematically by a 
symplectic manifold, 13 that is a differentiable manifold 
M equipped with a Poisson bracket {, }. The kinemati
cal action of the invariance group go is given by a 
canonical realizationlo (r,Cfo, M) of efo over M. These 
actions of C; 0 have an important property: They are 
locally Hamiltonian. 13 Then, in a neighborhood N of 
each point xoEM there is a mapA EGO -A EC~(N) where 
If is unique up to additive constants and verifies 

{A ,f}(x) = :t f[r(exp(- tAl) xli toO' 

for all xee:. N and fEC~(N). One finds that the functions 
corresponding to the elements of the bas is Bo of Go 
verify the Poisson bracket relations 

(2) 

(3) 

where 1](AI , AJ) are real constants which define an 
equivalence class of infinitesimal exponents 5 of Go. If 
this class is the trivial one we shall say that the canoni
cal realization is "strict. " In general, the maps /,<:". Go 
-If E:C~(N) are not extended to the wholeH. When it 
holds, the canonical realization is said to be Hamilto
nian. It is known4 that this is the case if M is simply 
connected or if Go verifies [Go, Go 1 = Go. 

From the pOint of view of Lie group action, the 
irreduc ible obj ects are those realiZations (r, 0- 0, :14) 
such that for all x,y",-M there isgL(jo verifying r(g)x 
= 1'. They are called transitive canonical realizations, 
This suggests the following mathematical characteriza
tion of elementary systems in classical mechanics. 

Definition 4: By a classical elementary system (CES) 
of ef 0 we shall mean a transitive canonical realization 
(Y,(jo,M) of C;o. Two CES (Yil Cfo,Mi ) (i=1,2) of C;o are 
said to be equivalent if there IS a canonical diffeomor
phism r:WI - M2 such thatr o y l (g)=y2 (g)orfor all 
gEefO' 

In quantum mechanics the state space of a dynamical 
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system is the set of unit rays of a complex Hilbert 
space H. The kinematical action of the invariance group 
Cjo is given by a prOjective unitary representation 
((), C; 0, H) of ef 0 over H. Each AEGO defines a self-ad
joint operator if on H unique up to additive constants 
and satisfies 

(4) 

The image of the basis Eo of Go under this map verifies 
the commutation relations 

(5) 

where 1](IiI>AJ) are real constants which determine an 
eqUivalence class of infinitesimal exponents of Go. We 
now give the usual definition of elementary systems in 
quantum mechanics. 

Definition 5~ By a quantum elementary system (QES) 
of (j 0 we shall mean an irreduc ible projective unitary 
representation (U, C; 0, H) of efo. Two QES (UI! (j 0, HI) 
(i = 1, 2) of C; 0 are said to be equivalent if there is a 
unitary transformation V: HI - f/2 such that VU I (g) 
= U2 (g) V f or all gee:. 40' 

From (3) and (5) we see that both CES and QES define 
representations up to a factor of the Lie algebra Go. At 
this point, it is convenient to introduce the prOjective 
group7 go of (jo. This group is defined in terms of a 
baSis {1]r:r=l, •.• , 'n} of infinitesimal exponents of 
Go as the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra 
(\ verifying 

[AI, A J 1 = "EcljAk + "E 1]r(AiI Aj) Ur , 
k r 

[Ail url=[Hn u.l=o. 
If we denote by Cf 6' the universal covering group of C; 0, 

we have 7 that ~ 0 is a central extension of Cf 6' by the 
Abelian group rum, Then, there is a exact sequence 

(6) 

0- rum.!.. 0 0 ~ef 6' _ O. (7) 

The composition (j "0 P oq of q:C;o - ef 6' with the covering 
homomorphism P:ef6' - (jo is called the projective 
homomorphism of ~ 0 onto Cj o. 

Now, we shall prove that the CES of (j 0 may be 
identified with strict canonical realizations of Co. 

j 

Theorem 1; Let (1', (~O, 11) be a transitive strict canoni
cal realization of qo S~~h that the kernel of the projec
tive homomorphism {j~0o - i;O acts identically on \1. 
Then, the map 

C;o x 11 - H, (g,x) - r(I]-1 (g)x 

defines a CES of (jo' Moreover each CES of C;o is 
eqUivalent to one of this form, 

(8) 

Proof: Given (Y,qo, 11) let us denote r(g) "Oy«(j-l(g», 
g,,,Jio. Since Kerr; acts trivially, it is clear that r(g) is 
a canonical transformation on 11 for all gL Cfo0 More
over, it follows easily that rC~·lg2)=YCl(I)YCl(2) and that 
Y(e) is the identity map on .\1, The unique nontrivial 
pOint, in order to conclude that (1') C; 0) 1l) is a CES of 
(jo, is to prove that (g, X)"'-lJO x \1- r (g) x uH is a C~ 
map, From (7) we have that q :(0 -(j 6' is a C~ homomor-

A j 
phism with central kernel in lj-Oo A result due to Hochs-
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child14 shows the existence of a Coo section c: r;jo* - go 
verifying q(c(g*)) =g* for all g*Egt, On the other 
hand, since p:gt -go is a local isomorphism, there is 
a neighborhood Uof the identity element in go such that 
p-l is a diffeomorphism of UE go onto p-l (U)cgt, Then 

observables are described by the self-adjoint operators 
F on H and the action of go on them is given by 

(11) 

(g,X)EUX ,'),I-r(g) XE:M is a Coo map since it is the The analysis of the actions (10) and (11) are particu-
composition of the following Coo maps; larly easy for the observables coming from the algebra

ic structures associated with Go. This will be clear 
UXM-~ gt x 711- go x 711 • M, from the following discussion. 

(g,x) -~ (P-1CI5) _ [c (p-l(g»,xl_ r[c(p-1(g)]x. 

Now, for each goEgo the set go U is a neighborhood of 
go and (g,x)EgouxM-r(g)xEM is a Coo map since it is the 
the composition of the following Coo maps: 

goUx \1 ___ • UxM--_ .. 11--_. ,W, 

Let Cj be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra G 

and let S be the symmetric algebra of G, I Given a basis 
R = t,4,,:QI = 1, ,.,' N} of G we may identify S with the 
polynomial ring <I' (al> "" aN 1 in 1\[ variables equipped 
with a Lie algebra structure defined by 

(I5,X) --- (go-lg ,x) --_r(go-Ig)x ___ .. r(go) r(go-Ig)x. (12) 

Then, we conclude that (g,x)EcgoxH-r(g)xEcW is a 
Coo map and therefore (r, go,'III) is aCES. 

On the other hand, given aCES (r, go, '\II) of go, it 
follows at once that r~roq defines a transitive canoni
cal realization of f; o. In order to prove that (r, (;0' M) 
is a strict realization, let us suppose that 1] is the 
infinitesimal exponent of Go defined by the map AEGo 
-A ECOO(N) in the neighborhood of some point of M. 
We may redefine this correspondence in such a form 
that there is a linear dependence 1] = 2; .. rn,.l],.. Then, 
from (5) and (8) we deduce that (r, qo, M) is an strict 
realization. This proves the assertion. (Q. E. D. ) 

Similarly, we have the following result7 about the 
r:..eduction of the QES of C; 0 to unitary representations of 

C;o· 

The are 111 2: Let W, q 0, U) be an irreduc ible un itary 
representation of 1;0 mappi~g into U(l) the kernel of the 
projective homomorphism q:qo - go' Then, the map 

go xH -C;, (Sf, 1/J) - U(q-I(£;»1)!, (9) 

defines a QES of C; o. Moreover each QES of C;o is 
equivalent to one of this form. 

From Theorems 1 and 2 we have that both CES and 
QES define representations of the Lie algebra Go. Let 
us notice that for a CES of C;o described by a transitive 
strict canoni~al realization (r, (;0' M) of go, the repre
sentation of Go is only locally defined in a neighborhood 
of each element of M. However, all of these realiza
tions of go may be constructed in terms of transitive 
strict Hamiltonian realizations of q O. II 

C. Classical and quantum observables 
One of the most important aspects which should be 

analyzed for the characterization of observables is 
their behavior under the action of the invariance group, 
This is fundamental in order to assign an appropriate 
mathematical object with a concrete physical 
observable. 

Let (Y, qo, M) be a CES of Cjo' The observables of this 
classical system are described by real functions f 
defined over the phase space M, and the action of go on 
them is given by: 

rc.~·) (f) =f 0 rC~rl, glCcljO' (10) 

Analogously, given a QES (0, qo,H) of Cjo, the quantum 
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where {C~8; QI, j3, lJ = 1, "" N} are the structure con
stants of G in the basis B, 

Let (r, e;-, M) be a strict Hamiltonian realization of 
g, Since the associated infinitesimal expon:nt 1) is the 
trivial one, we can choose the map AEG -.A EcC"'(M) 
such that it defines a Lie algebra homomorphism, This 
map may be extended to the symmetric algebra defining 
ji~P(Al> ,.,' AN) for all p=p(all , •• , aN) in S, We 
have: 

Theorem 3: The map PES-PECOO(M) verifies, 

(i) It is a representation of S, 

(ii) For each PeS, r(g)(p) = [adg(p)L where adg 
(gE Ij) denotes the adjoint action of C; over S, 

Proof: (i) By its definition it is obvloEs that P - P is 
a linear map which verifies (PIP2f = P1P2' Moreover 
from (12) we deduce {PI,P2}~={Pt.P2}' Then the conclu
sion follows, 

(ii) It is suffic ient to prove that it is true for the Lie 
algebra G. Given A(~G, we have 

{r(g)(A), f} ={,A 0 r(g-I), f}= {A, fo r(g)}o 1'(",.-1) 

for all fcC OO(ML On the other hand, we obtain 

([adg (A) t, f}(x) = :t f[r(expt - t adg(A) 1) xli t.o 

= :tf(r (g)1'[exp(- tfl)lr(g-l)x) I t.o 

={A, for(g)}(r(g-I)x), 

Hence l' (g)(l1) = [adg(A) r and the conclusion follows. 

Q.E.D, 

Let Sf be the set of invariants in ') under the adjoint 
action, From part (ii) of Theorem 3, every p,,-Sf veri
f ies l' ( f{)( P) = P for all gc 00 Then P is an invariant 
function onH under the action of Ij 0 Hence if (1',0, At) 
is a transitive action we conclude that the invariants in 
S are represented by constant functions over i'vI o 

These results are similar to the well-known proper
ties about the representations of enveloping algebras1 

induced by unitary representations in Hilbert spaces, 15 

Given a unitary representation (U, (j, H) there exists a 
dense domain H~ (the Garding domain) in H which is 
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left invariant under the action of Cj and also by the 
operators associated with the Lie algebra Go Thus, we 
get a representation of G by operators defined on H'" 
and we can associate with every element u of the 
enveloping algebra U of G an operator u defined on H"'. 
If we denote by O"'(H) the set of operators of H'" into 
itself, we can write the result analogous to Theorem 3 
in terms of enveloping algebras in the following way: 

Theorem 4: The map UE U-uEO"'(H) verifies, 

(i) It is a representation of u, 
(ii) For each UEU, U(g) (u) = [adg(u)t where adg(gEif) 

denotes the adjoint action of if over U. 

Similarly, when (U, if ,H) is irreducible the elements 
of the set U 1 of invariants in U under the adjoint action 
are represented by constant operators. 

It is not possible to extend the representations of S 

and U to all the elements of their quotient fields D(S) 
and [) (U), respectively. Indeed given h = P/P2ED(S) 
(f>hP2ES), the function h=P/P2 is not always well 
defined on the whole M, However within the definition 
domain of Ii it holds r(g) (h) = [adg(h)r where adg(gECj) 
is the adjoint action of if over D(S), The same com
ments may be translated to the elements of D (U) 

With respect to the application of Theorems 3 and 4 
in the formalism of classical and quantum mechanics, 
it is clear from Theorems 1 and 2 that the relevant 
algebraic structures of observables are those associated 
with the Lie algebra of the projective group, We 
emphasize the fundamental role played by the adjoint 
action of the projective group in the transformation 
properties of the observables, In this way a wide class 
of observables may be studied in terms of the adjoint 
action of ~o over the algebraic structures associated 
with its Lie algebra. It is known1 that several physically 
interesting observables are in the quotient structures 
D(S) and f) (U) or more general ones. Then they may not 
be defined for all the elementary systems, since only 
') and U admit always a well-defined representation, 
Thus, the analysis of the representations of the algebra
ic structures enables us to know whether a given ob
servable is or is not admissible for an elementary 
system, 

3. THE COADJOINT ACTION 
A. The orbits under the coadjoint action 

Let cJ be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra G 
and let C* be the dual vector space of G, The coadjoint 
action (cad, g, G*) of C; on G* is given byl1,16 

(cad(g)a ,II) = (a, ad (grill ), gr.=.Cj, a~G*, ArcG, (13) 

Let B={A,: Qi=l, , •• , N} be a baSis of G with com
mutation relations [A", AB1 = '[;vc~aAv. We shall denote 
by B* = {a!~ Qi = 1, "" N} the dual basiS of B (1. e" 
(at, A & = 0"'8) and by {ao< : Qi = 1, .• 0, N} the coordinate 
functions in C* associated with B* 0 It follows immediate
ly that (cad, g, G*) is a linear action of g with matrix 
representation relative to p* verifying 

(14) 

where (ad(gr1
) is the matrix associated to ad(grl in the 

basis P, 
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Example: ConSider the SU(2) Lie group, Its elements 
may be written as 

A(n,e)=cose/2-i(na)sine/2,lnl=1, (15) 

where a = (019 02, (3) are the standard Pauli matrices, 
A basiS of G is given by B={t= (1/2i)a}, The adjoint 
action of SU(2) is of the form 

adA(n, e)(rl:) = (R(n, e)r)· t, 
with 

R (ne)r = coser + (1- cose)(nr)n + sine(n x r). 

Since R(n, e)ESO(3), then R(n, e)l} = [R(n, er11J1 • There 
fore, the coadjoint action of SU(2) relative to the dual 
basis B* ={s*} is 

cadA (n, e)(s • s*) = (R (n, e)s) • s*, 

The coadjoint action of e; is generated by a linear 
action of its Lie algebra C defined by 

(cad(lI)a,A') =(a, [1I',A1), A ,A'EG, aEC*, (16) 

The right member of this equation COincides with the 
expression of the so-called "Kirillov form,,11) 

Ba(A',A)=(a,[A',Al), II ,A'EC, aE:..G*, (17) 

which defines a skew-symmetric bilinear form over G 

for every aEG*, 

With every aEC* we associate the set 0 a 

= {cad (g) a:gEIj} called the orbit of a, and the closed 
subgroup e; a;: {gE Cj: cad (g) a = a} called the isotropy sub
group at a, From the theory of Lie group action over 
differentiable manifolds, 17 it follows that 0. has a sub
manifold structure of G* diffeomorphic to the quotient 
manifold e; /e; a' Using this result we obtain, 

Proposition 3; The dimension of 0. equals the rank 
of the Kirillov form B. at a o 

Proof; Since Oa is a submanifold of Cit. diffeomorphic 
to e;/c;., then dim 0. =dim e; - dim 0a = dim G - dim 
Ga , where Ca is the Lie algebra of the subgroup e; .0 
On the other hand, from (16) and (17) we deduce that 
G.={AEG;Ra(A,A')=O "A'EC}; this implies that dim 
Ca = dim C- rank Bao Therefore, we conclude dim 
0. = rank Ba , (Q, Eo D.) 

There is a deep influence of the algebraic properties 
of the Lie algebra C over the structure of the orbits 
Ga. Let us remind1 ourselves that at the algebraic level 
G is characterized by two nonnegative integers defined 
in terms of the matrix func tion JIG (a) <>8 = '[;vC~8 av by 

n(C) "" ~ (~~~ •• ,aN) rankMc(a), 5(G) ",dim C - 211 (G), 

(18) 
We have called them canonical and central dimensions 
respectively of G, The role of these integers is funda
mental in the analysis of the "generic orbits," that is, 
the orbits in C* of maximal dimension, Let C:a.x be the 
set of points aEG* such that dim 0. is maximal; we 
have, 

Proposition 4: a EC,i;a.x => dim Ga = 2n(G" (19) 

Proof; By (17) we have Ba(A<>,1I8)='[;vc~8av, where 
{av : v= 1, •. ,' N} are the coordinates of the point a"-.G* 
with respect to the dual basis B*, so that we obtain 
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rank M;(a) = rank Ea. (20) 

Therefore, if ac:G~a.x, from Proposition 3 and (18) we 
deduce that dim Ua = 2n(G), (Q. E. D. ) 

In order to find the orbits it is very important to 
know the invariant functions under the action of C;, A 
function f differentiable in a neighborhood of a in G* 
is said to be invariant at a if there is a neighborhood 
U of (e, a) in C;x G* on which f(cad(g)n') = f(a') for all 
(g, a')C: U, The set of these functions will be denoted by 
cI(a, G*). In addition we shall denote by CI(G*) the set 
of differentiable functions f on G* such that f[cadg(a)] 
= f (a) for all gc: C; and aC:G*, they are the global in
variant functions, It follows easily from (16) that the 
action of G over the functions f defined in G* may be 
written~ 

(21) 

Since (1- is a connected Lie group, then fc:C I (a, G*) if 
and only if cad(Il",)f vanishes on some neighborhood of 
a for all 0' = 1, '0', N, Similarly f c:C I (G*) if and only 
if cad(A,,)fvanish on G* for all 0' =1, '0', V. At this 
point w~ find an important relation with the theory of 
Casimir invariants, since from (21) the set CI(a, G*) 
coincides with the set of "formal invariants" of GI8 

defined at the point no Moreover we have the following 
result about the maximal number of functionally inde
pendent elements in CI(a, G*); 

Proof~ If ac:G;:;a.x, Frobenius Theorem19 implies 
dim C I (n, G*) = dim G* - dimUao Therefore, from (18) 
and Proposition 4 the conclusion follows. (Q. E. D. ) 

The main property of the orbits under the coadjoint 
action is that they have the structure of sympletic 
manifolds, Moreover, the restriction [(cadr, ti, 01 of 
the coadjoint action over a given orbit 0 is a transitive 
strict Hamiltonian realization of C;. 10.11 Since the 
dimension of a symplectic manifold is twice the number 
of pairs of canonically conjugate coordinates, Proposi
tion 4 implies that the canonical dimension neG) of G is 
just this number for the orbits of maximal dimension, 

It is known11 that each transitive strict canonical 
realization of C; is locally equivalent to a realization 
[(cad)', (j,01, The manifolds which are locally diffeo
morphic to a given orbit 0 can be completely classified. 
Indeed, they are the covering manifolds of 0,20 More
over, if U is simply connected, its locally equivalent 
realizations are in fact equivalent to [(cadf, lj, u1, The 
same is true4 when the isotropy subgroup at the orbit 
o is connected, These results allow us to construct the 

C ES of an invariance group C;o in terms of the realiza
tions [(cad)', (;0,01 of its projective group (;0' From 
Propositions 4 and 5 we see the important role played 
by the characteristic dimensions in the context of CES, 
Thus, n(eo) is the number of pairs of canonically con
jugate variables of the CES of (; 0 with maximal dimen
sion, On the other hand, s (Co) coincides with the num
ber of invariant functions associated with the CES of 
maximal dimension, 
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B. The sets of classical and quantum elementary systems 

One of the most useful tools in the formulation of 
quantum mechanics has been the use of quantization 
rules to construct quantum observables, In this context, 
the Hamiltonian formalism playa central role, This is 
so since observables are constructed in both classical 
and quantum mechanics in terms of canonical variables. 
Then, there is a wide class of quantum observables 
which have a claSSical analog, Nevertheless, the spin 
observable has been conSidered as an exception in this 
correspondence, It fact, it was usually assumed that the 
spin is a consequence of relativistic quantum mechanics, 
But the analysis of the Galilean invariance3 shows that 
the spin is also impliCit in nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics, On the other hand, the application of Lie 
group theory to claSSical mechanics5• 6 shows how the 
spin may be also considered as a classical observable, 
From this it may be expected that the analogies between 
claSSical and quantum systems have a group-theoretical 
origin" In particular, it must be implicit in the relation 
between Lie group actions in claSSical and quantum 
mechanicS. 

It is an empirical fact that there exist strong analo
gies between the set [(tj) of realizations (cad, q "U) and 
the set R (C;) of equivalence classes of irreduc ible 
unitary representations (U, C; ,H), It is well known from 
the Kirillov's workl1 that there is a bijective corre
spondence between the sets c (0) and R(C;) for simply 
connected nilpotent Lie groups, Unfortunately) the 
correspondence between orbits and irreducible unitary 
representations it is not so clear in other cases, How
ever, there seems to exist a general rule to break 
[(li) and R(C;) according to types of elements and to 
define a bijective correspondence between them. Let 
us see an example to illustrate these comments. 

F:xa mple ~ Let E (2) be the bidimens ional Euclidean 
group, The elements of E(2) are labeled by (a, R(e) 

with aE1R2
, 8c[0,27T), Its Lie algebra is generated by 

{Pi> P2, [} with commutations rules 

[[,P11=P2, [[,P21=-P1, [P1,P21=0. (23) 

The coadj~int action is given by 

p'=R(G)p, 1'=I+alr~-(/2/11" 

Hence we find two types of orbits, 

(24) 

(I) {IlL /U 0 0 The orbit is C pep) XlR(l) where Cp is the 
circle Ip I =p" 

(II) {If, ZelR, The orbit is the point (O,/), 

Similarly there are two types of classes of irreduc i
ble unitary representations, 

(I)' [r 1, p -40, The group acts over the square inte
grable functions on Cp by 

[U(a, R)U1(P) = exp(ipa)1o(W1p). (25) 

(II)' [l1, 1 positive integer" The one-dimensional 
representation 

U(a, pee») = exp(il eL 
It seems natural to associate (1) - (1) I, (II) - (II)', 

Thus, we are faced with two questions" The first 
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question is to give a meaning to the term "type" in 
{(<:}) and R(lj), The second is to define the correspon
dence between types of {(<:}) and fi.. (ej). Both are closely 
related with the class ification of the action of ej over 
the functions and the operators of the orbits and the 
unitary representations. In physical terms, if we think 
of ((0) and f\ (Cj) as sets of elementary systems, two 
classical or quantum elementary systems would be of 
the same type if they admit the same observables, and 
the correspondence between classical and quantum type~ 
would be the quantization, 

In C (li) the appropriate definition of type turns out 
to be the concept of "stratum, ,,21 i, e" two realizations 
[(cadr, '1-' ull (i = 1,2) are said to be in the same stra
tum when they have conjugate isotropy subgroups, As 
a consequence we easily obtain that there is a diffeo
morphism b; 01 - O2 which commutes with the coadjoint 
action of <:} over the orbits, Moreover, if we define a 
map f~C'<(Oj) - f''CC~(02) by f '(x) =f(b-jx), we have that 
it also commutes with the action of C; over the differen
tiable functions, Therefore C~(OI) and C~(U2) are 
identified from the point of view of the action of (;, This 
means physically that the CE8 described by the realiza
tions [(cadt, C;, 0 i 1 (i = 1,2) admit the same observableso 

With respect to R (C;), we do not know a definition which 
describes the types in a precise way. However, in 
practice they may be identified in terms of the invari
ants under the group action, Each type in c (<:}) defines 
a characteristic set of elements {hj, "" hJ in the 
classical algebraic structures (S, D(S), ",), which are 
invariants under the action of the group over all the 
orbits of the type and hence each one of these orbits may 
be labeled by the constant values {hI, h2' ",' hn}, This 
parametrization is useful to distinguish the orbits in a 
given type, Thus, for algebraic Lie groups the orbits of 
maximal dimension are almost completely distin
guished lj by the constant values of rational invariants, 
In many cases one is able to construct the quantized 
version {Hi> ",' Hn} in the quantum algebraic struc
tures (U, fj U!), .,. ) of the elements {hi, "" hn} 0 The 
set of irreducible unitary representations on which 
{lfj, 00', Hn} are invariants defines a type in R(q) 
which is the quantum analog of the type in C (C;) asso
ciated with {lit, 0", fl n}, 

Another interesting feature of the analysis of types 
in ((C;) and R(C;) is their connection with the represen
tations of Lie algebras. Thus, every type is associated 
with a particular realization of the Lie algebra G in 
terms of canonical variables, This fact may be observed 
in the formalism of Pauri and Prosperi6 of the classi
fication of CE8, and also it seems to hold for QE8, It 
is also related to the canonical properties of the 
algebraic struc tures assoc iated with Gt , It seems to be 
generally valid that these structures can be constructed 
in terms of 11 (G) pairs of canonical variables and s (G) 
invariants, In particular, for algebraic Lie algebras 
this feature appears at the quotient field level, With the 
terminology of Pauri and Prosperi a set {qhP;; x .. ; 
i=I, "" n(G);1'=I, "" s(G)} of canonical variables 
and invariants generating the classical algebraic struc
tures of G is called a "claSSical regular schema" and 
it corresponds (see Propositions 4 and 5) to generic 
orbits. In practice it is not difficult to find the quantum 
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analogue set {Qhl1,X .. ; i=l, 000' n(G);r=l, ,",s(G)} 
which defines an associated "quantum regular schema" 
and corresponds to a generiC class of irreduc ible 
unitary representations, Therefore, the canonical and 
central dimensions n (G) and s (G) may be interpreted as 
the number of degrees of freedom and the number of 
labeling parameters of the generic elementary systems, 

4. APPLICATIONS 
A. Nonrelativistic elementary systems 

Let C;o be the Galilei group; its projective group qo is 
constituted by the elements 

g=(T,b,a,v,A), T)blc1R, a,vE1R3, AE:SU(2), 

(27) 

with the composition law 

gtg2 = (Tj + T2 + W12, bl + b2, aj + R(A j )v2 + b2vI> Vj 

+ R(Aj)V2' A j A2), (28) 

where Wj2 = l'ib2/2 + Vj R(A I)a2 and R(A) is the image in 
80(3) of AE8U(2) under the covering homomorphism, 
The projective homomorphism q;qo - ejo is given by 

(T, b, a, v,A)-- (b, a, v, R(A», (29) 

and evidently Kerq={(T,O,O,O, ±I.); TE:1R} is a central 
subgrouPA of qoo A basis P={/Y.,h,P,K,9} of the Lie 
algebra Go is fixed by the following relations: 

(T, 0, 0, 0, I.) = exp(- T)I), (0, li, 0, 0, I.) = exp(- bH), 

(0,0, a, 0, I.) = exp(aK), (0,0,0, v, I.) = exp(vK), 

(0,0,0,0, A (n, 8» = exp(8n9), 

wd it verifies 

(30) 

[,Y;,AJ1=</ikAk' ['vi' Pjl=EiJkPk, [9;,9Jl=ElJk9k' 

[A"PJ1=- 0IJ/t}, tl<l,Hl=- Pi. 

<\11 other commutators are zero. The characteristic 
:Hmensions of Go are n(60)=4 and s(ao)=3. 

(31) 

In th~ coordinate system {m,h,p,k,j} of the dual basis 
B* in G6' the coadjoint action may be written as follows; 

m'=JF1, 

11' =h + imv2 + (R(A) p) ·v, 

p' = R(A) P + mv, 

k' = R(A)k + bR (A)p + 11111 V - ma, 

j' = R(A)j + v XR(A)k+ a XR(A)p + ma xv, 

and determines three independent invariants 

m, 2mh-p2, (mj+kxp)2, 

(32) 

(33) 

The analys is of the algebraic structure of D(S) sug
gests

j 
the use of the coordinate system {'71,u,q,p,sr in 

G6', where 

q=-k/'71, s=j-qxp, lI=h-p2/2m (34) 

have the phySical meaning of pOSition, spin, and inter
nal energy, respectively, Let us note that these 
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coordinates are defined only at points with m * 0, and 
in terms of them the coadjoint action reads: 

J}/'=11I, u'=u, 

q' = R(A)(q - ! p)- bv + a, (35) 

p'=R(A)p+ mv, S'=R(A)s, 

In this way, one finds the following phys ically inter
esting types of CES, 

(I) {mis/II}, m * 0, S ~ 0, These include two types 
according as s> 0 or S = 0, The state space is the 
manifold 1R~(q, p) x 5;(S) , where ~(s) is the sphere 
lSi = ", The sympletic structure is determined by the 
Poisson bracket relations, 

fIJ;, IJ j}= {Pi' PJ}= {Sj' IJ Jt= {s h PJ}= 0, 

{lJioP,}= Ojj, {Sf' S'}=€iJkSA' 

(36) 

The kinematical action of the Galilei group is generated 
by the functions 

H=p2/2m+u, P=p, K=-mq, J=qxp+s. (37) 

From (35) we obtain that the evolution law is 

q(t) =q(O) + tp(O)lm, p(l) = p(O), set) = s(O). (38) 

It follows at once that the dynamical action of qo takes 
the form 

1T =c (t;q(t), p(t), s(t» - 11' = (t';q'(t'), p'(t'), s'(t'», 

where 

q' (f') = Rq (I) + vi + a, t' = t + b, 

p' (t,) = Rp(t) + mv, s'(I') = Rs(t), 
(39) 

It is clear that {Ill/S/U} (1/1 * 0) describes a nonrela
tivistic CES with mass 111, spin s, and internal energy 
II, We see that these systems admits a position observ
able which transforms correctly under the whole 
Galilei group. One proves easily that two CES{m,s,u l } 

(i = 1,2), which differ only in the parameter u, are 
equivalent realizations of qo. On the other hand, since 
the associated orbit is Simply connected, all the CES 
locally equivalent to {mls/u} are in fact eqUivalent 

(II) {O/I)/ ± s}, P> 0, S? 0, They are associated with 
the orbits on which 111 = 0, k xp = 0, and p * 0, If we 
define 

T=-k'p/!J\ i\=j'p!rJ , w=jxp, (40) 

the state space is the manifold 1R2(h, T) x{ (P;W)E1R6: I pi 
=/), p·w = O} and the kinematical action of <;0 is given 
by 

/z'=Il+V.Rp, p'=Rp, T'=T-b, i\'=i\, 

w' = Rw + [(a - TV) X Rp 1 x Rp, 

This leads to the evolution law 

1z(l)=-=ll(O), p(f)=p(O), T(t)=T(O)+t, i\(t)=i\(O), 

w'(t) =w(O). 

(41) 

(42) 

We may interpret {O/p/± s} as a nonrelativistic CES 
with zero mass and helicity i\=±S, It does not admit 
a position observable because the condition {qj,p,}= Of' 
implies {q, p2}= 2p * 0, which is absurd since p2 is 
constant On the other hand, we note that T may be 
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interpreted as the "age" of the elementary system. The 
isotropy subgroup under the action of qo is {(b,a,v,R): 
b=a3 =v3 =0, R=U}. By its connected character we de
duce that {O/p/± s} do not have inequivalent locally equi
valent CES. 

The characterization of the QES of <; 0 is f ac il itated by 
t.!:te analys is of the quotient field! f) (U) associated with 
Go. In fact D(U) is generated by the set {M, U,Q, P,S}, 
where 

Q=-!V'M, S=J-QxP, U=H-p2/2M (43) 

have the physical meaning of position, spin, and inter
nal energy, respectively. Moreover, there are three 
independent Casimir invariants, 

(44) 

The QES with physical interpretation are of the form 3
) 

(I)' [m/s/u1, m*O, 2s nonnegative integer. The state 
space is the Hilbert space of functions iJ! = iJ!(P) with 
2s + 1 components and finite norm, 

11iJ!1I2 (iJ!t(P)iJ!(P) d3p iJ!tiJ!= 6 iJ!*iJ! , 
<. '-s::r;.J ~s J j 

The action of q 0 is generated by the operators 

M=m:D., H=p2/2m+u:D., P=p, K=-imVpxP+S(S), 

(45) 

where S(8) is the (2s + I)-dimensional spin operator, 

The elements Q and S of D(U) admit a representation 
as operators in the Hilbert space. Of course from (43) 
and (45) we get 

Q=iVp , S=8(8) (46) 

which correspond to the standard position and spin ob
servables in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The 
kinematical action of ejo transform {Q, P, 8} in 
{Q', P', S'} = [1""! (g){Q, P, S} U(g) according to 

Q' =R(Q-! p) - bv+a, 
(47) 

P'=RP+mv, S'=R8. 

From this we obtain the evolution law 

Q(t)=Q(O)+tP(O)/m, P(t)=P(O), S(t)=S(O) (48) 

and the dynamical action of 0-0 over {Q, P, S} becomes 

Q'(t') = RQ(t) + Vt + a, t' = t + b, 
(49) 

P' (t') === RP(t) + mv, 8' (t') = RS(t). 

Let us note that these equations are linear in {Q, P, Sf 
and hence they continue to hold if we replace the opera
tors by their expectation values. 

Clearly [m/s/ul (m> 0) describes a nonrelativistic 
QES with mass 111, spin s, and internal energy II, It 
admits a position operator which transforms correctly 
under the whole Galilei group, Two QES [m/s/lIi1 
(i = 1,2), which differ only in the parameter 11, turn out 
to be equivalent. 

(m' [O/p/±sl, p:>O, 2s nonnegative integer, The 
group acts over the square integrable functions 
iJ! = iJ!(E, p) on the cylinder {P2 = p2, any E}o The genera
tors of q 0 are represented by ~ 
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M=O H=E, P=p, K=-ip oOE' J=iVpxp+Z, (50) 

where Z=:l:S(Pl(p+P 3rt, P2(p+P 3r1
, 1), Now, the 

elements Q, S of f)(U) do not admit a representation as 
operators in the Hilbert space. On the other hand, the 
helic ity observable A -= J. P / P is represented by :I: sl and 
the operator T-= - K· P / p2 may be interpreted as the 
"age" of the system, 

The QES described by [O/p/± s 1 has zero masS and 
helicity ± S, We note that it does not admit of a position 
observable, 22 

B. Relativistic elementary systems 

Let 00 be the Poincare group; its projective group 
coinc ides with the universal covering group, Thus go 
is the set of elements (a, A), aEc1R4, AE:SL (2, <r) with 
the group law 

(a 1,A 1)(a2,A2) = (al + A(A 1)a2,Ai A z), (51) 

where A(A) denotes the Lorentz transformation asso
ciated with AE:SL(2,<1'), The projective homomorphism 
{j is given by (a,A) - (a, A(A» and Ker q is the central 
subgroup {(O,±lI.)} of go, A basis B={H,P,K,9} of Go 
is determined by the equations: 

(a, 1) =exp(- aOH+ a .p), (O,A(n, e» = exp(en· 9), (52) 

(0, H(n, it') = exp(J'n . K), 
where A(n, e) = cose/2 - inO' sine/2, H(n, If!) 

= cosh 1f!/2 - nO' sinh 1f!/2, with I n I = 1. We 
have 

[t,I<'l=EfJkl<k, [yi,p'l=Eiikpk, [yl, tl=€iJkt, 

[1<~Ml=-EfJk9\ [l<i,p'l=-rPH, [Ai,Hl=-P', 
(53) 

all others commutators are zero, Sometimes, it will be 
convenient to use of the covariant generators {PIL,;I} ILV 
= - mVIL} defined by pIL = (H,P), mOl =I<~I, ml' =EIJky k, 

The characteristic dimensions are n(Go) = 4, s(60) = 2, 

The coadjoint action of go takes a simple form when 
expressed in the coordinates {pIL, mILv = - mUlL} asso
ciated with the covariant generators in Go, Indeed, we 
get 

P'=A(A)P, 

m,ILV= A (A)f A(A)~m~P + aIL A(A)~PP - aU A(A)fP~. (54) 

The invariant functions are generated by p2 and w2, 
where w is the Pauli- Lubansky 4-vector w IL 

€ILv~omv~p/2. In the coordinates {h,p,k,j} the action of 
the subgroup {(a, A (n, e)} is 

h' = h, k' = R(n, e) (It + aOp) - ha, 

p'=R(n, e)p, j'=R(n, e)j +axR(n, e)p. 

The classical algebraiC structures suggest the 
coordinates 1 : 

k pXW 
q=-;;+ mh(m+h)' 

s=-!...+ (Wp)p 
m mh(m +h)' 

(55) 

(56) 

where m = (h2 - p2)1/2, Evidently they are defined only at 
pOints with p2 = h2 - p2 > O. From (55) we obtain that 
their transformation law under the subgroup {(a,A(n, e))} 
is of the form 
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q'=R(n, 8)(q- aOp/h) +a, s'=R(n,8)s. (57) 

One finds the following physical CES; 

(I) {m/s}, m> 0, s ~ 0, The state space is 1R6(q,p) 
XS;(s) with the symplectic structure induced by the 
standard Poisson bracket relations (36). The kinemati
cal action of 00 is generated by 

sxp ( 
H=(m2+p2)1!2,p=p, K=-qh+m+h' 58) 

9=qXp+s, 

We have from (57) that the evolution law takes the form: 

q(t)=q(O)+tp(O)/h, p(t)=p(O), s(t)=s(O), (59) 

The observable q transforms as a position observable 
under translations, but its transformation properties 
under pure Lorentz transformations 5 correspond to this 
character only when s = 0, Thus, {m/ s} describes a 
relativistic CES with mass m and spin s, and it admits 
a position observable with the limitations quoted above. 
Since the state space is simply connected, there are not 
other CES locally equivalent to {m/s}, 

(II) {O:l: s}, s ~ 0, These orbits correspond to pOints in 
at with p2 = w 2 = 0 and pO> 0, The coordinates {q, s} are 
singular, A suitable coordinate system is {X,p, A} with 

k X=-
It' 

(60) 

The identity pw = 0 implies the existence of s ~ 0 such 
that 7U=~SP. Then, if follows at once A=±S, 

We find the following Poisson bracket relations: 

{iI, X'}=Efikxk, {xl, pi} = oli, {xl, Xi}= _ "AE 1J_pk/h3, 

(61) 

Therefore, x behaves as a position observable under 
space translations and rotations, Nevertheless {xi, xl} 
vanish only when s = 0, Hence, only in the case s = 0 
can we consider x as being a position observable, 
Moreover if st- 0, given r such that {jl, r'}= €I'~rk and 
{rl, pi} = ofi 9 we find that r - x is of the form f(p2)p, and 
therefore that {yl, ri}= {yl ,xi }* 0, 

One finds that the state space is 1R3(X) x (1R3(p) - {O}) 
and the generators of the kinematic action of (0 become 

/1= jpl, P=p, K=- ipjx, 9=xxp±sp/lpl, (62) 

The evolution law is xU) = x(O) + tp(O)/ I P(O) I ,p(t) = p(O). 
Hence {O/±s} describes a relativistic CES with zero 
mass and helicity ± s, and it admits a position observ
able with the correct transformation properties under 
translations and rotations only when s = O. Moreover 
it is not difficult to see that the isotropy subgroup at the 
point {x = 0, p = (0,0,1)} is the connected subgroup of 
C;D generated by the Lie subalgebra {/I- 1'3,,9 3, ,9 1 + A 2 

+ ApI, 92 _AI + AP2}, Therefore, {O/±s} determines 
a unique CES, 

In the quantum algebraic context of the POincare Lie 
algebra, the suitable elements to represent the position 
and spin observables are given byl ~ 
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Q= _ ~(KJ11 + JrlK) + P xW 
2 MH(M+H)' 

_ w + (WoP)P 
S-- M MH(M+H)' (63) 

where W is the spatial part of the Pauli- Lubansky 4-
vector W" =E/LV~PMv~ P/2 and /'.1 is the square-root of 
P2=H2_ p2, There are two independent Casimir in
variants p2 and W 2 whic h verify p2 = M2, W 2 = - A1282, 

We have the following relativistic QES with physical 
meaning~ 

(I)' [m/s1, m > 0, 2s a nonnegative integero The group 
acts over the (2s + I)-component wavefunctions </J= </J (P) 
with finite norm 

where pO = (m 2 + p2)1 12. The generators of the POincare 
group are represented by the operators23 

. pXS(S) 
P" =P", K= -lPOVp--+po , J=iVAxp + SIS), (64) 

111 ' 

where Vp = ((I/3p1) a/ap2, '(1/'00 3), and SiS) is the (2, + 1)
dimensional spin operator, From (63) and (64) it is 
straightforward to obtain 

Q- ·v . P 8 8(S) 
-1 p-l~) = , (65) 

We see that Q is precisely the Newton-Wigner position 
operator, 24 It transforms in the usual way under the 
rotations and translations, but its behavior under pure 
Lorentz transformations has no simple interpretation, 25 
The evolution law of the observables [Q, P", S} is the 
same as the one verified by their classical analogs, 
Therefore, [111/81 interpreted as a relativistic QES with 
mass 'II and spin s and it admits a position observable 
with the limitations already quoted, 

(11)' [O/± S 1, 2s a nonnegative integer, They verify 
W=W 2 =O, pO~·O, This implies a relation W='f"P. 
The Hilbert space is the set of complex-valued functions 
~,= ~,(P) with support in the future lightcone C+={p~p2 
= 0, pO. O} and finite norm 

1 rl3p 
11'1111 2 = I ~;(I) 127 0 

c+ 

The infinitesimal generators are represented by23: 

P"=P", K=-ipoVp+Zt. J=iVp xP+Z2; (66) 

where ZI = ± ,,(- p2 (po + p3r1, pi (pO + p3rl, 0) and Z2 
=± S(pI(pO + p3r 1, p2(pO + (3)"!) :D.L It is clear that Q 
and 8 are not defined in these representations, If we 
define 

X= - 1.(KH-1 + W1K) 11.= J. P 
2 ; IPI' (67) 

a simple computation shows that 

The generators of the representation can be written 
in terms of p and X according to 

H=ipi, P=p, K=- ~(Ipi x+xipi), J=xxp±sl, 
Ipl 

(69) 

The evolution laws of P and X are identical to their 
classical analogs. Thus, [0, ± s 1 describes a relativistic 
QES with zero mass and helicity ± s, and only when 
s = 0 does it admit of a position observable. 

C. Elementary systems of the Weyl group 

The Weyl Lie group (10 is the group of POincare 
transformations and dilations acting on Minkowski 
space-time X= (XO,x) according tOX'=Ai\x+a, Since 
the Lie algebra Go has no nontrivial infinitesimal 
exponents, 26 the projective group ~o COincides with the 
universal covering group, Thus ~o consists of of the 
elements (a,A, A) where aECm\ .4ESL(2, C), A'> 0, with 
the group law, 

(at. AI, Al)(a2, A 2, A2) = (al + Al MA1)o!, A 1A 2, Al :1.2), (70) 

The projective homomorphism q~ qo is given by (a,Al\) 
- (a, A(A), A), and Ker q is the central subgroup 
{(O,±n,I)} of qo. We define the baSis {H,p,K,9,fJ} of 
Go by means of Eq. (52) for {H,p, K, 9} and the follow
ing equation for 1), 

(0, n, A) =exp(-logA .1), (71) 

The nonnull commutation relations are given by (53) with 
the added one r 1), P"l = - P". One finds that the charac
teristic dimen~ions of Go are n (Co) = 5 and s (Go) = L 

In terms of the coordinates [t)~, >11""=_ .nv'",d} of 
{;~, the coadjoint action reads 

P' = >,-1 A(A) p, l' =rl + A~1aA(A) p, 

JIll ~v = i\(A)fA(A)~m'P + A-1(a" A(A)~p· - aV A(A)r pAL 

There is only one invariant function given by W
2/p2, 

(72) 

The analysis 1 of the quotient field D(S) suggests the use 
of the coordinates {r",p",u'''}, where r/.L= (rlP" + m""P/ 
p2, Indeed, the coadjoint action takes the following 
simple form-

r'=,\A(A)r+a, P'=A-1A(A)P, 1!,,=,\-lA(A)IO. (73) 

We shall consider only the CES corresponding to the 
orbits of pOints [r/.L, p /.L, 71' /.L} in C6' with p2 " 0 and pO, 0, 
They are labeled by a nonnegative number {s} deter
mined by the constant value of the invariant function 
in the form ,,2 = - 1I,2/p2, The state space is the manifold 
m4(r) x{(0,1I') e.1R 8; p2~oO, pO"O, pu'=O, 1I,2=_s2p2} 
with the sympletic structure induced by the Poisson 
bracket relations, 1 

{p", v}= {p", U'v}=O, {p", rV}=g"", 

[r", r"}'=f"V)Pt\U,/(p2)2, {r", rrV}= (UJ"pv _ wVp")/p2, 

X-' -' P _~ 11.- n -zVp l~ IPI' -±s, (68) (74) 

It is known22 that [0/ ± s 1 admits a position observable 
only when s = 0, In this case X reduces to the operator 
iVp - ip/2 I P 12 which is prec is ely the pos ition observable 
of this QES, 
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One may also define the spin observable s as given by 
Eqo (56). Thus the orbit becomes the manifold m4(r) 
x {pc]R4; p2;, 0, pO " O} x ~(s)o 

From (73) we see that the evolution law is 
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rO(t)=rO(O) - t, r(i)=r(O), P"'(t)=P"'(O), 

w"'(t) =w"'(O). (75) 

We notice that r"'(t) does not correspond to the evolution 
law of the spacetime observable of a free particle. It 
is a consequence of the manifestly covariant kinematical 
action of the Weyl group as given by Eq. (73). We 
emphasize that this description in terms of r'" is a 
generalization of Aaberge's analysis27 of free relativis
tic particles of spin O. Let us see that a convenient 
position observable is provided by 

x=r-~ro. 
p 

(76) 

In fact from (75) we easily find that its evolution law is 
x(t) = x(O) + tp/po, which cOincides with the expected one 
for a free-particle position observable. Under the 
dynamical action of one element g= (a, A, X) of qo, every 
trajectory x(t)'=' (t,x(t» is mapped into another one 
X'(I) = (t, X/(t». Now, we want to prove that x(t) trans
forms like a space-time curve under the action of the 
Weyl group. Since x(t) = reO) - rO(t) p/po we have 

r'o (1') r'O (I') 
x'(/'l = 1" (0) - -----;;;0 = xAr(O) + a - ----piUx -t AP. 

On the other hand, from (75) and (76) we have 

r'o (t') = 1'10(0) - t' = X (A~ rO(t) + A~ ~ rO (I») = X2 ~rO(t). 

Hence, we get 

rO(t) 
X, (tl) = XAr(O) + a - X -po AP = XM (t) + a, (77) 

which proves the assertion. Therefore, x may be 
interpreted as a position observable which transforms 
under the Weyl group as we should expect. However, the 
components of x verify the standard relations {Xl, xl} = 0 
only when s = O. 

We see that {s} describes a CES with spin sand 
arbitrary positive mass. It admits a position observable 
with the quoted properties. There are no other CES 
locally equivalent to {s}, since their associated orbit is 
simply connedflrL 

The generic QES of the Weyl group are denoted by 
[s 1 where 2s is a nonnegative integer. The Hilbert space 
is given by the (28 + l)-component functions </J= </J (P) 
with support the future inner light cone n+={p:p2> 0, 
pO> Or and finite norm 

II </J112 ={f(P) </J(P)d4p, </Jt</J= -s'E .. s </Jj</Jl' (78) 

The action of the projective group is of the form 26 

rU(a, A, X)</Jl( P) = X2e ipa Dla)[A( p)"tAA (A (A );t)J</J[XA(A);tl, 

(79) 

where A(p) '" (m + pO + 0" p)[2m (pO + m)l-t/2 and DIS) the 
(2s + l)-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2). 
The Lie algebra is represented by the operators26: 

P'" -P'" K- . a . ° pXS
IS
; - , --zPapo-zp Vp- m+p , 

J=iV. Xp+SIS) D=-i pi a +2) p , ~, 

(80) 
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where m = (p2)t/2 is the mass variable with range 0 <m 
< + 00. 

From the analysis of the quotient fieldt D(U) and 
Eq. (76) we have that the candidate to describe the 
position observable is 

X=R-!rp RJ 
2tp°' J. (81) 

where [ , 1. denotes the anticommutator and R is defined 
by 

R",=!rD P"'] + 1 [1\1"''' h1 
2 L '? W ,Vv .' 

(82) 

From (80) we find 

R
o . a 
=-zapo' (83) 

Therefore the position observable is represented by the 
operator 

Let us note that in the mass representation </J(pO, p) 
- <t>(m,p)'=' </J«(p2)tl2,p), it becomes 

P SIS)Xp 
X-iV - i- + 

- " 2(PO) m(m+pO), 

(84) 

(85) 

which reduces to the Newton- Wigner operator when the 
spin vanishes. Moreover, we see that only in this case 
the components of X are compatible observables. 

The evolution law of the operators {R"', P"', W"'} is 
given by 

R°(t)=RO(O)-t, R(t)=R(O), P"'(t)=P"'(O), W"'(t)=W"'(O) 

(86) 

Hence we get 

X(t) = X(O) + tP/po. (87) 

The transformation properties of X under the dynamical 
action of the Weyl group are the expected ones as far as 
dilatations, translations and rotations are concerned. 
But its behavior under pure Lorentz transformations 
has no simple interpretation. Therefore, [s 1 describes 
a QES with spin s and arbitrary mass and it admits a 
position observable with the above limitations. 

If we define the observables T= - rO and T= - RO. 
From (75) and (86) we see that their time evolutions are 

T(t) = T(O) + t, T(t) = T(O) + t 

rhey may be interpreted as the "age" observables of 
:he elementary system {s} and [sl, respectively. We 
,lote that since 0 < pO < 00, the operator T= i a/apo is 
3ymmetric but is not a self-adjoint operator. 
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The existence of inequivalent types of spinors in spaces which are not simply connected is mathematically 
investigated. The mathematical results provide a purely geometrical explanation of the charge dependence 
of quantized flux and Josephson current in superconductivity. 

INTRODUCTION 

When space-time is not simply connected, it is im
possible to give a unique definition of spinors. There 
exist several inequivalent possibilities which are in one
to-one correspondence with a certain cohomology group 
of space-time (which we describe later on). If this 
cohomology group is nontrivial, we call the spinors 
exotic. In the first seven sections the mathematical as
pects of exotic spinors are discussed. We concentrate 
mainly on Dirac spinors which represent physically the 
most interesting object. Beginning with Sec. 8, we give 
an application of the theory to super conducting rings. 
The geometrical aspects are particularly simple in this 
case: Only two types of spinors are possible. We then 
construct a model in which both types of spinors are 
used in the quantum theory of the super conducting ring. 
The functional form of the charge dependence of quan
tized magnetic flux and Josephson current is derived in 
a new way and it agrees with experiment. We test our 
assumptions by substituting electron pairs for exotic 
spinors and rederive the aforementioned quantities. The 
results are identical for both cases. 

The first sections of this article are purely mathema
tical. They require some basic knowledge of modern 
differential geometry and cohomology (in particular the 
Cech definition). The reader who is not familiar with 
these subjects but interested in the application to super 
conductivity, may take Propositions III and N of Sec. 7 
for granted. The rest of the paper is then self -contained. 

1. DEFINITION OF SPIN STRUCTURES 

Suppose that we are given a four-dimensional, ori
ented manifold M with a Lorentz metric g (signature 
+ - - -). We shall assume that M is time-oriented, L e. , 
there is a timelike vector field t on M. If Yx is a time
like vector at XE M, then y x is said to be positive if 
g(yx,t) is positive. In addition, we make the technical 
assumption that M has a simple covering by open sets 
V Oi' which means that every intersection of the Vex is 
contractible. Let ~ denote the bundle of oriented and 
time-oriented orthonormal frames in M. ~ is a principal 
bundle with the special Lorentz group L. as structure 
group. L+ has a universal covering called spin. The 
covering projection p: spin - L. has a kernel Ko iso
morphic to LZ2• Ko lies in the center of spin. Now we 
want to define spinors. By definition, a spin structure 
consists of a prinCipal bundle ~ with group spin together 
with a bundle map 1) such that the diagram 

commutes. (n, 1T are the canonical projections of the 
bundles ~ and n. Furthermore, 11 has to satisfy 

1J(zg) = 1)(z )p(g), 

for all Z E: ~ and gE spin. Assume that ~ exists. Let d 
be a representation of spin in cr m. 

A spinor field Of type d is by definition a section in 
the associated vector bundle txdcr m (see Sec. 3). Thus 
the problem of defining spinors is reduced to the con
struction of t 

Remark: The definition of a spin structure has already 
been used in mathematics l and general relativity. 2,3 

The definition of a spinor field of type d contains the 
usual tensor fields which are obtained for special repre
sentations d (see Sec. 3). Similar definitions are also 
used in modern gauge theories· which deal, of course, 
with different structure groups, e. g., SU(2). 

2. MORE ABOUT SPIN 

We need a more detailed definition of spin, K 0 , and 
p. Following Atiyah et aZ. , I let E denote the ordinary 
Minkowski vector space with constant metric of signa
ture + - - -. Consider C(E), the corresponding 
Clifford algebra, with identity e. E is canonically in
cluded in G(E). Let w denote the canonical antiautomor
phism of C(E) which leaves every XC' E fixed. By defini
tion, spin is the connected component of the group of 
invertible elements gE G(.c), which satisfy 

(a) gxg-1",,£forxcoE, 

(b) g. w(g) = e. 

[The group spin is isomorphic to SL(<l, 2)J 

The map p: spin - Gl(E), defined by p(g)(x) =gxg_ J , 

for all XE E, is shown to be a homomorphism of spin 
onto L. with kernel Ko conSisting of the elements e and 
- eo Denote by Lie (L.) c Gl(E) and Lie (spin)--:: G(E) 
the Lie algebras of L+ and spin, respectively. p estab
lishes an isomorphism Po, 

Po : Lie (spin) - Lie (L J, 
such that 

Po(ct)x = G' X - XG' 

for all x EO E and 0' r.:: Lie (spin). 

G(E) has a faithful irreducible representation y in cr 4. 
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Restricting y to spin yields a representation of spin 
which we call the Dirac representation. Without proof 
we state2 

Proposition I: There is a Hermitian metric :\ of signa
ture +:: - - in <1'4 such that y(x) is self-adjoint for all 
xEE. A(a, y(x)a) is positive for all positive timelike x 

and arbitrary ac::cr 4 (0 * 0), Spin leaves :\ invariant and 
y(a) is skew-adjoint for a F Lie (spin). 

3. NONUNIQUENESS OF SPIN STRUCTURES 

It has been shown5 that a spin structure ~ exists if and 
only if the second Stiefel-Whitney class of M vanishes. 
But ~ is not uniquely dete rmined (up to trivial bundle 
isomorphisms), if H'(Ai, 11.0 ) is nontrivial6 • Assume that 
this is the case. If ~ is a spin structure, choose a sim
ple covering U", of M and a system of local sections 
a",: U" - ~ (which exist because U Ct is contractible 7). In 
U"B=U"tl UB, aa(x) must satisfy 

CTB(X) = a ,,(x)(ji "s(x) 

for some function (ji '" B: U "'B - spin, called the transition 
map. In U "'BY = U ",'1 UBn Ur we have the identity 

¢"'B(x)¢Sy(x)=¢",r(x), (3.1) 

When k E H'(M, Ko) is nontrivial and is represented by 
the cocycle K",s: U "B -Ko, set (for Xf"" U "'8) 

(ji~i')=¢"'B(x)K"'B' (3.2) 

The functions (ji~B also satisfy (3.1) and it has been 
shown6

,8 that they determine a new inequivalent spin 
structure ~(K) with a commuting diagram 

~(K) "(KH 

1f(K~ IT! 
M 

and a system of local sections a ",(K) with 

7100",= T/(K)oa",(K). (3.3) 

The transition maps are given by (3.2). It can be shown 
shown6

,8 that this construction establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between the inequivalent spin structures 
and the elements of H'(M, Ko). 

Let d be a representation of spin in [' m. Recall the 
definition of ~Xd[' m. 9 An equivalence relation"" holds in 
Ix<1'm: 

(z, a)~ (z', a') - z' =zg and a' =d{g-')a 

for some gc= spin. Dividing out yields ~Xd[' m as the set 
of equivalence classes. Denote by dm: tx [' m - t Xd<1' m the 
map which assigns to each pair its equivalence class. 

Suppose that d maps Ko on~ the identity. Then d 
determines a representation d of L in <1' m in the follow
ing obvious way: Set d(g·) = d(g) for' some g with p(g) 
=g'. This makes sense because the definition is in
dependent of the particular choice of g'. One can then 
easily show that tXd<1' m is isomorphic to ~Xd['m. A 
trivial consequence is that any spin structure leads to 
identical d-type spinors, when d has the aforementioned 
property, which is known to be valid for bosons. The 
nonuniqueness of spin structures can, therefore, only 
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affect the properties of fermions, a result which is, 
of course, expected, 

4. CONNECTION FORM AND COVARIANT 
DERIVATIVE 

In this section we follow the standard differential
geometrical constructions as they are desc ribed in the 
books of Greub (;{ al. 9 or Kobayashi and Nomizu. 10 

Consider the original frame bundle ~. A point z ~ ~ 
in the fibre over x - M can be visualized as an orienta
tion preserving' isometry of Ii to 1'<, the tangent space 
Over x. Tllc fllndamental form e of ~ with values in E is 
defined by LT!*: 1', -- T, (2: -~) is the mapping induced by 
11 in the tangent spaces 1 

ez(IJ = Z-1 (11*(1 J), 

for all zr: ~ and lzco T z • The Riemannian connection 
form W of ~ is uniquely fixed by requiring vanishing 
torsion, 10 

From now on we use 0 to denote the exterior derivative. 
If ~ is a spin structure, then 

(4.1 ) 

is a connection form in t (Notation: If 9 is any mapping 
of manifolds, 9* denotes the induced pullback of 
forms. ) 

Let U D' be a simple covering of M and (j D' a system of 
local sections in ~ with transition maps 1J "'R' Then <J Cl' 

=1) 0 a" is a system of local sections in ~ with transition 
maps 9",/:'I)=pl¢'",s(x)J. The local COlllIcclioli forills Wo 
and W Q defined in U", for Z and ~ are given by C;:, Q = 
=o'",*(w) and w"=<J,,,*(w), respectively. From (4.1) it 
follows that 

w,,=P(i'(W,,). 

In U D'S we have the well-known transition law, 10 

wi'") = ¢ "'B(X)(;) ",(x)$ "'6(X)-' + 1J"s(x). 6$~~ (x), 

W s(x) = 9 ""l(X)W ",(X)9 ","(xt' + <p ",,,(x). (1)~;,q (x). 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Recall now that a ii-type spinor is a section ~ in h·d<1'"'. 

Let . U" -- <r m denote the unique function which 
satisfie s 

dm(a ",(x), J ",(x)) = J(,). 

In U ail we have the transition law 

¢B(X) = d(1J"'B(x»)~ a(.\)· (4.4) 

Recall that, conversely, any system of functions 
satisfying (4.4) determines a section. The functions ,'Q 
are called the local COlJlpOlleJl/8 of <I with respect to CJ ",' 

Let Y be a vector field on AI, By setting 

(4.5) 

[i(Y) applied to a form means evaluation of the form by 
Y), we obtain, by using (4.3), a new system of functions 
satisfying (4.4) and, therefore, a new section V' y,l, 

called the cOI'ariallt deri I'atil'e of ~) with respect to Y. 

We stop here for a physical comment. Assume that 
one wants to describe the quantum-mechanical motion 
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of particles in curved space by a wave equation, such 
that the gravitational interaction is mediated by purely 
geometrical entities like the covariant derivative. The 
formalism described above provides us with a con
struction principle; 

(a) Specify the spin of the particle, i. e., specify the 
representation d. 

(b) Construct lXa<r m. The "wavefunction" is a section 
in this vector bundle. 

(c) Then there is a unique and natural definition of the 
covariant derivative which depends only on the proper
ties of the underlying Lorentz manifold. 

An analogous construction principle is used in the 
differential-geometrical approach to gauge theories, 4 

in particular in electrodynamics. (Later on we will 
couple particles to an electromagnetic vector potential 
A which can also be interpreted as a part of a covariant 
derivative. ) 

If (c) is not observed, then we are forced to define 
the covariant derivative for each representation d 
separately. In physical terms this would be equivalent 
to the introduction of new fields of spin-dependent 
forces for which we do not have experimental evidence. 

5. 01 RAC SPINORS 

Let y and ~ be given as in Sec. 2. A Dirac spinor is 
by definition a section in hdd' 4. Define the local Dirac 
JOYlIIS Y c< by 

y,JK) = y«a ",*b')(x». (5.1) 

One finds the transition law (valid in U "8)' 

Y B(X) = iae(x)y ",(x)ii!-;,~ (x), (faa =y o:p (8)' (5.2) 

Now, if Y is a vector field on M and ¢ a section in 
had' 4 with local components ifi"" then y(Y)if' is defined 
as the section with local components given by 
(i(Y)y,,). if; ,,(x). (5.2) and (4.4) ensure that this defini
tion makes sense. For x r=: lvi, let e i (i = 1, ... ,4) be a 
set of linearly independent vector fields defined in an 
open set containing x. Denote by gii(x) the matrix in
verse to g(e i , ej)(x). 

The Dirac operator is defined by 

4 

(DI/J)(x) =:0 gii(x) (y(ei)V'ejif!) (x). 
i .I:;:l 

(5.3) 

The right side is independent of the particular choice of 
e i , 

Next, let Ij;. and 1/;' be two sections with local compo
nents ~!" and if"", respectively. Using the Proposition I 
we find that (for XE U ,,~) 

X(<,0",(x), 1'~(x»:=o ~(~10(X), I/J~(x». (5.4) 

Thus we can uniquely define a spinor metric <, > by 
setting 

(<,0, I/J')(x) = X(if!,,(x), I/J~(x», 

for x E U ,,' Two sections I/J, if" define a complex-valued 
l-form j(ljJ, <,0') by 

i(Y)j(if',if")=(I/J,Y(Y)1{!'), (5.5) 
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for all vector fields Y on M. 

The wavefunction of a particle of spin 1/2 and mass 
m is by definition a section IjJ which satisfies the Dirac 
equation 

iDif'= mif'. (5.6) 

If the particle is, for example, an electron with charge 
e coupled to an electromagnetic field with vector 
potential A, then (5.6) is replaced by the equation 

iD?jJ+ey(A)lj!=ml/J. (5.7) 

If if' and if" are solutions of (5.6) or (5.7), then the 
divergence of j(if!, if") vanishes. 

6. EXOTIC SPINORS 

Let ~ be a spin structure, U" a simple covering of M, 
and 0", a system of local sections defined on U a' Let 
k E H1(M, Ko) be nontrivial, represented by the cocycle 
k "'a: U a8 - Ko. According to Sec. 3, there is a second 
spin structure t (k) with a syste m of local sections a a (k) 
such that 

(J a=TI(k)ocr,,(k). (6.1) 

Furthermore, the transition maps satisfy 
;: k -
'l'a8 =¢"8' k"s' (6.2) 

Now k"8(X) is equal to ±e and, therefore, y(k"a)=±1, 
because y is a faithful representation of C(E). In order 
to simplify the discussion, we assume that there is a 
set of functions A,,: U" - ([', fa reach <l', such that I A" I 
=1 and 

(6.3) 

in U "'Jl' (Such functions always existll if H1(M, Z) has 
no torsion. 12J It follows that A! == A~ in U "8' Therefore, 
the local functions A", define a unique unimodular func
tion A; M - a:, 

A(X) == A 2,. (x), (6.4) 

for xE U". We shall say that k"s is generated by a sys
tem of local square roots A", of A. 

We now consider ~(k)Xd([' 4 and endow it with a co
variant derivative V'k and a spinor metric (,) k' accord
ing to the canonical construction described earlier. 
Sections in ~(k)Xdd'4 will be indexed by k. 

USing (6.1) one easily finds that the local connection 
forms and the local Dirac forms coincide for a" and 
a",(k). Using (6.2) for the local components <p~of a 
section if/' with respect to cr ",(k), we find the transition 
law 

(6.5) 

Then it follows from (6.3) that A,,' if'" transforms as the 
local component of a section in ~Xdd' '. Consequently, we 
have found a bundle map T; ~(k)Xdd'4 - h dd'4 such that 
TiJ/:,=\"if': holds for the local components of each sec
tion. Using the equality of the local Dirac forms and the 
invariance of ~, we find immediately 

(1J/,1/J,k\=(Tlll,T<p,k), (6.6) 

j(if/', if!,k)=j(Tl/Jk, Tl/J,k). (6.7) 
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The only significant change appears in the covariant 
derivative; using the equality of the local connection 
forms and (6.4), one finds the equation 

V'yTq.,k = TV},,;" + Hi(Y).\.-l 6.\.JTl/l, (6.8) 

which is valid for all sections qI' and all vector fields Y 
onM. 

The most general bundle map between our two bundles 
can always be written as f 0 T, where T is a bundle 
isomorphism of ~Xd(['4 into itself. Assume that: 

(a) (6.6) and (6.7) hold with T replaced by ToT, 
(6.9) 

i. e., in quantum-mechanical terms, we require the 
physically important matrix elements to be invariant 
un de r the action of f 0 T. 

If such a bundle map would exist, we would obviously 
be forced to regard both types of bundles only as differ
ent mathematical descriptions of the same physical 
situation. If such a bundle map does not exist, we say 
that the two bundles are physically inequivalent. 

Now (6. 6) and (6. 7) imply that f <I = \' iJ! where x' is a 
unimodular complex function. (6.8) and (6.9) yield 

,,'6,,'-1 = ~,,6X-I or 6(.\.'2/.\.) = O. 

Since A' and X are unimodular, there is a constant uni
modular complex number Co such that X = (C OX')2. 
Therefore, X,/CoA' = k" = ± 1, which implies that y(k "s) 
=1< ,,/he' But then k "S is a coboundary and the class k 
vanishes, contrary to the original assumption. The two 
bundles are, therefore, inequivalent in the physical 
sense. 

By the same kind of reasoning it can be shown that the 
I-form X -16", which is obviously purely imaginary and 
closed, cannot be exact: Assume that X-lOX =iOa for 
some real function a. Then oX=iX6a, which implies 
X=Xoexpil)l, with XoE ([' and 1"01 =1. Then X,,/Xoexpia 
=k,,=± 1, which leads to Y(kae)=ktt/k a and implies a 
contradiction as shown above 0 

It is now convenient to introduce the I-form 

1 
B= - A-1 6A 

21Ti 
(6.10) 

which is real, closed (but not exact) and, moreover, 
defines an integer cohomology class. We sketch the 
proof of the last property: Since U a is contractible 
(for x E U 0) we can write X(x) == exp(21Tilf> ,,(x)) for some 
functions If> ,,: U" - R. Therefore, B = o If> " in U ",' In U "6 

we must have exp(21Tilf>".l = exp(21Tilf>e), which implies 
If>e = If>" + z",a, where z",a is an integer. Conseguently, B 
defines an integer cohomology class in the eech sense. 
Using the equivalence of eech and de Rham cohomolo
gy,9 we conclude that the integral of B taken along any 
closed curve yields an integer. 

Let us summarize our results: Starting with a spin 
structure ~ we found a first type of Dirac spinor iJ! de
fined as a section in ~Xy(['4. For a nontrivial cocycle 
Il "'B' generated by a system of local square roots of .\., 
we have found a second, inequivalent spin structure 
~(k) and a second type of Dirac spinor ~ defined as a 
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section in ~(k)xr<r4. There is a canonical definition of 
a covariant derivative for both bundles. Now we see 
from (6.7) and (6.8) that the second type of spinor can 
also be represented differently, namely by a section 
T~ = Iji' in the original bundle h r ([,4. According to (6.8), 
the only change required is in the definition of the co
variant derivative. We formulate this in the following. 

Proposition II: Let ~ be a spin structure and let the 
nontrivial cocycle k "'B be generated by a system of local 
square roots of A. In addition to the Dirac spinors 1jJ, 
which are defined as sections in the bundle ~Xy([' 4 with 
covariant derivative V, we get a second type of Dirac 
spinors iJ!' which can be described by sections in the 
same bundle, but with a different formula for the 
covariant derivative, 

(6.11) 

valid for all sections iJ!' and vector fields Y. The 
spinor-metric (,) and the map (Y, iJ!) ~y(Y)<p are defined 
identically for both kinds of spinors. 

7. DISCUSSION OF A SPECIAL EXAMPLE 

Let E be the Minkowski space with constant Lorentz 
metric g (see Sec. 2). Choose an orthonormal basic f?" 

(11 = 1, ... , 4), such that g(e1 , f?4) = 1, i. e_, e4 is the 
time axis. Fix a representation X of C(E) in (['4 by set
ting y(eg)=y g, where Y" is one of the standard sets of 
Dirac matrices with 1'4 = y 4 and y; = - Y i (i = 1,2,3). For 
a, bEQ::4, define X:(a, b) =a+nb. We also write ;\(a, b) 
= abo Then y and ;\ have the properties stated in 
Proposition 1. 

Let us describe points in E by CarteSian coordinates 
x" with respect to the basis vectors e" and let E3' E 
denote the subspace orthogonal to e 4' If x r= E, let x de
note the projection of x onto £3' i. e., x is the space 
component of xo Let V3r::E3 be an open set with bound
ary OV3 • Consider the Lorentz manifold Vr:: E, V 
= (xc E; xc=- V3 ), with induced metric and orientation. 
The tangent space of V is obviously trivial, and so is 
the frame bundle ~. We have a global section a in ~ 

given by the constant vector fie Ids e". The Rie mannian 
connection form and the fundamental form then satisfy 
the well-known formulas 

(7.1) 

We find a first spin structure ~ = VX spin with 1) given 
by the map which sends the pair (x, g) into the frame 
p(g-I)e" (11 = 1, ... ,4) at x. Define iJ: V ~~ by a(x) 
= (x, e). Obviously, we have 1) v (j =CJ. The associated 
vector bundle {Xy<r4 is trivial. A section is completely 
specified by its component iJ!a with respect to iJ. ~'a: 

V - (['4 is a globally defined function. Using (4.1), (4.5), 
(501), and (504) together with (701) we find 
immediately: 

(7 _ 2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 
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(7.5) 

Proposition III: Let M c E be given by the set V 
= (x; XE l's) where l's denotes a bounded open set with 
boundary 5 V3 in E 3• Assume that there is a diffeomor
phism f: V3 - JR2 X S1. 

(a) There are only two inequivalent types of Dirac 
spinors. 

(b) The first type can be described by functions 
</I: V_(['4 such that (7.2)-(7.5) hold. 

(c) The second type of Dirac spinors is described by 
functions </I': V - ([' 4, which satisfy (7.4) and (7. 5), 
while (7.2) and (7.3) hold with a/ax~ replaced by a/ax~ 
- Mx-'(a/ax~)\.l· 

(d) The function X: V - ([' satisfies I X I = 1. It can be 
chosen such that (a/ax4 )x=0 and div X-'5X=0. (div 
denotes divergence of a form. ) 

(e) Let A be the vector potential of an electromagnetic 
field. Solutions of the following two types of Dirac equa
tions describe particle states of spin 1, mass m, and 
charge e, 

iD</I + ey~ A~ </I = m</l, 

iD</I' +y~ [eA~ -~ (x-' a!" ~J</I'=m</l" 
(7.6) 

Proof: The existence of f implies that H'(V,Ko) 

= H'(St, Ko)' But H'(5' , Ko) =Ko, so that (a) and (b) follow 
from Sec. 3. 

Denote points in S' by complex numbers with modulus 
one. Let a: (5' - 1) - S' be the square root function 
(which is well defined on 5' - 1). Let 1': VS - 5' be the 
map induced by f. Define the open sets U" U2 eM by 

U, = (XE M; f'(x);< 1), 

U2 = (xc=- M; f'(x) *- -0. 

U, and U2 form a covering of M which is not simple, but 
sufficient for our purpose, since we can always find a 
simple refinement. Let cj>: V3 -1R be an arbitrary func
tion. Define Xi :U i -5' by 

X, (x)=a(j'(x)) expi<I>, 

X2 (x) = iQ( - f'(x» exp i<I>. 

Now U,2 = U, n U2 is disconnected. The imaginary part 
of f', 1m!" is nonzero on each connected component of 
U ,2 • The functionK'2(x)=X,(x)j~(x) is well defined in 
U 12 and K 12 is given by 

K ,2(X) = - Imf'(x)/ I Imf'(x) I (7.8) 

The functions Xi are local square roots of the globally 
defined function X =1'. exp 2i<I>. Observe that (ajax4 )X = 0 
and X -10X =f'-10j' + 2i0<I>. 

By setting 

<I> (x) = -8
1

. f Ix - yl-1 div(j,-1 0j')(y) dy' dy2 dy 3 
7TZ V 3 

we ensure that div(X -1 5X) =0. (c)-(e) then follow 
immediately from Proposition II. 
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Remark: The formulas (7.6) might suggest that </I and 
</I' are related by a simple phase factor X' and an a 
appropriate gauge transformation of A such that 

\"OX,-l = 1xox -1. 

But it has been shown quite generally in Sec. 6 that such 
a function cannot exist globallyo It exists locally, e. g., 
on U" where we can set X' equal to X" The equation 
for the product X, . 111' is indeed identical with the equa
tion for 111 but the product function discontinuously 
changes sign at the surface where A, is discontinuous; 
hence it is not a well-defined solution of the first dif
ferential equation. 

Proposition IV: Fix x F 1R2. Denote by c: 5' - V3 the 
closed path with c(z) = j"'(X, z). Then 

j X-1 0X = 27Ti. (7.9) 
c 

This is also true for any closed path homotopic to c. 

Proof: By construction, X satisfies J cA -16 A = J c!' -1 Of' . 
Now f' 0 c is the identity of 8 ' 0 Therefore, 

j \.-10X=j 1Z-1dz=iJ2'dcj>=27Ti, 
c s 0 

The last statement of the proposition follows because 
X -lOA is closed, 

8. TWO MODELS FOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

Definitions and notations are as in Sec. 7. Suppose 
that electrons and photons are confined to the manifold 
V by some unspecified mechanism and that V satisfies 
the assumption of Proposition III. We have shown that 
exactly two types of Dirac spinors exist, If nature is 
democratic and does not suppress one of them, these 
electrons obviously have a new degree of freedom, This 
means that quantum electrodynamics must use two 
spinor-field operators </I and </I' together with the photon
field operator A. The equations of motion are then 
supplied by (7.6): 

iD</I+ ey"A,,</I=m</l, 

iD</I' + ey"(A - B)" </I' = m</l', (8.1) 

B =_z_· A -l_a_x. 
"2e ax" 

The current operator is given by 

1,,= (~yjJ.</I+IPYjJ.I.V)' e. 

This expression is fixed by (8.1) and the requirement 
that the divergence of I vanishes. A mixed contribution 
of </I and </I' to I is not compatible with both conditions. 
A contribution with different weights contradicts the 
assumption that </I and </I' are associated to the same 
charge. 

A satisfies 

OA =1, divA =0. (8.2) 

We require that </I, </I' and F = I)A have support in V and 
that the canonical equal-time commutation relations 
hold. 

By support we mean that suitable boundary conditions 
are imposed at Ii V3 • These are not easily formulated for 
Dirac spinors. In principle, (8.1) should, therefore, 
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be reduced to the non relativistic Pauli equation, where 
the conventional boundary conditions can be appliedo 
A nonrelativistic reduction would also be more in line 
with the conventional treatment of superconductivity but 
it is omitted here because it does not affect our main 
conclusions (see also Sec. 13). 

Parallel to the discussion of this model, we consider 
quantum electrodynamics with a boson field cP of charge 
2e and mass m'. <I> obeys the well-known equation13 

guv~ a!u +2eAu) ~ a!v +2eAv)<I>=m,2CP. (8.3) 

cP has again support in V, the equal-time commutation 
relations are canonical, and the current is given this 
time by 

Iu = 2e cp' (i a:u + 2eAu) cP + Hermitian conjugate. 

The well-known difficulties with the subsidiary condition 
divA = 0 do not concern us here. We assume that they 
are solved either by the use of an indefinite Hilbert 
space metric or by working in the radiation gauge. 

Let us define 

T(if,) = 1" T(Iji') = ifiA., (8.4) 
T(cp) =CP"-, T(A)=A -B. 

The equations (8.1)-(8.3) are invariant under the 
transformation Iji - T(Iji) etc. Moreover, the equal-time 
commutation relations are invariant. We assume that 
there is an operator T in the Hilbert space H, in which 
the field operators act, such that l' is unitary and 
commutes with the Hamiltonian h of the system. T 
satisfies fiji 1"1 = T(<J;), etc.; i. e., the formal symmetry 
(8.4) is unitarily implemented by f. It follows that 

TI/i-1 =Iu' 

Let c be a path as in Proposition IV. Consider the 
operator 

¢(t,c)=2eI
c
A i (x4 =t,x)dx i • 

(8.5) 

¢(t, c) is just the operator of the flux, times 2e, through 
a surface in E bounded by c. 

Let q be a fixed eigenvalue of the charge operator Q. 
Consider the subspace P of H, which is spanned by 
simultaneous eigenstates of Q (with eigenvalue q) and of 
h, with lowest possible eigeI!Yalue E(q). Denote the 
projection operator on P by P and set 

A P(x) = PA(x)P, IP(x) =PI(x)P, ¢P(c) =Pcp(t, c)F. 

1>P(c), A P(x), and IP(x) are independent of time (i. e., of 
x4 ), since states in P have the same energy. This justi
fies our notation. 

We now make the assumption of 

(a) rigidity: PA(l- P)=O. 

Assumption (a) implies that for every state I a) F P 

Au (x) I a) =A~(x) I a) E P. (8.6) 

It follows from (8.2) that 

I,,(x) la) =I~(x) I a) F P. (8.7) 
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Using (a) together with the equal-time commutation 
relations, one finds 

(8.8) 

The equal-time commutator of Au and (ajax4)Av is 
nonzero. On the other hand, a short calculation shows 
that (8. 6) implies that this commutator vanishes, 
Therefore, assumption (a) can only be regarded as a 
more or less correct approximation. It means that 
quantum fluctuations in the photon field are totally 
neglected. The field behaves, therefore, like a (state
dependent) classical functiono (8 0 6) implies now, in 
particular, that 

(8.9) 

Next we make the assumption of 

(b) simplicity: For each 1> E R there is one and only 
one eigenstate 11»c P of 1>P(c) with eigenvalue ¢. The 
states I ¢) are normalized according to (¢' I ¢) 
= 0(1)' - ¢) and span P. 

(c) We also require the Meissner effect, according 
to which 

aAf(x) _ Mf(x) --0 ) (i,i=1,2,3 aXj aX i 

for x sufficiently far from the boundary of V3 • With the 
help of these assumptions we now prove 

Proposition V: (1) I ¢) is an eigenstate of ¢(t, c) with 
eigenvalue ¢. 

(2) If c, c' are sufficiently far from the boundary of 
V3 and c' is homotopic to c, then ¢(I, c') I ¢) = ¢ I ¢). 

(3) I¢) is an eigenstate of Iu(x) andAJ\"), with 
time-independent eigenvalues Iu(x, 1» and A,,(x, ¢), 
re spective ly . 

(4) I,,(x),cp) =I,,(x, cp - 21T), A,,(x, ¢) =A,,(x, ¢ - 21T) +B". 

Proof: (1) follows directly from (8.9). 

(2) follows from assumption (c) and Stokes' theorem. 
From (8.8) and (8.9) we conclude that 

[cpP(c), I~(x)J_= [cpP(c), A~(x)l_=O. (8.10) 

Therefore, (cp'l I,,(x)1 cp) =(cp' I A,,(x) I cp) =0 if ¢' '" ¢. 
Consequently, 

(cp' II,,(x) I cp) =I,,(x, cp)o(cp' - ¢), 

(¢' I A,,(x) I cp) =A,,(x, cp)o(cp' - cp), 

(8.11) 

for some real functions A" (x, cp) and f" (x, cp). 

(3) follows immediately from (806) and assumption 
(b). 

(4) is the consequence of the existence of the unitary 
operator f. Because f commutes with the Hamiltonian 
and the charge operator, it must leave P invariant, 
i. e., 

(8.4) and (8.5) imply that 

T-II~(x)T =I~(x), f-lA~(x)T = A~(x) + BJ5. (8.12) 
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From Proposition IV it follows that 

Y-'1>P(c)T = cpP(c) - 21TP 

and, consequently, 

<t>P(c)T I cp) = T(1)P(c) - 21T) 11» = (1) - 2rr)Y 11»· 

Now T I <t»cP and, therefore, we conclude, from our 
assumption of simplicity, that 

Tlcp)= ICP-21T). (8.13) 

If we insert (8.12) in (8.11) and use (8.13), we imme
diately verify the last point of the proposition. 

9. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

After this exposition of the mathematical details of 
our two models, we wish to establish their connection 
to the theory of superconductivity. We use Schrieffer's 
book as a reference for the work which has been done in 
this field. 14 

Consider a massive ring of superconducting metal. 
The topology of the ring is equal to the topology of Vs' 
The only objects which can move inside the ring are 
the photons and the conducting electrons. We conclude 
that the low-lying states in the ring can be well de
scribed by a quantum-field theory which uses only 
electron and photon field operators. The ions of the 
metal are heavy particles which remain to a high degree 
of accuracy at a fixed average position. Their presence 
serves to keep the electrons inside the metal by main
taining an average electric potential. We incorporate 
this in our models by requiring that the electron-field 
operators have support in Vs' (More sophisticated 
models will, of course, take lattice vibrations14 into 
account. ) The standard assumption of superconductivity 
is that electrons form spinless pairs with charge 2e o 

This corresponds to our boson model. In addition, we 
consider a model in which electrons make use of the 
second type of Dirac spinors, which is provided by the 
nontrivial topology of the ring, as we have shown. 
Because H1(E, Ko) vanishes, this second type of Dirac 
spinor cannot exist on the whole of Minkowski space E. 
Strictly speaking, this second type of Dirac spinors is 
the result of the approximation that electrons are com
pletely confined to the ringo 

In addition, we made the assumption that photons are 
also confined to the ring. This is an approximation 
which has to be improved, because the electrons will 
always create an electromagnetic field outside of the 
ring. The assumptions of rigidity and Simplicity are 
then purely technical means for providing the proof of 
Proposition V. 

Rigidity can be somewhat justified by the experimen
tal fact that low-frequency radiation is not absorbed by 
superconductors. 14 The assumption of the Meissner 
effect uses the experimental result that magnetic fields 
do not exist in superconductors. 14 

Now recall Proposition V: We have found that the 
state of lowest energy for a definite charge is degen
erate to within our approximations. The eigenstates 
I cp) of flux (times 2e) provide a basis for the eigenspace 
of lowest energy. I rp> is also an eigenstate of current 
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and vector potential with eigenvalues I" (x, ¢) and 
A,,(x,1». We have already mentioned that this descrip
tion is incomplete, since we have neglected the elec
tromagnetic field outside the ring. We now try to im
prove our models by extending A,,(x, rp) to the exterior 
of the ring. More precisely, we postulate the existence 
of a field A,,(x, ¢) which coincides with A .. (X, rj» inside 
of the ring. It is then natural to assume that at large 
distances from the ring: (1) A.i vanishes, because the 
electrostatic potential is completely shielded by the 
charges of the ions, and (2) that Ai(x, ¢) (i=1, 2, 3) 
approximates the classical expression given by Biot
Savart's law, 

A/(X, <1» = 4!j3 Ix - y 1-1i(Y' ¢). (9.1) 

We cannot postulate such a formula in the intermediate 
region, but we know experimentally that the extension 
of this region is given by the London penetration depth, 
which is very smalL 14 

The external field makes a contribution AE(¢) to the 
total energy of the state I ¢), namely half of the square 
of the magnetic field integrated over the external space. 
If we neglect the contribution of the transition region 
this additional energy can be simply computed from 
(9.1), We know that I/ (x, rj» is periodic in ¢ with period 
21T. It follows that AE(¢) is also periodic. The degen
eracy in energy is, therefore, partially but not com
pletely removed by AE(rp). If AE has an absolute mini
mum at ¢o, then there are other such minima at 
1>0 + k. 2lT. For obvious physical reasons, we would 
expect among those lowest-lying states there is one 
which carriers no current, no magnetic field, and no 
flux. This means that AE(O) is among the minima and, 
consequently, the states of lowest energy are given by 
the states I 21Tk) • 

With the assumptions quoted above we now prove 

Proposition VI: Let c be a path which lies suffiCiently 
deep inside the ring and assume that c has the proper
ties stated in Proposition IV. If the ring is in a state of 
lowest energy, then the magnetic flux through any 2-
surface bounded by c is equal to k1T / e with intege r k. If 
c' is another such path which is homotopic to c in Vs, 
then the flux has the same value as for c. 

Remark: The last point makes it possible to speak 
simply of the flux through the ring. 

Proof: Let the ring be in state 11». The magnetic 
flux can be directly expressed as the line integral of 
A(x, ¢) over c. A;(x, 4;) equals Ai(x, 1» in Vs and the 
line integral is equal to ¢/2e as a consequence of 
Proposition V, which also guarantees the same result 
for c' homotopic to c. As we have shown before, 1> 
equals 21T1? with integer k in the states of lowest energy. 
This proves the proposition. 

10. JUNCTIONS 

We now turn to the discussion of junctions. A good 
survey of the existing theoretical and experimental work 
in this field has been presented in Waldram's recent 
review article. 15 Experimentally, a junction is prepared 
by inserting a thin insulating layer in a superconductor. 
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We represent this mathematically by an electric poten
tial with a discontinuity at a surface which divides the 
superconducting ring. The absolute value of the discon
tinuity can be varied with the help of an external voltage 
source in parallel with the junction. We first discuss 
the geometrical aspects of this arrangemenL For the 
following we need some topological notions. Notation 
and definitions are as in Sees. 7 and 8. 

A 2-surface F in V3 is called simple if there is a 
diffeomorphism of V3 - F onto R S and if F n c consists 
of a single point. A path c' is called simply homotopic 
to c if it is homotopic to c in V3 and if c' n F consists 
of single point. 

A JoscjJhs())z junction consists of a simple surface F 
and a real function }J. (defined on Vs - F), which has a 
constant discontinuity }J.o at F. 

A double junction consists of two surfaces F and F' 
which are both simple and do not intersect, together 
with a real flmction }J. (defined on V s - F - F'), which 
has a constant discontinuity 110 at F and - 110 at F', 

Recall that V3 can be visualized as a ring. We see 
that in the case of the Josephson junction, F just cuts 
the ring 0 In the case of the double junction, F and F' 
cut the ring into two pieces. }J.o may be time-dependent 
in both cases. We call E i == - (oll/ax i ) (i = 1,2,3) the 
electric field of the junction. Let B(t) be a magnetic 
field on E3 which vanishes in V3 • (we use implicitly the 
Meissner effect again here.) The external flux <I>.x(t, c) 
through Vs is defined by 

<I>.x(/, c)== flBdf, 

where F is any surface bounded by c. 

PYoposition VII: (a) <I>.x(t, c) is independent of the 
particular choice of the surface F. 

(b) <l>ex(t, c) = <l>e.(t, c') if c' is homotopic to c inside V 3 • 

(c) For the Josephson junction 

J~dll = fc,d}J. == Ila 

if c' is simply homotopic to c with respect to F. 

(d) For the double junction 

f dll=I, d}J.=O 
c c 

if c' is simply homotopic to F and F' 0 

Proof: (a) follows from divB=O and Stokes' theorem. 

(b) follows from B = 0 in V3 • (c) For any path c' with 
c' n F equal to a point, we have f c,d!l = ± !la' The sign 
depends on the orientation of the path. The sign is +, 
if c' is homotopic to c. This proves (c). (d) is true for 
every path which meets F and F' only once, 

Next we consider the effect of a junction for the 
two models of quantum electrodynamics discussed in 
the last section. The total flux <l>to(t, c) is the sum of the 
externally-applied flux and (1/2e)<1>(t, c) (note that <1> was 
defined as flux times 2e). Assume that Il(t) and B(t) 
vanish for t < 0. Let P have the superconducting proper
ties (a)-(c). Proposition V applies for negative time. 
For positive time, the system interacts with the exter
nal fields of the junction which transfer energy into it. 
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We assume that this energy is largely removed by some 
unspecified cooling mechanism. Let U(l) denote the 
time-evolution operator of the system. U(t) is unitary 
and satisfies U(O) = 1. If a state was in P at time less 
than zero, it will remain in P, since energy and charge 
are not transferred. In particular, U(t) I <1» is contained 
in P for all time. 

We now make the assumption of 

junction dominance: The contribution of the internal 
electric field to the time derivative of the total flux is 
small compared to the contribution of the junction field. 

Maxwell's equations in integral form yield 
immediately 

:t <l>to(i,c)=-lEI (t)dX i 

which is easily integrated and yields 

(10.1) 

<1>(t, c) = <1>(0, c) - .\.(t) , (10.2) 

.\.(t)=2e[<I>.x(t, c)- <I>.x(O, c) + f t f Ei(T)dx i dTJ. 
a c 

With the help of the time-evolution operator we write 

<1>(t, e) = U(t) <1>(0, e) U+(t). 

With the help of (10.2) we find 

¢(O, e)U(t)! <1» = U(t)<1>(O, c)! <1» - .\.(t)U(t)! ¢>. (10,3) 

Now <1>(0, e)1 <1» = <1>1 ¢> as a result of Proposition V, and 
U(t) 1<1» c P. The assumption of simplicity yields 

U(t)! <1»= !<1>+.\.(f). (10.4) 

Evidently U+(t) 1<1» = I <1> - .\.(t). 

USing II/. (t, x) = U(t)I" (0, x)U+(t) and Proposition V again, 
we find immediately 

I,,(f, x)! ¢) = U(t)I,,(O, x)! ¢ - .\.(t) 

=i,,(x, <1> - .\.(t)) ! <1». (10.5) 

We stop here for a short remark. Only the last 
formula is important for us. We can also derive it under 
a less stringent condition, namely that (10. 1) is valid 
only when applied to states in P. The proof of (10.5) 
follows when we observe that U(I)PU(t)+==P, where P 
is the projection operator on P. 

Proposition VIII: Let the system be in an eigenstate 
of charge with lowest possible energy, Let e be a path 
sufficiently far from the boundary of V3 and let rigidity, 
Simplicity, Meissner effect, and junction dominance 
be valid. The electric current is given by the function 
I" (x, <1> - .\.(t)) (the Josephson current) where ° < <1> < 271 
and: 

(a) I" is a periodiC function of ¢-.\.(t) with period 271. 

(b) AU) = Ze[ - }J.a(t) + <I> exU, c) - <1> •• (0, c) 1 for the 
Josephson junction and 

(c) .\.(t) = 2e[<I>ox(l, c) - <1>.,,(0, c)l for the double junction. 

(d) These formulas are also valid if e' is homotopic 
to c. 

Proof: (a) is just formula (10.5). 
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(b) and (c) follow from the definition of ~(t) given by 
(10.2) and Proposition VII. 

(d) follows from the Propositions V and VII. 

Formula (c) needs some discussion. It does not con
tain the electric field of the junction. This could lead 
to the conclusion that even when the junction field 
vanishes, we still get a current which varies with the 
external flux, i. e., we get a change in our system which 
is confined to V3 by a magnetic field which vanishes in 

V3 • 

This conclusion is wrong, since the derivation of our 
result is only correct under the assumption of junction 
dominance, which is not valid when the electric field 
of the junction vanishes. Junction dominance and vanish
ing junction field are just two limiting cases. In the 
latter case we can safely assume that the dynamiCS of 
the interior of V3 are completely independent of the 
external magnetic field. 

11. EXOTIC SPINORS VERSUS ELECTRON PAIRS 

We discuss now the results which we have obtained in 
the last section. With the assumptions of Meissner 
effect, rigidity, simplicity, and junction dominance, 
we have derived the correct expressions for flux quanti
zation and Josephson current. They are given by Propo
sition IV and VIII. Note that we obtain the Josephson 
current as a general periodiC function of~. This is in 
complete agreement with the experimental facts. 15 Our 
derivation yields identical results for two types of 
models: electrodynamics with exotic spinors of charge 
e and electrodynamics with bosons of charge 2e, i. e. , 
electron pairs. For a single Dirac field we would only 
obtain the original result of London with a factor 2 
missing. 14 Note that we take the Meissner effect for 
granted, i. e., we do not explain every special feature 
in superconductivity, but use some of them to obtain 
our result. We cannot insure a priori that our models 
indeed satisfy all the additional assumptions which were 
made. Perhaps one has to allow for other interactions 
(e. g., with the phononfield) which insure that these 
assumptions are actually valid. This will not effect our 
conclusions as long as the operator T defined in Sec. 8 
still defines a unitary transformation which leaves the 
equations of motion invariant. 

The fact that we used relativistic quantum field theory 
does not mean that Josephson current, and flux quanti
zation are of relativistic origin. In fact, the theory can 
also be developed in a non relativistic setting with 
Pauli spinors, but these would require a different 
mathematical formalism, since the relevant prinCipal 
bundles have a different group. We mention here that 
the classification of different spin structures in the 
nonrelativistic case yields the same results as the 
relativistic case which we have described. We have al
so considered a boson field of charge 2e, i. e., electron 
pairs, in order to facilitate the comparison with the 
conventional theory of superconductivity. 10 Our deriva
tion of flux quantization and Josephson current is quite 
new in itself, so we wanted to check that it also works 
for electron pairs. As we have mentioned, electron 
pairs and exotic spinors yield identical results. 
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Measurements of the Josephson current which con-. 
tains the factor 2e in a characteristic manner, are so 
preCise that they are even used as the best experiment
al determination of e. The pairing hypothesis is, there
fore, regarded as one of the best established theories in 
phySics. On the other hand, it is clearly an approxima
tion with limited applicability, e. g., it predicts a wrong 
behavior of the Knight shift. 14 The question arises why 
the predicted charge dependence of magnetic flux and 
Josephson current is experimentally verified to such an 
astonishing degree of accuracy. By relating the charge 
dependence to an invariant topological property of the 
whole macroscopic superconductor, our model with 
exotic spinors yields a natural answer to this question. 
On the other hand, the physical origin of exotic spinors 
is obscure. At the moment I can only offer the specula
tion that when the theory of superconductivity is formu
lated with the help of the Bogolyubov- Valatin transfor
mation, it might happen that the two types of spinors 
emerge as quasiparticles for two different vacuum sol
utions of the Hartree- Bogolyubov equations. The work 
of Byers and Yang, 16 Bohr and Mottelson, 17 and especi
ally of Uhlenbrock and ZuminolB shows that such solu
tions indeed exist. Moreover, it is known that the 
Bogolyubov transformation even yields an exact solution 
in certain models. These models19 are characterized by 
the appearance of inequivalent representations of the 
fermion anticommutation relations, which do not have a 
well-defined number operator so that gauge invariance 
of the first kind cannot be unitarily implementedo I do 
not think that the last point is relevant for the present 
problem, but also these mOdels show that the appear
ance of different types of quasiparticles is not all un
familiar to the standard theory of superconductivity. 
Up to now I have not been able to combine these results 
with my own geometrical considerations, though I see 
the necessity of such a connection, since the standard 
theory of superconductivity not only explains the effects 
mentioned in this paper, but also a lot of other phenom
ena. 

Instead I have made a step backwards to phenomeno
logy and have presented here a model in which the con
sequences of the geometrical facts can be easily demon
strated. 

We must still say some words about our derivation of 
the current in the Josephson junction. In contrast to the 
conventional derivation, we decisively used that the 
current flows in a closed circuit. The shape of the cir
cuit may be quite arbitrary, as we have shown. It may 
contain a device for applying the discontinuous voltage 
step at the junction (which is produced by a thin insulat
ing layerl5) and even an instrument for measuring the 
current. All this will not invalidate our conclUSions, as 
we have seen, because the topology is always that of the 
ring. We must, of course, assume that the instrument 
used for measurements does not affect the supercon
ducting properties of the whole system too much. The 
question now arises what happens when the geometry of 
the system is more complicated. The answer is that in 
such a case even more exotic spinors are pOSSible, but 
by a more careful investigation which is beyond the 
scope of this article one can show that the predictions 
for flux and current are unchanged. [The reader who 
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wants to check this must note that (1/21Ti)A -lOA always 
defines an integer cohomology class for the character
istic function A (compare Sec. 6), 1 

CONCLUSION 

Exotic spinors always appear when the underlying 
manifold is not simply connected. Several beautiful 
solutions of Einstein's equations yield manifolds with 
this property. 20 The most prominent one is perhaps the 
Kerr solution with a ring singularity. In practically all 
solutions of Einstein's equations, the underlying mani
fold turns out to be parallelizable. 3 This provides us 
immediately with a first trivial spin-structure. The 
situation is in this respect not very different from our 
simple example. One then is readily inclined to reject 
the other nontrivial spin structures as somewhat arti
ficialobjects. Hopefully, our application to supercon
ductivity has convinced the reader that this attitude is 
premature. A manifold which is not simply connected 
also appears in the discussion of the Bohm- Aharonov 
effect.21 The mathematical results of Secs. 1- 6 have 
been derived in such a way that they can be applied to 
all these cases, 
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We ~how by simple rearrangements of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, that the propagator (Green's 
function) of a linear physical field can be expanded in power series valid for values of the coupling 
constant either close to unity or very large. The new series satisfy the generalized resolvent operator 
equation first derived by Mockel. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF SOME RESULTS 

The propagator (or Green's function) plays a central 
role in the mathematical description of a physical field. 
In most instances, only approximate expressions for the 
propagator can be obtained for the case of small de
partures from an exactly solvable physical situation. 
This results in the representation of the propagator as 
a power series in terms of the strength (coupling con
stant) of the interaction. This series is usually referred 
to as the Neumann expansion, as it arises from the 
iteration of the integral equation defining the propagator. 
In what follows, we would like to show that from the 
approximate knowledge of the propagator for values of 
the strength constant either equal to unity, or very 
large, one can derive two new series for the propagator, 
which we shall call the second and third Neumann series. 
This procedure will be illustrated for quantum mechani
cal systems, although it applies as well to any linear 
physical field. 

Consider a quantum mechanical system represented 
by the Schrodinger equation, 

(EJ-H)I}!=O, (I. 1) 

where F; is the energy of the system, ! is the unit opera
tor, and the Hamiltonian operator H is given in the form 

(r. 2) 

with E representing the interaction coupling constant. 
The unperturbed Hamiltonian is Ho, and the perturbation 
operator H1 is written as 

(1. 3) 

where we have split the interaction into a "diagonal" 
operator H D and a nond iagonal operator H N' The per
turbation parameter T (0 ~. T "'.1) turns the nondiagonal 
interaction HN "on" and serves as a convenient device 
to keep track of the order of the perturbation. 

The following restrictions are imposed on the other
wise arbitrary operators Hand H 1: 

(a) The operators Yo, H D, and H N are compact opera
tors of the Hilbert-Schmidt class, i. e. , 

alSponsored by the Department of Energy Office of Energy 
Technology, Heactor Hesearch and Technology Division, 
Reactor Design, under contract with the Union Carbide 
Corporation. 

(1.4) 

where A is any of the above operators and At is its 
adjoint. 

(b) The inverse of the diagonal operator HD , i.e., 
H;J, exists as a bounded operator. 

We also state without proof the following theorem. 1 

Theorem 1: The product of a compact operator and a 
bounded operator is also compact. 

The full propagator G is defined by the relation 

(EI-H)G:=I, (1.5) 

which for the unperturbed case becomes 

(L 6) 

The full and the unperturbed propagators are related by 
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation2 

G = Go + EGH1 Go. (I, 7) 

Let E[(A), (1)] be an operator, which is an analytical 
function of a set of parameters (71,), and which is 
aSSOCiated with a set (A) of eigenvalues. We define its 
resolvent R 8{(A), E[(A) , (1)1} by 

R8E =! 

for any 

{A}EP(B), 

(1.8) 

(L 9) 

where pCB) is the resolvent set of E. It can be shown 
that the operator R B satisf ies the generalized resolvent 
equation3 

~, RB(1),)=- R8(1)'>[Ii~, B(1)I~RB(1)/) 
together with the reciprocity relation 

RB (x, x', ''I,) = Pa(x', x, 1),). 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

From the comparison of Eqs. (r. 5) and (1.8), we con
clude that the propagator itself satisfies the following 
generalized resolvent equation, 

6 ,6 
61) G(1),)=- G(1)d -~-(E(1)I)I-H(1J/)l G(1J,). 

I V1), 
(1.12) 

In particular, identification of the parameter 1)/ with the 
coupling constant € yields 

(1.13) 

which together with the initial condition 
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G(E=O)=GO (1.14) 

defines the propagator G(E). 

The Lippmann-Schwinger equation (I. 7) and the 
generalized resolvent equation (1.13) are equivalent. 
Iteration of the former yields the first Neumann series, 

~ 

G = '0 Go (EH1 Go)". 
",,0 

(1.15) 

Identical results are obtained from the Taylor series 
expansion, 

G=t E: rO"~J ' 
"=0 n. lOE e.O 

(I. 16) 

where the derivatives, 10 (OlG/ lie" I, are computed from 
Eq. (I. 13) and the initial condition Eq. (I. 14). The 
series, Eq. (1.15), converges when 

(1.17) 

which implies that the operator HIG O must be a compact 
operator. The interaction operator HI is compact by de
finition; hence, according to Theorem 1, Go must be a 
bounded operator. 

We conclude the introductory material by pointing out 
that partial summation4 of this series, Eq. (1.15), 
yields the more convergent result 

00 

G = GG v(EH NG v)" 
".0 

in terms of the "diagonal" propagator 

G D = Go (I -EHoGo)"t, 

(I. 18) 

(I. 19) 

A result which can be also arrived at (see Appendix A) 
by trivial rearrangement of the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation (I. 7) or from the generalized resolvent equa 
tion (10 13). Various techniques 5- 7 have been developed 
in the past to improve on the convergence of the 
Neumann series (1.15) by suitable rearrangements of 
this series. Wellner5 accomplishes the rearrangement 
of the series (1.15) by expansion of the coupling constant 
in power series of an auxiliary parameter A. Rotenberg6 

introduces two new operators in place of the identity 
operator I and the operator HlGo in Eq. (A9)o Finally, 
Weinberg7 utilizes a conformal mapping of the coupling
constant plane to rearrange the Neumann series (I. 15). 
The present method is based on the rearrangement of 
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (I. 7) itself, instead 
of its iterated form (I. 15). 

In essence, the method developed here exploits the 
well-known algebraic analogy between the operator 
(T- tHt Go)"l, and its expansion (1.15), and the expansion 
of the function (1- Xr1, where X is a number real or 
complex. 

II. THE "SECOND" NEUMANN SERIES EXPANSION 
OF THE PROPAGATOR 

The purpose of this section is to construct and discuss 
a series expansion for the propagator for values of the 
coupling constant, t, close to unity. To this end we 
rearrange the Lippmann- Schwinger equation (I. 7) in 
the form 
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(n.1) 

which after adding and subtracting the operator HjGo 
becomes 

1= G-1GO + (t -1)H1GO + HtGo• (II. 2) 

Next, from Eq. (I. 7) evaluated at t = 1, we obtain 

G(l) = Go (I - Hj Gorl, (II. 3) 

which can be solved for HIGo, i. e. , 

H tGo=I-G-1(1)Go• (U.4) 

Introduction of Eq. (11.4) into Eq. (II. 2), yields after 
trivial rearrangements the result 

(It 5) 

with 

(II. 6) 

Iteration of Eq. (II. 5) yields the "second" Neumann 
series 

00 

G(E) = L. G(l)[ (f - l)Qtl". (II. 7) 
,..0 

The convergence of the above series depends on the 
condition 

II (t - 1)H1G(1)1I < 1, (II. 8) 

which in turn demands that the operator H j G(l) be a 
compact operator of the Hilbert-Schmidt class. The 
interaction operator Hl is by definition a compact 
operator, hence the propagator G(l) must be bounded 
(see Appendix A). The propagator G(l) is obtained from 
Eq. (A7) evaluated at t == 1. The result is 

"" 
G(l) = ~ GD (l)[ TH NGv(1)l" (n.9) 

with the condition for convergence 

I\THNGv(l)11 <1, (U.10) 

which implies that the "diagonal" propagator G i/' 
(evaluated at t = 1) must be bounded. 

The second Neumann series, i. e., Eq. (II.7), must 
also satisfy the generalized resolvent equation (1. 13). 
To prove this point it suffices to introduce the series 
Eq. (II. 7) into Eq. (1.13), One obtains 
00 

"0n(f -1)"-IG(1)Q! (II. 11) 
"=j 

=I: t (E _l)"+"'-IG(l)Ql("+n'+t" 
".0 "'.0 

an expression which after equating the coeffic ients of 
equal powers in the quantity f - 1 becomes a set of 
identities. 

III. THE THIRD NEUMANN SERIES EXPANSION 
OF THE PROPAGATOR 

In this section we discuss a series expansion of the 
propagator for large values of the coupling constant 
(E» 1). To this end we introduce the "strong coupling 
operator," Q2, defined by 

Q2=G01Hi l • (m.1) 
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On the basis of this operator the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation (l7) is rewritten in the form 

G=Go+eGQit. (m.2) 

Left multiplication of Eq. (III. 2) by the Q2 operator 
yields, after some rearrangement, the result 

G=-e-t GoQ2(I-e-tQ2r!, (m.3) 

which leads to the following series expansion for the 
propagator, 

(TIl. 4) 

The convergence of the series (In. 3) depends on the 
condition 

(In. 5) 

the fulfillment of which requires that the Q2 operator 
must be a compact operator of the Hilbert-Schmidt 
class. We shall now examine the condition 

IIQII<M, (In. 6) 

where M is a finite limit. From the definition 
[Eq. (III. 1)1, of the strong coupling operator Q2, re
written in the form 

(TIl. 7) 

we immediately realize that this operator is the 
resolvent of the assumedly compact operator HtGo• It 
should then satisfy the generalized resolvent equation 
(1.10), i. e. , 

~TQ2 = - Q2t~THtGoJQ2' (In. 8) 

where the arbitrary parameter 1), has been replaced by 
the perturbation parameter T. Introduction of Eq. (1.3) 
into Eq. (III. 8) yields 

(III.9) 

with the initial condition 

(III. 10) 

where the initial value of the strong coupling operator 
is obtained by setting T= 0 in Eq. (III. 1), i. e. , 

(In.ll) 

We can now proceed on the evaluation of Q2 by expansion 
in Taylor series around T= O. We have 

(m.12) 

where the derivatives in Eq •. (In. 12) are computed from 
the generalized resolvent equation (In. 9). The result is 

Q(T) = QOP(T), 

where the operator P( T) is given by 
~ 

P(T) = 0 (- T)"X V 

v.o 

with 

X=HHHi}. 

(III. 13) 

(m.14) 

(m.15) 

Whenever the operator H;t exists as a bounded operator 
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the operator X will be compact in view of the compact
ness of RH• From Theorem 1, P will be in turn compact. 
Also, if 

11IX!I<l, 

the series (In. 14) will converge with 

IIPII<Mp , 

(m.16) 

(m.17) 

where Mpis the bound of the norm IIPII. Calling Moo the 
bound of IIQolI, we have from Eq. (m.13) and the 
Schwartz inequality the result 

(m.18) 

from which we conclude that the strong coupling opera
tor Q2 is compact and bounded when IIQol1 is bounded and 
the condition Eq. (TIl. 16) is satisfied. 

The third Neumann series, Eq. (m.4) must also 
satisfy the generalized resolvent equation (I. 13). This 
is easily proven by inserting the expansion Eq. (In. 4) 
into Eq. (I. 13). We obtain 

~ 

=Go 6 e-<n+n')Q2(Ht Go)Q2', 
n+rrl~1 

(m.19) 

which, after equating coeffiCients of equal powers in the 
inverse coupling constant e- t and on account of Eq. 
(In.7), becomes a set of identities. 

Finally because the strong coupling operator Q2 
satisfies the generalized resolvent equation, it must 
also satisfy a reciprocity relation similar to Eq. (L 11). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

We have constructed, by means of simple rearrange
ments of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, two new 
series for the propagator. The so-called second Neu
mann series, Eq. (II. 7), is a power series in (f - 1). 
The convergence of this series depends on the existence 
of the propagator, G(e = 1) = G(l), given by Eq. (11.9). 
The third Neumann series is an expansion in terms of 
the inverse powers of the coupling constant Eq. (m.4), 
where the strong coupling operator Q2 is given by 
Eq. (III. 13). 

The leading term in this series is from Eqs. (m.1) 
and (m.4), 

(IV. 1) 

which coincides with the results of taking the limit of 
the expression (A. 9) for the propagator in the case of 
large values of the coupling constant. 

The three Neumann series satisfy both the Lippmann
Schwinger equation and the generalized resolvent equa
tion, and in this sense they might be considered as 
analytical continuations of each other. 

We have also studied the conditions required for Qt 
and Q2 to be operators of the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 
Both operators are expressed as a power series in the 
perturbation parameter T, which switches "on" the 
nondiagonal part of the interaction of the Hamiltonian. 
In consequence, the second and third Neumann series 
are in fact double series expansions. 
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In a forthcoming paper we show that the two series 
obtained by rearrangement of the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation can also be thought of as the analytical con
tinuation of a functional hypergeometriC function by 
composition, first studied by Volterra 8, 9 in connection 
with the Neumann series solution of integral equations. 

APPENDIX A. EXPANSION OF THE PROPAGATOR 
IN TERMS OF THE "OFF-DIAGONAL" MATRIX 
ELEMENTS OF THE INTERACTION OPERATOR 

In this Appendix we illustrate the use of the general
ized resolvent equation (1.10) to obtain a perturbation 
expansion of the propagator in terms of the "off-diago
nal" matrix elements of the interaction operator. To 
this end we identify the arbitrary parameter 1]1 with the 
parameter T, and write 

B(T) = EI - H(T), 

RB(T) =G(T). 

(Al) 

(A2) 

Introduction of Eqs. (Al), (I. 2), and (I. 3) into Eq. (1.10) 
yields 

(A3) 

which is in the coordinates representation an integro
differential equation for the propagator, subject to the 
initial condition 

G(T= 0)= GD, (A4) 

where the "diagonal" propagator GD is obtained from the 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation (1.7) evaluated at T= O. 
We then have 

(A5) 

so that we can express the propagator G(T) in the form 
of the Taylor series expansion 

., T"~d"G) G(T) =0, d-" , 
n!110 n. "I 1'110 

(A6) 
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where the successive derivatives of the Green's function 
are computed from Eq. (A3). We obtain in this manner 

., 
G(T) = 0 GD(TEHNGO)"' 

",,0 
(A7) 

which is a convergent series expansion for the propaga
tor provided that 

(A8) 

which implies that the operator (HNGD) must be a com
pact operator of the Hilbert-Schmidt class. Hence, GD 

must be a bounded operator, in view of Theorem 1 and 
since by definition HN is a compact operator. 

The result (A7) is also obtained from the Lippmann
Schwinger equation (1.7), rewritten in the form 

G=Go(I-EH1GOrl, (A9) 

which in view of Eq. (10 3) can be rearranged as 

G = Go[ (I - EHoGo) - ETHNGO 1-1, (Ala) 

so that expansion in terms of the nondiagonal matrix 
operation, HNGO) yields again the result (A7). 
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Conformal flatness and the Schwarzschild interior solution 
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The paper gives a rigorous proof of the theorem that the only static conformally flat metric for a perfect 
fluid distribution is the Schwarzschild interior metric. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, the Schwarzschild interior solution 

is static and conformally flat. The converse theorem 
that the only static, conformally flat metric for a per
fect fluid distribution (subject to the field equations of 
relativity) is the Schwarzschild interior solution, has 
been claimed to be proved by quite a number of investi
gators at different times. However, none of these proofs 
seems to be quite general and/or free from questionable 
assumptions. Thus BuchdahP (1971) assumed that a 
fluid distribution in equilibrium must be spherically 
symmetric. This however is not generally true as is 
evident from some solutions given somewhat later by 
Barnes2 (1972). However all the relevant Barnes' solu
tions have singularities and it may well be that the theo
rem assumed by Buchdahl is true when one introduces 
the additional condition of regularity, but even then no 
proof in the literature has come to the notice of the 
present authors. 

Shortly after Buchdahl, Misra, and Tribedi3 gave a 
proof assuming that a static conformally flat metric 
must be of the form 

ds 2 = e2cr[dx2 + dy2 + dz 2 _ dt2], 

with a independent of time t. This, however, is not cor
rect. A contrary example is provided by the de Sitter 
metric 

ds 2 = Cz.r[dX2 + dy2 + dz 2 - dt2] , 

with "g" a function of the time coordinate. This metric 
is static as it is transformable to 

which admits a translation along the taxis. 

More recently, apparently ignorant of the earlier 
works of Buchdahl and Misra and Tribedi, Gurses and 
Gursey'l proved the theorem again with the condition of 
spherical symmetry 0 A somewhat different but related 
theorem has been proved recently by Collinson. 5 Every 
conformally flat axisymmetric stationary space- time 
is necessarily static and if the source is a perfect fluid, 
then the space- time metric is the Schwarz schild interi
or metric. In the present discussion, we first point out 
that for a perfect flUid, conformal flatness leads to 
either a spatial constancy of the energy density p and 
vanishing of the vorticity wand shear a

ik 
or a vanishing 

of (p +p), where p is the pressure of the fluid. In the 
latter case, the metric reduces to the de Sitter form 
and the velocity of the fluid is indeterminate. In the 
first case if the expansion 8 is assumed to vanish, the 
Schwarz schild interior metric follows. (If 8 *- 0, then 
we have either the isotropic homogeneous cosmological 

solution or a family of nonhomogeneous cosmological 
models6,7). 

2. THEOREM AND ITS PROOF 

Theorem: If the source of the gravitational field be a 
perfect fluid with vanishing expansion and nonnegative 
density and pressure, then the only conformally flat 
space- time consistent with Einstein's gravitational 
equations is the Schwarz schild interior metric. 

We recall some equations deduced by Ehlers, Kundt, 
and Trumper (all of which are presented in a review by 
Ehlers). We rewrite the necessary equations in the form 
for a perfect fluid as presented by Ehlers. 8 

(1 ) 

x (- tw2 
- ~ d2 +tu c

;) + E. b = 0, 

h bE h Cd +3H w b _1) ubacHd,=_lh bp • bc;d Ib cbcd e 3 • ,b 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
-1) 1) u Cu Prj1"E'T + 2Hd 1) l(cU" = - !(p + p)a . 

.cd. b/XIT <. blcd... 2 .b 

In the above u· is the velocity vector of the fluid, w', 
a"b ,il· and 8 are vorticity, shear, acceleration, and ex
pansion defined in usual way. p and p are pressure and 
density of the fluid. E.b and H'b are the so-called elec
tric and magnetic type of components of the Weyle tensor 
C .bCd' where 

(5) 

and 

(6) 

For conformally flat space-time E.b=H.b=O. With ex
pansion 8 = 0, we have from Eqs. (2)-(4) 

P hd=O ,. (7) 

and 

(p + p)w. = (P + p)u. b= 0. 

Hence either 

p+p=O or w.=a.b=O. (8) 

Equation (8) shows that the 3-space elements orthogonal 
to the velocity vector mesh together, and from Eq. (7) 
it follows that p is constant in 3 -space. Again from the 
conservation relation 

(p+p)B+p=O (9) 
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p = () if B = 0, i. e., p is constant in time as well. The 
vanishing of a, w, and B allow us to take the line element 
in the static form. 

(10) 

where goo and g i/ s are all independent of time and the 
velocity vector of the fluid is u" = (g00tI/20~. 

The Ricci tensor for the 3-space metric gi. can now 
be written as (cf. Ehlers8

) 

Rik = it (ia) + uiu" + igik(2p - UC;c)' 

From Eq. (1) we get 

(12) 

Substituting (12) in (11) 

(13) 

Since p is constant, the 3 -space is a space of constant 
curvature. Hence the line element can be written as 
(cf. E isenhart9

) 

1 ,2 ~ dt2 dx2 + dy2 + dz 2 
(S~goo - (1+KJ'2/4)2 • (14) 

U sing Dingle's formulae (as reproduced by TolmanlO), 
goo in the metric (14) is 

goo = (AI -1 +:;2/4)2, (15) 

where Al and Bl are two arbitrary constants. 

Presenting p = 3/ R2, and using a scale factor r = 2RL 
the final form of the metric has become 

ds
2

= (A -B ~ ~~:rdt2 
4R2 [L2 2 d 2 2· 28 d 21 (1 + L 2)2 d + L 8 + L sm <p, (16) 

where A and B are new constants. This is Schwarz schild 
interior metric. 
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3. THE CASE p + p = 0 

If P + P = 0, hence p is constant, p is also a constant. 
Then the energy- momentum tensor may be written as 

T\ = -po~ 

and from Einstein field equation 

R"b=-PO; 

Hence the space is an Einstein space. The line ele
ment may then be written9 as 

df - dx2 -dl-dz2 

{1+(Kof4)(t2 -?W' (17) 

with Ko = - P = p. A proper transformation leads to de 
Sitter line element; but u· and along with it w· and ao b 

remain indeterminate. 
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Invariant operators of IU(n) and IO(n) and their 
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A systematic explicit evaluation of the invariant operators of IU( n) and IO( n) has been carried out. It is 
found that the invariant operators of IU(n) and IO(n) can be obtained from those of U(n,l) and O(n,l) 
by simple substitution. Similarly the eigenvalues of the invariant operators of IU( n) and IO( n) can be 
obtained from those of U(n,l) and O(n,l) by simple substitution. Since the invariant operators and their 
eigenvalues ofU(n,l) and O(n,l) are closely related to those ofU(n+l) and O(n+l) our results can be 
expressed in explicitly closed and simple form. 

1. INTRODUCTION 2. REPRESENTATIONS OF IU(n) AND IO(n) AND 
THEIR RELATION TO U(n, 1) AND O(n,1) 

Recently there has been some renewed interest in the 
explicit evaluation of the eigenvalues of the invariant 
operators of the unitary, orthogonal and Simplectic 
groups. This attempt was started by Perelomov and 
POpOV,I-3 continued by Wong and Yeh,4 who obtained 

We follow basically the notations of Chakrabarti. 9 

IU(n) has generators A; (i, j = 1, 2, ... ,n) and In!b 1;"+1 
(i = 1,2, ... ,n). The commutation relations are 

the eigenvalues in closed but complicated form, and 
further improved by Nwachuku and Rashid, 5,6 who 
obtained the eigenvalues in closed and Simple form. 
Okub07 and EdwardsB then showed that the last result 
can be obtained by another simple method. So far, how
ever, the results are confined to compact groups. This 
leads us to ask whether there are noncompact groups 
whose invariant operators and eigenvalues can be ex
plicitly evaluated in closed form. Of course, the re
sults of U(n + 1) and O(n + 1) can be trivially extended 
to U(n, 1) and O(n, 1). But U(n, 1) and O(n, 1) can be ob
tained by ChakrabartL 9 However, he did not discuss 
we expect that it may be possible to carry out a sys
tematic evaluation of the invariant operators of IU(n) 
and IO(n). In this article we show that this is indeed the 
case. 

The representations of ru(n) and lO(n) have been ob
tained by Chakrabarti. 9 However, he did not discuss 
systematically the invariant operators and their eigen
values. Rosen and RomanlO obtained a sixth order 
invariant operator for IU(n) and fourth order invariant 
operator for IO(n), but did not calculate their eigen
values. Nor, to our knowledge, do we know of any other 
systematic study of the above problem. In this article 
we shall show that the invariant operators and their 
eigenvalues of ru(n) and IO(n) can be obtained from those 
of U(n, 1) and 0(11, 1) by direct substitution. 

In Sec. 2 we give a brief summary of the representa
tions of ru(n) and IO(n) and their connection with U(n, 1) 
and O(n, 1). In Sec. 3 we present a detailed calculation 
for the sixth and ninth order invariant operators of 
ru(n) and their relation to C2 and C3 of U(n, 1). In Sec. 
4 we present a similar calculation for the fourth and 
eighth order invariant operators of rO(n) and their rela
tion to C2 and C4 of O(n, 1). Finally, we generalize the 
results to all orders and present them as four theorems 
in Sec. 5. 

[A;,A~]=Ii~A~-Ii~:, (2.1) 

[A~, ~1 J = 1i;,r;1, 

[In! b In!d = [I"j 1, 1";1] = [1";1, In! 1 J = 0 

with 

(In~I)+ = l"i1, 

where 

i,j,k,l=I,2 ... ,n. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The matrix elements of InZI are given by Eq. (2. 9) of 
Ref. 9. The (infinite-dimensional) basis is given by 
(2.1) of Ref. 9. The deformation to U(n, 1) is obtained 
as follows. Define 

Ain+l =± [L., In!d + i~+1 
An; 1 = ± [b., 1";1] + iE I"~ 1 

with 

A~:ll h) = (t + I hi n+l - Ih in) Ih). 
1=2 i =1 

Then one finds that 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2. 12) 
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(2.13) 

(2. 14) 

and 

lAn;t,A n!I]=A{ -ofA~:l (2. 15) 

It can be easily seen that we can also write A ~:l as 

A n+l II. 
n+l =--- - n+ s, 

Ll. (2 ) 
(2.16) 

where II. has been defined in (2. 11). Now it has been 
shown by Wong and Yeh l1 that sand E are related to 
hi n+l and hn+l n+l as follows: 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

where K2 =~(2) and K need not be 1. For IU(n) 
Chakrabarti has obtained the following invariant opera
tors: 

n 
'" TtI+1I; 2 ~(2)=L 1 i n+l=K 
; =1 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

We shall show in Secs. 3 and 5 that all other higher 
order invariant operators can be obtained in closed and 
simple form. 

For IO(n) the generators are Jab = - J ba (a, b, 
= 1, 2, ... ,n) and In+1> a (a = 1, 2, ... ,n). The commuta
tion relations are 

[Jab,Jcd]=i(oacJbd+ °bdJac-oadJbc-obeJQd), 

[JabIn+le] = i(oaln+1b - 0bln+la), 

where 

a, b, c, d=l, 2, ... ,no 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

The basis of IO(2k) and IO(2k - 1) and matrix 
elements of I2k+12k' 12k-12k are given by (6.3), (6.7), 
(6.5), and (6.9) of Ref. 9 respectively. The deforma
tion to O(n, 1) are obtained as follows: Define 

(2.25) 

or 

where 

Ll.(2) I h > = tIn+! In+1 k I h > = K21 h) (2.27) 
hi 

and 

(2.28) 

Then one finds that 

(2.29) 
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We have shown in Ref. 11 that for O(2k-1, 1) 

x = il2k, 1> 

where 

12k,OI. =h2kOl. +k- 01, 

and for O(2k, 1) 

h2k+11 = t - k + iX. 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

The only invariant operator that Chakrabarti has 
evaluated is ~ (2) = K2. We shall show in Secs. 4 and 5 
that all higher order invariant operators of IO(n) can be 
obtained in closed and simple form. 

3. EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF THE SIXTH AND 
NINTH ORDER INVARIANT OPERATORS OF 
IU(n) 

In this section we attempt an explicit evaluation of the 
sixth and ninth order invariant operators of IU(n). Our 
method is as follows. First, we write down the second 
and third order invariants (C 2 and C3) of U(n, 1). We then 
substract from each expression all terms which contain 
sand E. The result is an invariant operator in IU(n). 
Since these expressions contain ~b and ~~2) respectively 
respectively on the denominators, we obtain the sixth 
and ninth order invariant operators by multiplying the 
resulting expressions by ~b and ~~2) respectively. 

The eigenvalues are obtained in the following way. 
The eigenvalues of C 2 and C 3 for U(n, 1) are well known. 
We substract the terms containing sand E according to 
(2. 17) and (2.18). The result is the eigenvalues of the 
invariant operators of IU(n) which, as one would expect, 
contain no terms in hi n+1 and hn+1 n+I' 

Thus for the sixth order invariant operator of lU(n) 
we proceed in the following way. For notational con
venience summation over repeated indices is assumed 
from now on except where it is indicated. Also Latin 
letters (except n) always go from 1 to n, while Greek 
letters go from 1 to n + 1. 

C A 8AOI. AJAi+An+IAi +AJ An+I+(An+I)2 (3.1) 
2 = 01. 8 = i J i n+l n+l J n+ 1 • 

We find that (3.1) contains the following terms in sand 
E [from (2.7), (2.8), and (2. 12)]: 

- 2~(2)E2 + ts2• (3.2) 

Therefore, the sixth order invariant in IU (n) is 

16 =11.2 +2nJ\Ll.(2) +~~2)(AY1{ +~'Ii~'Ii - 2~'2~(2) 

- I jLl.,2r + Ij~1 Ii~'+ ~'r~'Ii - r~'2Ii 

+ I;~'Ii~'+n2~~2) 
where 

and 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

It can be easily calculated that the eigenvalue of I6 is 

[

n n2] 
K4 "'0h; n+1 (hi n+1 + n + 2 - 2i) -"2 

1:2 
(3.6) 

Next we calculate the ninth order invariant operator I9 
of IU(n). From U(n, 1) we have 
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Ca =A:;,A;A~ =A{A'jAk + 3A~+1A ~~+1 
+ 3A n+1Ak An.1 + (An+1)3 + (1- 2n)!Ak A n•1 

n.1 n+1 k n.1 n.1 k 

2AkA ; (A11+1)2 +AI A n• 1 A IA"·l + i-r'k - n "+1 i - n n.1 - , n+1' (3.7) 

From (3.7) we find that it contains the following terms 
in E and ?;: 

2 ( ) 1 ,.3 (n -1),.2 -€ 1;3~(2)+n~(2)+~(2) +4& + -4-!. 

~, n2 n 
+.:::il)?; --I; +-1;. 

~<2l 4 2 

Therefore, 19 is 

I~ ={AfA~! + 3(~1 II - Ii~/)A~(~1 Ik - Ik~/) 

+ 3 (-~ - n) (~' f' - f'~')x (~I Ik - Ik~/) 
~(2) 

(3.8) 

+(_ --A _n)3 +(1-2n)(~/Ik-f'~/)(~/Ik-Ik~/) 
~(2) 

+ 2A~A~ - n (+~ +n)2 +Al +A:(~ +n) 
~(2) ~(2) 

+n(~~2) +11}~f2)' (3.9) 

The eigenvalue of 19 is 

/{G [~hi n+l (ld n+1 + 3nh; n+1 + 311, n+1 - 3ih; "+1 + 3n
2 + 6n + 3 

- 6i - 6ni + 3i2
) - (n - ~ >f~ h; n+l (hi .+1 + 2n + 2 - 2i) - ~ 

1=2 

• " "n
3 

3n
2 

] 
x ('0 h~ ".1 + 2'0h/ ".Ihj".t) - n'0h; ".1 -4-4 . 

1.2 ;'-1 ,.2 
• (3.10) 

4. EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF FOURTH AND 
EIGHTH ORDER INVARIANT OPERATORS OF IO(n) 

Following the same procedures as in the previous 
section, we calculate the fourth order invariant opera
tor of 10(n). We have, for O(n, 1), 

" " 
C2 = '0 J~j - '0 J~ .+1' 

;< j:1 ;.1 

Equation (4. 1) contains the following term in A: 

- A2Am. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Therefore, the fourth order invariant operator 14 of 
IO(n) is easily seen to be 

" " 11 == '0 ./L - ~'0 (JiJij + JjJIY, 
Pi.! i.! 

(4.3) 

where 

(4.4) 

The eigenvalue of 14 can be easily calculated: For IO(2!?) 

k k_1 

14 ='011; + r; (2k- 2i + 1)1l; - U _ /;;)2; (4.5) 
;.2 1.2 

for IO(2k - 1) 
k k_i 

14 ='0 h~ + '0 (2/;; - 2i)h. - (1- /;;)2. (406) 
i.2 ;.2 

For the eighth order invariant operator of IO(n), we 
have, starting from C4 of O(n, 1): 
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C 4 = J1JJJkJklJI/ - 4JIJJjkJk "+1J"+1 i - 4JL 

- 4JJkJkJJ.+1 JJJ ".1 + 2J •• 1 iJi n01J"01 JJJ "+1 

+ 2J"+1jJj .+1J.01kJk .+1 - (n - l)(n - 4)J~01/' (4.7) 

where i*j*k*Z. We find that (4.7) contains the follow
ing terms involving A: 

(4.8) 

Therefore, the eighth order invariant operator 18 of 
lOrn) is 

1 
+-;:;-;:r8~ (JaJaJ + Ja/a)(IbJbJ + Jb/b)UcJCk + JckIc) 

(2) 

x (IdJdk +JdkId)]~~2) 
Eigenvalues of 18: For 1O(2k) 

(4.9) 

k 

18 = /{4{2'0h l[(h/ + rl)3 + (hi + r/)Z r, + (hi + rl)~ + rn 
1=2 

k 

- (2k-1)6 (Ill +2rj)h/ +2(k- W(- k+~)} (4.10) 
;.2 

where r; = k + ~ - i; for 1O(2k - 1) 

k 

IB = /{4{0hl[(hj + r l )3 + (h j + rj)2rj + (hi + rj)~ + rn 
1.2 

k 

- (2k - 1) 0 h;(h j + 2r j ) + (k - 1)2 (- 2k2 - 6k - 3n, 
1=2 

(4.11) 

where 

rj =k- i. 

5. EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF ALL INVAR IANT 
OPERATORS OF IUln) AND lOin) 

(4.12) 

From the results of Secs. 3 and 4 we arrive at the 
following theorems which are applicable to all orders 
for the invariant operators of IU (n) and IO(n). 

Theorc m 1: The invariant operators of IV (n) are 
obtained from those of V(n, 1) by the following sub
stitution: 

A~+l - [~', F.+d, where~' =A;A;!2/{, 

Atl_[~',Ij+l], 

A~:I- - i\/~(2) - n. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

ThcorcllI 2: The eigenvalues of the invariant opera
tors of IU(n) are obtained from those of V(n, 1) by the 
following substitution: 

h t 11+1 - - n/2, 

hn+l11+1 - n/2. 

Note that in the formula for C p of V(n, 1)3 
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where 

~I = h; + n + 1 - i, 

the term containing 1/(71.1 - ~n+l) cancels out, giving 
(~1 -n/2, ~n'l -n/2) 

(
!!:)P n n/2 - ~1 - 1 
P 1:2 nl2 - ~1 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

We now illustrate our theorems by recalculating the 
eigenvalues of Ab obtaining the same result as 
Chakrabarti withOut going through the complicated 
procedures used by him. We have 

n 

C 1 =I::A: +A~:i. 
;=1 

From (5.9) using Theorem 1, we obtain 

n . A 
11 =~Aj -- - n. 

1=1 A (2) 

From (5.10) using Theorem 2, we obtain for the 
eigenvalue 

Il=~hi' 
i =2 

Therefore, from (5.10), (5.11) we obtain 
n n 

(5.9) 

(5. 10) 

(5.11) 

Ab '" A- ('0ADA!2) =- (It +n)A(2) =- /(2('0h; +n) (5.12) 
i=1 i=2 

Equation (5.12) agrees with Eq. (2.40) of ChakrabartL 

It is now a simple matter to obtain an invariant 
operator in IU(n) which is a polynomial in the generators 
of lU(n), i. e., containing no terms on the denominator. 
This can be easily achieved by multiplying a suitable 
power of £).(2) with the expression obtained from 
Theorem 1. The result is that the pth order invariant 
operator of Urn, 1) corresponds to the (3p)th order 
invariant operator of !U(n). 

Thcorcm 3: The invariant operators of lOrn) are 
obtained from those of O(n, 1) by the following 
substitution: 

(5. 13) 

Theore m 4: The eigenvalues of the invariant operators 
of 10(n) are obtained from those of O(n, 1) by the follow
ing substitution: For IO(2k - 1): 

h2kl - - 7<+ 1; 

for 10(27<): 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

From these two theorems, we find that the (2p)th order 
invariant operator of O(n, 1) corresponds to the (4p)th 
order invariant operator of lOrn). Now the invariant 
operators of 0(/1 + 1) are 

C2P =Jj .J .. J .. "'J. j' 
1 '2 '2 '3 '3'4 '2P I 

(5.16) 

The invariant operators of O(n, 1) are obtained from 
(5.16) by replacing J i n+l by iJ i n+l' In the meantime the 
eigenvalues are the same for both O(n + 1) and O(n, 1) 
and can be expressed as5- 8 follows: for 0(2h + 1) 
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(5.17) 

where 

n=2h+1, p;=h;+n-l-i, 

EJ/ == DJ,n.l-;- 151, <n.0/2 
(5.18) 

For 0(2h), (5.17) still holds with 

n=2h, Ejl ==- Dj ,n.l_i' (5.19) 

Thus all invariant operators and their eigenvalues of 
10(n) can be obtained in closed and Simple form. 

It remains for us to choose a sufficient number of 
algebraically independent invariant operators so that 
each irreducible representation of the group is com
pletely specified by these operators. We start with 
1U(n). It can be seen that an irreducible representation 
of IU(n) is specified by n mutually independent invariant 
operators. Since all the eigenvalues are known, it is 
easy to check that the following invariant operators are 
mutually independent. Thus we choose: 

For IU(2): £).(2), £).(3); 

IU(3): £).(2), £).(3), Is; 

IU(4): £).(2), A(s), Is, 19 ; 

lU(n): £).(2), £).(s), Is, 19 , •• " 13(n_1)' 

For IO(2k + 1), we need Iz + 1 algebraically independent 
invariant operators, and for IO(21?), we need 1? algebrai
cally independent invariant operators, Again, since the 
eigenvalues are known, it can be checked that the 
following invariant operators are algebraically 
independent: 

For IO(21?+ 1): £).{2), 14 , 18 , 112"." 14k ; 

for IO(21?): 
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Automorphisms of the Bianchi model Lie groups 
Alex Harvey 

Queens College of the City University of New York. Flushing. New York 11367 
(Received 23 February 1977; revised manuscript received 16 February 1978) 

A derivation of the group of automorphisms of the Lie group of isometries characteristic of each of the 
nine Bianchi types of cosmologies is presented. 

Among the various categories of cosmological models 
based on the Einstein equations are the so-called 
Bianchi models. These models are characterized by 
homogeneous, nonisotropiC spatial hypersurfaces para
metrized by time. In a synchronous coordinate system, 
that is, one in which the time axis is always normal to 
the hypersurfaces of homogeneity, the metric is 

ds2 = - dt2 + ffij(t)dxidxJ, 
(1) 

where i, j = + 1, 2, 3. Space-time based on the possible 
(three-dimensional) isometries of gi}> determined 
originally by Bianchii and later applied to general 
relativity by Taub,2 comprise the Bianchi models. There 
are nine distinct isometry groups in all. 3 

The study of these models3- 5 has been very active and 
fruitful in recent years. Many techniques and tools for 
this exploration have been developed. One of these, 
suggested by Heckmann and schiicking, G is to use the 
various groups of automorphisms of the Lie groups 
descriptive of the Bianchi isometries. This suggestion, 
however, does not seem to have been taken up. The 
author, in a current investigation, determined several 
of these groups of automorphisms, found them to be of 
sufficient interest to warrant determination of the entire 
set. It is the purpose of this paper to present them. 

Recall briefly a few immediately pertinent if elemen
tary facts7 concerning Lie groups. Given the infini
tesimal operators, Xi' of such a group, the structure 
constants are given in terms of the commutator 

(2) 

These depend in general on the coordinate system in 
which the basis operators Xi are set and will generally 
change under a change in coordinate system. The group 
of automorphisms of a Lie group of isometries is that 
linear group of coordinate transformations with respect 
to which the structure constants are invariant. We are 
then concerned with the set of transformations, Ai j, 
such that 

(3) 

The group of isometries is a subgroup of and possibly 
coincident with the group of automorphisms. 

Of particular interest is the fact that of the nine 
Bianchi symmetry groups, types VIII and IX are (semi-) 
simple, types I-VII are not. It follows from general 
theorems that for types VIII and IX, all automorphisms 
are inner automorphisms, and the groups of auto
morphisms are thus isomorphic to the original symmetry 
groups. 

The equations are cubic in the unknowns, i. e., the 
elements of Ai J> but this may be substantially amelio
rated by rewriting, e. g., (3) as 

(4) 

There is no general algorithm for solving such sets of 
equations, but recognition that Ai J is necessarily non
singular facilitates greatly the solution. However, the 
process is quite simple if heuristic. Consequently, only 
one solution, Au(IV), is presented in detail. For the 
others, only the results are given. 

For the various groups, then, the set of nonvanishing 
structure constants (following Ref. 3), the resulting set 
of equations other than those that vanish identically, and 
the solutions are as follows. 

Bianchi I: All structure constants vanish. Consequent
ly, the general linear group on three dimensions con
stitutes the group of automorphisms. 

Bianchi II: C i
23 = - Ci32 = 1. 

0=A 2
i A

3
2 _A3

IA
2

2, 

A II =A2
ZA 33 -A 3zA Z3' 

A Z
1 = 0, 

A 3
1 =0, 

0=A2aA31-A33A21> 

A"~[:: J 
Necessarily a == be -fg*- O. 

[

n e[f- cd be - df] 
A -Ii 1 0 f 

j =-;;: ac - n 

o - af{ nb 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

(5e) 

(6) 

(7) 

It may be noted that A -Ii j has, as it ought to, precisely 
the same structure as Ai j. 

Bianchi III: C\3 =:: - C i
31 = 1. 

O==A I
IA

3
2 -A3

1A lZ' (Ba) 

0=AlzA33-A32AI3' (Bb) 

-All =AI3A31-A3aAll1 (Bc) 

A21 =0, (8d) 
3 

A i = 0, (8e) 
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(9) 

A-1i _.-l[: ~ =~;j. 
j - ab 

o 0 ab 

(10) 

Bianchi IV: C l
13 = - C 1

31 = 1, C 1
23 = - C 1

32 = 1, C2
23 

=-C2
32 =1. 

o =A llA 32 -A 31A 12 +A2
1A

3
2 - A 3

1A
2
2, 

o = A 21A 32 - A 3 lA 2 2, 

All =:A l1A
3
3 -A 31A 13 +A21A 33 - A 3

1A 23, 

A21 =:A2
1A

3
3 -A3

1A
2
3, 

A 3
1=:0, 

All +A\ =Al~33 -A3
2A 13 +A2~33 -A3

2A
2
3, 

A21 +A22 =A2~33 _A3~23' 

(l1a) 

(l1b) 

(l1c) 

(l1d) 

(l1e) 

(llf) 

(llg) 

A 3
1-A3

2=0. (l1h) 

Equation (l1e) applied to Eq. (llh) shows that A 32 is 
also zero. These imply that A 3

3 may not vanish and 
reduce Eqs. (l1a) and (llb) to trivial identities 0 = O. 
The remaining equations are also reduced. 

or 

A \ =A \A3
3 +A2 1A33, 

A21 =A2
IA

3
3, 

All +A12 =Al~33 +A2zA33, 

A21 +A22 =A2~33. 

Equation (lld') implies that either 

A 2
1*0, A3 3 =1 

A 2
1=0, A33 arbitrary. 

(llc') 

(l1d') 

(l1f') 

(l1g') 

(12) 

(13) 

If the first case is applied to Eq. (13c') the result is 

(14) 

which is inconsistent. Therefore, the alternate equation 
survives withA2

1 =0 andA33 arbitrary. The remaining 
equations are 

A\=:A\A3
3, 

A \ =A2
2A

3
3, 

A22 =A2
2A

3
3• 

Clearly, A33=1 andA l
1=A22 and are otherwise 

arbitrary. Thus 

A', l::: 1 
[
: -a d d~ -a;eJ 
o 0 (12 
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(13c') 

(13f") 

(13g") 

(15) 

(16) 

Bianchi V: Cl13=-C13t=1, C223=-C232=1. 

0=A10 32 -A3
tA \, 

0=A\A32 -A3
tA

2
2, 

At2 =:A tzA33 -A3zAt3, 

A22 =:A2
2A

3
3 _A3zA23, 

-A\ =AtsA3t -A3sA\, 

-A2
t =A2sA3t - A3sA 21' 

A',~ ~ : : 1 
A-ti =_1_ l_bk , ab - kd 

o 
1 

Necessarily ab _ kd *- 0, 

0=A\A32-A3tA12' 

0=A\A 3
2 -A3

tA\, 

-d 

a 

o 

hA 12 =A 12A 33 - A 3zA 13, 

A22 =A2zA33 -A3
2A

2
3, 

A\ =A1
1A

3
3 -A13A31' 

A 21 = h(A21A 33 -A 23A31) 

df - be l 
ek- at . 
ab -dk 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(17d) 

(17e) 

(17f) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

(20e) 

(20f) 

Apart from the factors h these equations are identical 
with those for Bianchi V. 

(21) 

(22) 

Bianchi VII: C l
23 =-C132 =-I, C223=-C232=h, h2<4, 

C213=-C231=:1. 

l~b 
b 

~l A i ,= a - hb (23) 

0 

l
a_lzb -b bf _e(a_ hb1 

A-li,=(a2 _hab+b2t 1 b a -af-eb . 

o 0 (12 - h(1b + b2 

(24) 

Bianchi VIII: C123=-C132=-1, C231=-C213=1, C 3
12 

=-C3
21 =1. 

BianchiIX:C123=-C132=1, C231=-C213=1, C3
12 

=- C3
21 = 1. 
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SUBGROUP STRUCTURE 

FIG. 1. Subgroup structures. 

As noted earlier the groups of automorphisms for 
Bianchi types VIII and IX are isomorphic to the Bianchi 
type VIII and IX symmetry groups respectively. These 
are just the three-dimensional rotation group for type 
IX and the "2 + I" Lorentz group for type VIII. For the 
choice of axes for this latter case, X2 and X 3 are space
like and Xl is timelike. 

It turns out that the automorphism groups for types 
III and VI are identical. This is not too surprising inas-

253 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.2, February 1979 

much as type III symmetry is obtained from type VI if, 
in the latter, C2

23 == O. Also, the various groups of 
automorphisms have subgroup relations with each other 
and all are subgroups of GL(3), the general linear group 
on three dimensions. The specific relations are shown 
in Fig. 1 (arrows point from larger group to subgroup). 
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Perturbative solution of the Percus-Yevick integral 
equation for a general class of intermolecular potential 

M. Chen 

Department of Mathematics. Vanier College. St. Laurent. Quebec 
(Received 28 November 1977; revised manuscript received 27 February 1978) 

A qualitative investigation of the Percus-Yevick integral equation by perturbation method is discussed for 
a general class of intermolecular potential. Under some general assumptions it is proved that the 
Percus-Y evick integral equation has a unique solution when the particle density p is in the region 
0< p < 0.33, and a divergent solution when p is greater than 0.33. Moreover, the perturbation series is 
absolutely and uniformly convergent if the supremum norms of the nth order solutions are less than or 
equal to n! 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a system of N molecules in a volume V and 
at temperature T. Suppose that the potential energy 
¢(r 1> r 2, ••• , r N) of this system can be written as the 
sum of pairwise intermolecular potential U(r.

J
), 

N ' 

¢(rU r 2, ... ,rN )= 0 U(r
IJ

), 

1=1<J 

where r l is the position of the ith molecule and riJ 

=Iri-rjl. 

Define the configurational probability function by 

p(N)(r u r 2, ... ,r,v) = e-~~ (I e-6~ dr
1 
dr2 ••• dr,v )-1, 

where R = 1/ Kb T, Kb is the Boltzmann constant. 

The probability distribution functions of lower orders 
can then be obtained from peN) (r U r 2, ... ,rNl. In parti
cular, the probability of finding a molecule in a volume 
element dr , at r , and another molecule in dr 2 at r 2 is 
given by 

n(2)(r U r 2 )dr 1 dr 2 = (Nl~!2)! (fe-a~dr, • 0 • dr N ) 

xdr dr ('-B~dr ., 'dr )-1 
1 2Ve . 1 N' 

For a simple fluid the intermolecular forces are cen
tral fOl'ces and consequently n(2)(rj, r 2) depends only on 
the distance r 12 between molecules 1 and 2. When r 12 is 
large, we can obtain n(Z)(r

12
)-N(N _1)/V2

- p2 in the 
thermodynamic limit y- 0<., V- cc but p=limN_~V_~(N/ 
V) < 00. 

The radial distribution function g(r,2) of a simple fluid 
is defined by 

g(r ,Z )= \n(2)(r ,2 ). 
p 

Since g(r 12) - 1 as r 12 - O(J, we define the total correla
tion function h(r ,2) between molecules 1 and 2 by 

h(r12 ) =g(r12 ) - 10 

Following Ornstein and Zernike, 1 the total correlation 
function h(r1Z) can be written as the sum of the direct 
correlation function C(r1Z) and an indirect correlation 
function which accounts for the correlation of molecules 
1 and 2 through a third molecule, 

h(r 12) = C(r 12) + (l J h(r 13)C(r23 ) dr3 • 

The convolution relation (1) is usually called the 
Orstein-Zernike (0. Z. ) relation, which can be con
sidered as the definition of C(r ,2 ). 

(1 ) 

In order to obtain thermodynamic properties of a 
fluid it is essential to know the radial distribution func
tion g(r ,2 ). 2 Unfortunately, so far there is no exact the
ory for g(r 12)' Several approximate theories have been 
proposed in the past. Based on numerical calculations 
the Percus-Yevick3 (P. Y. ) approximation seems to be 
the most successful theory. 

Let 

j(r)=e-aU(T) -1, 

y(r) = eaU(T)g(r), r = r 12 • 

The P. Y. approximation assumes that C(r) vanishes 
outside the range of the intermOlecular potential U(r), 
speCifically, C(r)=j(r) y(r). 

The P. Y. approximation together with the O. Z, rela
tion (1) forms an integral equation for g(r) in terms of 
y(r), 

y(r) = 1 + pfy(r')j(r'){exp[ - {3U(r - r')]y(r - r') -lrdr', 

which is called the P. Y. integral equation. 

The P. Y. integral equation has been solved by 
Wertheim," Thiel,S Baxter,6 and recently by Chen7 for 
the hard sphere potential. For a more realistic poten
tial, Wertheim4 had considered an attractive potential 
with a range less than the diameter of hard spheres. 
Unfortunately, his results were not very conclusive. On 
the other hand, Groeneveld8 had studied the existence 
and analytiC properties of solutions to the P. Y. integr al 
equation by considering the series expansion of C(r) and 
y(r) in density p. Under the assumptions 

(i) A= sup {exp[ - f3U( Ir , - r 21)][< 00, 
rl,r2 

(ii) B=sup(J{exp[-{lU(lrt-rzl)]-1rdr2)<oo, 
r , 

Groeneveld proved that there existed a unique solution 
of C(r) and y(r) in series of p which were analytic in the 
region B Ip 1< (4A)-'. 

Recently Watts9 had numerically solved the P. Y. in
tegral equation by truncating the Lennard-Jones poten
tial at y=3. 5a, r=5a, and y=6a (a; hard sphere diam
eter). It was found that there existed a phase transition 
with critical density close to Pc=O. 27 and a critical tem
temperature dependent upon the truncation of the poten
tial. Outside the critical region the P. Y. integral equa-
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tion had two solutions. The solution in the higher densi
ty region was an unphysical one. 

The purpose of this paper is to make a qualitative in
vestigation of the P. Y. integral equation for a general 
class of intermolecular potential by perturbation method. 
We assume that the potential has a hard core and a weak 
attractive tail with infinite range. In contrast to 
Groeneveld's method, the attractive potential is con
sidered as a perturbation on the repulsive potential. 10 

The perturbation series is constructed by making use of 
Baxter's relations 6 (B. R.) together with the P. Y. as
sumption. A set of coupled integral-differential equa
tions is then obtained. Under some general conditions 
we prove that the P. Y. integral equation has a unique 
solution when 0 < 1) < 0.175 and 1 < 1) < 2.66, and a diver
gent solution when 0.175 < 1) < 1 and 'T} > 2.66, where 1) 
= ~1TP, P is the particle density. It is also shown that the 
pe

6
rturbation series is absolutely and uniformly conver

gent if the supremum norms of the nth order solutions 
are less than or equal to n!. The method discussed in 
this paper is quite different from that of Groeneveld; 
However, the basic ideas are very similar. 

II. PERTURBATION SERIES 

Let h(w) = J eiw.rh(r)dr and S(r) == J;t(t)dt. It has been 
provedll that the O. Z. relation (1) can be transformed 
into the folIo wing Baxter's relations (B. R.) if and only 
if II (IV) is bounded for re al w: 

rc(r)==-Q'(r)+12 7d'~Q'(t)Q(t-r)dt, r2::0, 
r 

(2) 

rl1(r) = - Q'(r) + 12'T}F(r - t) 
o 

Xh(ir-tl)Q(t)dt, r:2.0, (3) 

where Q(r) is a continuous, bounded function on [0,00), 
and that Q(r)-O, IS(r)l-ae-~r as r- oo (a,1i are real 
numbers). 

In terms of the P. Y. assumption c(r)=!(r)y(r) and 
Baxter's relations (2), (3), the P. Y. integral equation 
can be rewritten as the following coupled integral-dif
ferential equations for r ~ 0: 

r c(r) = - (."(r) + 121JF Q'(t)Q(1 - r)dt, 
r 

r h(r) = - Q'(r) + 127} I ~ (v - t) h( I r - II ) Q(t) dt, 
o 

(4) 

c(r) =!(r)y(r). 

Consider the intermolecular potential12 

lI(r) = Ilo(r) - A~v(r), (5) 

where 

v(r)= 

r< 1, 

r~I, 

~ 
0, r~I, 

a positive smooth function for r 2:. 1 which 
monotonically decreases to 0 faster than 
r-5 as r - 00, 

~ denotes the maximum of the physical tail potential so 
that Maxlv(r)1 =1, and 0::; IAI::;1. 
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If the attractive potential - ~v(r) is considered as a 
perturbation on the hard sphere potential uo(r) we can 
obtain a series expansion in A{3~ for i(r) , 

i(r) = exp[ - (:3uo(r)] • exp[A{3~v (r)] - 1 
.. An 

=fo{r) + 6,- fn(r) , 
n-1 n. 

where 

io(r) = exp[ - (3uo(r)] - 1, 

in (r) = exp[ - (3uo(r)] • [{3~v (r)]n. 

Similarly we can write the following perturbation series 
expansion: 

.. 1 
Q(r)=Qo(r)+6-, (X{:iOnQn(r), (6) 

n=l n. 

y(r)==yo(r)+f; ~(A{3~)nyn(r), (7) 
n::1 n. 
.. 1 

h(r) == ho(r) + ~ln! (A{3~)nhn(r), (8) 

.. 1 
c(r)==co(r) +.0 -, (XfJOncn(r), (9) 

n=zln. 

where ({30-1 ==KbT/ ~ is the reduced temperature, the 
subscript "0" in Qo(r), yo(r), ho(r), co(r) denotes the 
unperturbed system with hard sphere potential uo(r), 
and 

n 

hn(r) = exp[ - (3uo(r)] '.0 (~) [v(r)]i Yn- I (r), n 2:.1, 
1=0 

n 

cn(rl=exp[ - (3uo(r)]' 6 (~)[v(r)]1 yn_l(r) 
1=0 

From (4) and (6)-(9) we can obtain the following results: 

r co(r)= - Q~(r) + 121) tQ~(t) 
r 

xQo(t-r)dt, O~rs.I, 

rho(r)== - Q~(r) + I2'T} t(r - t) 
o (10) 

xh( Ir -t I) Qo(t), r2::0, 

and 

(11) 

r hn(r) == - Q~(r) + I2'T} 

x {exp[ - (3uo( Ir - t I)] 

x23 (? )[v( Ir - t I )]IYn_J-i( Ir - t I)} 
(.0 

+ho(lr-tl)Qn(t)]dt, r? 1, n? 1. (12) 

Note that (10) is the P. Y. integral equation for a system 
of hard spheres. The solution of (10) is well known. 4-7 

Due to the nature of the intermolecular potential in 
(5), (11), and (12) can be further simplified. After some 
lengthly derivations we finally obtain the following 
results: 
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Q~(r) =An(r) -121) Jo~ (r - t) Qn(t) dt 

+ 121) J
r
: 1(r - t)yo(t -r)Qn(t)dt, O~r< 1, 

r:;;o 1, 

n-1 
Yn<Y)=Q~(r) -121)~(~) J r

oo 

Q;(t)Qn_;(t -r)dt 
1=1 

J r+1 ) 
- 121) 11 Q~(t)Qn(t - r)dt - 121) Q~(t 

r r 

xQo(t-r)dt, O~r<l, 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Yn(r) =D n(r) + 121) J; Qo(t - r)Yn(t)dt, 

Yn(r) = En(r) + 121) J: Qo(t)Yn(r - t)dt, 

l~r~2, (16) 

r:;;o 2, (17) 

where Yn(r) =ryn(r), An(r), Bn(r), Dn(r) and En(r) are 
functions of Qm(r) and Ym(r) for m<n, so that in the nth 
order perturbation, they can be considered as known 
functions. 

Due to their complexity, the detailed expressions of 
An(r), Bn(r), Dn(r), and En(r) are omitted since we will 
not need them in subsequent discussions. 

By considering the attractive potential as a perturba
tion on the hard sphere potential we have constructed a 
set of perturbation series in inverse temperature f3~ 
expansion. From the p. Y. integral equation (4) we then 
obtain a set of coupled integral-differential equations 
(10) and (13)-(17). From (13)-(17), we note that the 
method of solving these equations for the nth order per
turbation can be described by the following procedure: 

Bn(y)-Q~(r) for r:;;oI-Q~(r) 

lDn(r), for l~r~2, 

for r< 1- En(r), for r:;;o 2, 

Yn(r), for O~r< 1, 

_ {Yn(r), for l~r~2, 

Yn(r), for r:;;O 2. 

III. SOLUTIONS OF PERTURBATION SERIES 

In this section, for simplic ity, we confine our discus
sion to solutions of the first order perturbation. The 
methods discussed can be applied to all orders of 
perturbation. 

(i) Solution of Q1(r) for r:;;o 1: 

Q~(Y)=B1(r)+121)I:+1Qo(t-r)Q~(t)dt, r"d. (18) 

We can rewrite (18) as 

r r+1 

</>(r) = a (r) + /1 . r K(t - r)</>(t)dt 

='l!(r)+/1Io
1
K(t)</>(t+r)dt, r;d, (19) 

where </>(rl=Q~(r), a(r)=B1(r)= -rv(r)yo(r), K(r) 

= Qo(r) , and /1=121). 

Let 12 = [1,00). Consider the space C B(I2) of all contin
uous and bounded functions defined on 12 which approach 
to zero at least as fast as r-4 as r - 00, i. e., C B(I2) 
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= If If continuous and bounded on 12 and that limr ... r
4f(r) 

=const.]. Suppose that CB (12) is endowed with a sup 
norm and d is the metric function defined by 

d(f"f2) = sUPrEI2 If2(r) - f, (r) I, f" f2 E C B(12 ). 

Then CB(12 ) together with the metric function d forms a 
complete metric space. 13 

Let </> be an arbitrary element of CB (12 ). We define an 
operator T on C B(I2) by 

(T</>)(r)=a(r)+ J1 J:K(t)</>(t+r)dt, </>ECB(12). (20) 

Since a(r) is continuous and limr ... r
4 a(r) = 0, a(r) is in 

CB (I2)' ButK(t) is continuous on 1,=[0,1],6 thus 
(Trj>)(r) E CB(I2) , and T therefore transforms CB(I2) into 
itself. In order to be able to apply fixed point theorem 
on CB (12), we next consider the conditions so that Tis 
contractive. 

Suppose </>1 and </>2 are two arbitrary elements of 
C B (12 ). Then 

d(T</> " T</>2) ~ /1 J: I K(t) I dt· d(</>" </>2)' 

and T is a contractive mapping if /1 J: IK(t) I dt < 1. 

Now that C B (12 ) is a complete metric space and T is a 
contractive mapping on C B (12 ), by fixed point theorem, 
there exists a unique ef> in C B(I2) such that Tef> = ef>. 

Proposition 1: Equation (19) has a unique solution 
which is an element of CB(I2) if J1 n IK(t) Idt< 1. 

Suppose {</>o, </>1> </>2" •• , </>n' ••• } is a sequence of 
functions in CB(I2) defined by the following relations: 

</>o(r)=a(r), 

</>n(r) = T</>n_1(r) 

=:a(r) + /1 J: K(t) </>n-1(t +r)dt, n:;;o 1. 

Let </!o(r) = </>o(r) = a(r) and </>n(r) - </>n-1 (r) = J1 n</!n(r), n:;;o 1. 
Then 

where 

</!m(r) = (Jo
1 
... 

Suppose y = SUPrE 12 I a (r) I. It then follows from (21) 
that 

(21) 

Hence, if /1nIK(t)ldt<l, the series ef>(r)=~~=oJ1"</!n(r) is 
absolutely and uniformly convergent for rE 1

2
, 

Corollary: Suppose J1n IK(t) Idt < 1. The solution of 
(19) can be expressed as an absolutely and uniformly 
convergent series </>(r) = a (r) + 2:;=1 fJ'</!n (r), where </!n(r) 
is given by (21). 

In view of the asymptotic condition limr_ .. r4Q~(r) 
=: const, we can obtain a unique continuous and bounded 
function Q 1 (r) defined by 
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(22) 

which satisfies the asymptotic condition lim~~""r3Ql(r) 
=const. 

(ii) Solution of Ql(r) for 0.,,; r"'; 1: 

Q~(r) = -121)1: (r - t)Ql(t)dl + 121) lr:l (r - t) 

Let 

ll=121) 10
1 

tQI(t)dt, 

n1 1 = - 121) 10
1 
QI (t)dt, 

and 

(31(r) = 121) 1':1 (r - t)yo(t - r)Ql(t)dt 

-[121) 11"" QI(t)dt] 'r+121) 11"" tQI(t)dt, 

We can rewrite (23) as 

Q:(r) =8I(r) + n1 1r + li' 

Hence 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

QI(r)=J (31(r)dr+~1 r 2 +l Ir+pu O.,,;r< 1. (26) 

In order to determine ll> n1u and PI in (26) we now 
assume that Q1 is continuous at r = 1. The boundary 
condition of continuity at r= 1 together with (24), (25) 
provides us with three linear equations in three un
knowns. Thus we can obtain a unique continuous function 
Q I (r) which satisfies (23) for 0.,,; r"; 1 and (18) for r ~ 1. 
By Stone-Weierstrass theorem Q1 can be uniformly 
approximated by functions of the form e-OI'p(r) where 
Ct> 0 and per) is a polynomial. We summarize our re
sults in the following: 

Proposition 2: Suppose iJ.g IK(t) Idt < 1. Then there 
exists a unique continuous and bounded function Q1 

which satisfies (23) for 0,,; r"'; 1 and (18) for r ~ 1. Fur
thermore, it is square integrable on [0,(0), and can be 
uniformly approximated by Laguerre functions e-OI'p(r), 
where ex> 0 and per) is a polynomial. 

(iii) Solution of YI(r) for O.,,;r< 1: 

YI (r) = Q; (r) - 121) 1 rl Q~(t)QI (t - r)dt 

1 r+l 

-121) r Qo(t-r)Q~(t)dt, O.,,;r<1. (27) 

Once QI (r) is known, straightforward integration of (27) 
yields YI(r) which is continuous on [0,1)0 

(iv) Solution of Y1(r) for 1,,; r"; 2: 

YI (r)=D1(r) + 121) 1; Qo(r-t)Y1(t)dt, l.,,;r,,;2. (28) 

Since Qo is a quadratic function we can transform (28) 
into a third order linear differential equation 

Y",() 61) Y" () 181)2 Y'() 
1 r + 1 -1) 1 r + (1 _ 1) )2 1 r 

_121)(1+21)y ( )-D"'() 
(1 _ 1)2 1 r - 1 r (29) 
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with the following boundary condition: 

Y1 (1)=D1 (1), 

Yf(l) =Df(l) _1
6

1) DI (!), -1) 

6 18 2 

Y~'(!) =D~(l) -1 ~1)Df(l) + (1 _1)1)2 D I (I). 

The general solution of the homogeneous equation of 
(29) is 

3 

Y1(r) =6y.exp(t,.r), 
1=1 ' 

where Y i 's are constants to be determined from (30), 
and the ti's are roots of 

3 61) 181)2 121)(1 + 21) 
R(t)=t +1_1)f+(I_1)2 t - (1-1)2 O. 

(30) 

(31) 

Let Yl(r)=L:~=IYi(r)exp(tir). Y1{r) will be a solution of 
(29) if and only if 

3 

~,,; (r)exp(ttr ) = 0, 
I-I 

3 

2: ,,; (r)t l exp(tjr) = 0, 
1=1 

(32) 

b ,,~(r)~ exp(tlr) =<>, 
I-I 

·These equations can be solved for y~(r) by Cramer's 
rule, and the results integrated to give {'I(r), From (30) 
a unique solution for Y1(r) can be obtained, The solution 
is of class C 2 on [1,2]. 

(v) Solution of Y 1 (r) for r ~ 2: 

Y1(r)=E1(r) + 121) (Yt(r-t)Qo(l)dl 

=E1(r) + 121) (IQO(r-t)Y 1 (l)dt, r?2. (33) 

It can be examined that D1(2)=E 1(2), D~(2) =E~(2), and 
D~(2)=E~(2), We have to find a Y1 which satisfies (33) 
for r ~ 2, and for 1 .,,; r,,; 2, it is given by the solution of 
(29). 

We can transform (33) into the following third order 
retarded linear nonhomogeneous differential-difference 
equations, 

Y'" () 61) Y" () 181)2 Y' ( ) 
1 r +1-1) 1 r +(1-1)2 1 r 

with initial condition given by the solution of (29) for 
1,,; r,,; 2. 

(34) 

Following the standard continuation method of solving 
differential-difference equation, 14 the following result 
can be proved: 

Proposition 3: There exists a unique YI (r) of class 
C2 on [2,(0) which satisfies (34) for r ~ 2 and the initial 
condition given by the solution of (29) for 1,,; r ~ 20 
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By generalizing Theorem 3.5 of Bellman-Cooke, 15 

we can obtain the exponential bound7 for Y1(r), IY1(r) 1 

.:: ~ exp(K2r) , where KUK2 are positive constants. Since 
lim~_El(r)=O, we can take the Laplace transform of 
(33). 

Let 

y 1 (s) = f2~ Y1 (r) e··~ dr, 

£1(S)= f2~ El(r)e··~dr, 

Fl (s) = £1 (s) + 1211 fol U2
2
.
v 

Y1(u)e-SU du] 

x Qo(v )e-'v dv, 

H(s) = 1 -1211 J: Qo(r)e-n dr 

where 

L(s)=1211(1-11)-2[(1 +211) + (1 + k11)s]. 

The Laplace transform of (33) yields 

VI (s) = E\(s) [H(s )]-1. (35) 

Since all roots of H(s)=O lie in the left-hand plane ex
cept for the triple roots at the origin,7 we can arrange 
the roots in order of nondecreasing absolute value with 
roots of equal absolute value put in any prescribed 
order. Let {Sn} be a sequence of roots so arranged. The 
inverse Laplace transform of (35) then yields 

Y 1 (r) =t P n- 1(r) exp(snr ), (36) 
n:l 

where Pn_1(r)exp(snr) denotes the residue of esrPl(S) 
[H(S)]-l at a zero sn of H(s) and P n_1(r) is a polynomial at 
most of degree n - 1 if sn is an n multiple root. By 
Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6 of Bellman-Cooke, 16 

the series expansion in (36) is convergent for r ~ 2 and 
uniformly convergent over any finite interval for r ~ 2. 
Furthermore, from (33) we can obtain lim,.~ Y 1(r) =0. 

Proposition 4: The solution of (33) can be expressed 
as a convergent generalized Fourier-series type expan
sion in (36) for r ~ 2 which is uniformly convergent over 
any finite interval for r ~ 2. Moreover, Y 1 (r) - 0 as 
r - 00. 

This completes our discussions of the first order 
perturbative solution. Same conclusions as described 
in Propositions 1-4 can be obtained for each order of 
the perturbation series. 

IV. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONDITION 
1 

JJ. J \ K (t) \ dt < 1 
o 

Notice Qo(r) =K(r) = k(1 _11)-2[ (1 + 211)r2 - 311r - (1 -11)] 
for O.::r.s 1 and Qo(r)=K(r)=O for r~ 1. 6 It can readily 
be seen that K(r) has two roots r 1 = (11-1)/(11 + 1), and r2 

= 1. But K(r) .s 0 for r ~ 0 when 0 < 11 < 1. Consequently 
the conditions /1. g IK(t) I dt < 1 implies 0 < 11 < (3 - .(7)/2. 
On the other hand, when 11 > 1, we have K(r) ~ 0 for 0 
< r< (11-1)/(1 + 211), and K(r).:: 0 for r ~ (11-1)/(1 + 211). 
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Hence the condition /1. n IK(t) 1 dt < 1 implies 1 < 17 < 2.66. 
So long as 11 is in the regions (0,(3- -17)/2) and (1,2.66), 
the solutions we have obtained for Qn(r) and Yn(r) are 
unique. Qn(r) is continuous and bounded on [0,00), 
whereas Yn(r) is of class C2 on [1,00). (So far we have 
not been able to prove that Yn is continuous at r == 1. ) 
When (3 - -17)/2 < 1) < 1 and 1) > 2.66, the operator T 
defined by (20) is no longer contractive and the series 
solution of Q~(r)=a(r)+L:;=l/1.nljJn(r) diverges. The solu
tion corresponding to the region 1 < 1) < 2.66 should be 
considered as unphysical solutions because the density 
1) is unreasonable high. However, 1) = (3 - -17)/2 - O. 175 
corresponds to P = O. 33, which is close to the critical 
density Pc = O. 27 of the Lennard-Jones fluids reported 
by Watts. 

V. CONVERGENCE OF PERTURBATION SERIES AND 
PHASE TRANSITIONS 

Since Y (r) is of class C2 on [1,00) and that Yn(r) - 0 
as r - 00 f~r n ~ 1 it follows that Y (r) is uniformly con
tinuous and bounded on [1,00). So is

n 

Qn(r) on [0,00) for 
n ~ 1. It is possible that Yn(r) is discontinuous at Y = 1, 
however it can only be a finite discontinuity for Yn(Y) is 
continuous in [0,1). For the discussion of convergence 
of pertrubation series, it suffices to consider Q n(r) and 
Yn(r) for r~ 1. 

By virture of Proposition 2 and Proposition 4, each 
Q (r) is uniformly continuous, bounded, and square 
in"tegrable on (0,00) and can be uniformly approximated 
by Laguerre functions e-C>'p(Y), where (}' > 0 and p(y) is 
a polynomial, whereas Yn(r) = L::=lPm-1 exp(smr), where 
Pm_l(r) is a polynomial at most of degree m -1 if Sm is 
an m multiple root, and {S"J is a sequence of roots in 
the left-hand plane (except for the triple root at the ori
gin) arranged in nondecreasing order of absolute value. 
Morever, Yn(r) is uniformly continuous and bounded on 
[1,00), 

Although each Qn(Y) and Yn(r) are bounded, sup 1Qn(Y) I 
and sup I Yn(r) I depend on n and may increase as n in
creases. So far, we have not been able to obtain the 
asymptotic behavior of sup I Qn(Y) I and supIYn(r) I as 
n - 00. However, in view of the fact that 

the series L::=1(l30"/n! Qn(Y) is absolutely and uniformly 
convergent for 0 < (3 < 1 if and only if sup I Q n (y) I ~ n! The 
same conclusion can be made for the series 
~;=J(i30n/n! ]Yn(r). 

Proposition 5: Suppose /1.g IK(t) Idt< 1. The perturba
tion series L::=1[(f30"/n! ]Qn(Y) and L::=,l(i30n/ n ! ]Yn(r) are 
absolutely and uniformly convergent if and only if 
sup 1Qn(r) l.sn! and sup IYn(r) I.:: n! 

Baxter6 has shown that the inverse compressibility 
can be written as 

By the absolute and uniform convergence of the pertur
bation series we have 
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Q(O) = 1 -127) r Qo(r)dr -127)t (j3~)n roo Qn(r)dr. 
1)0 n=1 n. Jo 

(37) 

For hard sphere potential it can easily be seen that 
Q(O) = 1 - 127) nQo(r)dr = (1 + 27)/ (1 - 7)2. But the phase 
transition is completely determined by the condition 
(ilp/ap)T = Q(O) = O. Consequently there exists no gas
liquid phase transition for hard sphere potential. For 
the intermolecular potential considered in this paper 
the possibility of a phase transition can not be com
pletely ruled out because (37) can be approximated by a 
polynomial P(J30 due to the convergence of the series 
[the convergence should be rapid since Q(y) is conver
gent under the supremum norm.]. The real roots of 
P(£30 in the interval (0,1)17 give rise to phase 
transitions. 
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It is shown that the Lorentz invariants of an arbitrary gauge field are double valued functions of a 
Lorentz invariant matrix L ij when rank L = 3 and single valued functions of L ij when rank Lif' 3. The 
question of how many Lorentz inequivalent realizations of the Lorentz invariants there are is answered. 
This leads naturally to a classification of an arbitrary gauge field at a space-time point, given previously 
by Anandan and Tod based on the rank of L. The answer to the analogous question for the gauge 
invariants of the SU(2) gauge field leads to a new classification of this field. Five more classifications of 
this field, including one which is symmetric with respect to space-time and isospin groups, are also 
presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classification of gauge fields has recently attracted 
considerable interest. 1-6 In this paper we shall study classifi
cations that arise from a systematic study of Lorentz invar
iants and gauge invariants at a space-time point for a guage 
field F~v (i= 1.2 •...• N,,u,v=O,I,2,3, the skew symmetric in
dices,u,v transform under the Lorentz group, and i trans
forms under the adjoint representation of the gauge group). 
We study the Lorentz invariants of an arbitrary gauge field 
and the gauge invariants of the SU(2) gauge field, addressing 
specifically the following questions: (1) How many function
ally independent Lorentz (gauge) invariants are there? (2) 
what is a polynomial basis for the invariants which are poly
nomials in F~). and (3) how many Lorentz (gauge) inequi
valent realizations of the invariants are there? (By a realiza
tion of a given set of invariants, is meant a field F ;,1" such that 
the values of its corresponding invariants are the same as the 
given set of invariants.) 

We answer the above questions for the Lorentz invar
iants of an arbitrary gauge field and the gauge invariants of 
the SU(2) gauge field. The answers for Lorentz invariants 
lead naturally to a classification of an arbitrary gauge field 
based on the rank of a Lorentz invariant matrix Lij. This 
classification was first obtained by Anandan and Tod' using 
different considerations. Essentially the same classification 
was subsequently obtained for the special case of the SU (2) 
gauge field by Wang and y ang6 by considering the Lorentz
gauge inequivalent realizations of the matrix L for this field. 
In the present work, which was done independently of the 
work of Wang and Yang, we study the Lorentz inequivalent 
realizations of all Lorentz invariants for an arbitrary gauge 
field. In particular we study a set of cubic Lorentz invariants 
r jk which are not considered by Wang and Yang. In addi
tion, we also study the gauge invariants for the SU(2) gauge 
field. Our answers to the above questions for gauge invar
iants lead to a new classification of this field in terms of the 
number of linearly independent F ~v' and two more classifi
cations from an eigenvector problem of a matrix N which is 
defined to be Fi Fi We also present three new classifica-It) pu' 

"'This work forms part of the author's PhD thesis at the University of Pitts
burgh, May, 1978. 
h1present address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of 
Maryland, College Park. MD 20742. 

tions of the anti-self-dual Yang-Mills field F ~v + iF*~v by 
considering a gauge invariant matrix M, including a classifi
cation which is symmetric with respect to space-time and 
isospin groups. 

The proofs of most of the results are more easily given 
using the spinor formalism, 7 which is reviewed in Sec. II. But 
the final results are also stated in the usual tensor notation so 
that they can be understood without any knowledge of 
spinor formalism. The question of Lorentz invariants is con
sidered in Sec. III. We first show that all Lorentz invariants 

of an arbitrary gauge field are functions of two gauge tensors 
L ij and T'jk. An explicit reduction algorithm is presented 
which would enable one to write any Lorentz invariant, 
which is a polynomial in F;"., as a polynomial combination 
of L ij and T'jk. 

These two tensors are, however, not independent, and it 
is shown that Tijk is determined up to a sign by L ij. Also 
since the complex symmetric NX N matrix L, whose rank 
does not exceed 3, always has realizations, it follows that the 
number of functionally independent Lorentz invariants of 
Fill' (i= 1, ... ,N) is the same as the number of independent 
r:al parameters which determine L, i.e., 6N - 6 for N > 1 and 
2 when N = 1. The number of Lorentz inequivalent realiza
tions are then shown to depend on the rank of L and the 
number of linearly independent anti-self-dual fields 
F i +iF*i which leads to a classification of gauge fields. 

IIV }l'" 

The question of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realiza
tions of the Lorentz invariants is also analyzed for the SU(2) 
gauge field. This provides a refinement of the above men
tioned classfication of an arbitrary gauge field, for this spe
cial case. If our results here appear to differ from those of 
Wang and Yang6 this is because we take account of the role 
of the number of linearly independent anti-self-dual fields 
F i + iF*i in studying the realizations of Lorentz invar-

lil' {LV • • 

iants, and because the spinor method we use IS dIfferent from 
their method, which leads to a slightly different classifica
tion. In Sec. IV we introduce a relation called "conjugation," 
which enables one to obtain from any given classification of 
the SU(2) gauge field, based on the algebraic properties of 
the field, another classification. In Sec. V it is shown that the 
SU(2) gauge field has 15 functionally independent gauge in
variants, and a polynomial basis is given. Also, we show that 
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if two SU(2) gauge fields have the same values for all their 
gauge invariants, then they must be related by a gauge trans
formation. This study leads to three new classifications of 
the SU(2) gauge field. Most of the results are summarized in 
Tables I, II, III, and Figs. 1 and 2. 

II. SPINOR FORMALISM 
It is well known that the group SL(2,C) is (2-1) isomor

phic to the proper, orthochronous Lorentz group L. This 
enables the association with a tensor that transforms under 
the Lorentz group, a corresponding spinor which transforms 
under SL(2,C). Formally this correspondence can be made 
by using the matrices d' = (1,0), where 1 is the identity ma
trix and oJ are the Pauli spin matrices. Then the vector vI' is 
represented by the spinor VI'~A '. It can be shown thaC 

F~~A,aiB' = ¢~#A'B' + i~'B<AB' (2.1) 

d 'fpi - 1 perF i th an 1 I'v - l.€ILl' P'" en 

(F~v + P~,.)~A ,aiB' = 2¢ ~#A 'B" (2.2) 

where ¢ ~B are complex and symmetric in the spinor indices 
A, B=O, 1, i= I, ... N, the bar denotes complex conjugation, 
and EAB (or EA'B') is the antisymmetric tensor in two dimen
sions with Eo! = EOT = 1. The spinor indices are raised and 
lowered using the E spinor, which in this respect plays a role 
analogous to the metric in tensor calculus. 

Given an arbitrary symmetric rank-2 spinor ¢ AB' there 
exist rank -1 spinors a A and fJ A such that 

¢AB=a(fiB)' (2.3) 

where a(fiB)=!(afiB+aIiJA)' a A and fJA are linearly in
dependent if and only if ¢ AB¢ AB::=A*O. So when 4 = 0, 
¢ AB=aAaB for same spinor a A. Given two linearly indepen
dent spinors a A and fJ B' a general symmetric spinor ¢ AB can 
be written as 

¢ AB= aa Aa B+ bfJ fi B+ca(fi B)' 

where a, b, and c are complex numbers. 

III. LORENTZ INVARIANTS 

(2.4) 

We shall define a Lorentz invariant of an arbitrary 
gauge field F ~ v (i = 1, ... N) to be an algebraicfunction of F ~ v 

which is invariant under the Lorentz group for all values of 
F~v.8 Since an infinite number of Lorentz invariants can be 
formed from any givenF~v' the study of these invariants and 
their realizations may at first sight appear to be formidable. 
The following theorem which is proven in Appendix A, how
ever, leads to a remarkable simplification: 

Theorem 1: Two gauge fields have the same values for 
all their Lorentz invariants ifand only if they have the same 
values for L ij and Tijk defined by 

and 

Tijk = 4<P t¢ii¢ ~A = t ijk + it'ij\ 
where 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

and 

tijk=FivFiPFkl' t,ijk= _pivJN.Ppkll. (3.4) 
Il v P' Il v P 

Moreover, any Lorentz invariant which is a polynomial in 
F~v can be written as a polynomial in 
Kij, Jij, tijk, and t'ijk. 

L ij is a symmetric matrix, whereas Tijk is completely 
antisymmetric. Hence, when N = 3, which is the case for the 
SU(2) gauge field, 

Tijk=TEijk, (3.5) 

where 

2 J. iBJ.jCJ. kA t+" T=-:;tijk'l'A'I'B'I'C = It, (3.6) 

and Eijk, Eijk are completely antisymmetric with EI23 =EI23 = 1. 
t and t' are defined by2 

_ 1 1: iVFjPF kll 
t - ff ijl<' Il v P' 

t' = -.!..c pil'pjppkll 
6 Ijk 11 v p' (3.7) 

It follows that for N = 3, T ijk in Theorem 1, can be replaced 
by T. Also in this case it has been shown that4 

(3.8) 

The generalization of (3.8) for an arbitrary gauge field is 

(3.9) 

where [ ] represents anti symmetrization over the indices i,j, 
k (II means that the index enclosed is left out in the antisym
metrization). (3.9) is proved in Appendix B. 

To find the inequivalent realizations of the Lorentz in
variants, our strategy will be to first find the inequivalent 
realizations of L. Theorem I then ensures that two realiza
tions of L will have the same values for all the Lorentz invar
iants if and only if they have the same values for Tijk. The 
number of Lorentz inequivalent realizations of L for an arbi
trary gauge field is given by the following theorem: 

Theorem 2: Let L ijbe an NXN complex symmetric 
matrix. Then there exists a gauge field satisfying (3.1) if and 
only if rank L<;3. The number of Lorentz inequivalent real
izations, when they exist are given by Table I. 

Proof Suppose there exists ¢ ~B satisfying (3.1). Define 
the column vectors 

Since ¢ ~B is symmetric in A, B, (3.1) implies 

L ij = - 2¢ ~¢ja. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Since ¢~, ¢ja are 3 X 1 column vectors, it follows that rank 
L<;3.4 

Conversely suppose that rank L<;3. We shall consider 
separately the cases rank L = 0, 1,2, and 3, 
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TABLE I. Classification of gauge fields based on the number of Lorentz inequivalent realizations of the matrix L. The number in parenthesis gives the number 
of inequivalent realizations of all Lorentz invariants when this number differs from the number of inequivalent realizations of L. For the special case of the 
Maxwell field (N = I) one obtains the usual classification into radiative and nonradiative types. The labels I, II, etc., which denote the various types, were used 
in Ref. 4. 

No. of linearly independent Type of 
Rank L ¢~B or Fi,,,. + iF:,. j = I.···N gauge field 

3 3 I 
2 2 II 

A 

D {: 
N 

0 o { : 

RankL=O 

Then L=O. This implies that either ¢ ~B=O, i= 1, ... ,N, 
or without loss of generality, 

(3.12) 

for some spinor a A*O. Given any other 
¢ ~B = a~a~, a~*O, we can transform it to ¢ ~B by an 
SL(2,C) transformation that takes a~ into a A • Now write 
¢ ~B' t~2 in the general form (2.4) and using L Ii = ° = L ii 
(no summation over I) we have 

(3.13) 

where Xl = 1 and Xi, i~2, are arbitrary complex parameters. 
Clearly, given two fields ¢ ~B in the form (3.13), correspond
ing to two sets of Xi (with Xl = 1), it is not possible to Lorentz 
transform one to the other. Hence, the Lorentz inequivalent 
fields in this case depend on N-l complex or 2N-2 real 
parameters. 

Also it is clear that the two subcases above correspond 
to zero or one linearly independent ¢ ~B (with respect to 
complex coefficients). 

RankL = 1 

In this case there exists a nonsingular matrix P such 
that 

0 ... 

o , p*O. (3.14) 

For each ¢ ~B satisfying (3.1), there exists a corresponding 
;r~B satisfying 

LiJ = 2¢r;p~, (3.15) 

and conversely, where¢ and ~ are related by the nonsingular 
transformation 

~~B=PiJ¢~B' (3.16) 

Also note that rank L and the number of linearly indepen-
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No. of Lorentz inequivalent 
realizations of L for 

N=I N=2 N;;d 

2 (I) 
I 

2 200 
2/1,' 4 

00 ' 00 
IN 2 

dent ¢ ~B are invariant under the above nonsingular transfor
mation. Now since L 11 =p, 

.i I pll2a f3 a {.lA = 1. 
'I' AB= (A B)' AP (3.17) 

for some spinors a A , f3B' (p has two square roots. Pick one 
and denote it by pl!2.) Given any other 
- I' 1!2' . . ''A A . ¢ AB=P a(fl B) With afl = 1 =afl , there eXists an 

SL(2,C) transformation 

a~----+a A' f3 ~--+f3 A' 
-I' - I 

which transforms ¢ AB~ AB' 

Now write ¢ ~B' i~2 in the general form (2.4) and using 
Lli = 0, Lii = 0, i = 2, ... ,N (no summation over I) one 
obtains, 

where Xi or S i (i~2) are arbitrary complex numbers. 
Hence, in this case there can be one or two linearly indepen
dent ~ ~B' If only one ~ ~B is linearly independent, then 
Xi = 0, S i = ° (i~2) so that ~ ~B is unique up to Lorentz 
transformations. 

If there are two linearly independent ~ ~B' then 
Xi*O or S i*O for some i = r~2. Without loss of general
ity, r = 2. Now the SL(2,C) transformation a A--+(x,)1I2aA , 
f3A--+(x') - 1!2f3A, leaves ~ ~B invariant, but transforms 
x'a Aa B to a Aa B' Similarly S 'f3 fl B can be transformed to 
f3 fl B by a suitable SL(2,C) transformation. Also, it is not 
possible to transform a Aa B into f3 fl B by an SL(2,C) transfor
mation that leaves ~ ~B invariant. Hence, when N = 2, there 
are two Lorentz inequivalent fields. When N~3, however, 
there are two sets of N-2 complex parameters Xi or S i (i~3), 
i.e., 2N-4 real parameters, which describe the Lorentz ine
quivalent realizations. 

RankL=2 

There exists a nonsingular matrix P such that 

r 

(3.19) 
q 

o 
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Also, without loss of generality, P=l=O. Then since [; 11 = p, 

;: 1 112 R RA 1 
'I' AB = P a(APB)' aAP = (3.20) 

for some spinors a A' P B' Write i ~B in the general form (2.4). 
Then 

[;12 = r=:x;p1l2 = r, 
[;22 = q=} _ 4ab + c2 = q, 

which gives 

4ab = r - pq = Ji (say). 
p 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Since Ji=l=0 (rank [; = rank L = 2), a=l=O and b=l=O. The 
SL(2,C) transformation 

Ji1/4 (20)1/2 
a -+---a P -+---P 

A (2a) 112 A' A Jill4 A 

does not change (3.20) but changes i ~B' on using (3.23), to 

-2 Ji1/2 -112 
¢AB= -2-(aAaB+PfiB)+rp a(fiB)' (3.24) 

Also [;li = 0 = [;2i = [;ii, i>3 imply 

(3.25) 

Since i ~B have no arbitrary parameters, the field is unique 
up to Lorentz transformations. Also in this case there are 
exactly two linearly independent ¢ ~B' 

RankL = 3 

There exists a nonsingular matrix P such that 

L PLp
T 

= (~ ~), (3.26) 

where the 3 X 3 matrix L, has one of the following canonical 
forms 9

: 

0) (/1 1 

, (b) 0 

/1 3 0 

o ) 1 , 

/1 2 - i 

or 

The above result is valid whenever rank L<,3. In the present 
case since rank L = 3, we have /1,-=1=0 for i = 1,2,3. 

Using now the same general techniques used for rank 
L = 0, 1 and 2, we can write the general i ~B up to Lorentz 
transformations, corresponding to case (a), in the following 
canonical way: 

Case (a): 

;: 1 '1I2a R a R A = 1, 'l'AB=/l.1 (APB)' AP 
, 112 

- 2 . /l. 2 
¢ AB = 1-

2
- (aAaB + PfiB)' 

- J A j12 
¢AB= ± -2-(aAaB-PfiB)' 

i~B=O fori>3. 
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(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

Hence, there are exactly two Lorentz inequivalent 
fields corresponding to the + sign in (3.29) in this case. 
These two fields can be related by multiplication of the 
whole field by -1 and the SL(2,C) transformation, 

aA-+iPA, PA-+iaA' 

So in this case, L is realized by two Lorentz inequivalent 
fields related by multiplication by -1, which expresses the 
result in a gauge covariant manner. 

For cases (b) and (c) we find that, similar to case (a), 

there are two Lorentz inequivalent fields i ~B and - i ~B' 
where ~~B can be written in the following canonical way: 

Case (b): 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

provided ,12 + i=l=O. If A2+i=0, replace (3.32) and (3.33) by 

and 

i~B= -iaAa B-!/3fiB' 

Case (c): 

i~B=A :12a (fiB)' afiA=I, 

-2 1 +i+Al 1 +i-A 1 p. R 
¢ AB= U 112 aAaB+ APB 

1 U: 12 

I
·, 1/2 

- 3 /l. 1 
¢ AB= -2- (aAaB+PfiB), 

i ~B=O for i> 3. 

(3.32') 

(3.33') 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. We have now 
obtained the Lorentz inequivalent fields corresponding to 
any givenL (of rank not exceeding 3). Now two fields having 
the same values for L will also have the same values for all 
their Lorentz invariants, except possibly when rank L = 3. 
This follows from Theorem I and the following theorem: 

Theorem 3: The tensor Tiik=O if and only if rank L=I=3. 
When rank L=3, Tiik is determined up to a sign by L ii. 

Proof Suppose Tiik=l=Ofor(i,j, k) = (1,2, 3)(say). Now 
from (3.9), (T 123)2 = _ 6L [1111L 2121L J 1 J = - detLJ' where 

L3 is the 3 X 3 matrix formed from L ii, i,j, = 1,2,3. There
fore, detL 3=1=O, which implies that rank L>3. But from 
Theorem 2 rank L<,3. Hence, rank L = 3. Conversely, if L 
has rank 3, then, since L is symmetric, it must have a nonze
ro 3 X 3 principal minor N. It follows then from (3.9) that 
(T i,J,.k,)2 = _ N=I=O, where the indices ihjh kl' label the 
rows (or columns) ofthe principal minor N. 
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The fact that Tijk is determined up to a sign by L ij fol
lows immediately from (3.9). 

The two Lorentz inequivalent realizations of L, ¢ ~B 
and -¢ ~B' which we found for rank L = 3 (in the proof of 
Theorem 2), have different values for the Lorentz invariant 
T'jk. This follows from (3.2) and the fact that Tijk=l=O for 
some i,j, k when rank L = 3, according to Theorem 3. (In
deed this provides an alternative proof of Lorentz inequiva
lence of ¢ ~B and - ¢ ~B when rank L = 3: There cannot be a 
Lorentz transformation between them since they give differ
ent values for the same Lorentz invariant Tijk.) So it follows 
from Theorems 1, 2, and 3 that the realization of a complete 
set of Lorentz invariants is unique up to Lorentz transforma
tions when rank L = 3. When rank L=I=3, the number ofine
quivalent realizations of a complete set of Lorentz invariants 
is the same as the number of inequivalent realizations of L. 
The results are summarized in Table I. 

It also follows from Theorems 1 and 3 that L ij deter
mine all the Lorentz invariants uniquely when rank L=I=3. 
When rank L = 3, however, corresponding to the given L ij 
there will be two sets of Lorentz invariants depending on the 
sign of Tijk. Hence, the Lorentz invariants may be regarded 
as double valued functions of L ij when rank L = 3 and single 
valued functions of L ij when rank L=I=3. 

So far our analysis has been for an arbitrary gauge field. 
When the gauge group is specified, however, one can also ask 
the following different question: How many Lorentz-gauge 
inequivalent realizations of the Lorentz invariants are 
there?6 This question can be easily answered from the above 
results, for the SU(2) Yang-Mills field. Consider first the 
realization of L, and notice that when rank L = 3, ¢ ~B and 
-¢ ~B are Lorentz-gauge inequivalent, since they have dif
ferent values for the nonzero Lorentz-gauge invariant 1'. 

When rankL=2 or when rankL= 1 and one ¢ ~Bis linearly 
independent, we have shown that the realization is unique up 
to Lorentz transformations and hence obviously also up to 
Lorentz-gauge transformations. When L = 0, ¢ :4B is of the 
form (3.13) with Xi being arbitrary complex numbers. Using 
the freedom of Lorentz transformations, Xi can be normal
ized, so that either 

XkXk=O 

or, without loss of generality, 

XkXk= 1. 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

It is easy to show that the set of Xk satisfying (3.40) and are 
inequivalent under the gauge transformations [0(3)], are de
scribed by a single real parameter. If (3.39) is satisfied, how
ever, ¢ ~B = xka Aa B is unique up to Lorentz-gauge 
transformations. 

Consider now the remaining case, namely rank L = 1 
and two ¢ ~B are linearly independent. Notice first from 
(3.17) and (3.18) that ¢ ~B determined by (3.16) must be of 
the form 

(3.41 ) 

So using the freedom of Lorentz transformations, we can 
write, without loss of generality, 

A. 1 (L ")1/2 R 
'I' AB= a(APB)' 

(3.42) 

The + signs in front of (L 22) 112 and (L))) 1 /2 are deter
mined by L 12 andL ll(whenL 22 0r L 33=1=0). It is clearnow that 
given another field ¢ ~B in the form (3.42), with d' instead of 
d, then ¢ ~B cannot be transformed to ¢ ~B by a gauge trans
formation, if(d')2=1=d 2. Hence, in this case the Lorentz-gauge 
inequivalent fields are described by two real parameters cor
responding to the different values of d 2. 

The number of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realizations 
of all the Lorentz invariants is now obtained immediately 
using theorems 1 and 3. We have above an additional type' 
F = xiaAaB with XkXk = 0, so that we have a refinement of 
the original classification of an arbitrary gauge field, for the 
special case of an SU(2) gauge field. Type Fcan also be speci
fied by the invariant conditions L = 0 and M = if = 0 
whereL, M, and if are defined in (3.1), (4.2), and (4.6). The 
results are summarized in Table II. 

TABLE II. Classification ofSU(2) gauge field based on the number of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realizations of the matrix L. A refinement of the classifica
tion in Table I is obtained for this special case, with typeFas the additional case. The number in parenthesis refers to the number of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent 
realizations of all the Lorentz invariants when this number differs from the number of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realizations of L. This classification can be 
mor~ generally regarded as a classification of any gauge field with a compact gauge group. 

Rank L 

3 
2 

o 

264 

No. of Linearly indepen
dent <bj~B or 

F~l\' + iF;/\"I j = 1,···N 

3 
2 

Type of 

Gauge Field 

I 
II 

A 

D 
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N 

F 

o 

Spinor 

Form 

x'aAan 
x'a.a n, X'X' = 0 
o 

No. of Lorentz-gauge 
inequivalent realiza-
tions of L when G ,= SU(2) 

2 (I) 
I 

200' 

oc' 
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IV. CONJUGATION 
In this section we shall specialize to the SU(2) gauge 

field. The index i in ¢ ~B can be replaced in this case by two 

SU(2) spin or indices in the following way: Let cJ P Q, i = 1, 2, 
3, represent the Pauli spin matrices. Define 

Q i . Q 
¢Afl.l' =¢A#P . (4.1) 

We shall reserve the letters P, Q,. .. taken from the second 
half of the Latin alphabet for SU (2) indices while the indices 
A, B··· taken from the first half of the Latin alphabet will 
continue to represent SL(2,C) indices. 

Since the Pauli spin matrices cJ P Q are trace free, cJPQ are 
symmetric, where the index Phas been raised using the alter
nating symbol €PQ which is invariant under SU(2). There

fore, ¢ ~~ is symmetric in both pairs of indices (A ,B) and 
(P,Q ). Moreover, the algebraic properties for the indices A ,B 
are the same as for the indices P, Q. This is basically due to 
the fact that the Lie algebra ofSL(2,C) is the complexifica
tion of the Lie algebra of SU(2). This implies that for every 
algebraic statement on the indices A, B, there is a corre
sponding "conjugate" statement on the indices P, Q, and 
conversely. 

Given a quantity X defined by a statement about the 
indices A, Band P, Q, we shall call the corresponding quanti
ty defined by the conjugate statement its conjugate Xc. For 

instance, the conjugate of the type A = a(A PQ(J B) of the 
SU(2) gauge field is the type A C = XAB(P8

Q
). The conjugate 

of type N = y<P8Q)a(AaB) is the type N C = y<PyQ)a(fiB)' 

TypeD = y< P8 Q )a(fiB) is self-conjugate. It is clear now that 
for any given classification of the SU(2) gauge field based on 
the algebraic properties of the field, there is a corresponding 
conjugate classification consisting of the conjugates of the 
types in the former classification. More generally, if a state

ment that depends only on the algebraic properties of ¢ ~~ is 
valid, then the conjugate statement is also valid. 

We introduce now the matrix M, which is conjugate to 
L, defined by 

M (3=_2A.iA. ifl=2A. QA.(3 P (J 123 
a- 'I' 0'1' 'l'o.P 'I' Q' a, = , , , 

where ¢J ~ was defined in (3.10). Then 

(4.2) 

TrM = M~ = - 2¢ ~n¢J iAB = TrL. (4.3) 

Similarly, 

TrM2=TrL 2, TrM3=TrL 3. (4.4) 

Therefore, by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, detM=detL 
and the eigenvalues of Land M are also the same. To express 
M in terms of more familiar fields, notice from (2.2) that 
there exists a nonsingular linear transformation that maps 

¢~ into E;-iH;,i,/=1,2,3,wheretheE; and H;arethe 

"electric" and "magnetic" vectors of the gauge field F ~v' 
Hence, there exists a nonsingular 3 X 3 matrix P such that 

PMP-I=M, 

where M is defined by 

M'm=(E1-iH1)(Ejm-iHjm) 

where 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(KC)'m=EW<n-HW~n' (J')'rn = -EVl~-HW~n' 

The Lorentz-gauge invariant defined in (3.6) can be 
written as 

_ -2Y'2 A. B QA. C RA. A P 
1- 3 'l'A P 'l'B Q 'l'C R , (4.7) 

where we have made use of 

1 
€ijk-- Y'2 (€Ps€T~R[I-€puETs€RQ)' (4.8) 

the H denoting that the right-hand side is the spinor form of 
the left-hand side [iH(P,Q),jH(R,S), kH(T,U»). It is seen 
from (4.7) that I is self-conjugate. The following theorem 
can now be proven using methods analogous to those used in 
proving theorem 2. 

Theorem 410: Let MaP be a 3 X 3 complex symmetric 
matrix. Then there always exists a gauge field satisfying 
(4.2). The number of gauge and Lorentz-gauge inequivalent 
realizations is given in Table III. 

TABLE III. Classification ofSU(2) gauge field. based on the number of gauge inequivalent and Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realizations of the matrix M. The 
number of Lorentz-gauge inequivalent realizations is given for the general case when there are no relations on the eigenvalues of Mother than what is implied by 
the rank of M. 

RankM 

3 
2 

o 

265 

No. of linearly independent 
q,'.R or F;" + iF;,,*. j = 1 ... ·N 

3 
2 

(~ 

E 
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Type 
of 
Field 

I 
II' 
A C 

D 

N" 

F 

o 

Spinor 
form 

a.s(PbQ ) 

i P/S Q
)a(,J3R) 

yyQa (,J38) 

yyQaps 

o 

No. of gauge No. of Lorentz-
inequivalent gauge inequiva-
realizations lent realiza-
ofM tion ofM 

2",3 2eo 3 

eo) X' 

oc' co 

00' 00' 

00' 00' 

00
3 
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For the SU(2) gauge field, using a proof similar to that 
of (3.9) (see Appendix B), one can also prove 

VABCVDEF = - 6N[AIDIN BIEIN C]F" 

It follows from (5.4) that: 

(5.4) 

Theorem 7: The tensor VABC = 0 if and only if rank 
N=I=3. When rank N = 3, V ABC is determined up to a sign by 

NAB' 

The proof of Theorem 7 is analogous to that of Theorem 
3. 

Theorems 6 and 7 imply that except when rank N = 3, 
NAB determines all the gauge invariants. When rank N = 3 
however, corresponding to the given NAB there will be two 
sets of gauge invariants depending on the sign of VABC' Now 
since F~v may be regarded as six vectors in a three-dimen
sional Euclidean space, NAB can be specified by giving the 
scalar products of these vectors with three among them. 
Hence NAB has 15 and only 15 independent components and 
therefore exactly 15 functionally independent gauge invar

iants can be formed from the SU(2) gauge field F~v' It also 
follows from Theorems 5, 6, 7, and the remark below Theo
rem 6, that twoSU (2)gaugejields have the same values/or all 
their gauge invariants if and only if they are related by a gauge 
trans/ormation. 

Classifications can also be obtained by considering the 
eigenvector problem 

NABVB=...lV A. (5.5) 

The matrix NAB ( unlike NAB) is not symmetric in general. 

However, since rank (N A B)';:; 3, NAB can have three, four, 
five, or six linearly independent eigenvectors and three, four, 
five, or six zero eigenvalues. This provides more classifica
tion schemes. 

In conclusion, we note that numerous classifications of 
gauge fields can be obtained. The classifications obtained in 
the present paper are intimately related to the study ofinvar
iants and may, therefore, be of importance. 
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APPENDIX A 

We shall prove Theorem 1 by explcitly constructing a 
reduction algorithm that enables one to express all Lorentz 
invariants as well-defined functions of L ij and Tijk. 

Consider first a Lorentz invariant which is a polynomi
al in F~v' From the spinor form of F~v given in (2.1), it 
follows that such an invariant will consist of sums of pro
ducts of tensors of the form 

(AI) 

and 
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Clearly R ij=~L ij and R ijk=!Tijk where L ij and Tijk 

were defined in (3.1) and (3.2). A tensor R ijk ... with more 
than three indices can be written as the sum of the tensor 
R[ijk ] ... and tensors for which at least two of the indices i,j, k 
are symmetric. The following identities will then enable us to 
reduce R ijk ... to products of L ij and Tlmn. 

(A2) 

and 

(A3) 

where ( ) and [ ] denote respectively symmetrization and 
antisymmetrization. (A2) and (A3) can be proven by notic
ing first that the left-hand sides of (A2) and (A3) are anti
symmetric in (A,B) and therefore must be proportional to 
E AB' The proportionality factor can then be determined by 
contraction. 

Similarly Rpqr. can be reduced to products of 

Lpq and Tstu . So the polynomial invariant is a polynomial 
combination L, L, T, and T. Now a nonpolynomial invariant 
also has to be formed from polynomial invariants, e.g., as 
rational functions or square roots, etc. It follows that all 

Lorentz invariants which are well-defined functions of F~v 
can be expressed as well-defined functions of L ij and Tijk. 

Note: A polynomial basis for the Lorentz-gauge invar
iants of an arbitrary gauge field can be constructed from the 
gauge invariants formed from L ij and Tijk alone. For Abe
lian gauge fields, however, we have above a reduction algo
rithm that enables one to express any Lorentz-gauge invar
iant as a polynomial in the fundamental set of invariants 

(since in this case, the action of G on L ij and Tijk is the 
identity). In particular for the Maxwell field, 

L = F/"Yv/" + iF* /"yv/" and T = 0, and so we have shown 
that F/"Yv/" and F* /"yv/" form a polynomial basis for the 
invariants. 12 

APPENDIX B 

The simplest way of proving (3.9) seems to be by replac
ing the SL(2,C) spin or indices in (3.1) and (3.2) by complex 
0(3) indices. Using 

Opr-E(A ICIEB)D> (BI) 

wherep_(A,B), r_(C,D), and (4.8), we can write 

(B2) 

and 

Tijk = - 2V2Epq,t/1 iptPjqtP k,., (B3) 

where p, q, r are now complex 0(3) indices. IJ It follows that 

TijkTlmn = 8E A,. i A,.j A,. k ~ A,. IA,. rnA,. n 
pqJ'f' plf' qlf' Y""SIU'f'tI' I If' U 

where we have used (B2) and the identity 

ops Opl 0pu 

EpqrEsru=6o[wPqjr~rJu= Oqs Oql OqU (B4) 

Drs Orr Oru 
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lOIn the proof of,Theorem 4 it is convenient to use the canonical form for a 
complex 3 X 3 symmetric matrix that was given below (3.26). Notice that, 
under Lorentz transformations, the gauge invariant symmetric matrix M 
transforms as M-+OMOTwhere 0 is a complex orthogonal matrix. Hence, 
M can be made to have one of the canonical forms, (a), (b), or (c) [given 
below (3.26)] by a suitable Lorentz transformation. These three cases cor
respond to M (or M) having respectively, three, two, or one linearly inde
pendent eigenvectors, which provides a classification of the SU(2) gauge 
field into three types. Another classification of this field in terms of the 
number oflinearly independent eigenvectors of the matrix L is also possi
ble, although in this case L cannot, in general, be made to have one of the 
above mentioned canonical forms by means ofa gauge transformation. 

"However Mand the matrix Pdefined by P~:' = - 2,p ;,,f'{3' have informa
tion about all the gauge invariants, in some sense. 

"A reduction algorithm for the Maxwell field has also been constructed by 
Predrag Cvitanovic, using a different method which does not use spinors 
(privae communication). 

"The remaining argument in the proof in Appendix B is due to P. Cvitano
vic (private communication). 

"After this paper was submitted for publication, I learned that the gauge 
invariants for the self-dual Yang-Mills field has also been investigated by 
M.B. Halpern, Phys. Rev. D 16,3515 (\977). 
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It is shown that a Hilbert space over the real Clifford algebra C7 provides a mathematical framework. 
consistent with the structure of the usual quantum mechanical formalism, for models for the unification of 
weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions utilizing the exceptional Lie groups. In particular, in case 
no further structure is assumed beyond that of C7• the group of automorphisms leaving invariant a 
minimal subspace acts, in the ideal generated by that subspace, as G,. and the subgroup of this group 
leaving one generating element (e7) fixed acts. in this ideal. as the color gauge group SU(3). A 
generalized phase algebra ~ C7 is defined by the requirement that quantum mechanical states can be 
consistently constructed for a theory in which the smallest linear manifolds are closed over the subalgebra 
d:(I,e7) (isomorphic to the complex field) of C7• Eight solutions are found for the generalized phase 
algebra. corresponding (up to an overall sign), in effect. to the use of ± e7 as imaginary unit in each of 
four superselection sectors. Operators linear over these alternative forms of imaginary unit provide distinct 
types of "Iepton-quark" and "quark-quark" transitions. The subgroup in ~ which leaves expectation 
values of operators linear over ~ invariant is its unitary subgroup U(4), and is a realization (explicitly 
constructed) of the U(4) invariance of the complex scalar product. An embedding of the algebraic Hilbert 
space into the complex space defined over d:(I,e,) is shown to lead to a decomposition into "lepton" and 
"quark" superselection subspaces. The color SU(3) subgroup of G, coincides with the SU(3) subgroup of 
the generalized phase U(4) which leaves the "lepton" space invariant. The problem of constructing tensor 
products is studied, and some remarks are made on observability and the role of nonassociativity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of non-Abelian gauge fields has become a 
useful theoretical tool in recent years. The fundamental idea 
of Yang and Mills l now plays an important role in models for 
the strong interactions,2 where the global gauge group is 
called the "color group") (as distinguished from the "flavor 
group" associated with hadron multiplets), and in renorma
lizable models for the weak and electromagnetic interac
tions: In this framework, it appears possible to attempt a 
unification of the strong, electromagnetic and weak interac
tions by utilizing a gauge group which acts on the leptons 
and the color and flavor degrees of freedom of the quark 
fields, the spinor constituents of hadrons. 

Giirsey and his co-workers have suggested' that the 
space of internal degrees of freedom of leptons and quarks, 
which form a basis for a gauge group of this type, may corre
spond to the space of exceptional quantum mechanical states 
discovered by Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner6 and that, 
in this framework, a spontaneously broken gauge field the
ory based on the exceptional Lie group E7 is a reasonable 
candidate. The quantum mechanical spaces in which the 
transformation groups of algebraic automorphisms are F 4 , 

E6 , E7 , and E8 may be represented as matrices incorporating 

alA brief preliminary report of this work was given at the VI International 
Colloquium on Group Theoretical Methods in Physics, Tubingen, July, 
18-22, 1977 (to appear in the Proceedings). 

hlResearch supported in part by the Binational Science Foundation (BSF) 
Jerusalem, Israel. 

dWork supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 

3 X 3 submatrices with oct onion (Cayley-number)-valued 
elements. J The generalized projective geometries associated 
with these spaces do not satisfy Desargues' theorem. & and 
Giirsey has suggested that this may lead to unusual conse
quences for the observability of the corresponding quark 
states. The interpretation of such a structure in terms of 
physical measurements, presumably associated with the 
question of "confinement," has not yet been worked out. 
Since the color singlet parts of given repesentations of the 
exceptional groups lie in a Desarguesian subset. however, 
they should be observable in the usual sense, and Giirsey 
associates them with the normal leptons and hadrons. 

The possibility that internal degrees of freedom are as
sociated with exceptional quantum mechanical states was 
considered several years ago. Stimulated by the work of 
Pais/ attempting to calssify hadrons with the help of the 
oct onion algebra. and certain open questions raised by the 
work of Jordan. von Neumann, and Wigner,. Goldstine and 
Horwitz lO defined the notion of a Hilbert space over Cayley 
numbers (octonions) and studied some of its properties. Im
mediate difficulties in the realization of such spaces in finite 
dimensions, due to the nonassociative property of Cayley 
numbers, were circumvented by the use of a real scalar prod
uct. and a spectral theorem was proved for a certain class of 
self-adjoint operators. II One must. however, consider the 
closure of linear manifolds under the action of multiplica
tion by the elements of the nonassociative Cayley algebra 
(for example. in order to obtain Fourier series expansions); it 
was shown lO that every vector generates a linear manifold 
over the reals of at most 128 dimensions. and that the basis 
for this manifold can provide a faithful representation of C7 , 
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the Clifford algebra of order seven. The appearance of a lin
ear vector space over a finite associative algebra raised the 
question of the structure of Hilbert spaces over finite associ
ative algebras. The general theory was worked out by Gold
stine and Horwitz. 12 

In the special case of C" it was found that multiplica
tion defined as an equivalence relation in a (minimal) one
sided ideal recovers the form of the nonassociative algebra. 
As pointed out above, the exceptional Lie groups proposed 
as general gauge groups unifying the weak, electromagnetic 
and strong interactions, containing both color and flavor 
degrees of freedom, arise as automorphisms of algebras con
structed of matrices with octonion valued elements. This 
equivalence relation, however, permits us to reformulate the 
construction of these automorphisms in terms of matric al
gebras with elements in the associative algebra C,. Since 
odonion multiplication rules are reproduced in a minimal 
ideal, the automorphisms arise as the set of transformations 
which leave that idea! invariant. For example, in the case 
that we shall study in detail here with matrices of dimension 
one (with no flavor degrees of freedom), the group of auto
morphisms which leaves invariant one minimal ideal of C, 
acts, in that ideal, as G2• The properties desired of Hilbert 
spaces with octonion multipliers (structures which appear to 
be difficult to interpret at the present time) can therefore be 
studied in the framework of Hilbert spaces over associative 
algebras, for which a quantum mechanical interpretation of 
the ususal type is available. 

Horwitz and Biedenharn l3 have shown that the propo
sitional calculus associated with the algebraically closed lin
ear manifolds of an algebraic Hilbert space of this type con
stitute a complete, weakly modular, orthocomplemented, 
atomic lattice, and therefore satisfies the axiomsl4

.
15 of the 

calculus of propositions characterizing quantum mechanics. 
The fact that such a lattice can be embedded in a family of 
Hilbert spaces over a field </> 15 was used l3 to show that the 
quantum theory described by a Hilbert space over an arbi
trary finite algebra, in which the observables are linear with 
respect to the quantities of the algebra, is isomorphic to a 
quantum theory described by a Hilbert space over a field </> 
in which there are superselection rules. 

In this paper, we shall adapt a fundamental idea of Giir
sey and Giinaydin,16 namely, the selection of a particular 
element of the Cayley algebra to represent the imaginary 
unit,17 to the framework of the associative algebra C,. The 
subalgebra tC( 1 ,e,) of C, generated by unity and one of the 
generating elements, e" of C, (satisfying e ~ = - 1), over the 
reals, is isomorphic to the complex field. The scalar product 
defined by the requirement of orthogonality between linear 
manifolds closed over C(l,e,) is shown to be that given by 
Giinaydin. 16 We then proceed to study the requirements for 
the construction of a physical state in a quantum mechanical 
framework in which the smallest linear manifold is spanned 
over the subalgebra C(1,e,) (the field </» by a single vector, 
i.e., a structure isomorphic to the usual ray in complex Hil
bert space. These requirements admit eight solutions for a 
generalized phase algebra we C,' analogous to the complex 
phase in the usual complex Hilbert space, which could be 
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utilized to construct local gauge transformations. Each of 
these solutions is characterized by the fact that it commutes 
with one of a set of eight "imaginary" units closely related to 
e, (one of these is e, itself); they correspond, in fact, to the use 
of + e" with independent choice of signs, in each of four 
superselection sectors, up to an over-all sign. These distinct 
solutions provide alternative structures for operators which 
induce "lepton-quark" and "quark-quark"18 transitions 
and their associated gauge algebras. Representations for the 
algebras are explicitly constructed. They provide a realiza
tion ofthe U(4) symmetry of the scalar product. The part of 
this U(4) of algebraic phases which represents transforma
tions leaving invariant one minimal subspace (for which the 
equivalence relations discussed above define the nonassocia
tive multiplication rules of the Cayley algebra) and the Clif
ford element (for example) e" is a U(3) which acts, in the 
ideal generated by this minimal subspace, as SU(3), coincid
ing with the color gauge subgroup of G2• 16 

A Hilbert space over C" with linear manifolds closed 
over an algebra We c, may be embedded in a family of Hil
bert spaces over the complex field C(l,e,), following the pro
cedure used in our earlier work. J3 Defining "observables" as 
the self-adjoint operators linear over W, the embedding re
sults in a quantum theory defined on a family of complex 
Hilbert spaces labelled by a superselection rule; these super
selection spaces transform into each other under n, as a re
presentation for the U(4) for which the complex scalar prod
uct is invariant. These spaces can be identified with the 
"leptonic" (observable) and the "quark" (unobservable) 
subspaces utilized by Giirsey and Giinaydin. 16 We do not 
offer rigorous arguments on why states in the "quark" space 
are unobservable, but this demonstration shows the exis
tence and interpretation of superselection rules which may 
provide a useful mathematical framework for the descrip
tion of such phemomena. 

We remark that the structure outlined above is predi
cated on the choice of a direction in the parameter space of 
G2, i.e., the direction of e" which breaks the symmetry down 
to SU(3). The complex Hilbert space constructed over 
C(l,e,) is therefore parameterically dependent on the choice 
of this direction. The full automorphism group of the mini
mal right ideal which defines G2 is therefore represented by a 
family of such complex Hilbert spaces, with the direction of 
e, as the superselection parameter labelling the separate 
components that transform into each other under the action 
of operators which are linear only over the reals (including 
those of G2). 19 

The use of complex-valued [in C( 1 ,e,)] wavefunctions to 
express the quantum mechanical content of the algebraic 
Hilbert space facilitates the construction of tensor products 
(for the construction of many-body states). The situation is 
somewhat complicated, however, by the fact that we are 
working with a collection of complex Hilbert spaces that 
transform into each other under the action of operators that 
are for example, linear over C(1,e,). In particular, transi
tions20.21 from the "quark" or "unobservable" space to the 
"lepton" or "observable" (color singlet) space, and vice
versa, are accompanied by complex conjugation. Operators 
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linear over C(1,e) on the whole space behave antilinearly, in 
the manner of Wigner's corepresentations,22 on the compo
nent Hilbert spaces for transitions of this type. One of the 
conditions on a tensor product that one might require, name
ly, that there exist an operator on the tensor product space 
which is equivalent to the mapping induced by the action of 
reasonably well-behaved operators on each of the constitu
ent spaces, is not, for example, satisfied for a tensor product 
of the type (antiassociator) discussed by Giinaydin. 16 In this 
paper, we shall discuss the problem raised above in some 
detail, and provide a prescription for the construction of ten
sor products which is consistent for operators linear over 
C(1,e). 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we review 
briefly the special structure of an algebraic Hilbert space 
over the associative algebra e); by studying the ortho
gonality relations for the class of linear manifolds that is 
closed over the subalgebra C( I ,e), we obtain the correspond
ing scalar product in the form given by Giinaydin.16 In sec. 
III, the properties of operators linear over C(1,e7) and the 
superselection rules that they satisfy are discussed. In Sec. 
IV, the sesquilinear forms corresponding to quantum states 
are constructed in the most general form consistent with 
Gleason's theorem2J; following a procedure established in 
our earlier work,IJ we characterize the generalized "phase" 
algebras 2fCe), and discuss the pure states. In Sec. V, the 
solutions for m: are made explicit, and superselection rules 
for operators linear over 21 are displayed by embedding the 
Hilbert spacell over e) into the complex Hilbert space over 
C(1,e7). It is shown that the group contained in m: which 
leaves expectation values of operators linear over m: invariant 
is U(4), and is a realization of the U(4) invariance of the 
complex scalar product. The relation between the linear 
U( 4) and the corepresentation quality of the transformations 
induced by it on the wavefunctions is explicitly given. It is 
also shown that the automorphisms of C which leave invar
iant the subspace defining the Cayley multiplication rules 
act like G2 in the ideal generated by that subspace, and the 
subset of these automorphisms which also leave e7 invariant 
act like SU(3) in this ideal; this SU(3) is the intersection of 
the unitary subgroup U(4) in 21 (which leaves the complex 
scalar product invariant) with G2• A discussion of the con
struction of tensor products is given in Sec. VI, and, in a 
concluding section, we make some remarks on observability 
and the role of non associativity. 

II. ALGEBRAIC HILBERT SPACE OVER C7 

We denote by e1,e2, ... ,e) the generating elements of the 
associative real Clifford algebra e). These elements have the 
property 

and an involution (called "conjugate") 

If an element a of C satisfies a* =a, it is said to be 
symmetric. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

We shall take this algebra, with unity quantity, as the 
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set of "scalars" in a Hilbert space JY'. The properties of such 
Hilbert spaces (for general finite associative algebras) were 
discussed by Goldstine and Horwitz l2

; definitions and some 
of the results will be restated here for convenience. 

p. 1: JY' is a linear space in the sense that there exists an 
operation called multiplication by a scalar fa for every a in 
e) (that is, 1, elt ... ,e), e1eh ... ,e6 e),ele2elt ... ,ele2eJe.eSe6e), and 
real linear combinations of these) and/in JY', with values in 
JY'. There is also an operation called addition of vectors/ + g, 
defined for every J, g, in JY' with values in JY'. These proper
ties are associative and distributive in the usual way. 

It is well known2
' that the Clifford algebras are matrix 

algebras, i.e., with finite matrix representations over the 
reals. In any such representation, the usual concepts of the 
trace and positivity are well defined. We may therefore intro
duce an inner product process in JY'. 

p. 2: There exists an inner product (f,g) defined for allJ,g 
in JY' with values in e) such that 

if+g,h )=(f,h )+(g,h), 

(f,g)*=(gl), 

lfl»O (symmetric), and it is zero ifand only if/=O, 

(f,ga) = (f,g)a for aEe) 

We define the modulus of a to be 

(2.3) 

where tr is the usual trace function (normalized so that 
trl = 1); rl=O if and only if a =0. With the help of (2.3), we 
may define a norm for the space ,jy: 

Il/]l> = lif 1)1 = trif I)· (2.4) 

The Schwarz inequality 

l(f,g)l< 1l!11'llgll (2.5) 

is valid. With the norm (2.4), we may construct Cauchy se
quences. We state the completeness postulate. 

p. 3: The space JY' is complete, i.e., every Cauchy se
quence in JY' has its limit in cW'~. 

We now state some geometrical notions which are cen
tral to our study, 

Definition 2.1: The vectors/and g are said to be ortho
gonal in case (f,g)=O. 

Definition 2.2: The set M is said to be a linear closed 
manifold in case it is closed and contains, along withJ,g, 
/a+gb, where a, bEe). 

Let M be a linear closed manifold and / an arbitrary 
vector. Then l2 there is a unique decomposition of/into 

/=g+h, (2.6) 

whereg is inM and h is in JY' -M. GivenM andJ, we say that 
PJis theginM existence is asserted in (2.6). The projection 
operator PM is totally linear, II i.e., 

P Mifa)=( P M/)a 

for all aEe), and it satisfies 

P M( P Mf)=P MJ, 

loP. Horwitz and L.C. Biedenharn 
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(2.8) 

The projection operation PM with properties (2.7), (2.8) have 
the same order relations that obtain among projection opera
tors in a complex Hilbert space, i.e., for allfin jy', 

IIP MJ1I'<IIP NJ1I' forM eN. (2.9) 

In this case, P MP N =P M' and we say that P M<P N' 

The set of all closed linear ma~ifolds on a Hilbert space 
over a finite associative algebra with unity quantity was 
shown by Horwitz and Biedenharn IJ to be a complete, ortho
complemented, weakly modular atomic lattice, and there
fore to satisfy the axioms of the usual quantum theory'S (the 
atoms are the one-dimensional linear manifolds generated 
by the minimal right ideals of C, on each/in JY). Such a 
lattice can be embedded in a Hilbert space over a field. IS 
Embedding the closed linear manifolds of JY' in a Hilbert 
space JY'R over the reals, one finds that the corresponding 
quantum theory, with totally linear observables, contains 
superselection sectors labelled by the minimal right ideals. II 

We wish to make explicit the representation of C) in 
which we shall be working. 10 Since ele,eJe4eSe6e, E, com
mutes with all of eh ... ,e, and E ~ =1 , we may split the space 
/( in an invariant way, 

where 

/.=/.P., /-=/-p-

and 

(2.10) 

The decomposition (2.10) is invariant under the action of 
totally linear operators [with the property (2.7)] and under 
right multiplication by any element of C,. In each subspace, 
the seven generating elements are not completely indepen
dent, but satisfy 

(2.11 ) 

and an irreducible representation of the remaining C6 alge
bra can be obtained in each of % • and J7"'_ by the usual 
quantum mechanical procedure of diagonalizing a complete 
set of symmetric commuting "operators." We take these to 
be 

(2.12) 

The minimal projection'S in the C algebra, for which the 
three operators in (2.12) take on the value -1, is 

Po = b(l - e1e,e)(l - e,e1e6)(I - e6e,e4)' (2.13) 

The set of eight minimal projections spanning (the right 
space of) )7". (or o£.o/_) is then 

Pi=eiPOe~, i=0,1, ... ,7, (2.14) 

each choice of i corresponding to a distinct combination of 
signs replacing the negative signs in (2.13). Then, 

1= IP.P i+ IP-P i· (2.15) 
i i 

We may now define a set of "multiplication laws" for 
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elements of the Clifford algebra in each minimal subspace by 
means of the equivalence relations l

' 

P ±P iab= P ±P i(ab )'f, 

where each of a, b, and (ab ) 'f are of the form 
7 

a=Iaie i , 
i=O 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

with ai real. These relations may be used to reduce any ele
ment of C to the form (2.17) by iterative use of (2.16). Of the 
sixteen equivalence relations (2.16), we write explicitly only 
the results for ( ab )6 here. Consider, for example, 

P'Poe1e,=P.Po!(I -e1e,e)e1e, 

(2.18) 

so that 

(e1e,) 6 =eJ • (2.19) 

Together with the relation (2.11), (2.19) and similarly derived 
relations for the other pairs one finds the non associative mul
tiplication laws for octonions in the form utilized by Giirsey 
and Giinaydinl6 

(e1e,) t =el> (e5e l) 6 =e6, (e6e,) 6 =e4 , 

(e4e) ci =e" 

(e,e,) ci =e4, (e,e,) 6 =e, (e,e J) 6 =e6, 

+ cyclic. (2.20) 

For values of i other than 0, there are similar rules to (2.20), 
with differing signs that can be generated by inner automor
phisms of the algebra. The space ,Jr_ provides an inequiva
lent set obtained by the opposite convention for the sign of 
multiplication rules involving e,. 

It is easy to verifylo that the basis set 

pij=eiPOe;p(j (0"=+1), 

where p ~ =P iP <T' satisfies 
(r CT' {) fj IT 

PijPkl= (m' jkPil' 

and that any element of C, can be represented as 

a= I Kij(a)pij, 
ij,a 

where 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

We have, so far, discussed right multiplication of the vectors 
of jy' by the "scalars" aEC,. We shall, however, also admit 
left multiplication; since the scalar product is not defined to 
be linear under left multiplication by elements of the Clifford 
algebra, these elements act like nontrivial operators. We pos-
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tulate that these operators are totally linear (verifiable in 
finite dimensions): 

p. 4: a(fb ) = (af)b, 
where a, bEC,. Symmetric idempotents in C, in left multipli
cation satisfy all of the properties of the operator valued pro
jections discussed in connection with (2.6) and, in fact, be
long to this class. Since P ± are invariant, we shall also 
postulate 

p. 5: P J=f P ±E JY' ±' 

and, in what follows, we shall work entirely in the subspace 
JY'+ and suppress the index U= +, unless otherwise stated. 

Let us define 
7 

f ij = L P kJ P jk , 
k=O 

and therefore 

f= Lfijpij' 
ij 

It then follows that 

since 

(f,g)= LP ij(fki,g k) 
ijk 

= LPI(}(f,g», 
ij 

K ij(f,g) ) = LP /i(f,g) P jl 
I 

= L (PIJPil,pIK gPjr), 
1.1 '.k 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

which verifies (2.26). Equation (2.26) provides a construc
tive realization of the algebra-valued scalar product (f,g). 

An operator A in JY' may, among other things, multiply 
a vector fby a scalar aEC, on the right, i.e., Af = fa. This is 
not possible for a totally linear operator unless a is in the 
center of C, (lor E,) since otherwise A (fb) = jba=l=fab; 
'V bE C,. A bounded totally linear Hermitian operator on JY' 
i.e., satisfying 

A (fb ) = (Af)b, 

if,Ag) = (Af,g) , 

has a spectral resolution of the form 12 

A= f ti.dP(ti.), 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

where the P (ti. ) are a totally linear spectral family. It is also 
possible to consider a theory in which the Hermitian opera
tors are linear only over the reals, and satisfy the weaker 
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condition 

tr(Af,g) = trif ,Ag). (2.29) 

It was shown in Ref. 12 that a Hilbert spaceJY'R in which the 
scalar product is taken to be tr(f,g) (real), and for which the 
Hermitian operators satisfy (2.29), is isomorphic to a real 
Hilbert space. The linear manifolds relevant to a quantum 
theory in which Hermitian operators satisfying (2.29) are 
admitted as observables are closed over the reals. 

A theory in which only the totally linear Hermitian op
erators are admitted as observables appears in the Hilbert 
space JY'R as a quantum theory with superselection rules 
indexed by the minimal right ideals. I] 

We have so far considered two extreme algebraic re
quirements: (i) that the linear manifolds corresponding to 
the quantum lattice be closed only over the reals, resulting in 
a real Hilbert space and "observables" that are linear over 
the reals, and (ii) that the linear manifolds corresponding to 
the quantum lattice be closed over the full algebra of scalars 
C, to the right, resulting in an algebraic Hilbert space over 
C,. 

Giirsey and Giinaydin l
• have argued, however, that op

erators linear over the complex field, such as occur in the 
unitary representations of Lie groups, and the extraction of 
the complex subalgebra itself, are important in the structure 
of gauge field theories of the type we are considering. The 
construction of tensor product spaces linear over the full 
algebra, or a non-Abelian subalgebra, furthermore, appears 
to be very difficult 17

; the use of a complex subalgebra is, in 
this sense, maximal. Giirsey and Giinaydin 16 suggested, in 
the context of the algebra of octonions, that complex-valued 
wavefunctions, linear over a complex field defined as a sub
algebra of the full algebra, be used. We shall adapt their 
suggestion to the framework of the Hilbert space over a Clif
ford algebra, selecting the subalgebra C( 1 ,e,) of C,' generated 
by 1 and e" which is isomorphic to the algebraically closed 
field of complex numbers. The algebraic Hilbert space ,71 
can then be (somewhat more weakly than for /Jt'R) embed
ded in a Hilbert space ,W'e' with scalar product linear over 
C(I,e,), for which tensor products can also be consistently 
defined. 

We wish now to construct a Hilbert space for which the 
scalar product is linear, and linear manifolds are closed, over 
C(l,e,). To obtain a systematic procedure for constructing 
scalar products suitable for certain classes of linear mani
folds, we consider the orthogonality definition 2.1 again. We 
assert that if 

tr«(f,g)a) =0 (2.30) 

for all a E C" thenfis orthogonal to g. In particular, (2.30) 
implies that 

tr«(f,g)Pi) =0 

or 

0= L trK k/( (f,g) ) P kiP ij 
kl 
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hence (J,g) = 0. It is furthermore clear that if (J,g) = 0, then 
(Ja,gb )=0 for any a,b E C7> and therefore the algebraically 
closed linear manifolds generated by/,g are orthogonal. On 
the other hand, if we define orthogonality by (2.30) with a 
restricted to the real multiples of the identity, then we obtain 
the scalar product of the real Hilbert space jy R' i.e., we say 
that/is real orthogonal to g if 

tr(J,g) =0. (2.31) 

It is not true that Eq. (2.31) implies tr«(J,g)a) =0 for every 
aE C,. 

Let us now define complex orthogonality with 

De/in ilion 2.3:f and g are said to be com plex orthogonal 
if tr«(f,g)z) = ° for all z E C(l,e,). 

It is clear that the linear manifolds generated by f,g, and 
closed over C(l,e,) are complex orthogonal if/andg are 
complex orthogonal, since 
tr(Jz,gz') = tr(z*(f,g)z') = tr«(f,g)zz*) = tr«(f,g)z") = 0, when 
z, z', and z" =zz* E C(l,e,). Hence the scalar product of 
Definition 2.3 is suitable for the construction of a Hilbert 
space with closed linear manifolds defined over C(l,e,). 

Since every z E C(l ,e,) is of the form a +/3e, (a,/3 real), it 
suffices for the definition of complex orthogonality that 

tr«(f,g» = 0, 

tr«(f,g)e,) = o. (2.32) 

We shall now show that the requirement (2.32) is equiv
alent to the scalar product given by Giinaydin. 16 

and 

From (2.26) 

tr(f,g) = I (f ki,g ki)' 
k,i 

tr( (f,g)e,) = I (fk"g k) tr(p ije,). 
kij 

According to (2.21) 

tr(oi/,)=tr(e iP"e ;e,) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2,35) 

to evaluate this expression, we may use the multiplication 
rules (2.20), In fact, 

Poe ;e,e i =Po( e;e,)oe i 

and therefore (2.35) vanishes unless (j,7,i) are in the same 
quaternion subalgebra of (2.20), A simple calculation yields 

tr«(f,g)e,) = I [( kO,g k7 ) - (f u ,g k 0) 
k 
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We remark that (for each value of the index k )(2.33)isinvar
iant under SO(8), and (2.36) under Sp(8); the symmetry of 
the full scalar product (2.32) is therefore SO(8) 
nSp(8)= U(4). To make explicit the identity of this scalar 
product with that of Gunaydin, 16 we write the vector repre
sentation (2.25), with the help of the multiplication rules 
(2.20), in the form 

= Ie kPO (fkO -/k7 e,)-(fU +/k4 e,)e l 

k 

Let us call 

¢~ = /k 0 - /ue" 

so that 

Note that, for/ -> / z, 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

In terms of the definitions (2.38), the two parts of the scalar 
product (2.32) are (X corresponds to g) 

tr«(f,g» 

(2.41 ) 

and 

tr«(f,g)e,) 

=I [-Im(If,8,xti)+ ± Im(W;',x;,)] 
k It I 

(2.42) 

where we have used the fact that scalar products of vectors of 
the form (2.38) belong to C(1,e,) and have adopted the usual 
terminology for real and imaginary parts (complex conjuga
tion is the star operation of C). The condition that (2.41) and 
(2.42) both vanish, i.e" thatjandg are complex orthogonal, 
can be more concisely written if we define 

(f,g)c = tr«(f,g» - e,tr«(f,g)e,) (2.43) 

and require 

(2.44) 

Combining (2.41) and (2.42) according to (2.43), we obtain 

=I [(w8,X~)+ ± (X;"w~,)]. 
k (1 -- t 

(2.45) 

For each k,26 the scalar product defined by (2.45) is precisely 
that given by Giinaydin. 16 We note that since tr[(JJ)e,] =0, 
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(2.46) 

and hence the topology of £'C is the same as that of £' •. 

III. COMPLEX LINEAR OPERATORS 
It follows from Eqs. (2.40) and (2.45) that the scalar 

product (j,g)c is linear over C(1,e7) in the sense 

(J,gz) c =(j,g) cz 

(jz,g) c =z*(j,g) c' (3.1) 

for z E C(1,e7)' It is furthermore clear from the discussion of 
Sec. II that projection operators defined on linear manifolds 
closed over C(l,e7), and with orthogonality determined by 
the scalar product (j,g)c' are linear operators with respect to 
C(1,e7). In addition to operators linear over the reals, or over 
the entire algebra of C" we shall therefore study a third type 
of linearity, that of operators linear over C( 1 ,e7)' Such opera
tors, which we call complex linear, satisfy 

A (jz) = (Af)z 

for z E C(l,e7)' 

(3.2) 

As we have seen in Eq. (2.25), every / E£'. has the 
representation 

ij 

and the most general action of an operator linear over the 
reals (see Appendix A) is (for A real-valued) 

A/= I ~[ij.kJkIP ij 
ij.kl 

(3.3) 

Reorganizing the sum on the right-hand side according to 
the procedure used to obtain Eq. (2.39) from (2.37), we ob
tain (for A ~~ complex-valued) 

kl 1 kl' I" kl' 1 

{ 

3 

A/='f/ kPo A ootPo+ A ootPo +a~1 (AoatPa 

(3.4) 

whereA ~~ ," correspond to independent linear combinations 
of the (real) operators 2[ij.kl over C(1,e7), and the tP ~,tP ~ are 
the complex valued functions representing/as given in Eq. 
(2.38). With the help ofEq. (2.40), for z E C(1,e7)' we obtain 

(A/)z= fr e kPO {A ~tP bz+A ~ tP g z+ atl (A 3~ tP ~z 

+A 3~tP~z)+ I[ A ~~tPbz*+A ~~tPgz* 
a 
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and 

(Af)z= fr e k PO {A ~tP bz+A ~ tP~" z * + atl (A 3~ tP ~z * 

+A3~tP~z)+ ± [A~~tPbz+A~~tPgZ* 
a~1 

Comparing Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), the requirement (3.2) for 
complex linearity is satisfied for the operator A if and only if 

A ~ =0, A 3~ =0, 

A ~~ =0, (3.7) 

The vanishing of the transitions listed in Eq. (3.7) corre
sponds to superselection rules imposed on all operators lin
ear over C(1,e7) and, in particular, on self-adjoint operators 
of this type. We see, however, that there remain components 
of operators linear over C(1,e7) on the entire space that ap
pear to act antilineariy, in the manner ofWigner's corepre
sentations,20 on the subs paces JY'o, JY'a over which we have 
decomposed £'. by means of the representation (2.39) (the 
anti linear structure of the theory is reformulated in a simple 
formal way in Appendix B). The general complex linear op
erator therefore has the action 

A/= fr e kPO [A ~tP ~+ atl A ~tP;; 

(3.8) 

Following the interpretation ofGiirsey and Giinaydin'6 
for the octonion Hilbert space, we take tP~ to correspond to 
states in the "quark" or "unobservable" sector and tP~ to 
states in the "leptonic" or "observable" sector. Equation 
(3.8) indicates that a complex linear operator can act antilin
early on the unobservable space and admit a transition from 
that (conjugate) state to the observable space, and converse
ly. From the point of view offield theory, the operators A 3:, 
and A ~~ behave like currents composed oflepton and quark 
fields. 

Saclioglu18 has pointed out that Nambu's suggestion,27 
based on the invariance of a massless fermion Lagrangian to 
Pauli-Giirsey transformations, of the existence of diquark 
currents (which then implies the existence ofleptoquark cur
rents), when applied to the generators of SU(3)color 
X SU (n )flavor charges of the usual type, results in an algebraic 
structure which is most economically accommodated in the 
framework of the exceptional groups. Equation (3.8) shows 
that the leptoquark transition operators occur naturally as 
pieces of operators linear over the complex subalgebra 
C(1,e7)' The self-adjoint operators of this class would be ob-
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servables if complex linearity alone were sufficient to insure 
that no superselection rules are violated. 28 It appears, in any 
case, that operators of this type must be accommodated in 
theories which attempt to unify weak, electromagnetic and 
strong interactions. 18.20.21 

Furthermore, the linear operators corresponding to the 
U (4) symmetry of the scalar product, as noted in the remarks 
following Eq. (2.36), could not be realized in the absence of 
these terms [the maximum symmetry transformations avail
able would otherwise be U(l) X U(3)]. In Sec. V, we shall 
show that the generalized phase algebra m: C C, which com
mutes with e, acts on the complex wavefunctions exactly as 
indicated in Eq. (3.8). 

We conclude this section with some technical remarks 
on the properties of complex linear operators. From the defi
nition of the scalar product (2.45), we define At, the adjoint 
of A, according to 

(JAg) c =(A tf,g) c (3.9) 

in the same way as for the usual theory of complex Hilbert 
spaces. It follows that (these operators are complex-valued) 

(A t) ~~ =A ~t, 

(A t)~~ = A ::ot* 

(A t) ~~=A ~~* , 

(A t)kl = A lk t 
af3 f3a , (3.10) 

where the adjoints defined on the right of these relations are 
determined by complex scalar products among vectors from 
the subs paces &"0' dV'a, and the domain and range subs paces 
are indicated by the indices on the left-hand side. Symmetric 
operators therefore satisfy 

A ~:, =A ~6* AI..l -A 'kt 
"rJ - ria' (3.11) 

We record here also the form of the products of two 
operators linear over C(1,e,): 

(BA )~ ~ I (B &0' A ~ + I B 8:;' A ;;;S*), 
rn a 

( )kl '" (B krnA ml '" B krnA ml') BA 0" = L 00 0" + L Of3 (3 " , 
In f3 

( BA )1..1 = '" (B kmA ml*+" B kmA ml) aO L aO 00 L a(3 (30' 
m f3 

( BA )kl, =" (B km Ami' + '" B km A ml ) 
a(3 L ,,0 Ofj L "i' rrJ' 

m r 
(3.12) 

IV. STATES AND THE ALGEBRA OF PHASES 

As we have shown previously, 13 the algebraically closed 
linear manifolds of d¥'+ form a complete, weakly modular, 
orthocomplemented, atomic lattice, and this structure can 
therefore be embedded in a Hilbert space over a field CP.15 In 
this earlier work, cP was chosen to be the basic field over 
which the algebra was defined (the reals in the case of the real 
C, we are presently considering). Admitting as observables 
only operators linear over the entire algebra, we found that 
the embedding results in a Hilbert space over cP with super
selection rules that correspond to the primitive idempotents 
of the algebra. It was furthermore found that the pure states 
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correspond to vectors multiplied (in the sense of a general
ized phase) by the corresponding minimal right ideals over 
the full algebra (elements of unit modulus). 

In the present work, we shall admit as the smallest lin
ear manifold a vector multiplied by quantities from C(1,e,); 
pure states therefore correspond to rays over C(l,e,). The 
further resolution of these manifolds would imply the exis
tence of observables which are sensitive to the global com
plex phase of a wavefunction. We shall therefore embed the 
Hilbert space over C, into the Hilbert space d¥'c with scalar 
product (j,g)c' and linear manifolds closed over C(1,e,). 

We may then define "states" in terms of measures on 
the complex linear closed manifolds. There is, however, a 
larger algebra which may be applied to the vectors of this 
space, and we must therefore extend the notion of a state to 
measures defined on manifolds closed under an algebra 
~[C C,' larger than C(1 ,e,) (as we shall show, m: cannot be the 
full algebra C, since there are elements of C, which can alter 
the structure of the minimal invariant subspaces). The pure 
states, evaluated on linear manifolds closed under this larger 
algebra, will be invariant under the action of the norm-pre
serving elements one It is precisely such an invariance 
which is characteristic of the fundamental idea of non
Abelian gauge groups, 1 and we therefore identify m: with the 
algebraic structure of a gauge group. It is then consistent to 
define an observable as a self-adjoint operator (with respect 
to a scalar product linear over m:) which is linear over m:; the 
expectation value of any such observable is independent of 
the choice of norm-preserving multiples from ~r on the vec
tors involved. 

The conditions defining the algebra ~[ C C, follow from 
the requirement that the notion of a state can be extended 
from a function on the projection operators corresponding to 
linear manifolds closed over C(1,e,) to a function on the pro
jection operators corresponding to linear manifolds closed 
over ~l. We shall follow the procedure established in Ref. 13 
to make this requirement precise. 

To achieve an embedding of ,;YO+ into JV'c' we seek 
orthogonal projections in the algebra which will generate 
subspaces that are closed under C(1,e,), the primitive idem
potents for minimal complex manifolds. These idempotents 
will be invariant under the action of operators with sufficient 
linearity (linear over ~f) and will therefore generate super
selection subspaces. Starting with the primitive idempotents 
for the real field [defined by Eq. (2.14)], we can find the 
complex primitive idempotents as follows. For f E ,IY+, 

jP "e, = fe"(e,P /.. e ;) 

Hence 

{

PI.. t.l' 

=fe, P k .1' 

Po, 
P7 , 

k= 1,2,3, 
k=4,5,6, 
k=7, 
k=O. 

f(P" +P /.. + 1)e7=!e,( PI.. +P k f 1)' k= 1,2,3, 

(4.1 ) 

f(Po+-P,)e,=fc7(PO+P, ), (4.2) 
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and therefore the smallest linear manifolds invariant under 
C(1,e7) are the subspaces corresponding to 

where 

Po=PO+P7 

(4.3) 

= t(I -e.e7el)(I -e,e7e2)' (4.4) 

The last equality may be verified by multiplying out the fac
tors of Eqs. (4.4) and (2.13) (conjugating the latter with e7 to 
obtain P7) and using Eq. (2.11) for the subspace J¥". = J¥"P •. 
The structure of Po is due to the fact that there are just two 
algebraically independent, symmetric, commuting elements 
of C7, e.e7el> and e,e7e2, that commute with e7 (in J¥".). The 
spectral representations are found by noting thatjPk, 
k = 0,1, ... ,7, are eigenfunctions of these operators; since 
they commute with e7, the (0,7), (k,k + 3), k = 1,2,3 sub
spaces are de~enerate, and ~ence the P a are the spectral fam
ily. Finally, Poe.e7e1 = - Po, for example; conjugating with 
the ea , we obtain similar relations for all the P a' Since 

we find 

e4e~l= -PO-PI+P2+P3 

and similarly 

e,e7e2 = - Po + PI - P2 + P3, 

ebe7e3= -PO+PI +P2-P3. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The operator e6e7e3 is not independent of the other two, but 
we record its spectral representation here to make explicit 
the spectral content of all of the operators associated with 
multiplication rules [Eq. (2.20)] involving e7 • In particular, 
note that the three multiplication rules involving e7 in Eq. 
(2.20) are valid in the subspace corresponding to Po. 

Gleason29 has shown that for an irreducible system of 
propositions realized by the projections PM of a separable 
Hilbert space, real or complex but of dimension;;. 3, there 
exists a density matrix p for every continuous state30 such 
that 

(4.8) 

where by Tr we mean a trace over the full Hilbert space as 
well as over the algebraic indices. We have recognized that 
the linear manifolds, closed over C(I,e), of J¥". do not form 
an irreducible system of propositions, since JY'. decomposes 
into a direct sum over the superselection subspaces JY' a cor
responding to the minimal subspaces invariant over C(1,e7) 
(if one were willing to accept the further resolution of these 
linear manifolds to the real field, the minimal subspaces 
would be ,wok =,:;r ,P k' k=0,I, ... ,7).13 In each of the mini
mal subspaces JY'a, we may express the state (4.8) as a func
tion of the linear manifolds [over C{l,e7)] in that subspace, as 

w,,( M~)= I yf (ff,P M/f) c' (4.9) 

where y: > O,.li y: = 1, andff E JY'a' We are now in a posi
tion to state and prove the principal result of this section. 
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Statement 1: There exists a maximal (star) subalgebra 
~ c C) such that to every M ~ there corresponds a linear mani
fold M closed over~, which is a proper extension of M ~,for 
which PJa = P Mla,,r E J¥"a, and contained in every M 

there is a complex M ~ of which M is a proper extension of this 
type. There are eight solutions for the algebra m. 

As a consequence of this result, we may assert the 
following: 

Statement 2: States w(M) can be defined on the set of 
linear manifolds M closed over ~; the pure states correspond 
tf} vectors multiplied by the right ideals of~ generated by the 

Pa' 
In the following paragraphs, we shall prove Statement 1 

and define the structure of the algebra m. We shall then give a 
proof of Statement 2. 

Let M ~ be spanned by g1 P a' g2 P a'" over C(I,e7)' and let 
M be the closed linear extension of M~ over ~, i.e., Mis 
spanned over ~r by the same elements. For each/, for which 

theff of Eq. (4.9) is given by ff = /; P a' there is a unique 
decomposition into a part in M and a part orthogonal to Min 
the sense 12 

, , 

g M =glP aa l +g2P aa2 +···, (4.10) 

and 

(4.11 ) 

Now, 

ff =fiP u 

(4.12) 

is a unique decomposition offf into a part in M ~ and a part 
complex orthogonal to M~ provided that 

PaaPa=zP a, zEC(1,e 7), all aE~r, (4.13) 

and 

(hPa,gia)c=O. 

The last condition requires 

tr(hPa,gju) = tr(h,gju) = 0, 

tr«hPu,gja)e7) = tr«h,gju)e7) = 0; 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

both are satisfied as a consequence ofEq. (4.11), since ~r 
must include C(I,e7) if Mis a proper extension of M~. It then 
follows from Eqs. (4.13) and (4. I 5) that 

tr«(gMPa,hPa)a) = tr«(gM,h )PaaPa) 
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and hence 

P M(f;P et)=P Mff =g MP a =(P Mf;)P a' 

(4.16) 

i.e., PM is linear over the P a' In fact, P a must be contained 
in 21 if operators linear over 21 are to leave the superselection 
subs paces generated by the P a invariant. Furthermore, 
from Eqs. (4.12), (4.13), and (4.16), we see that for every M ~ 
there exists an M closed over 21 such that 

P M;ff =P Mff· 

For the second part of Statement 1, let us take for M the 
closed linear manifold spanned by gl,gZ," over m and for M ~ 
the elements of M multiplied on the right by P a' Since 
C(1,e7)C21, and the complex numbers commute with the 
P a ,M ~ is clearly closed over C(l,e7). We must now demand 
that the extension of M~ by right multiplication with ele
ments of21 fully reconstruct the manifold M, i.e., that (linear 
combinations of) 

(glalP ",a'l +gza,P aa~ + ... j 

over all ap a; E 21, is equivalent to 

(gla; +gza; + ... j 

over all a; Em. We therefore obtain the following condition: 
For every a, a' E ~r, and for any a=O, 1,2,3, 

(4.17) 

belongs to 21, and for each a, all 21 is spanned by sums of 
elements of this type. 

The first part is equivalent to imposi!.1g that 21 be an 
algebra, since we have already admitted P a E 21 (and 
J.~ a =/). The form (4.17) is a convenient starting point for 
our demonstration, however. With Eq. (4.13), it serves to 
completely characterize the algebra 21. 

The most general structure of the P a,P (3 part of an ele
ment of C7 is [we write aij ER for the Kia) of Eq. (2.23)] 

+ aa,(3 + .,pa,(3 + 3 + aa + 3,(3 + .,pet + 3,(3 + 3' 

(4.18) 

where a = 0,1,2,3 and the index a + 3 is to be read as 7 for 
a = O. With the help of the multiplication rules (2.20), valid 
to the left or right of Po, Eq. (4.18) can be rewritten as 

(4.19) 

In particular, the diagonal components of Eq. (4.19) are 

X (aa + 3,a + 3 + e7aa + 3,a)' (4.20) 
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The general element of C7, restricted to the JY' a subspace, is 
therefore parametrized by two complex numbers, and does 
not satisfy the requirement (4.13). Hence 21 cannot be all of 
C7• For example, one sees that PoaPo is not simply propor
tional to PO=PO+P7' which generates one of the minimal 
subs paces invariant under C(1,e7), but has the form 
PoZ1+P7Z 2• 

The restriction implied by Eq. (4,13) requires that for 
aE n, 

a aa =a a+3,a+3' a a,a+3= -a a+3,a' (4,21) 

Since a" in Eq. (4.17) must also satisfy Eqs. (4.21), we make 
use of Eq. (4.18) to write 

P {JaP aa'P {J =P {3a" P {3 (4.22) 

explicitly; imposing the constraint (4.21), we obtain 
, , 

a {Jaa a{J +a {3a+P a+3.{3 

=a {3+3,a a a,{J+3 +a {3+3,a+3 a ~+3,{3+3 (4.23) 

and 

a f3+ .1. ,p a{3 +a (j+3,a+3 a at 3,(3 

= -( a {Jaa ~{3+3 +a f3a+3a ~+3,{J+3) . (4.24) 

Equations (4.21), (4.23), and (4.24), with the requirement 
that it be a (star) algebra, contain all of the information nec
essary to define 9L 

In particular, the subalgebra of C7 for which 
(a a,{J+31 = (a a+3,{Jl =0 satisfies Eqs. (4,21), (4.23), and 
(4.24) if 

a f3a S a{3 = ---'--
a f3+ 3,a+3 

(4.25) 
a a{J 

is a universal constant (with Saa= + 1), Since the right-hand 
side is then equal to S ;;d ' it follows that 

S {3aS ",{3 = 1. (4.26) 

Furthermore, this subalgebra is also a subalgebra of 21 when 

S fJrS ra = S (ja' (4.27) 

since for such a,a' 

aa' = I a f3+ 3,1' +3 a ;'+3.a+ i S (JyS yaP f3a +p fi+ .1,(1+3)' 
a{Jy 

Returning to the general expressions (4.23) and (4.24), let us 
choose a' to belong to the subalgebra of 21 for which 
! a a,fit 3 1 = ! a a +.1,{Jl =0. Then, for general a E 9(, 

a (jaa af3 =a fJ+ .1.(1 + 3 a a + 3.(j+ 3' 

a f3+3." a a(j = -a {J,a t 3a a j·3.(j+3' (4.28) 

Hence, Eq. (4.25) is valid in the general case of a E 9[; from 
Eqs. (4.28) it also follows that 

a fl.ll t 3 = - S afJa {J t- 3.a· (4.29) 

Let us now consider Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) for both a,a' gen
eral elements of n satisfying Eqs. (4.25) and (4.29). Then 
[with Eq. (4.26)] it follows from Eqs. (4.23) and (4.29) that 
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S a{J =S {Ja (4.30) 

and from Eqs. (4.24) and (4.26) that 

(4.31) 

The conditions (4.25) and (4.29), with (4.27), (4.30), and 
(4.31) define a closed algebra. For a,a' satisfying these 
conditions 

aa' = I [p a{J( a aya ~(J +a ay+3a ~+3{J) +Pa{J+3 (a aya ~(J+3 +a ay+3a ~+3.{J+3) 
u{J)' 

= I [Pa{J(S a{Ja a+3.y+P ~+3 ,13+3-S yaa a+3,ya ~+3.{J)-Pa.{J+3(S a{Ja a+3,y+P ~+3.{J +s yaa a+3,ya ~+3.{J+3) 
a{Jr 

(4.32) 

The coefficient of Pa +- 3.{J-+ 3' when multiplied by 5a{J' becomes equal to the coefficient of Pa{J; similarly, the coefficient of Pa+3,{J' 
when multiplied by Sa{J' becomes equal to the negative of the coefficient of Pa,{J+3' 

The terms ofEq. (4.32), with index y fixed, correspond to ap./I'. It is clear that sums of such terms, e.g., 2f1.j yG~ span the 
entire algebra ~r, since the sum over yin Eq. (4.32), with suitable choice of aj,a;, can be effectively replaced by the sum over} [e.g., 
define (a)ar = aay! and similarly for other components]. 

Separating out explicitly the index 0 from 1,2,3, Eq. (4,27) may be written 

5 oa5o{J = 5 a{J' 

5art y{3 = 5 u{3' (4.33) 

There are eight solutions, comprising four inequivalenttypes. With Eqs. (4.21) (tau = + 1, 500 = + I), representatives of these 
types are 

~L-: 
~L.: 
~L_: 

50a=+I, 
501=502= + I, 
501 =502= -1, 
50.=502=503= -1, 

Sa{3=+1 
503=-1, 
503= + I, 
5a{3=+1 

There are three solutions of type I, with one of the 50a set 
equal to - 1 and three solutions of type 2, with one of the 50 a 

set equal to + I. There is only one solution of type 0, and one 
of type 3, as given in Eqs. (4.34). 

The conditions (4.25) and (4.29) imply that the Pa.P{3 
part of every element of 2[ [in the sequel we shall refer to 
properties of all of the algebras specified by Eqs. (4.34) as 
those of the algebra 2[, unless otherwise stated] is parame
trized by a single complex number. From Eq. (4.19) one sees 
that 

P u aft {3 = (p a{35 u{3 +p a+3,{3+3)( a a+3.{3+3 +e,a a+ 3.(3). 
(4.35) 

This result is a proper extension of Eq. (4.13) to the nondia
gonal parts. We shall discuss the structure of the algebras ~r s' 
where 5 stands for the sign distribution of 5 Ou' a = 1,2,3, in 
detail in Sec. V. 

We remark that the solution of type 0 corresponds to 
the largest subalgebra of C, that commutes with e,. 

Since 
3 A 3 

e,= I P u e,= I (p 0+3.0 -P a.a+3)' (4.36) 
fl =0 ((=-0 
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512=+1, 
512=+1, 

513=523= 1 
513=523= -1 

we see that for a E C, 
3 

(type 0), 
(type 1), 
(type 2), 
(type 3). 

ae,= I (a i.O'-+ 3P iO' -a iaP i,u+3) , 
i,a 0 

3 

e,a= I (aaiPa+-3,i- a a+3,iPai)' 
i,(1.=-=O 

(4.34) 

(4.37) 

Comparing corresponding terms, one finds that for a and e7 
to commute, the conditions (4.25) and (4.29) must be valid 
with 5 Ou = 5 a{3 = + 1. Therefore, there are elemen ts of each 
~rs (type 1,2,3) which anticommute with e7' In the next sec
tion, we shall show that there are other forms for the imagi
nary unit (also associated with the direction 7), each of 
which commute with one of the algebras ~rs' and provide an 
interpretation. 

We now turn to a proof of Statement 2, valid for any of 
the solutions given in Eqs. (4.34). 

Let M correspond to M ~ , in the sense given in State
ment 1. Then 

(4.38) 
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For each M there exists an M~ in £,'a for which this 
correspondence is valid, and therefore (J) a(M) is defined over 
all M closed over ~r.Jl Since (J)a(M) is a state, 

(J)(M)=I A a(J) a(M)=I A a r:(ff ,P Mfn c (4.39) 
a 

is also a state if A ,,>0, !.(lA a = 1. From the definition (2.43) 
of the complex scalar product and the fact that the P a com

mute with e" (f7 ,P Mff) c = 0 for /3=1=-a. Hence 

(J)(M) = I (A " r nl/2( A (3 r f)ll2(ff ,P Mf7) c 

a{3 

= If.l i(fi'P Mfi) c' (4.40) 

wheref.li=!.~ "r;' > 0, !'j1;= 1, is a state oftheform given 
in Eq. (4.8). 

To construct a pure state, we utilize the converse of the 
Gleason theorem in the form given by Mackey.l2 Let Mo be 
the closed linear manifold defined by ! 10 P aa J, for a E m, 
and suppose that (J)o(Mo) = 1. Then, since Ilt:W = 1, it follows 
that 

or 

P Mfi =fi =foP aai · (4.41) 

Substituting this result in Eq. (4.40), we find 

(J)o(M) = I f.l,(fo P "a;,P MfoP aa;) c 

Now, 

Ilt;W = tr(1o P a aJo P a a;) 

According to Eq. (4.13) (aa* is symmetric) 

P"a;a;P a =177P", (4.44) 

17f is real and nonnegative. Hence (a =0, 1,2, or 3) 

Ilt:W = 17 ;' tr( (/;,/0) P « ) 

We define fo to satisfy the relation 

(f"j,,) "." +- (/;,j,,) ", ,1.1( i -' = 1, 

and hence, if \It;II'= I, 
177 1. 
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(4.45) 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

It then follows from Eqs. (4.42), (4.44), and (4.47) that 

(J)o(M) = I f.l ; tr( (fo, P MIo) P a) 

(4.48) 

If we had not chosen Mo to be (10 P a a J, but chosen !foa I 
instead, we would have obtained a mixture over all of the a's 
in Eq. (4.48). • The state (J)o(M) is invariant under the 
replacement 

(4.49) 

for the a E m which preserve the norm, i.e., a satisfying 

P "aa*P a =P cr' (4.50) 

The transformations (4.49), leaving pure states invariant, are 
therefore analogous to the phase transformations of a com
plex Hilbert space. The quantities P "a of the minimal right 
ideals P a ~r of m [satisfying Eq. (4.50)] play the role of a 
generalized phase which could be utilized to construct local 
non-Abelian gauge transformations. We shall call ~r the gen
eralized phase algebra. 

v. SUPERSELECTION RULES AND 
SYMMETRIES 

For an operator A linear with respect to 21 the expecta
tion value calculated with an arbitrary vector f E ,we, in the 
domain of A decomposes as if the state were mixed, i.e., 

<A) j=tr(f,Af)= I tr(fa ,Ar), (5.1) 
« 

wheref" =f P a Ejf'". In fact, we shall adapt the proce
dures of Ref. 13 to prove: 

Statement 3: If all observables belong to the class ofself
adjoint (with respect to a scalar product linear over ~f) opera
tors linear with respect to ~r, then the embedding of the Hilbert 
spaceW', (asr~l, with manifolds linear over the generalized 
phase algebra) into .W~ results in a representation which is 
reducible with respect to the primitive idempotents P", i.e." 
displays superselection rules for the subspaces $'". 

We shall proceed by first making explicit the structure 
of the algebras ~l", and defining a scalar product appropriate 
for the consideration of operators linear with respect to 9f. 

From Eg. (4.35), we obtain for the algebra ~L<+, defined 
by Eq. (4.34), for a,/3=O, 1,2,3, 

P " aP (J = (p al3 +-P " I .',fi f .' )( a It 1',(1 t 3 +- e7Q « I 3./!)· 

(5.2) 

With the help of the multiplication rules given in Eqs. 
(2.20), one obtains (a,/3= 1,2,3, or a=/3=O) 

(5.3) 

and (a= 1,2,3) 
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(5.4) 

The algebra ~t .. is therefore generated over the complex sub
algebra C(1,e,) according to Eqs. (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) by 

"'+-+-+ p" /3 123 Pa(3 =e a oe(3' a, = , , , 

(5.5) 

As already pointed out, e, commutes with [( ... and hence 
with these p;;(3 + +. The general element of [( ... has the 
representation 

(5.6) 

whereanff E C(1 ,e,), and thep,:r/ + satisfy (a,/3,r,D =0, 1,2,3) 

P·+++p· t'++-8 ;;+++ a(3 yo - (3)r aD ' 

(5.7) 

It is evident from Eq. (5.6) that Eqs. (4.13) and (4.17) are 
satisfied, i.e., 

P"aP" =aacJ" , a"a EC(I,e,), 

and 

P
A 

'-"" ' "+++ a "a - La(3aaarPfJr ' 
(31' 

where for arbitrary a, a' E ~I ... , aP a a' E ~r. .. , and there exists 
a set ofaj,a; such that !'J1j P aa; =a" for every a" E [( .... 

We now turn to the general case, and study the algebras 
[(5 (types 0,1,2,3) simultaneously, with the help of: 

Lemma 3.1: The algebra ~r<; is characterized by the fact 
that it commutes with . 

(5.8) 

The set of imaginary unitse ~ [(e n'= -1, e ~*= -e ~] are 
linear combinations of e" e]e6, ele., and e,es. 

The products e,e6, ele., and e,e, all form +e, on the 
(right) subspace generated by the projection operator Po, and 
e, with various signs on the other diY'n. In fact, according to 
Eq. (5.8) e ~ takes on the value 50ae, on each of the diY'a. 

We may interpret this phenomenon as follows. Since 
each of the c;iY'a are (according to Statement 3) superselec
tion subs paces, no observable can connect them, and the sign 
ofthe imaginary unit may be chosen independently in each. 
The eight solutions e ~ correspond to the eight ways ofmak
ing this choice (up to an over-all sign). The relation between 
each of these possible solutions for the generalized phase 
algebra then corresponds to a set of "time reversal" transfor
mations, taken independently in each of the J¥' a' The alge
bra [( is therefore unique up to the choice of the sign of e, in 
each superselection subspace. 
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We now prove the Lemma 3.1. Following the method 
used in Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37), we note that <500= + 1) 

3 

e~= L 50a(Pa+3,a-Pa,a+3)' (5.9) 
a=O 

and hence 
3 

ae~ = L 5 Oa(a ia+YJ ia -a iaP ia+3)' 
a=O 

3 

e~a= L 50a(aaiPa+3,i-a a+3,iPa)' (5.10) 
a=O 

Comparing corresponding terms, we obtain the relations 
[Eqs. (4.21), (4.25), and (4.29)] 

a (3.n+3 = -5 a(3a (3+3,a ' 

where 5 a(3 =5 oa5 0(3' characterizing the algebra [(5' From 
Eqs. (4.4), (2.11) (defining diY'.), and (4.3) [or from Eqs. 
(4.7)], we find 

Po=!(I -e6e,e] -e.e,el-ese,e,), 

PI = t(I +e6e,eJ -e.e7el +eSe7e,), 

p, = HI +e6e,e] +e.e7el -ese,e,), 

(5.11) 

The expressions (5.8) defining e ~ therefore all lead to linear 
combinations of e" e]e6, ele., and e,es. For the examples given 
in Eqs. (4.34) [note that tr(e,e 7- - +)=0] 

e 7+- + - = !(e7+ ele. +e,eS-e3e6)' 

e 7 -- + = +e]e6, 

e 7 - - =!(e,-ele. -e,eS-e]e6)' • (5.12) 

For the general case ~r5' we follow the procedure used 
above for 5 = ( + + + ) to find that [(5 is generated over 
C(l,e,) by 

p~(3 =e a(Po5 oa5 0(3 +P,) e;, a,{3= 1,2,3, 

P8;=(Po50a-P,) e;" a=I,2,3, 

ft&o =Po • (5.13) 

This basis satisfies the relations (5.7) as well. For example, 
for a,(3,y,8:/=O 

p ~(3P ~D =e a(Po5 oa5 0(3 +P,) e;e l' (Po 5 01'5 OD +p,) e; 

t
o, 

= e a(Po5 oa5 Oli +p,) e;, 

and 

/3=1=r, 
/3=r, 

P ~(3P f,o=e a (Po 5 oa5 0(3 +P,) e;e l' (Po 5 01' -P,) 

{
O, 

= e a (Po 5 On -P,), 
/3=1=r, 
/3=Y· 
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The basis elemen ts P~p therefore satisfy the relations (5.7) 
and the representation (5.6) can be used for elements of 2ls if 
P:;p+ + is replaced by pfzf3' Algebraic manipUlations are com
plicated, however, by the fact that basis elements for which 
(;"f3= -lor 50a= -1 anticommute with e,. By replacing e, 
in aaf3 by e ~, however, one obtains a representation in which 
the complex scalars commute with the basis. Since. 

(5.14) 

with similar relations for right multiplication, it is clear that 
the use of elements in C(I,e n, i.e., 

a~f3 =A. af3 +e ~fl a{J' (5.15) 

A. a{J' fla{J E JR, in the representation 

(5.16) 

corresponds to an effective alteration of signs of the coeffi
cients flaf3 relative to those used in Eq. (5.6). Just as for ~[.++, 
Eqs. (4.13) and (4.17) are satisfied for 2ls [one may use 
C(1,e,) or C(1,e n]. 

We shall now follow a procedure similar to that used in 
Sec. II to construct a scalar product sesquilinear in 21. We say 
that f and g are 21-orthogonal if 

tr«((,g)a)=O (5.17) 

for all a E 2L Since a has the representation (5.16) (we sup
press the designation 5 in the following) it suffices that 

tr«((,g)p af3) = 0, 

tr«((,g)Pa~') =0 (5.18) 

for every a,/3. Let us define the scalar product as 

(f,g) ~(= I((,g Pf3a) cPa(J' (5.19) 
a(J 

where we shall use e~ in the definitionn of the complex scalar 
product in place of e, when dealing with the algebra 2ls [for 
5=F( + + + )], for reasons to be discussed below. 

Clearly ((,g)~r=O implies Eqs. (5.18). From Eq. (2.26) 
we have 

tr(fJ) = 11IW=i I ((,g) jj; 
i 

on the other hand, from the definition (5.19), 

(5.20) 
a 

which is just 11IW. Hence the topology of JY~r is the same as 
that of JY. (or JYc)' Furthermore, conjugating the definition 
(5.19), we obtain 

To restore the form of the scalar product, two operations are 
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required in Eq. (5.21]. The basis element PafJ must be inter
changed with e, in the second term, and the basis element 
outside of the brackets must be brought to the right. For the 
algebra W ... these operations are trivial. For the algebras 2f", 
(;=F( + + +), compensating sign changes occur. If, however. 
we use in Eq. (5.19) the following definition for the complex 
scalar product [in place of Eq. (2.43)], 

(f,g) e = tr(J;g) - d tr(f,g d), (5.22) 

these operations become trivial for the algebras 2ls also. The 
scalar product defined by Eq. (5.22) results in a Hilbert space 
JYe• with the same properties as eWe' for which 

(f,g) c _ E CO ,e n· We shall discuss the structure of this 
space later in this section. 

Hence, we find 

(5.23) 

We now show that the form defined by Eq. (5.19) is right 
linear, i.e., for a E ~r, 

(5.24) 

and is therefore a proper sesquilinear form, appropriate for 
the consideration of operators linear over 21. 

Consider 

(f,g a) n= I (f,g ft ybPyoP(3aLPa(3 
a(3yD 

= I (f,g ayfJPya) cPaf3' (5.25) 
a{J)' 

For W ... , Eq. (5.25) is (due to the linearity of the complex 
scalar product) 

(f,g a)~r ... = I (f,g P:a++)cp:;(3++ay(3' (5.26) 
a(3y 

Since right multiplication provides the following relation, 

(5.27) 

linearity for 21 ... is evident. The demonstration for W~, for 
5=F( + + + ), is a little more involved, using a representation 
of the form a=~ aa(Jpfz(J' aa(J E C(1,e,), and requires keeping 
track of an exceptional index set. Using, however, the scalar 
product defined by Eq. (5.22) and the representation (5.16) 
for a E ~15' the arguments leading to Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) 
are immediately available; hence it is evident that Eq. (5.24) 
holds in these cases as well. 

Together with the conjugation symmetry Eq. (5.23), 
these results demonstrate that the scalar product defined by 
Eq. (5.19) [with, for convenience, the complex scalar prod
uct Eq. (5.22) in case the algebra ~f; is to be used] is a sesqui
linear form. 
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Having defined JY'n in terms of the algebra ~ and the 
scalar product Eq. (5.19), we may now consider embedding 
JY'91 into JY'c' and complete the proof of Statement 3. 

Operators linear with respect to ~, satisfying on appro
priate domains, 

(f,Ag)91 = (Af,g)~l' (5.28) 

are said to be Hermitian in JY'91' and have a spectral resolu
tion containing projections on manifolds closed over ~. 12 In 
the treatment of JY'~1 as a Hilbert space over C(1,e7) [or 
C(1,e~; we shall suppress reference to the designation 5 in 
the following whenever parallel arguments apply], it is ap
propriate to use projections into manifolds closed over 
C(1,e7). 

If M~ is a linear manifold closed over C(1,e7) (as in 
Statement I) in JY'a' and M~ in JY'{3 (f3=1=a), then 

PM,PM:,=O. 

This relation follows from the fact that 

P..,,f=h P a E5Y'a' 

P Milg=h' P {3 E JY'{3' 

and hence 

= ( h P a ,h' P {3) c , 

(5.29) 

which vanishes due to the fact that P a' P {3 commute with e7 

(and en. 
According to Ref. 12, the function fA (A ) of a bounded 

Hermitian operator A may be defined, where 

fAx)=max(x-A,O) 

for x, A E R. We now define the linear manifold 

(5.30) 

By the procedure used in Ref. 12, it can easily be shown that 

M~(A,;l)={JY'a, A>C, (5.31) cp, A<-C, 

where C is the bound of A. Since JY' = ~ ~ a' the unity 
operator is given by 

IPM:'(A,A) 
a 

for A> C, and again following the procedure of Ref. 12, we 
find that 

(5.32) 

Replacingfby f+g and using the complex Hermitian prop
erty of the PM:' (A,A ) , one obtains 

if,Ag) c=~ J Ad(f,PW(AA)g)c' (5.33) 

and hence 

(5.34) 
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is the operator form of the spectral decomposition of A in 
JY'c' The sum ~ / M:' (A,A) is a projection since each term is a 
projection and Eq. (5.29) is valid. The sum is furthermore 
linear over ~ since it corresponds to the projection into a 
manifold. [g J satisfyingfA (A )g = 0, for g unrestricted in JY'., 
andA is linear over ~ [so thatfA (A )(ga)=<J A (A )g)a, a E ~r]. 
Hence, Eq. (5.34) is also the spectral resolution of A in JIi"'\'I' 
and the spectral family in JIi"'~l is 

P(A )=I P M:'(A,A)' (5.35) 
a 

The form (5.34) explicitly exhibits the reduction of bounded 
Hermitian operators linear over ~I in JY'~1 when embedded in 
Jli"'c (this construction can be extended to the unbounded 
case) .• 

We now turn to a discussion of the structure of the 
wavefunctions of Eq. (2.39), the action of ~ on these wave
functions, and the symmetry represented by the elements of 
~ which leave invariant the expectation value Eq. (5.1). 

Consider now the wavefunctionfin the form given in 
. k A A k* 

~q. (2.39). Smce POtPper/'a = Poer/'atP{3 and 
Pa = Pa + Pa + 3' we obtain (for each a = 0,1,2,3) 

!Pa = I ekPOtP~ea (5.36) 
k 

for the projection of the general wavefunction into each 
superselection sector. 

For a E ~+++, we again use the representation (5.6) to 
obtain 

!poa 

" P .I,k A + + + = L e k' o'/'Oaoti'06 
k.6 

= ~ e~otP~ [aoo(Po + P7) + lit I aoiPo - p7)e~] 
3 

= I e~otP~aoo - I e~otP~*aO#6' (5.37) 
k k,6 ~ 1 

since Po - P7 anticommutes with e7. Similarly, for a=l=O, 

3 

I e~otP~a:iPo + P7)e~ 
k,li~ I 

3 

I e~otP~*aaO + I e~OtP~a:e6' 
k k.6~ 1 

(5.38) 

Comparison ofEq. (5.37) and (5.38) with Eq. (3.8) leads to: 

Statement 4: The generalized phase albebra n+++ induces 
transformations with the same pattern of wave function conju
gations as that induced by the general operator linear over 
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C(l,e7), i.e., it contains the same type of "lepton -quark" 
transitions. 

Before turning to a discussion of the action of lli:s- for 
generalS, on the wavefunctions, we must first make explicit 
the structure of the Hilbert space JY'c " the complex space 

defined by the scalar product given in Eq. (5.22) with e ~ as 
complex unit. This scalar product defines orthogonality be
tween manifolds linear over e ~. Iff, g belong to two such 
orthogonal linear manifolds, then [using Eqs. (2.26) and 
(5.9)] 

tr(f,g)= 2. (f ki,g kJ 
ki 

3 

tr(J,g) d = 2. [(f ka ,g ka+3) - (f ka+ 3,g ka) ]S Oa 
k.a=O 

must vanish. We define, in place of Eq. (2.38), 

f/;~ =/ kO -ik7 e7, 

t/J~s = -/ka -/ka+3e7S Oa 

Using the relation (a = 1,2,3) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(t/J~s-'X~S)=(t/J~,X~)( l+;oa )+(X~,t/J~)( l-;oa) 

we obtain 

tr(f,g) = Re(t/J~,x~) + Re(t/J~s,x~S), 
tr(gj)e~ = - Im(t/J~,x~) + Im(t/J~s,x~S). 

Hence, Eq. (5.22) may be written as 
3 

(f,g)c, = (t/J~,X~)s + 2. <x~s,t/J~S)5' 
a=1 

where, for a = 0,1,2,3, 

(t/J~,X~)s = Re(t/J~,x~) + e~Im(t/J~,x~)· 

From the identity 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

and the fact that e~ takes on the value SOa e7 on each of the 
JY'a' it follows that the analog of Eq. (2.40) is for f -.. fas' 

a" E C(1,e~, 
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t/J~ -..t/J~a, 

t/J~s -t/J~sa*, (5.46) 

where a = a+H • Making these replacements in Eq. (5.43), 
one finds that, in analogy with Eq. (3.1), 

(f,gas)c,=if,g)c,a s (5.47) 

and by conjugation 

(5.48) 

Following the procedure of Sec. III, we again define the ac
tion of an operator linear over the reals according to Eq. 
(3.4), and requiring linearity over C(l,e n, i.e., that 

(Af)a 5 =A (fa ,), 

we find the superselection rules 
kl kf kf A 00=0, A Oa =A aO =0 (5 Ocr = + 1), 

A~~=A~~=O (SOa=-l), 

A~~=O (Sa8=+I), A~~=O (Sa8=-I). 
(5.49) 

We may therefore write the action of the general operator 
linear over C(1,e n, in a form which displays these super
selection rules explicitly, as 

+ A kl .1, /' (1 + S Oa ) + A kI' .1. / ( I - S 00 ) 
Ou'l'a 2 000/0 2 

+ A ~~¢ g ( I +; Oa ) + 8t (A ~~ ¢ ~ ( I +; a8 ) 

(5.50) 

Operators linear over as E C(1,e,) therefore couple lepton
quark and quark-quark spaces in a way distinct from opera
tors linear over C(l,e7) [compare Eq. (3.8)]. We shall now 
demonstrate: 

Statement 5: The generalized phase algebra ~l<; induces 
transformations with the same pattern ofwavefunction conju
gations as that induced by the general operator linear over 
C( l,e n , i.e., it contains the same type of "lepton-quark" and 
"quark-quark" transitions. 

To prove this statement, we use the general relations 
given in Eq. (5,13) and the decomposition Eq. (5.36). First, 

consider the action of pK", for a = 1,2,3: 

Since e7 anticommutes with PO-P
" 

and commutes with 
PO+P7, we obtain 
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Po "'~(Pos Oa -P,) 

and hence 

fPoP~a 

=- 2:e p po[",r C+;oa )-"'~ C-;ou )ea]. 
(5.51) 

Next consider (a= 1,2,3) 

By the same argument used above, we obtain 

fP aP~O 

= - L e kPO [",~* C+; Oa )_"'~ (!_~; Oa )]. 

(5.52) 

Finally, we study the expression (a,f3= 1,2,3) 

The argument used above is again applicable when we write 

(PoS ap+ P7) 

(
1 +S ap ) ( 1-5 up) 

= 2 (PO+P7)- 2 (PO-P7 ), 

and we obtain 

fP aP~P 

= f: e k PO [C+; ap) "'~ -C -; ap )"'~*le p. 

(5.53) 

Comparing the results (5.51), (5.52), (5.53) with the form of 
Eq. (5.50), along with the known action of p& =P 0, we see 
that the phase algebra m5 induces transformations in accor
dance with Statement 5. • 

We emphasize that the operators linear over e ~, as de
fined by Eq. (5.50) and the generalized phase algebra ~rs' 
induce "lepton-quark" and "quark-quark" transforma
tions with a pattern of linearity and antilinearity that is dif
ferent for each of the eight choices of S. According to the 
remarks made in our discussion of Eq. (3.8), this choice 
therefore influences the structure of "leptoquark" and "di
quark" currents present in the corresponding field theory. 

We now turn to a discussion of the symmetries associat
ed with the generalized phase algebra and with automor
phisms of C7 • We shall confine our discussion to m.+., al
though similar arguments are valid for ms in general, using 
the scalar product (J,g) Ct ' defined in Eq. (5.22), for the con
struction of the complex Hilbert space. 

The transformations m that leave pure states invariant, 
i.e., satisfying [Eq. (4.50)] 
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have the property 

Ll a apl 2 =1. 
P 

(5.54) 

At the beginning of this section, we discussed the expecta
tion value of an operator A linear with respect to m. The 
scalar product appropriate for the discussion of operators of 
this type is the one defined by Eq. (5.19). Due to the proper
ties of the trace" however, [as for the norm (5.20)], 

!tr(f,Af) ~[=trif,Af)· (5.55) 

The generalized phase algebra m does not respect the super
selection rules associated with the physical description of 
obervables defined to be linear over ~r (Statement 3). The 
linear manifolds of JY'~[ span all of the superselection sub
spaces; it is the requirement of linearity with respect to this 
algebra which confines the action of the observables to each 
minimal ideal. Although the general vector J, which has 
components in more than one of the ,)Y' a' corresponds to a 
mixed state in the sense of Eq. (4.40), we may still ask for the 
subalgebra ofm which leaves Eq. (5.55) invariant. With this, 
we many extend the notion of generalized phase and the 
scope of the associated gauge transformations. 

In this extension, we obtain: 

Statement 6: The subalgebra of~r which leaves expecta
tion values of operators linear over 21 invariant is its unitary 
subgroup V (4), and is a realization of the V (4) in variance of 
the complex scalar product. 

To prove Statement 6, we first discuss in a little more 
detail the properties of an operator linear over m. We shall 
treat the algebra n ... in what follows, and suppress the index 
+ + +. Similar arguments are valid for any of the ~[5' Com
paring Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38) with Eq. (3.8), we see that the 
transformationf ~f8 can be performed by the operators B 
(linear with respect to e7), where (a = 1,2,3) 

B ~=800<5 klB ~~ = -aa08 ki' 

The condition oflinearity, 

(Afa) = (Af)a, 

is therefore equivalent to 

ABf=BAJ, 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

i.e., A and B commute. With the help of Eqs. (3.12) and 
defining B as in Eq. (5.56), we obtain ' 

3 
(BA )kl =ao..4 kl _ " a A kl*, 

00 00 ~ all (tIl 

a=l 

3 

(AB )kl kl" * kl* 
00=80oA 00- .t:.. 8 0u A Ou ' 

a=1 
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( BA )kl kl* "* kl a(3 = -aoaA 0(3 + L ayaA y(3' 
y 

( AB )kl _ * kl "* kl a(3 - - afJOA aO + L a(3yA ay 
y 

(S.S8) 

With the requirement (S.S7), i.e., that [A ,B) =0, it follows 
from Eqs. (S.S8), which must be valid for all a E ~, that 
(a= 1,2,3) 

A kl =A kl =0 
all Ou , 

A ~~ =0 (a=F(J), 

(S.S9) 

For operators A, linear over ~{, we therefore have 

A/= IekPo(A~¢b+ ± A~* ¢~ea} 
~I a=1 

(S.60) 

I t will be necessary for us to examine in some detail the struc
ture of if ,Af). Introducing the notation 

J daf*Af=if,Af) , 

where da is a measure on the manifold over which the com
plex wavefunctions are defined, we find (a,/3=FO 

if,Af) 

= £; f da( - t e (3¢r +¢~* )Po 

-" J d ( "k kl ./, I ./, k* kl I -L a -LtP(3e(3PoA oo'f'o+'f'o PoAootPo 
kl (3 

(S.61) 

The first term ofEq. (S.61) contains the ((3,0), ((3+3,0), 
((3,7), ((3 + 3,7) parts of (f ,Af), the second contains the (0,0), 
(7,0), (0,7) and (7,7) parts, the third the ((3,a), ((3+3,a), 
((3,a + 3), ((3 + 3,a + 3), and the last term, the (O,a), (7,a), 
(O,a + 3), (7 ,a + 3) parts. Since these all involve the real and 
imaginary parts of independent wavefunctions, all of these 
pieces are independent. This is the result we shall need, but 
we note in passing that only the second and third terms can 
contribute to the trace. Breaking up the wavefunctions into 
real and imaginary parts for the calculation, and recombin
ing terms, we find 
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tr(f,Af) 

=trJ da¢rpoA~tPb+~trJ da¢~PaA~¢~ 

=kReJ da¢r A ~tPb+k~ ReJ datP~A ~tP~. 
(S.62) 

We now return to the question of the invariance of the 
expectation value of an operator linear over~. We require 
that 

trifa),A ifa»~=tr( (f,Af) ~aa*) 

= tr(f,Af) ~r. 

Calling b=aa* -lE, Eq. (S.63) can be written as 
3 

I tr«(f,Afha)JJa(3b) =0. 
a(3=O 

Now, due to the linearity of A, one finds 

(f,Af ha) c=(f ,Af) a(3 +(f,Af) a+3,(3+3 

+e,[(f,Af) a.(3+3 -(f,Af) a+3,(3]' 

and hence, Eq. (S.64) implies 

3 

I ([ (f ,Af) a(3 + (f,Af) iH 3,(3+ 3 ]( Reb(3a) 
a(3=O 

(S.63) 

(S.64) 

(S.6S) 

- [(f,Af) a,{3+ 3 -(f,Af) a+3,(3]( Imb{3a) l =0. (S.66) 

The independence of the pieces of (f,Af) appearing in Eq. 
(S.66) which we have already established, then implies that 
b = 0 (if A is restricted to operators self-adjoint in cW'~1' then 
Eq. (S.66) implies only that the symmetric part of Reba {3 and 
the antisymmetric part of Imb{3a vanish; since b=aa* -1, 
this is, however, all ofb{3a)' In terms of the components ofa 
in C( 1 ,e,), the expectation value of an operator linear with 
respect to ~{ is invariant under transformation induced by 
a E ~{ satisfying 

I aa{3a;{3 =8 "Y' 
(3 

that is, the transformations ofU(4). 

(S.67) 

Since a E ~l commutes with e" it is easy to see that the 
complex scalar product is invariant under these 
transformations: 

(fa,ga)c=tr( (f,g) aa*) +e,tr( (f,g)e, aa*) 

=(f,g) c' • (S.68) 

In the last part of this section, we discuss a class of 
automorphisms of the algebra and its connection to the U(4) 
symmetry of the states. It is well known that G2 is the group 
of automorphisms of the Cayley algebra. The fact that Po 
determines, through the equivalence relations given by Eqs. 
(2.20), multiplication rules for elements of the Clifford alge
bra which are equivalent to that of the octonions implies: 
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Statement 7: The automorphisms o/Cl which leave Po 
invariant provide a realization o/the group Gz in the ideal 
generated by Po. 

We wish to make this realization explicit. Let 

U= IUkIPkl' 

where U kl E Rand 
7 

2: U kl U ml=o km' 
1=0 

(5.69) 

represent the 0(8) of automorphisms of C7 (in Jf'.). These 
transformations, acting as a generalized phase in Jf'., leave 
invariant the real scalar product tr(/,g), and correspond to 
orthogonal transformations among IfPkj, k=0,1, ... ,7. If 

7 

UPoU* = 2: U kO U lOP kl =Po, 
kl=O 

(5.70) 

then UkO= ±OkO' The transformations which leave Po invar
iant, up to an over-all sign, are therefore 

7 

U=Po+ 2: t kl P kl' 
kl=l 

The requirement UU* =1 implies 
7 

2: t kit ml =0 km' 
I"~ 1 

(5.71) 

(5.72) 

so that U generates transformations (reducibly) in 0(7). 
Since Po is invariant, the equivalence relations for the I e ~ j, 
defined by 

(5.73) 

are the same as those for the Ie k j. The action of this 0(7) 
projected into the minimal ideal generated by Po is therefore 
that of G2• We shall discuss, in the following, the mechanism 
for this projected action. 

From Eq. (5.71), for k= 1,2, ... ,7, 

e~=(po+ ± tlmPlm)ek(po+ ± tijPji) 
Im=1 kj=1 

7 

= 2: (e It IkPO+PO e It Id 
1=1 

7 

+ 2: t Imt iju mkjP Ii' 
ijlm=1 

where we have defined 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 

so that U mkj = 0, + I according to whether the multiplication 
rules Po e me k = + Po e j are realized or not for the indices 
m,kJ (cyclic). We note that 

UPoe k U*=Po e ~ =Poe~, 

where 
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(5.76) 

(5.77) 

corresponds to the 0(7) of automorphisms that leave eo = 1 
invariant. It is the more highly structured function I e ~ j 
which satisfy the equivalence relations Eqs. (2.20), by con
struction, and not the I e ~ j. In terms ofthe I e ~ j, Eq. (5.74) 
can be written as 

7 

e ~ =e ~Po+Po e ~ + I U mkje ~Poe ;., (5.78) 
mj=i 

which is, in fact, evident from Eq. (5.76) and the fact that the 

P ~ =e ;Poe;- =e ;Poe ;., ij=0,1, ... ,7, 

form a complete basis for C7• For k=l=l, 
7 

Poe~e;=Poe~ 2: tijtnmuljmenPoe;. 
ijnm=l 

(5.79) 

(5.80) 

Choosing a subset of the tij which belongs to the group 
Gz, characterized by the invariance of the antisymmetric 
tensor 

7 

U ijk = 2: tift jm t kn U lmn , 
Imn=1 

we may use the relation 
7 7 

2: t ijl nm U Ijm = 2: U inqt ql' 
mj=1 q=i 

and hence Eq. (5.80) becomes 
7 

Poe~e;=Poe~ 2: UinqtqlenPOe; 
inq=1 

7 

=Po 2: tqltnkeiUinq' 
inq=1 

Again making use ofEq. (5.81), we obtain 
7 7 

2: U inqt nkt ql = 2: t ijU jkl 
nq= 1 j=1 

so that the required equivalence relation, 

Po e ~ e ; = 2: Po U klje ;f ij 
ij 

follows. 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

(5.83) 

(5.84) 

(5.85) 

We have derived Eq. (5.85) by assuming that the tij are 
elements of Gz, but is, in fact, not necessary that the tij satisfy 
Eq. (5.81) in order to obtain this result. Replacing e ~ in Eq. 
(5.80) by the relation given in Eq. (5.77), one obtains 

Po e ~e; 
7 

=Po I e qt qk t ijt nm U Ijme nPoe; 
ijnmq=l 

7 

=Po I t nkt nmt ijU Ijm e ,., 
ijmn=1 

(5.86) 

which reduces to Eq. (5.85) after utilizing the orthogonality 
of the tij in the first two factors. The G2 symmetry, appearing 
in the behavior of the mapping I e k J ---+ ! e ~ J in the equiv-
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alence relations obtained from the ideal generated by Po, 
leads to an algebraic structure which would be obtained if 
the tij were restricted to G2> but is, in fact, valid for all t·· in 
0(7). I] 

We now turn to a discussion of automorphisms on 
wavefunctions of the form Eq. (2.39). In particular, we shall 
be interested in automorphisms which leave the 7 direction 
invariant. If U = Uo leaves e7 invariant, it must belong to m. 
Furtherfore. let Uo leave Po invariant, i.e., 
UoPoU~ = U~oUo = Po; in this case, the representation Eq. 
(5.6) has the form 

(5.87) 

where 

(5.88) 

i.e., a,,{3 belongs to U(3). This result is parallel to that ofEq. 
(5.72), where tij was found to be an element of 0(7); just as U 
defined by Eq. (5.71) acts as an element of G2 in the ideal 
generated by po. Uo defined by Eq. (5.87) must act as an 
element ofSU(3) in the ideal generated by Po, since it belongs 
to a subgroup of G2• We shall make this result explicit in the 
demonstration of: 

Statement 8: The automorphisms of C7 which leave Po 
and e7 invariant provide a realization of SU(3) in the ideal 
generated by Po, and coincides with the SU (3) subgroup of the 
generalized phase U (4). 

Under the automorphisms generated by Uo, ea --+ e~, 
where 

3 

= L (Po e aPa))l~,,+aycPyae ~o) 
)'0 \ 

3 

+ L aa{3p,,{3e aPb~)'fJ' (5.89) 
y/ia{3 co \ 

For the evaluation of the last term, we note that 
Po e;e "e t}d=O only when a=l=f3=1=o, and then 
Po e ;3e "e Ii = +Po. Evaluated on P7, the sign must be oppo
site since e7 anticommutes with the Ie" J. From Eg. (2.13), 
(for E{3afJ the usual totally antisymmetric tensor in three 
dimensions) 

Poe;e "e /j =PoE {3ab (cyclic), 

and therefore we obtain 

Poe ;,e "e f>Po= E {3aS(PO-P7 ). 

As in Eq. (5.74) we therefore have 
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(5.90) 

(5.91) 

3 

+ L E pa15 aqpe u(PO-P7) e ;.a~6· 
/315u1'= 1 

From Eq. (5.92), it is clear that 

Poe ~ =Poe:, 

P7e~=P7e:, 

where, as in Eg. (5.77), 

" 3 
e a = .L a{3ae /3' 

P=I 

(5.92) 

(5.93) 

(5.94) 

where the aaP are elements ofU(3). Again, it is the more 
highly structured functions { e ~ I which satisfy the equiv
alence relations 

3 

(e /3e a) t = .L E /3a6 e 15' 
6=1 

(5.95) 

and not the Ie: J. In terms of the Ie: J, Eq. (5.92) can be 
written, in a form similar to that of Eq. (5.78), as 

It is clear, from Eq. (5.90) and the fact that the transforma
tion that brings ea to e ~ is carried out by a unitary operator 
which leaves Po invariant, that 

(5.97) 

i.e., that the automorphism acts like SU(3) in the ideal gener
ated by Po. To obtain a little more insight into the mecha
nisms involved, we use Eq. (5.96) to obtain 

A " A "J " 
Po e ae {3 =Po e a L € u{31'e u(Po-P,) e l' . 

a1'=1 

Now, 

J 

Poe ;,e : (Po-P,) =Po .L a/3a e parae 1'(PO-P7) 
/31'= 1 

(5.98) 

(5.99) 

where we have used the U(3) relation Eq. (5.88). Hence, 

(5.100) 

As in Eq. (5.96), the occurrence of Po - P7 is necessary due to 
the commutation properties of the lea J (and I e ~ J) with e7· 
The product of ea's does not generate multiplication rules 
through equivalence relations defined on the single nonmini
mal ideal generated by PO+P7. However, projecting out the 
minimal ideal generated by Po, one obtains Eq. (5.97). 
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The automorphisms induced by Uo on wavefunctions of 
the form given in Eq. (5.36) result in the following, 

(5.101) 

and for a*O, 
3 

UclPaU~= I e~Po¢~e~ 
k.a~1 

(5.102) 

Ignoring the transformation of the k indices for our pre
sent purposes (one could alternatively consider wavefunc
tionsf k =Po e "Jforwhich this transformation is trivial), we 
see that the automorphisms generated by Uo coincide (on the 
right) with the action of the generalized phase transforma
tions induced by U ~ E 21. As we have seen, the effect of this 
transformation in the ideal associated with Po is that of 
SU(3), and is the intersection of the U(4) from 2I with the G2 

acting on this ideal due to the automorphisms [Eq. (5.7)] of 
C, which leave Po invariant. 

VI. TENSOR PRODUCTS 

The construction of tensor product spaces is essential 
for the treatment of the many-body problem and for a con
structive approach to field theory. In particular, in a theory 
of leptons and quarks, the one particle Hilbert space is sup
posed to contain an "unobservable" sector, corresponding to 
the quark states. These states playa role in the construction 
of two- and three-body states corresponding to mesons and 
nucleons, when they are combined in such a way that the 
combination lie in the observable parts of the two- or three
body space. 

A tensor product useful for the purposes mentioned 
above should have the following properties: 

(a) The algebraic structure of the tensor product space 
is the same as that of the original Hilbert space; 

(b) it is well-balanced,JJ i.e., it is linear in each factor (up 
to automorphisms); 

(c) for sufficiently well-behaved linear operators acting 
on each factor, there exists a linear operator on the tensor 
product with equivalent action. 

The first of these is required in order that the definition 
of the structure of the Hilbert space, including the field or 
algebra over which it is defined (containing the scalar pro
ducts), be the same for its tensor products. The definitions of 
orthogonality, linear manifolds, transition probabilities, 
etc., are therefore the same for one-particle, two-particle, ... 
states and hence a Fock space can be constructed. The sec
ond requirement asserts that the tensor product of linear 
manifolds is a linear manifold in the tensor product space, 
and the third requirement corresponds to the consistency of 
linear mappings. These last two properties are also essential 
for the construction of a Fock space. The difficulties associ-
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ated with achieving a tensor product of this type with Hilbert 
spaces over quaternions has been discussed by Jauch, Schi
minovich, and Speiser. 17 

We have defined four types of Hilbert space in the 
framework of the vector space over C,. These spaces have 
scalar products belonging, respectively, to JR, C(1,e), m, and 
C)' and the closed linear manifolds associated with each of 
them are closed over the corresponding algebras. The re
quirements (a), (b), and (c) may therefore be imposed on 
tensor products appropriate to each case, and for operators 
linear over the corresponding algebra. They can be satisfied 
trivially for tensor products oOY'IK' and we have constructed 
solutions for tensor products of ,We> valid for operators lin
ear over C( I ,e, ). We shall show that there is no well-balanced 
solution for the tensor product of the spaces Jf"~1 or JY' 0 

representing the action of operators linear over the gauge 
algebra or over C). 

A linear manifold closed over the gauge algebra W is a 
gauge invariant object. The negative result that we have 
cited above implies that there is no closed linear manifold in 
a tensor product space which corresponds to the direct prod
uct of two such gauge invariant manifolds. On the other 
hand, since the algebraic structure of the Hilbert space is 
preserved under the tensor products which take products of 
complex linear manifolds into complex linear manifolds, 
such product manifolds can always be extended to their clo
sure under the gauge algebra ~r in this tensor product space; 
i.e., the actions of the gauge group can be divided out only 
after the tensor products are carried out in a nongauge invar
iant way. This situation is somewhat reminiscent of the 
structure of the Fock space for the electromagnetic field, for 
which annihilation-creation operators are constructed in 
some specified gauge. 

According to condition (a), the tensor product ofvec
torsf, g, belonging respectively to two (isomorphic) Hilbert 
spaces, has the same algebraic structure as that of a vector in 
one of these spaces, i.e., in (,)7''' ® ,W)., 

7 

f ® g= I (f ® g) ijP Ii' 
ijc,o 

(6.1) 

Real linearity (the reals are a subalgebra of every algebra 
that we shall consider) then requires that 

(f® g) ij= I Tij(k~mn)fkigllln' (6.2) 
klmll 

where the tensor product of real functions is defined in the 
usual way (direct product). Since we shall require property 
(c) as well, there is no loss of generality in taking the set of 
coefficients [Tij(kl mn) l to be real (and not real linear opera
tor) valued. Although the existence of tensor products for 
£' IK follows trivially from the existence of tensor products 
for JY'co some points can be clarified more easily by first 
demonstrating: 

Statement 9: There exist tensor products, satisfying the 
properties (a), (b ), and (c ),for Hilbert spaces of type .:W'JR; in 
this case, linearity refers to the real subalgebra JR ofC,. 

Sincef ij ---+ f ijA whenf - fA, and A E R, condition (b) 
is trivially satisfied. Using Eg. (3.3) to represent the action of 
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the general operator linear over R, requirement (c), that is, 
that there exists an operator A (12) such that 

must define the operator AI 12). The coefficients Tkl can be 
chosen with a property analogous to that of Clebsch
Gordan coefficients, with all explicit indices corresponding 
to magnetic quantum numbers, e.g., 

A"2)(f ® g)=A"Y ® A(2)g (6.3) 

is represented by 

(A"Y ® A(2)g)ij L T kl(Pqlp 'q') T kl' (pqlpq') =8 kk,8 II'; 
pq.p',q' 

(6.6) 

= L T ij (k~mn)( .J2/~~~pqf pq)( .J2/~~.pq' g pq' ) 
klmn 
pq.p'q' 

in this case, Eq. (6.5) can be solved for the operators .J2/~)n. 
We now turn to the proof of: 

= L .J2/ij~~) T kl (pqlpq') f pqg pq' , (6.4) 
kl,pq 
pq' 

where the action of .J2/1 12) on the real tensor productf pqg p 'q' 
is defined by this equation, Since we are not interested at 
present in questions of domains and closure, we shall assume 
that A I 1 ) and A (2) are bounded operators in their respective 
spaces, Hence Eq, (6.4) must be valid for every f,g, and 
therefore 

Statement 10: There exist tensor products, satisfying the 
properties (a), (b) and (c),Jor Hilbert spaces of type JY'c; in 
this case, linearity refers to the complex subalgebra C(1,e7) of 
c7• 

= L T ij(k~n) .J2/~~~pq .J2/~~,p'q' (6.5) 
kl.mn 

To work with complex linearity, it will be convenient to 
introduce the complex-valued elements defined in Eq. (2.38) 
and, furthermore, to define 

E~ =(f ® g) kO -(f ® g) k7e7, 

E~ = -(f ® g) ka -(f ® g) k,a+3 e7, 

and, for the coefficients, 

r ~ = T kO - T k7 e7, 

r~ = - T ka - T k,a+3e7' 

(6.7) 

(6,8) 

Substituting these expressions in Eq. (6.1), we obtain 

Eb = I ta¢~x;[rb(k,Olm,O) + e7rb(k7 ImO) - rb(k7Im7) + e7r b(kOlm7)] 
k,m 

+ !l,brx;·[rb(k,Olm,O) - e7rb(k7ImO) - rb(k7Im7) - e7rb(kOlm7)] 

+ !1,b~x;·[rb(k,Olm,O) + e7rb(k 71mO) + rb(k 71m7) - e7r~(kOlm7)] 

+ L I !¢~x:.;'[ - rb(kOlma) + e7rb(kOlm,a + 3) - e7r b(k 7lma) - rb(k 7lm,a + 3)] 
k,m,a 

+ !l,brX:.;'·[ - rb(kOlma) - e7rb(kOlm,a + 3) + e7rb(k 7lma) - rb(k7Im,a + 3)] 

+ !1,b~X:.;'·[ - rb(kOlma) - e7r b(kOlm,a + 3) - e7rb(k 7lma) + r~(k 7lm,a + 3)] 

+ !I,brx:.;' [ - rb(kOlma) + e7rb(kOlm,a + 3) + e7rb(k7Ima) + rb(k 7lm,a + 3)] 

+ W~;[ - rb(kalmO) + e7r b(k,a + 31mO) - e7r b(kalm7) - rb(k,a + 31m7)] 

+ !1,b~·X;·[ - rb(kalmO) - e7r~(k,a + 31mO) + e7r~(kalm7) - rb(k,a + 3Im7)] 

+ !I,b~;.[ - rb(kalmO) + e7rb(k,a + 31mO) + e7rb(kalm7) + rb(k,a + 3Im7)] 

+ !1,b~·X;[ - rb(kalmO) - e7r b(k,a + 31mO) - e7rb(kalm7) + rb(k,a + 31m7)] l 

+ L 1!1,b~;[rb(kalmf3) - e7 rb(k,a + 3Imf3) - e7rb(kalm,/3 + 3) - r~(k,a + 31mf3 + 3)] 
k,m,a,/3 
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+ !t/!~*xr[r~(kalmP) + e7 r~(k,a + 3lmp) + e7 r~(kalm,/J + 3) - r~(k,a + 31m,/J + 3)] 

(6.9) 

The part of the direct product in the "nonobservable" space E~, is given by Eq. (6.9) with r~ replaced by r~, since these are 
distinguished only by making linear combinations with respect to subscript indices of the coefficients Tkl• Our purpose in display
ing the structure of Eq. (6.9) is to demonstrate that the coefficients of t/!~X ~, t/! ~* X ~* .... are linearly independent, and any 
subset may be chosen to vanish. We shall require, to satisfy property (b), first of all, that 

E(j ® (gz»=(E(j ® g»z 
and 

E«(jz) ® g)=E(j ® g)z, 

for every z E C(I,e7)' Then, according to Eq. (2.4), 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Equations (6.10) and (6.12) require that the coefficients ofterms including the factors X ~*, X: vanish in Eqs. (6.9) and that the 
coefficients of the terms with factors X ~, X:* vanish in the corresponding equations for E~. Equations (6.11) and (6.12) 
require that the coefficients of terms including the factors t/!~*, t/! ~ vanish in Eqs. (6.9), and that coefficients of the terms with 
factors t/! ~, t/! ~* vanish in the corresponding equations for l:~. These conditions are satisfied only if the following relations are 
valid: 

r~(kOlmO) = e7r~(kOlm7), r~(k 71m7) = - e7r~(k7ImO), 

r~(kOlma) = e7r~(kOlma + 3), r~(k7Im,a + 3) = - e7r~(k7Ima), 

r~(kalmO) = e7r~(kalm7), r~(k,a + 31m7) = - e7r~(k,a + 31mO), r~(kalmp) = e7 r~(kalmp + 3), 

r~(k,a + 31m,/J + 3) = - e7 r~(k,a + 3lmp), r~(kOlmO) = - e7r~(kOlm7), r~(k7Im7) = e7r~(k7ImO), 
r~(kOlma)= -e7r~(kOlma+3), r~(k7Im,a+3)=e7r~(k7Ima), r~(kalmO)= -e7r~(kalm7), 

r~(k,a + 31m7) = e7r~(k,a + 31mO), r~(kalmp) = - e7 r~(kalmP + 3), r~(k,a + 31m,/J + 3) = e7 r~(k,a + 3lmp), 

r~(k7Im7)= -r~(kOlmO), r~(kOlma)= -r~(k7Im,a+3), r~(kalmO)= -r~(k,a+3Im7), 

r~(kalmp) = - r~(k,a + 31m,/J + 3), r~(k7Im7) = - r~(kOlmO), r~(kOlma) = - r~(k 71m,a + 3), 

r~(kalmO) = - r~(k,a + 31m7), r~(kalmP) = - r~(k,a + 31m,/J + 3). (6.13) 

The first 16 of these relations are adequate for Eq. (6.10) and the remaining eight additional relations are required to satisfy Eq. 
(6.11) as well. We therefore obtain34 the following, expressed in terms of the remaining independent coefficients: 

E~= I t/!;x ~ r~(k(~mO)- I [t/!;x ,:*r~(k(~ma)+ t/!~' X ~ r~(kalmO)] + I t/! ~* X rr~(kalmP), (6.14 ) 
k.m k,m,a k,m,a,f3 

E~ = I t/!;' X (tr~,(kqmO)- I [t/!;* X ': r~(kO~a)+t/!~x ~*r~(kalmO) ] + I t/!~X '/31 r~,(kalmp). (6.15) 
k,m k.m.a k,m,a.f3 

The structure of this result is evident. What we have done in the course of our demonstration is to make explicit the relations 
which must be imposed on the independent coefficients of the general direct product in order to assure the validity of property 
(b). By a different choice of surviving terms in Eqs. (6.9), a tensor product linear in the second factor and antilinear in the first 
(thus accommodating the automorphism z ---+ z*), for example, can be obtained. 

We shall not discuss here the symmetry properties of the coefficients remaining in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) which would 
correspond to the structure of tensor products with definite quantum statistics, nor shall we discuss the question of 
associativity. 

We shall now show that this tensor product is consistent with property (c). According to Eq. (3.8) for complex linear 
operators Ac Bo 

(A J)k = I {A ~t/!b+ IA ;~t/!:,A %t/!b" + IA ;~t/!~}, 
I a f3 

(B rg) k = I {B~xb+ IB~X: ,B~6 + IB~~X~}' 
I a f3 
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and hence, substituting these relations into Eq. (6.14) and (6.15), we require the existence of a complex linear operator Cc 
defined on the tensor product space such that 

(CcE)~ = I r~(kolmo)(A ~f/!b + IA ~~f/!~")(B~rxb' + I Bwfxr) 
k,m a P 
I,/' 

- I [r~(kOlma)(A~f/!b+ IA~~f/!~")(B~xb'*+ 4B;:irx~) 
k,m,a P P 

1,1' 

r iCk I O)(A kl".I,I ~A kl".,,1")( ml' I' ~ m/' /'")) + 0 a m uO 'f'O + t ap 'f'P Boo Xo + fr B opXp' 

~ riCk I {3)(A kl".J,! ~A kl"",I")( ml'* I' ~ ml'" I'") + LOam aO'f'O+ 4 uu''f'u' Bpo Xo + 4Bpu"Xa" , 
k,m,a,p a a 

(6.16) 

1,1' 

(CcE)~= ~r~(kOlmO)(A~"f/!b" + ~A~"f/!~)(BO<J'"xb'" + ~B;;'l*x~) 
1,/' 

- L [r~(kOlma)(A~"f/!b" + LA~rf/!~ )(B;:'~'"xb' + 4B;:'J'"X~~) 
~m~ p p 

1,1' 

+ L r~(kalm{3)(A !~f/!b" + ~A !~'f/!~)(Bpbxb'* + ~Bp~:X~} 
k,m.a.p 

(6,17) 

/,I' 

On the other hand, the action of Cc on the vector Bis also specified by Eq. (3.8), i.e" using Eqs. (6.14) and (6,15) in Eq. (3.8), 

(CcB)~ = L ciio[rb(kOlmO)f/!~X;;' - L !rb(kOlma)f/!~x;:'" + HlkalmO)f/!!"x;;'} + L r b(ka 1m{3)f/!!"X;'] 
k,m,/ a ap 

+ L Cga ,[ r~,(kOlmO)*f/!~x;;' - L !r~,(kOlma)*f/!~x;:'" + r'a,(kalmO)*f/!!"X;;'j 
k,m,l,a' a 

+ L r~.(kalm{3)*f/!!·XP·]' 
up 

(6.18) 

(C (:B)~, =L C~ [rb(k01mO)* t/J~* X;;,* - L !rb(k(~ma) f/!~* X;:' +rb(kalmO) f/!!X;;'*j + L rb(kalm{3)f/!!x p ] 
",m.! a a/1 

+ L C ~~{3 [r ~(kOlmO) f/! 3* X on* - L ! r ~(kOlma) f/!~' X;:' + r ~(kalmO) f/!!X ;;'*j 
k.,m,I,f3 (l 

+ L r~(kalm{3') t/J!X';]. 
f1,{3' 

(6.19) 
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Equating the operators defined by their action on t/J~ ~, t/J ~ ~ *, t/J~ X ~, and t/J~ X ~* in Eqs. (6.16) and (6.18), we find 

I ! r 3 (lWO) C i;h + I r ~.(/WO)* C g;, 
n a' 

= I !r~(kOlmO) A ~;;{' - I r~(ka'lmO)A ~!~B;;{' + I r~(ka'lma")A ~!~B';,!; j, (6.20) 
k.m a' a'a" 

r3(lq/'a) Ci;h+ I r~,(lOll'a)* cg~, 
a' 

= -r~(k~mO) A ~;;;;' + I r~(ka'im O)A ~!;B ;;'~' - I r~(ka'lma")A ~!~B ,;!;, (6,21) 
a' a'a" 

r 3 (lail'O) C ~ + I r ~,(lail'0)* C g~, 
a' 

= -r~(kqmO) A ~~B;;{' + I r~(ka'lmO)A ~!:B;;{' - I r~(ka'lma")A ~!:B ,;!;, (6,22) 
a' a'a N 

r3(/al/'(J) ci;h+ I r~,(lal/'(J)*COa' 
a' 

=r~(k~mO) A~~B:;;J' -Ir~(ka'lmO)A~!:B;;,i + I r~(ka'lma")A~!:B';!;. (6.23) 
a' a'a" 

Comparing coefficients of t/J ; X ~* ,'" in Eqs. (6.17) and (6.19) [in ( C eE) ~], one finds a set of relations with structure similar to 
that of Eqs. (6.20)-(6.23). In this case, the coefficientsr3 on the left-hand side appear conjugated, but ther~, are not; in place 
of C g~, , the operators C~, C ~:, appear, and on the right hand side, one finds r ~ in place of r~, and the complex-valued 
representatives of the complex linear operatorsAo Be appear conjugated relative to their structure in Eqs. (6.20)-(6.23). As in 
Eq. (6.6), we may suppose that the r ~ 's are chosen so that, for a' ,a" ,y,y' =0, 1,2,3, 

I r;*(la'l/'a") r;:(la'l/'a" )=15 ryD nn" (6.24) 
la'.l'a" 

Equations (6.20)-(6.23) and the additional equations obtained from (C cE)~ may then be solved explicitly for the operators 

C~'a'" 
In fact, the conditions ofEq, (6.6) and (6.24) are not necessary; it is only required that the equations be invertable. 

A tensor product defined, for example, as (suppressing superscripts) 

Eo = t/JoX 0- t/J aX :, E a = - t/J aX ~ + t/JoX a' 

obtained in a natural way with the use of octonions by Giinaydin,16 does not satisfy this condition. By following the 

procedure outlined above, one finds the relations 

Coo=AooBoo, 0= - I A aoB :0' 
a 

O=AooB Oa" C Oa'= I A aoB :a" 
a 

- C Oa' =A Oa,Boo, 0 = I A aa,B :0' 
a 

a 

from the alternative forms for (CCE)o, and 

C aO= -A aoB~, O=AooB aO' 

0= -A aoB ~a" C aa,=AooB aa', 

-C aa,=A aa·B~, O=A Oa,B aO, 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

O=A aa,B~, -CarP Pa,=A opB aa' (6.27) 

from the alternative forms for (C~a' Hence, even if the complex linear operators in question do not induce "quark-lepton" 
transitions (these appear, in any case, to be necessary in a theory which attempts to unify weak, electromagnetic and strong 
interactionI8.2o.21), one still finds the conditions 
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a 

for any a', and 

AooB aa'= -A aaB~. (6.28) 

These conditions cannot be valid for arbitrary operatorsA,B, and hence condition (c) cannot be satisfied for a tensor product of 
the type given by Eq. (6.25) (contrary to the assertion made in our earlier study]4). 

We now turn to a consideration of tensor products for the spaces JV~I' and prove 

Statement 11: There is no nontrivial choice of coefficients Tijin the product defined in Eq. (6.2) which can be used to construct 
a tensor product of spaces of type JV~I (with gauge invariant closed linear manifolds) or Yr' c, with the properties (a), (b ), and (c). 

Sincee7 E W, a well-balanced tensor product of spaces of type Yr'~1 must be a restriction of the definition given by Eqs. (6.14) 
and ( 6.15). We shall require first of all that 

E(f ® ga)=E(fa ® g)=E(f ® g)a, (6.29) 

where a E ~r is of the form given in Eq. (5.6). According to Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38), whenf ----+ fa (f=! tP ~,tP ~ I) , 

.1, k .1, k '" .I,k· 
'1'0 ----+ 'l'oaoo - ~ 'l'a' aa'O' 

a' 

Substituting this transformation into the first two parts of Eq. (6.29), i.e., 

E(f ® g a) ~= [r~(kqmO) tP ~ - ~ (ka'lmO) tP ~~ ](x ;;'aoo - ~x ;'ayO) 

and 

+ I (I tP ~* a/3a' - tP ~ a~a') [I r ~(ka'lmr) X ;* - r ~(ka'lmO) x;;' ] 
a' /3 y 

E(fa ® g);, =(tP~* a~-~ tP ~,a:)[ r~(kqmO) x;;,* - ~ r~(kO~r) X; ] 

+ ~ (t tP ~a~a'-tPr aoa) [ ~ r~(ka'lmr)x; -r~(ka'lmO)X;;'*] 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

Comparing the coefficients of tP ~X ;7* and tP~~ X;;' from E~, and the coefficients oftPr X; and tP~X;;,' from E~, in Eqs. (6.31) 
and (6.32), we obtain 

+ a yO r b(kqmO) + I r b(kqma') aya' = + r b(kOlmr) aoo + I r b(ka'lmr) ~a" 
a' a' 
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+aoJ~(ka'lmO) + I r~(ka'lmy) a~y = +r~(kOlmO) aa'O + I aa'J~(k 11 m 0), 
y y 

+ r;, (kOlmO) a;{) + I r ~ (kOima') a~a' = + r ~ (kQmy) ~ + I r ~ (ka '1m y) aOa" 
d d 

+ r;, (ka'lmO) a~ + I r ~ (ka'lmy) Soy = + r ~ (kOlmO) a:,o + I r ~ (k1'1mO) a:,y' (6.33) 
}' y 

Since all of the 16 complex numbers representing a E ~1 are 
independent, it follows from the first of these equations that 
r~(kOlmO)= r~(kalm(J)=rb(kOlm(J)=O, and from the 
second that r ~(kalmO) = 0 as well. The same conclusion fol
lows for the r ~ from the last two equations, and hence the 
first equality of Eqs. (6.29) admits only the trivial solution 
for the coefficients of the tensor product [comparing only 
Eqs. (6.31) with Ea, one finds a nontrivial solution corre
sponding to a tensor product linear only on the right factor; 
such a solution would not be useful in constructing a Fock 
space]. 

Finally, if we admit that the f aapl on the right side Eq. 
(6.33) differ from those on the left by an automorphism, the 
conclusion is the same (the proof is a little more involved). 

Since ~( is a subalgebra of C7, and we have shown that 
there is no well-balanced tensor product over 21, there is none 
over C7 either. • 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed an approach to the construction ofa 
Hilbert space with a gauge group (in the fundamental repre
sentation) in the simplest case in which the associative alge
braic structure has a restriction to the nonassociative 
normed division algebra of oct onions and its automorphism 
group to the exceptional Lie group G2 • 

Given the structure of the linear manifolds, corre
sponding to the elements of the lattice of propositions of the 
associated quantum theory," the corresponding gauge sym
metry (generalized phase algebra) is determined by the ap
plication of Gleason's theorem to the construction of phys
ical states. One finds that the generalized phase algebra is the 
commutant in the full algebra of the subalgebra over which 
the linear manifolds are closed. The action of the generalized 
phase algebra on vectors of the Hilbert space has the same 
algebraic pattern as that of operators linear over the corre
sponding subalgebra because these operators must also com
mute with the subalgebra, in the sense A (fa) = (Af)a, for a an 
element of the subalgebra. This commutant relation leads to 
a kind of duality between the structure of linear manifolds 
and the corresponding gauge symmetry. We have, in par
ticular studied four types of linear operators, A R' A co A ~I' 
and A ( , associated with manifolds linear over the corre-, 
sponding subalgebras. In the form "linear manifolds+-+gen-
eralized phase algebra," we may express this duality for the 
cases we have considered here as 

~i<*-~C), ,w'c+-+~r, 

;r ~I~C, ,:ir"'c ~lR. (7.1) 

The construction of tensor products was examined for 
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~ach type of space listed in the relations (7.1). The require
ment that the tensor product be well balanced, i.e., that the 
product of linear manifolds correspond to a linear manifold 
in the tensor product space, precludes the construction of a 
consistent tensor product for JY'n or JIt' c,. The linear mani
folds of JIt' c are invariant under complex phase (but not un
der ~ or C7), and this is the largest invariance that can be 
carried along with tensor products. Manifolds invariant un
der ~ can, of course, be constructed in the image space of 
jV'c ® JIt' c -+ Jlt'o since its algebraic structure is the same 
as that of the constituent spaces. 

If the algebra ~ is to function as the gauge degrees of 
freedom of a physical theory, the self-adjoint operators re
presenting physical observables should be invariant under its 
action, i.e. these operators should be linear over ~. The re
presentation of the quantum theory of such a system in JIt' c 
then, as pointed out in Statement 3, displays superselection 
rules for the subs paces Jlt'a' a=0,1,2,3. The U(4) from ~r 
which leaves invariant the expectation values of operators 
linear over ~I (Statement 6) contains an SU(3) subgroup 
which coincides with the automorphisms of the algebra 
which leave Po and e, invariant (Statement 8). As long as this 
gauge subgroup remains unbroken, the subspaces G~ a' 

a = 1,2,3, transform coherently among each other, but no 
measurement of an observable can put their phase relation in 
evidence. The fact that pure states in this subspace cannot be 
prepared or detected suggests that some difficulty may arise 
in the formulation of a second quantized theory in which 
individual quanta are observable. 

The physical manifestation of supers election rules, on 
the other hand, is usually associated with some dynamical 
phenomenon, such as a parameter that becomes very large 
(e.g., the size of a ferromagnet), and our algebraic formula
tion here makes no reference to dynamical constraints which 
could lead to the algebraic structure we have used. We 
should emphasize, however, that the SU(3) of algebraic au
tomorphisms which enforce the preservation of this part of 
the gauge symmetry is effected in an ideal of the algebra, and 
in the same ideal, the elements of the C, algebra behave as the 
elements of the nonassociative Cayley or octonian algebra. 
Giinaydin, Piron, and RueggS have recently shown that the 
projective geometry associated with the octonian algebra is 
consistent with the axioms of the quantum theory although 
it does not satisfy the Desargues theorem and hence cannot 
be embedded in the larger projective geometry that may be 
represented by a Hilbert space. l' As Biedenharn and van 
Dam3

' have explained, the Moufang projective plane, coor
dinatized by octonians, has translations but not dilatations, 
while a Desarguesian projective plane has both. Coordina
tizing the Galilean null plane subdynamics [SL(3,R )J with 
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octonians, an embedding into the Poincare group is then not 
accessible since the required dilatation is not available. 

There are, therefore, indications that the nonassociati
vity of the octonian algebra is associated, as Giirsey5 pro
posed some time ago, with the nonobservability of isolated 
quarks. The connection between these algebraic constraints, 
in the context of a unified theory rich enough in structure to 
support them, and the attemptsJ6 to achieve confinement 
through the dynamical properties of non-Abelian gauge 
fields remains a challenging problem. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL FORM OF AN 
OPERATOR LINEAR OVER THE REALS 

In Sec. III, the structure of an operator linear over the 
complex subalgebra C(1,e,) was obtained from the general 
form of an operator linear over the reals. In this Appendix 
we shall verify Eq. (3.3). 

Let I cP n 1 be a complete orthonormal set in the (separa
ble) Hilbert space JVR, so that fortE JVIR 

n 

and, since 

tr(cpn'cp m)=O /1m' 

A n = tr( cP /I I) 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Using the representation ofEq. (2.25), Eq. (A2) may be writ
ten as 

A" = L (cp /lijlij)' 
ij 

(A3) 

If A is an operator linear over the reals, and is defined on the 

CP/l' then 

A/= LA (cp /l A n)= L (A cP nH /I' 
n n 

Using Eq. (AI) again, we obtain the representation 

A cP /I = L cP m a mn , 
m 

where a mn E IR. With the help of Eq. (A3), we then find 
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= L CPmam/l(CPnijlij)' 
ijmn 

or 

(A/)ij= L CPmijamn(CPnkllkl)' (A4) 
klmn. 

The linear mapping defined by Eg. (A4) is explicitly of the 
form of Eg. (3.3). 

APPENDIX B: ANTILINEAR STRUCTURE 

If l1/1o,1/1al represents the vector/in the sense ofEq. 
(2.39), Eq. (3.8) indicates that a complex linear operator A 
can bring 1/1 a into the "lepton" sector of Af, and 1/10 into the 
"quark" sector 'Of Af, but with complex conjugation. This 
structure is induced by the fact that under the operation 
/ - /z, 1/10 - 1/1oZ. and 1/1 a - 1/1 aZ*· The antilinear structure of 
such a space can be exhibited by representingfby the column 
matrix (we shall use an index convention) 

(BI) 

where K is the operator of complex conjugation,22 satisfying 

Kt=K, K2=1, KzK=z*. 

The "natural" scalar product for vectors of the type 
(Bl) is [with a notation of the type introduced in Eq. (5.61)] 

(f,g) K= f dl7(1/1;,Kw:) (t:K) 

(B2) 

This is exactly the complex scalar product defined in Eq. 
(2.45). Complex linear operators then have the following 
structure [see Eq. (3.8)]: 

A = (~o:"K ~ :K). (B3) 

In a similar way, a "natural" tensor product for vectors 
of type (Bl) is 

( 1/10 ) .( Xo ) 
/® g= 1/1~ ® I X~ , (B4) 

where i is the imaginary unit. Multiplying out the relation 
(B4), one obtains 

/ 
_ ( i(1/1oXo-1/1 aX:) ) (BS) 

® g- i(woX a -¢! aX;)K , 

corresponding precisely to the tensor product given by Giin
aydin. 16 The tensor product which satisfies the conditions 
stated in Sec. VI, however, can be obtained with the help of 
some matrix algebra in the space defined by Eq. (B 1). 

Equations (6.14) and (6.lS) can be written in matrix 
form as 
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= (.1. .1.') (rO ( 010) 
.:; = 'l'o''I'a ro(alO) 

:;' y _ ( .1.* .1. ) (r 1'(0 P) 
- - 'I',,''I'a r y(alO) 

It follows from the relation 

that the transpose has the following property: 

It then follows that Eq. (B6) can be written as 

- (.1. K .1. ) (1 0) (ro(OIO) r o(0{3») 
':;0= '1'0, 'I' a 0 K ro(alO) ro(a'{3 ) 

or 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

Since the structure of Eq. (B 1 0) assures complex linearity in 
both factors of the tensor product in the "lepton" part, the 
additional conjugation supplied by the quaternion factors 
imply that gr must be essentially the complex conjugate of a 
form similar to Eq. (BIO) [this can be explicitly seen from 
Eq. (B7)]. In terms of the matrix algebra, 

0) ( 1/;0 )K 
K tPa K 

=(~ ~) (~) (Bll) 

and 

(B12) 

With the help ofEgs. (Bll) and (B12), Eq. (B7) can be writ
ten as 

x (~ ~)(~) 
or 
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_ Y ( .1. .1. ) (K r y (OIO)K 
.:; = K'I'o, 'I' {I r rCalO)K 

(B13) 

Note that the coupling matrices for the tensor product de
fined by Egs. (B 10) and (B 13) have the form of the general 
complex linear operator [Eq. (B3)]. 
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Scattering theory and polynomials orthogonal on the unit 
circle 
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The techniques of scattering theory are used to investigate polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. The 
discrete analog of the Jost function. which has been shown to play an important role in the theory of 
polynomials orthogonal on a segment of the real line, is defined for this system and its properties are 
investigated. The relation between the Jost fUnction and the weight function is discussed. The techniques 
of inverse scattering theory are developed and used to obtain new asymptotic formulas satisfied by the 
polynomials. A set of sum rules satisfied by the coefficients in the recurrence relaxation is exhibited. 
Finally, Szego's theorem on Toeplitz determinants is proved using the recurrence formulas and the Jost 
function. The techniques of inverse scattering theory are used to find the correction terms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The techniques of scattering theory have been used re

cently to study the properties of polynomials orthogonal on 
a segment of the real line. I These techniques have formed a 
unified basis for obtaining information about various prop
erties of orthogonal polynomials. It is natural to ask whether 
the same techniques can be applied to other orthogonal 
systems. 

In this paper we extend the theory to polynomials orth
ogonal on the unit circle. Very little in the way of new results 
are obtained. However. we hope to show (1) that as with 
polynomials orthogonal on a segment of the real line. the 
methods of scattering theory form a unified basis for obtain
ing various properties of polynomials orthogonal on the unit 
circle. and (2) that these techniques exhibit close parallels 
between the theory of polynomials orthogonal on the unit 
circle and those orthogonal on a segment of the real line. 

Our program is the following: In Sec. II we define the 
polynomials and derive the recurrence relations they satisfy. 
These formulas plus the initial conditions are taken as funda
mental. Next (Sec. III) the Jost function. which has been 
shown to play an important role in various properties of 
polynomials orthogonal on a segment of the real line. I is 
defined and many of its properties are examined. Since we 
have started with the recurrence formulas. we must show 
that the polynomials are orthogonal. This is done in Sec. IV 
which also contains a formula relating the spectral function 
to the Jost function. In Sec. V the techniques of inverse scat
tering theory are developed. These techniques are used (Sec. 
VI) to develop a new asymptotic formula satisfied by the 
polynomials. A set of sum rules satisfied by the coefficients 
in the recurrence relation is also presented in this section. 
Finally. (Sec. VII) a proof of Szego'S theorem on Toeplitz 
determinants is given. The proof depends only upon the re
currence formulas and some properties of the Jost function. 
The techniques of inverse scattering theory are applied to 
find the correction terms. 

alPresent address: Mathematics Department, Georgia Institute of Technol
ogy, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Our study of these polynomials begins with the spectral 
function and the orthogonality condition. This is done to 
help motivate the recurrence relation [Eqs. (11.7) and (11.9)] 
we want to discuss. 

Let p( () be a bounded. nondecreasing function on 
[ - 1T.1T] with an infinite number of growth points and with 

1 ftT - dp«()-=I=O. 
21T - tT 

(11.1) 

Weare to construct polynomials2
-4 ¢>(Z.n). n = 0.1.2,. ..• 

Z=e i8
• such that: 

(i) ¢>(Z.n) is a polynomial of precise degree n in which 
the coefficient of zn is real and positive. 

(ii) 

1 f1T 
21T -tT ¢(Z.n)¢> (Z.m)dp(8) = ~(n.m)S 

n.m = 0.1.2,..·. (11.2) 

Using standard orthogonalization procedures (see Sec. IV) 
one finds 

Co c.1 C -n 
C 1 C -n+l 

X (11.3) 

Cn_1 c. 1 

Z zn 

where 

1 f7r . Cn = - e- m8dp«(). 
21T -7r 

n = o. ± 1. ± 2 •... 

(11.4) 
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and 

Co C 1 C 2 

C1 Co C 1 

D,,= 

with 

[ 
Z b(n+I)Z"J 

A (n)=a(n) b(n+l)z-n Z-l ' 

where 

a(n)=K(n+l) 
K(n) 

(I1.13) 

(1I.14a) 

C" Cn- I C,,_2 Co and 

(I1.S) 
n= 1,2,3,,···. 

[Equation (11.3) also holds for n=O provided one defines 
D-l= 1.] 

The coefficients of Z" in t/J(Z,n) can be shown from Eq. (11.3) 
to be 

K(n)=( D;:I )112, n=0,1,2, .... (II. 6) 

The theory of positive Hermitian forms tells us that the D" 
are positive (see Ref. 2). 

From the spectral functionp(B) and the orthogonality 
condition one can construct the following set of recurrence 
relations l

•
4

: 

t/J(Z,n + 1)= K (n + 1) Zt/J (Z,n) 
K(n) 

+ a(n+l) zn:i:(lIZn) n;;.O 
K(n) 'I' " 

and 

f (lIZ,n + 1)= K (n + 1) ~ f (lIZ,n) 
K{n) Z 

a{n + 1) + Z - nt/J (Z,n), n;;'O, 
K(n) 

where 

a(n)=t/J (O,n). 

(II. 7) 

(11.8) 

(11.9) 

From Eq. (11.7) and condition (ii) it is not hard to show that 
the leading coeffici~nts of t/J (Z,n)i (lIZ,n + I), and 

t/J (Z,n + 1) satisfy the relation 

(11.10) 

It is convenient to view t/J(Z,n) and i (lIZ,n) as the com
ponents· of a vector function 4f/(Z,n), where 

( 
t/J (Z,n) ) 

4f/(Z,n)= i (lIZ,n) . (11.11) 

The recurrence relations now assume the simple form 

4f/(Z,n + I)=A (n)4f/(Z,n) (11.12) 
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b(n+I)= a(n+l) 
K(n+ I) 

At times we will find it more useful to work with 

t/J*(Z,n)=Z"i (lIZ,n) 

(II. 14b) 

(11.15) 

instead of f (l/Z,n). Equations (11.11), (11.12), and (11.13) 
now become 

( 
t/J (Z,n) ) 

4f/*(Z,n)= t/J *(Z,n) (11.11') 

satisfying 

4f/*(Z,n+ I)=A *(n)4f/*(Z,n) (II. 12') 

with 

[ 
Z b(n+ I)J 

A*(n)=a(n)b(n+I)Z I . (11.13') 

One should note, because ofEq. (II. 10), the a(n)'s and b (n)'s 
are not independent. In fact 

(11.16) 

and since a(n)2 is positive from Eq. (11.14) and condition (i), 

(11.17) 

Thus given a sequence of complex numbers I b (n) 1 satisfying 
Eq. (11.17) one can construct a sequence of polynomials us
ing Eqs. (11.11), (11.12), (11.13), (11.16) and the initial 
condition 

t/J(Z,O) = IIv' CO > O. (11.18) 

We will now take the above equations and the initial condi
tion as the fundamental equations in our discussion of ortho
gonal polynomials.4 •7-

lo 

As a first application, let us examine special cases of the 
following equation, 

(0 -I) 4p*(I'(Z,n+ I) I 0 4f/*<2l(Z',n+ I) 

(0 -1) = 4f/*(!)(Z,n)A *(I)T(n) 1 0 
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XA '(2)(n)tJI*'2)(Z',n) 

[ 
Z b(n+ I)Z] (0 

=tJI*'I)(Z,n)a(n)2 b(n+I) 1 1 

[
_ Z' b(n+I)]tJI*'2)(Z'n) 

X b (n + I)Z' 1 ' , 
(11.19) 

which is 

=tJI*'I)(Z,n)~, -0)1/I*'2)(Z',n). (11.20) 

(A T means a transpose here.) Let us set Z = Z' (Wronskian 
theorem). Equation (11.20) becomes, using Eq. (11.15), 

1[1' I>(Z,n + I)(~ ~ 1) 1[1' 2 )(Z,n + 1) 

(0 -1) =1JI'1>(Z,n) 1 0 1[I'2)(Z,n) 

W[I[I'I),1JI'2'], (11.21) 

Thus the Wronskian Wis independent of n. 

With l/J' I> = l/J' 2) (Christoffel-Darboux)/4 Eq. (11.20) 
becomes 

l/J*(Z,n + 1 )l/J(Z ' ,n + 1) - l/J(Z,n + 1)l/J *(Z ' ,n + I) 
= Z ' l/J *(Z,n)l/J (Z' ,n) - Zl/J (Z,n)l/J *(Z' ,n). (11.22) 

For now let us assume that IZ'I = 1. Multiply the above 
equation by lIz,n + 1 = z,n + 1 and divide by 1 - ZZ'. This 
gives us 

l/J*(Z,n + 1) l/J*(Z ',n + 1) - l/J (Z,n + I)l/J (Z ',n + 1) 
I-ZZ' 

l/J *(Z,n)l/J *(Z,n) - ZZ'l/J (Z,n)l/J (Z ',n) 

l-ZZ' 

Adding and substracting l/J(Z,n)l/J(Z,n) to the above equa
tion, then taking the complex conjugate, yields 

l/J*(Z ',n + 1) l/J*(Z,n + 1) - l/J(Z ',n + 1) l/J(Z,n + 1) 
l-ZZ' 

l/J *(Z ' ,n)l/J *(Z,n) - l/J (Z ' ,n)l/J (Z,n) 

l-ZZ' 

+ l/J (Z,n)l/J (Z ' ,n). (11.23) 

Since the numerator and denominator in the above formula 
are polynomials in Z', Eq. (11.23) can be continued to lZ'I=;i:1 
Iteration down yields the Christoffel-Darboux formula, 

l/J*(Z' ,n + 1) l/J*(Z,n + 1) - l/J(Z' ,n + 1) l/J(Z,n + 1) 
l-ZZ' 

= i l/J (Z,i) l/J (Z' ,i). 
i=O 

III. JOST FUNCTION 

(11.24) 

In scattering theory an important role is played by the 
Jost function. It can be shown that the Jost function is identi
cal to the Fredholm determinant of the radial integral equa
tion for the 1=0 radial wavefunction. ' As such, its zeros in 
the Imk > 0 plane give the values of the bound state energies, 
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and its derivative evaluated at these zeros is proportional to 
the bound state normalization constants. 

As analogous function can be defined in the discrete 
scattering theory as applied to polynomials orthogonal on a 
segment of the real line and it has been shown that this func
tion plays an important role in the theory of these orthogonal 
polynomials. I 

In this section we define the Jost function and describe 
some of its properties. 

Assumingthatlimn~ocb (n)=O, Eq. (II. 13) becomes for 
large n, 

AO= lim A(n)=[Z 0_
1
], (111.1) 

n-~oo 0 Z 

Proceeding formally, we introduce two auxiliary solutions, 

(
l/J+(Z,n») 

tJI+(Z,n) = ¢+(Z,n) (III. 2) 

and 

(
l(z,n») 

1/I_(Z,n) = l/J-(Z,n) , (III. 3) 

satisfying Eqs. (11.12) and (11.13) where the components of 
tJI ± are defined by the boundary conditions 

lim 1l/J±(Z,n)-Z ±nl =0, IZI~1 (111.4) 
n~oo 

and 

(III. 5) 
n~oo 

This is possible since the components of tJI + uncouple for 
large n. From Eq. (11.20) -

W[ 1/1_,1/1+] = 1. (111.6) 

Thus tJI+(Z,n) and 1/I_(Z,n) are linearly independent and 

I/I(Z,n) = f(Z) tJI+(Z,n) + f.(Z) tJI_(Z,n), IZ 1 = 1, (III. 7) 

where 

f± = +I/I(z,n)(~ 1 ~)tJI ±(Z,n) (III. 8) 

which in component form is 

f.(Z)=l/J+(Z,n)i (l/Z,n)-¢+(Z,n)l/J (Z,n) (III.9) 
and 

f(Z) = l/J-(Z,n)l/J (lIZ,n) -l(Z,n)i (lIZ,n). (111.1 0) 

For IZ 1= 1 Eqs. (11.13), (11.14), (111.4), and (111.5) show that 

i (l/Z,n)=l/J (Z,n), l/J+(Z,n) =l/J-(Z,n), (111.11) 

and 

¢+(Z,n) = ¢_(Z,n). 

Therefore, 

f.(Z) =f(Z) (111.12) 

for IZ 1= 1. Becausef.(Z) is independent of n, it is convenient 
to evaluate Eq. (111.8) in the limit n-+oo since there tJI+(Z,n) 
assumes a simple form. In particular 
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/.(Z)= lim Z n¢" (l/Z,n) = lim ¢ *(Z,n). (111.13) 
n--ct:J 

We shall call/.(Z) the Jost function for polynomials ortho
gonal on the unit circle since it wiII be shown to play the same 
role in the theory of these polynomials as the analogous func
tion does in scattering theory. 

In order to investigate the properties of the Jost func
tion, we will find it convenient at this point to introduce the 
techniques of Banach algebras. Thus, let A denote the class 
of functions integrable on [ - 1T,1T] with 

J(B)z f J(K) eiKO, (111.14) 
K= ~ 00 

where 

L1f(K)1 < 00. 

A is a Banach algebra8 with norm 

Ilfll = L1f(K )1· (111.15) 

Let A • and A - denote those functions in A which are of the 
form 

g( B) = f g(K )eiKO (III. 16) 
K=o 

and 
o 

h(B)= L h(K) eiKO (III. 17) 
K=-oo 

respectively. A • and A - are also Banach algebras. 

If 

f Ib(n)1 < 00, (III. 18) 

then it has been shown thatj.(Z) is 

(i) analytic inside the unit circle and continuous on it,4 

(ii) nonzero inside and on the unit circle,3.4.9.ll 

(iii) an element of A '.10 

As to the properties of ¢.(Z,n) and ~.(Z,n), we show in 
Appendix A that if I b (n) l satisfy Eq. (III. 18), then ¢.(Z,n) 
and ¢.(Z,n) are analytic inside and continuous on the unit 
circle and they are elements of A '. Throughoutthe rest of this 
paper, we will assume that I b (n) l satisfy Eqs. (111.18) and 
(11.16). 

IV. CONSEQUENCES 
Having defined the Jost function and examined some of 

its properties in the previous section, we now investigate the 
role it plays in various properties of orthogonal polynomials. 
In particular, we derive the following: 

(i) (orthogonality relation) 

- ¢ (Z,n)(Z,m)dp(B) 1 JTT 
21T - 1T 

= 6(n,m), Z = eiO
, m,n = 0,1,2, .. " (IV.l) 

where 

dB 
dp(fJ)=O"(B)dBz I/.(Z)12 ' (IV. 2) 
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(ii) 

/.(Z) = exp( - 1/41T) fTT InO"(B)( exp(~B) + Z )dB, 
- TT exp(IO) - Z 

IZ 1< 1. (IV.3) 

To obtain the orthogonality relation [condition (i)],3,4 exam
ine the following integral 

I = _I_JTT ¢.(Z,n) ¢ (Z,m) dB, Z = eiO, 
21T - TT j.(Z) 

n';;m. (IV.4) 

Solving for ¢.(Z,n) in Eq. (III.7) and then substituting the 
result into Eq. (IV .14) using Eqs. (1I1.11) and (111.12) yields 

_1 f1T ¢.(Z,n) ¢(Z,m) dB 
21T - 1T £.(Z) 

= _1 JTT ¢ (Z,n)¢ (Z,m) dB 
21T - 1T 1/.(Z)12 

+ _1_ ItT ¢ (Z,n) ¢ (Z,m) dB, 
21T - 1T j.(Z) 

z = eiO
, n';;m. (IV.5) 

In order to evaluate these integrals, we need the following 
limits: 

n- 1 

(a) lim¢ (Z,n) = b (n)K (0) II a(z) = a(n), 
Z~ i=1 

n-I 

(b) lim¢" (lIZ,n) = Z - nK (0) II a(z) = Z - nK (n), 
Z~ i=1 

(IV.6) 

(c) lim¢.(Z,n) = Z nIT a(z) = Z n K (00) 
Z~ ;=n K(n) 

(d) 

lim~.(Z,n) = - Zh (n + 1) IT a(z) 
Z~ i= n 

= -Z K(oo) ii(n + 1) , 
K(n) K(n + 1) 

where Eq. (11.14) has been used. These limits are easily ob
tained using Eqs. (II. 11 ) and (II. 12) and the boundary condi
tions the functions satisfy. 

Returning to Eq. (IV.5), take the complex conjugate of 
the second term on the right-hand side. Now using limits a 

and b above and the fact/.(Z)=;t:O for \ZI< 1, it is easy to see 
that this term is equal to zero. The term on the left-hand side 
is evaluated using limits band c and is equal to zero for n > m 
and one if n = m. Combining the above results, one finds 

_1_ f1T ¢(Z,n) ¢(Z,m) dB = 6(n,m) 
21T - 1T I/.(Z W 

Z = eiO, n';;m. (IV.7) 

For m,;;n examine the integral 
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1= _1_ f11" cP+(Z,m)cP(Z,n) d (), 
21T -11" j.(Z) 

(IV.S) 

Using the above procedures, we obtain 

_1_ f11" cP(Z,m)cP(Z,n) d() = c5(n,m) 
21T _ tT 1j.(Z) 12 

Z=ei8, m>n. (IV.9) 

Taking the complex conjugate of the above equation and 
combining it with Eq. (IV.7), gives 

_1_ ftT cP(Z,n) cP(Z,m) d () = c5(n,m), 
21T _ tT 1j.(Z) 12 

Z = ei8 n,m = 0,1,2, .. ·. (IV. 10) 

This result allows us to identify the weight function with the 
J ost function in the following manner 

u«()::::: 1j.(Z) 1-2
•

3 
•• (IV. 11) 

Note that from the above equation, properties III(ii) 
and III(iii) and the Wiener-Levy theorem l2 u«()) is an ele
ment of A. [Baxterl0,I' has shown that this is a necessary and 
sufficient condition on u«().] 

Usually in the theory of orthogonal polynomials u«() is 
given andj.(Z) must be determined. This can be done using a 
modification of the Poisson integral formula to give,···l. 

j.(Z) = exp(l/21T) ftT lno{(){ exp(~cP) + Z }dcP, 
- tT exp(lcP) - Z 

IZ 1 < 1. (IV. 12) 

V.INVERSE SCATTERING THEORY 

In the previous section the methods of scattering theory 
have been used to study orthogonal polynomials. In this sec
tion we introduce the techniques of inverse scattering the
ory. Besides being of interest in their own right, the results 
obtained in this chapter will prove to be very useful in our 
discussion of the asymptotic properties of orthogonal poly
nomials (Sec. VI) and Szego's theorem (Sec. VII). 

We begin with the derivation of the discrete analog of 
the Marchenko equations. Since cP+(Z,n) and ¢+(Z,n) are ele
ments of A + (see Appendix A), they can be written as 

cP+(Z,n)= f Al(n,n,)zn' (V.I) 
fl'=n 

and 

¢+(Z,n)= f A,(n,n,)zn', (V.2) 
n'~l 

where Eq. (lV.6) has been used as a guide. 

Substituting Eqs. (V. I ) and (V.2) into Eq. (III. 7) and 
using Eq. (111.11) yields 

cP(Z,n) _ {'- A ( ')Z -n' ---- L 2 n,n 
j.(Z) n'=l 

+ f A1(n,n')S(z)zn', 12'1= I (V.3) 
n'=n 
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and 

¢(1/Z,n) __ 00 , L Al(n,n,)z-n 
j.(Z) n'~n 

+ ! A 2(n,n')S(z)zn', (V.4) 
n' ~ I 

where 

S(Z) = feZ) = j.(Z) IZ 1 = 1. (V.S) 
j.(Z ) j.(Z) , 

Note from properties III(ii) and III(iii) and the Wiener
Levy theorem,S (Z) is a element ofA. Multiplying Eqs. (V.3) 
and (V.4) by zm - 1/21Ti and integrating around the unit cir
cle gives 

O=A,(n,m) + f Al(n,n')F(n' +m), 
n'=n 

m,n>O (V.6) 

and 

m>n>l, (V.7) 

where 

F(n',m) = i s(z)zn' + m _. I dz., IZ 1 = 1. (V.S) 
j 2m 

Solving for A 2(n,m) in Eq, (V.6) and substituting the result 
into the complex conjugate ofEq. (V.7), gives the discrete 
analogs of the Marchenko equations 

O=a(n,m)+G(n,m)+ f a(n,!)G(l,m), 
I~n+l 

m >n (V.9) 

and 

1 00 

-- =1+G(n,n)+ L a(n,!)G(I,n), 
A l(n,n)2 l~n+1 

n=m, (V. 10) 

where 

G(l,m)= - f F(l+n')F(n' +m) (V.II) 
n'=1 

and 

( 1)= Al(n,!) an, . 
Al(n,n) 

(V.12) 

Since S (Z) is an element of A, and cP+(Z,n) and ¢+(Z,n) are 
elements of A., all manipulations leading to Eqs. (V.9) and 
(V. 10) are justifiable. 

Solving Eq. (V.11) for a(n,m), using Cramer's rules 
yields 

() 11n+ m a n,m = ---"----
det[l+G):'+I' 

(V,13) 
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with 

I+G(n+l,n+l) 

G{n + 2,n + 1) 

G(n + 3,n + 1) 

G{n+l,n+2) G(n+l,n+3) 

G(n + 2,n + 3) 

det [1 + G ]: + I = 

1 + G (n + 2,n + 2) 

G{n + 3,n + 2) 1 + G (n + 3,n + 3) 
{V. 14) 

I In + m is the same except the mth row is replaced by - G (n,n + 1), - G (n,n + 2) ..... For example, 

- G(n,n + 1) 

G(n + 2,n + 1) 

G(n + 3,n + I) 

- G(n,n + 2) 

1 + G (n + 2,n + 2) 

G(n + 3,n + 2) 

- G(n,n + 3) 

G(n + 2,n + 3) 

1 + G (n + 3,n + 3) 
(V.1S) 

Subsituting these results into Eq. (V.lO), yields 

A {n,n)2 
[I +G (n,n)]det[ 1 +G ]:+ I + l:t:n+ IIIP (l,n) 

which is I4
•
15 

det[ I +G ]:+ I 

det[ 1 +G 1: 
det [ 1 + G ]:+ I 

(V.16) 

(V. 17) 

[This equation, Eq. (IV.6) and the fact that S (Z) is an 

¢+(Z,n) 

zn 

G(n+I,n) 

[det[ 1 +G ] :det[ I +G ]:+ d 112 G (n +2,n) 

To relate the coefficients in the recurrence relations to 
the solutions of the Marchenko equation, we begin by writ
ing Eq. (11.12) for ¢+ in component form, 

¢+(Z,n + 1) =a(n){Z¢+(Z,n)+b (n + l)zn¢+(Z,n)1 (V.2I) 

and 

¢+(Z,n+ l)=a(n)[lIZ¢+(Z,n) 

+b (n + l)z-n¢+(Z,n)]. (V.22) 

Subsituting in Eqs. (V. 1) and (V.2), multiplying Eqs. (V.21) 
and (V.22) by Z- n - 2/21Ti and Z-I/21Ti, respectively, and 
integrating around the unit circle yields, 

AI(n + I,n + 1)=a(n)[AI(n,n)+b (n + I)A2(n, 1)] 

and 
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(V.23) 

(V.24) 

element of A imply that det [ I + G ] ,';' > 0.] 

Consequently, 

( 
det [1 + G ]: + I ) 1/2 

AI(n,n) = 
det[l + G 1: 

(V.18) 

and substituting this into Eq. (V.12) using Eq. (V. 13) yields 

AI(n,/)= lI+n+1 (V. 19) 
( det [ 1 + G ] : det [ 1 + G 1:+ I ) 1/2 

U sing these results in Eq. (V .11) gives 

zn+1 

I+G(n+l,n+I) 

G(n+2,n+ 1) 

I 
Therefore, 

zn+2 

G(n+ l,n+2) 

I+G(n+2,n+2) 

A 2(n,I) = -b (n + 1). 
A1(n,n) 

(V.20) 

(V.2S) 

Using the above equation and Eq. (11.15) in Eq. (V.23) gives 

a(n)= AI(n,n) (V.26) 
AI(n+I,n+l) 

We now tum our attention to the derivation for another 
set of equations used in inverse scattering theory, the Gel
'fand-Levitan equations. Given a system of orthogonal poly
nomials ! ¢O(Z,n) 1 with weight dpO( 0), satisfying Eqs. 
(11.11), (11.13), and (11.17), we wish to find polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to the weight dp(O). Writing 

n 

cp(Z,n)= L K (n,i)cpo(Z,i), (V.27) 
;=0 

The orthogonality condition 
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_1_ f ¢> (Z,n)¢> (Z,m )dp( 0) = ~(n,m) 
21r 

is equivalent to 

(V.28) 

_1_ f ¢> (Z,n) ¢> O(Z,m) dp( 0) = ~(n,m) , 
~ K~~ 

n>m. (V.29) 

Substituting Eq. (V.27) into Eq. (V.29), yields the discrete 
analogs of the Gel'fand-Levitan equations, 

n-I 

h (n,m)+q(n,m)+ L h (n,l)q(l,m) =0, 
[=0 

(V. 30) 

and 

1 n-I 

-- =l+q(n,n)+ L h(n,l)q(l,n), 
K(n,n)2 [=0 

(V.31) 

where 

q(m,l) 

= _1 f11" ¢>O(Z,m)¢>O(Z,/)d [p(O) -pO(O)] (V.32) 
21r -11" 

and 

h( )
_K(n,m) 

n,m - . 
K(n,n) 

(V.33) 

Solving Eq. (V.30) using Cramer's rules, yields 

11::,-1 
h(n,m)= , (V.34) 

where 

det[l+q]o-1 

det[ 1 +q ]~-I 

1 +q(O,O) q(O, 1) q(0,2) 

q(n-I,O) 

q(O,n-I) 

I+q(n-I,n-I) 

(V.3S) 

1 I::' -I is the same as this except the mth row is replaced 

by -q(n,O), -q(n,I), -q(n,2), .... For example, 

117- 1 

-q(n,O) 

q(l,O) 

q(n-l,O) 

-q(n,I) 

1 +q(I,l) 

-q(n,n-l) 

q(l,n-I) 

l+q(n-I,n-I) 

Subsituting Eq. (V.34) in Eq. (V.3I), gives 

(det[ 1 +qjo-I) 1/2 
K(n,n)= -----

det[1+q]o 

Using this and Eq. (V.34) in Eq. (V.33), yields 

11::,-1 
K (n,m) = ---------

(det[ 1 +q ]odet[ 1 +q ]~-I) 1/2 

(V.37) 

(V.38) 

Now substituting Eq. (V.37) and Eq.(V.38) into Eq.(V.27) 
gives 

1 
¢> (Z,n) = --------

(det[ 1 +q ]~det[ 1 +q ]0- 1) 112 

1 +q(O,O) q(O,I) 

q(1,O) 1 +q(1, 1) 

X 

q(n-l,O) 

¢> O(Z,O) ¢> O(Z, 1) 

q(O,n) 

q(I,n) 

q(n-I,n) 

¢> O(Z,n) 

(V.39) 

To show how the I K (n,m) I are related to the coefficients of 
the recurrence formulas, we begin with Eqs. (11.11), (11.12), 

and (11.13) for ¢>(Z,n + 1). Multiplying them by ¢> O(Z,n + 1) 
and integrating with respect to dpO(O) yields 

_1_ f11" ¢> O(Z,n + 1) ¢> O(Z,n + 1 )dpO( 0) 
21r -11" 

=a(n)_I_[ ¢>O(Z,n + I)Z¢> (Z,n)dpO(O) 
21r -11" 

+ a(n)b (n + 1) - ¢>O(Z,n + 1) 1 f11" 
21r -11" 

(V.40) 

Using Eqs. (V.27), (V.28), and the recurrence formula for 
¢>O(Z,n) gives 

K(n+l,n+I) a'(n) 
=--

K(n,n) 
(V.4I) 

a'O(n) 

If aO(n) = 1 for aU n, then using Eqs. (V.4I) and (V.26) 
yields the following relation between the solutions of the 

(V.36) Marchenko equations and the Gel'fand-Levitan equations 
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a(n)= K(n+I) = K(n+I,n+I) 
K(n) K(n,n) 

(V.42) 

It is worthwhile to notice that 

K(n+ I,n+ I)A 1(n + I,n + I)=K (n,n)Al(n,n)=CO' (V.43) 

Co will be evaluated in Sec. VI. Since limn~ooAl(n,n)= 1, 

K(oo)=K(oo,oo)=Co. (V.44) 

VI. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we investigate the asymptotic form of the 

orthogonal polynomials using the Marchenko equations dis
cussed in the previous section. We also derive new sum rules 
satisfied by the coefficients in the recurrence formulas. 

A. Asymptotic formulas 
We are now in position to find the behavior for large n of 

the polynomials associated with a(8). Starting with Eqs. 
(III. 7) 

¢ (Z,n) = IJ.(Z) I [ei6(1J)¢+(Z,n)+e-i6(1J)~_(Z,n)], 

Z=eilJ, (VI.1) 
where 

J.(Z) = IJ.(Z) le- i6(1J), (VI. 2) 

and using Eqs. (V.I) and (V.2) gives 

¢(Z,n)= IJ.(Z) I [ei6(1J) m~n A 1(n,m)zm 

(VI.3) 

The asymptotic behavior of ¢(Z,n) can be investigated using 
the Marchenko equations, Eq. (V.9) and (V.lO), and pertur
bation theory. In the first approximation A 2(n,m)=0 and 
A 1(n,m)=t5(n,m). Formula (VI.3) becomes 

¢ (Z,n)=J.(z)zn. (VI.4) 

In the next approximation 

A( ) _I_G(n,n) 
1 n,n - , 

2 
A1(n,m)=G(n,m), (VI.S) 

and 

A 2(n,m)=F(n+m). (VI. 6) 

Thus 

¢(Z,n)= IJ.(Z) I [(1- G(~,n) )znei6(1J) 

+ei6(1J) I G(n,m)zm_e-i6(1J) 
m=n+l 

X n~1 F(n +m')Z -n} (VI. 7) 
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Further iteration of Eqs. (V. 9) and (V. 1 0) will give succes
sively improved asymptotic formulas. 

B. Sum rules 
From the explicit form for J.(Z ) in terms of a( 8), one 

can obtain a number of identities which the coefficients in 
the recurrence formula satisfy. First expandJ.(Z) in a power 
series in the vicinity of the origin 

(VI. 8) 

or 

J.~) = 1 +d1Z+d2Z 2 + ... , 

where 

(VI.9) 

(VI. 10) 

We wish to express the above coefficients in terms of the 
coefficents in the recurrence formula. In Ref. 14, a systemat
ic derivation of the sum rules is given. However, here we 
shall be content to illustrate the first few. Thus, 

Co=K(oo) (VI.ll) 

C1=K(00) I .1 (n), (VI. 12) 
n=O 

and 

(VI.13) 

where 

.1 (n)=b'(n)b'(n+ 1) (V1.14) 

and 

b'(O)=1. (VI.1S) 

To see how the coefficients are related to the moments of 
Ina(8), we use Eq. (IV. 12). Hence, 

InJ.(Z) = ( - l/41T) J~ 11' Ina(8)( 1 + 2 i~l (Z /Z ')i)d8, 

Z' = eilJ, IZ 1< 1. (VI.16) 

Substituting in Eq. (VI.8) and using Eq. (Vl.ll) yields 

Co = K (00) = exp( - 1/41T) J~ 11' Ina(8 )d8. (VI.17) 

[See Eq. (V.44).] Now using Eq. (VI.8) and the above result 
gives 

In J.~) = In( 1 + i~l d;Zi) = (- l/21T) f~ 1r Ina(8) 

oc 

X I (z/z )id8, Z' =ei8
. 

;=1 
(VI.18) 
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Expanding the In and equating coefficients of Zi yields the 
desired relations. Thus, for i = 1 

(VI.19) 

and for i = 2, 

f b '(n)b '(n + 2) -! f .c:l (n)' - f.c:l (n).c:l (n + 1) 
n=O n=O n=O 

d 2 

f" 1 2. = d2 - - = ( - 1/21T) Ina(O)e - 1 dO. 
2 -" 

(VI. 20) 
VII. SZEGO'S THEOREM 

In this section we discuss Szego's theorem on Teoplitz 
determinants. This theorem was first proved by Szegol6 with 
the assumption that the derivative of the weight function, for 
a set of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle, satisfied a 
Lipschitz condition with some positive exponent. Since then, 
the theorem has been proved using Banach and Hilbert space 
techniques with the subsequent weakening of the conditions 
placed on the weight function. 17

-
2o In this chapter the theo

rem is proved solely from the point of view of orthogonal 
polynomials. Only the recurrence relations and some prop
erties of the Jost function are used. The techniques of inverse 
scattering theory are applied to the problem to find correc
tion terms to the asymptotic formula. 

We wish to prove the following: If 

I Ib(n)1 < 00 and f nlr(n)l2< 00, (111.18) 
n=1 n=1 

then 

f 11na(i-l)'= I n ly(n)j2, (VII. 1) 
i=1 n=1 

where 

y(n) = --=-!. f11' In[.(Z)e - in8, 
21T - 11' 

From properties III(i) and III(ii), 

--=-!. f11' In[.(Z )ein8 dO = 0, n;;.. 1. 
21T - 11' 

(VII.3) 

Taking the complex conjugate ofEq. (VII. 3) and adding it to 
Eq. (VII.2), then using Eq. (IV.2) yields 

y(n) = _1_ f" Ina( O)e - ine dO. 
21T - 11' 

(VII.4) 

Using the properties of[.(Z), it is possible to show that l
' 

1 f11' - In[.(Z)ln[.(Z) 'Z-ldO 
21T - 11' 

= I n 1 y(n) 1\ Z=ei8. (VII.5) 
n=1 

Since t/>*(Z,n ~[.(Z), uniformly in norm 10.14 
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lim _1_ f11' lnt,6 *(ei8,n)lnt,6 *(ei8,n)e - i8dO 
n~oo 21T -" 

= _1_ f11' In[.(ei8 )ln[.(eio )' e - i8dO. 
21T - 11' 

(VII.6) 

In order to continue further, we show that 

_1_f11' (t,6:'(Z,1) )Z-lln[KO-l)t,6*(Z,i-l)]dO 
21T - 11' t,6 (Z,l) 

1 f11' ('~t,6~*'(Z"""-,i --1----.-) ) 

= 21T -" t,6 *(Z,i - 1) 

XZ-Iln[K(i - 1)t,6 *(Z,i - 1)]dO. (VII. 7) 

Evaluating the above integrals by means of residues, reduces 
the above expression to 

i ""*(ZI,i-l) i-I ""*(z 1 ,i-I) 
In II 'I' I, =In II 'I' ,- J , 

1=1 K(i-I) j=1 K(i-l) 
(VII.8) 

where Zi,1 and Zi-IJ are the zeros of t,6(Z,i)IK (I) and 
t,6 (Z,i-l)IK(i-l), respectively. To prove Eq. (VII.8), we 
start with Eq. (11.7). Thus, 

Ii t,6*(Zu~IJ),i-l) Ii K(~) t,6(Z(i-.1 JV i). (VII.9) 
j=1 K(l-l) j=1 a(l) K(/) 

This is so because at Z = Z(i _ IJ) Eq. (11.7) becomes 

t,6*(Z(i-1J),i-l) I 
----''--....::..:....-- = -- t,6 (Z(i - IJ),I)· 

K(i - 1) a(i) 

(VII. to) 

Since the constant multiplying the highest power of Z in 
t,6(Z,i)1 K (z) and t,6(Z,i - 1)1 K (i - 1) is equal to one, the term 
on the right-hand side ofEq. (VII.9) can be rewritten as 

__ (K(i»)i-l IIi t,6(Z(i.I),i-I). 
a(i) 1=1 K(i-l) 

(VII. 1 1) 

But at a zero of t,6(Z,i) , we have from recurrence formula 
(11.7) 

t,6 (Z(i,/),i - 1) = - a(i) _1_ t,6 *(Z(i,l),i - 1) 

K(i-I) K(I) Zi,I k(i-I) 
(VII. 12) 

Thus Eq. (VII. 1 1) becomes equal to 

=(K(i»)i-l IT a(i) (2)t,6*(Zu,!),i-I). 
a(l) 1=IK(i) Zi,! K(i-I) 

(VIL13) 

Now the product of the zeros of t,6 (Z,i)1 K (i) is 

IIi -z = a(i) (VII. 14) 
,.1 K()' 1=1 I 

Therefore, Eq. (VII. 13) becomes 

= IT t,6 *(Z(i./),i-l) 

1=1 K(i-I) , 
(VII. IS) 

proving Eq. (VII.8). Note that 

_1_ f" ( t,6 :'(Z, I) ) Z -lInK (0)t,6 *(Z,O)dO = O. 
21T -11' t,6 (Z,I) 

(VII. 16) 
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This is easily seen by taking the complex conjugate and then 
using the residue theorem. Now the left-hand side ofEq. 
(VII.6) can be rewritten as 

_ I r I77 ( ifJ *'(Z,n) ) 
- - "2 n~"! - 77 ifJ *(Z,n) 

x Z -'lnifJ*(Z,n t'de (VII. 17) 

which is, using Eqs. (VII.7) and (VII. 16) 

= - lim i (1I21T) ItT (ifJ *'(Z,O )z-' 
n~oo i = 1 - rr ifJ *(Z,O 

Xln(K(i-l) ifJ*(Z,i-l) )de. 
K (i) ifJ *(Z,i) 

(VII. 18) 

multiplying Eq. (11.8) by zn+ 1 then solving for ZifJ (Z,n) and 
substituting the result into Eq. (II.7) yields, 

K (n)ifJ *(Z,n) 

=K (n+ l)ifJ *(Z,n + I)-a(n+ l)ifJ (Z,n + I) (VII.19) 

or 

K (n)ifJ *(Z,n) 

K (n + l)ifJ *(Z,n + I) 

=(1- a(n+l) ifJ(Z,n+I»). 
K(n+ I) ifJ *(Z,n+ 1) 

(VII. 20) 

Thus, Eq. (VII. 18) becomes 

= - lim i (1I21T) ItT (ifJ *'(Z,l) )z-' 
n~oo i = 1 - tT ifJ *(Z,O 

x In(l- a(i) ifJ (Z,i) )dQ. 
K (i) ifJ *(Z,i) 

(VII.21) 

The only contributing residue is at Z =0. Thus, Eq. [VII.21) 
becomes 

= _ lim i iln(l-1 a(i~ 1

2

), 
n-~oo i= 1 K (/) 

(VII. 22) 

where Eq. (IV.6) has been used. Letting n-.oo yields 

00 K (i)< 00 L iin . <= L n I y(nW· (VII.23) 
n = 1 K (/ - I) n = I 

Using Eq. (11.14) gives us the desired result. Exponen
tiating each side and using formulas (11.6) and (VI. 17) gives 
the more familiar result 

Dn(a) 00 

lim =exp I n I y(nW, 
n-oo Gn+l(a) 11_1 

(VII.24) 

where 

G(a)=K(oor<· (VII.2S) 

To find the correction terms to Eq. (VII.24), let us return to 
Eq. (VII.23).'u, Using Eq. (V.42), Eq. (VIl.23) can be rew
ritten as 
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(VII.26) 

This becomes, using Eqs. (11.6) and (V. 17), 

InDn(a)+(n + I)ln[K (n)A,(n,n)]2 

= L n ly(n)12+1n det[I+G]: .. (VIl.27) 

Now using Eqs. (V.43), (VI. 17), and (VII.2S) yields 

InD,,(a)-(n+ 1)lnG(a) 
00 

= L n I y(nW+ln det[ 1 +G]:. (VII.28) 
n=1 

CONCLUSION 

In this article the ideas and techniques of scattering the
ory have been used to investigate the properties of ortho
gonal polynomials. We hope that we have shown that the 
methods of scattering theory provide a unified basis for ob
taining many results concerning the theory of orthogonal 
polynomials. As in the theory of polynomials orthogonal on 
a segment of the real line, an important role is played by the 
J ost function. The similarity of the roles of the J ost function 
in these two systems of polynomials is striking. 

Using the techniques of inverse scattering theory and 
the properties of the Jost function, new asymptotic formulas 
have been developed and a set of sum rules satisfied by the 
coefficients in the recurrence formula has been presented. 

APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES OF tP+(Z,n) AND 
¢+(Z,n) 

To investigate the properties of ifJ.(Z,n) and ¢.(Z,n) 
define 

( 
ifJa(Z,n) ) 

qt(Z,n)= ifJ/3(lIZ,n) ' n> I, 

satisfying Eq. (11.13) with 

ifJr/.l/Z,n) = -ia(1/Z,n) 

andifJa(Z,l)= a(O) [Z-b(l)]. 
K(O) 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Since t/I (Z,n) satisfy the recurrence relations for n > I, define 

f±:,,(Z)=+W[t/I,C/I±], n>l, 

which in component form is 

f +« =ifJ.(Z,n)ifJ/3(lIZ,n) - ~.(Z,n)ifJa(Z,n), 

and 

f(l=ifJ-(Z,n)ifJa(Z,n)-~_(Z,n)ifJ/3(l/Z,n), 

(A4) 

n> I (AS) 

n> 1. (A6) 

In the limit as n-. 00, Eq. (AS) becomes 

fta= limZ"ifJ/3(lIZ,n) 
n . y:; 
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=-limZ nt,ha(lIZ,n). (A7) 
n~oo 

To investigate the analytic properties off+a' notice that 

I 
ZtPp(lIZ,n) I = I Zt,ha(l/Z,I) I 

K(I) K(l) 

< -1-11+~(1)II. 
K(0)2 

(A8) 

Substituting this into Eq. (11.8) and using induction argu
ments, it is easy to see that 

Z ntPp(lIZ,n) 

K(n) 1=1 
znt,ha(1/Z,n) 

K(n) 

< -1-21f 0+ Ib(i+I)I), 
K (0) i=O 

JZI<I (A9) 

and using Eq. (A7) that 

I 
f+u(Z) _zn r/Jp(lIZ,n) I 
K(oo) K(n) 

< K ;0)2 ill (1 + 1 b (i + 1) Den (1 + 1 b (j + I) 1 ) ). 

JZI<1 (AlO) 

Thus,f + a(Z) is the uniform limit of a sequence of polynomi
als for JZ 1< 1 and, therefore, is analytic inside the unit circle 
and continuous on it. Notice that using the above arguments 

II 
f+u(Z) _zn tPp(lIZ,n) II 
K(oo) K(n) 

1 00 

< --2 II (1+ Ib(i+l)l> 
K(O) i=O 

Z=eifJ
, (All) 

where Ifl is the norm defined in Sec. II. This implies that 
f +a(ei'1 is an element of A •. 

Multiplying Eq. (111.9) by tPu(Z,n) and Eq. (AS) by 
r/J(Z,n), then subtracting yields, 

[tPu(Z,n)f.(Z )-tP (Z,n)f+u(Z)] 

=tP.(Z,n)[ t,h (lIZ,n)tPu(Z,n) 

-r/J (Z,n)tPp(lIZ,n)], jZl= 1. (AI2) 

Now from Eq.(1I.21) 
- ~ 

tP (l/Z,n)tPu(Z,n)-tP (Z,n)tPpClIZ,n) = W[IF, IF], 

JZI=I (AI3) 
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which is 

=t,h (liZ, l)tPa(Z, l)-tP (Z,I)tPpClIZ,I)=2. (AI4) 

Therefore, 

tP.(Z,n) 

=UtPu(Z,n)f.(Z)-tP (Z,n)f+u(Z )], 

JZI= 1 (AIS) 

and r/J.(Z,n) is an element of A •. From Eq. (11.12), 

tP *(Z,n) = tP *(Z,n -I) +b (n)Z tP (Z,n -I) (AI6) 
K(n) K(n-I) K(n-I) 

and 

zntPp (lIZ,n) 

K(n) 

Z ntPp (lIZ,n -I) 

K(n-I) 

+b (n)Z _r/Ju_(Z_,n_-_l_) 
K(n-I) 

(AI7) 

Thus, iterating these equations up and using Eqs. (111.13) 
and (A 7) yields, 

f.(Z)==K(oo)(tP*(Z,n) +Z f b(i+l) tP(Z:i») (AI8) 
K(n) i=n K(I) 

and 

fa(Z)=K(oo)(zn tPp(lIZ,n) +Z f b(i+ 1) tPu(~,i»). 
K (n) i=n K (I) 

Substituting these equations into (A IS) gives, 

tP.(Z,n) = ~ K ( 00) [r/J *(Z,n)tP u(Z,n) 
2 K(n) 

-(tP(Z,n)zntPp (lIZ,n)] + ~ K(oo) Z 
2 K(n) 

x fb(i+I)( tP(Z:i) tPu(Z,n) 
i=n K (I) 

-tP (Z,n) tPu(Z,i»). 
K(i) 

This becomes, using Eqs. (AI3) and (AI4), 

= K ( 00) Z n + k ( 00) Z f b (i + I) 
K(n) 2K(n) 

x [ r/J (Z,i) tP (Z n)-A. (Z n) r/Ja(Z,i) ]. 
K (i) u' 'I' , K (i) 

Since tP(Z,i) and tPa(Z,i) are uniformly bounded in 

(AI9) 

(A20) 

(21) 

i,tP.(Z,n ~zn as n- 00. Using similar procedures that led to 
Eq. (AIS), the following formula for tP.(Z,n) can be derived, 

¢.(Z,n) = ! [tPp(l/Z,n)f.(Z) + f + a(Z)i (lIZ,n)]. (A22) 
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Because the right-hand sides of Eqs. (A 15) and (A22) obey 
Eq. (11.13) with boundary condition (111.4), we see that 
¢+(Z,n) has analytic properties similar to as/.(Z) and 
i+a(Z), Using Eq. (11.13) for ¢+(Z,n), shows us that ¢+(Z,n) 
has analytic properties similar to/.(Z,n) and that ~+(Z,n) is 
an element of A +. 

Notice that once we have found the weight function 
a«(J) from Eq. (IV.2), it is easy to see that 

x [¢ (Z',n)-¢ (Z,n) ]a«(J)d(J, 

Since a«(J) is an element of A and 

Z n¢/3(l/Z,n) 

¢ *(Z,n) 

(A23) 

converges uniformly for IZI< 1, it can be shown4
•
I4 that 

f+a(Z) = - /.(Z) J" (e::+Z)a«(J)d(J, 
21T -1T e - Z 

1Z1<1, (A24) 

and from Eq. (AI5) that 
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¢.(Z,n) = /.(Z) J" (e;: + Z ) 
21T -1T e - Z 

(A25) 
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Covariant perturbed wave equations in arbitrary type-D 
backgrounds 
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We present an approach to the fundamental tensorial quantities of general relativity which is inherently 
covariant and based on the irreducible representations of the Lorentz group, 0(3,1). USing this technique, 
the wave equations appropriate to perturbing, massless, D(O, s), fields in an arbitrar~ curved background 
are studied and a relationship between the decoupling of (at least) one of the equations and the algebraiC 
degeneracy of the spacetime is shown. It is then found that sufficient conditions for decoupling the 
equations determining both of the radiative components (the extremal helicities) are that the space be of 
type D. Using Plebanski-Demianski coordinates to describe such an arbitrary vacuum spacetIme (of type. 
D), we separate the (decoupled) perturbation equations for the radiative components corresponding to Spin 
s = 0, 1/2, I, and 2. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in 
(linear) perturbations to gravitational fields, as well as test 
electromagnetic and neutrino fields imposed on a gravita
tional (or electrogravitational) background. The study of 
such perturbations on a fiat background (i.e., with no initial 
gravitational field) was begun by Einstein. I However, of con
siderably more interest for astrophysical problems are per
turbations away from some model which one expects to re
present a reasonable idealization of a particular 
astrophysical system. 2 Much time has been devoted to the 
study of perturbations away from a vacuum Schwarzchild 
background. 3 A new level of perturbation capability was 
achieved by Teukolsky4 who successfully attacked the prob
lem for the background of a rotating black hole, the Kerr 
geometry, S reducing the acquisition of desired results to the 
solution of ordinary differential equations, thereby allowing 
an extensive numerical and analytic study of perturbations 
in this case. This result was actually quite important not only 
for the examination of physically reasonable approximations 
to particular astrophysical problems,6 but also for a better 
understanding of the general structure of solutions of Ein
stein's equations-in particular those solutions "near" the 
Kerr solution. 7 

It is this second benefit that is of more interest to us 
here. However, from that point of view, the Kerr geometry is 
only a special case of the much broader class of Petrov type 
D metrics. In fact CarterS has already studied the separabil
ity of various scalar equations in such spaces, while Stewart 
and Walker9 have made a general study of gravitational per
turbations to type D spacetimes. In this study the determina
tion of arbitrary perturbations to a known type D solution of 
Einstein's equations will be reduced to the solution ofuncou
pled ordinary differential equations. 

The problem of gravitational perturbations to the Kerr 
geometry had been resistant to many efforts until Teukolsky 
generated the desired decoupled solution in the Newman
Penrose lO formalism. Therefore, more recent studies have 
been done almost exclusively in this formalism, or the com
pact revision of Geroch, Held, and Penrose. II Because of its 

fundamental use of null tetrads which can be aligned with 
the radiation,12 this formalism is well suited to examine the 
radiative processes which are of most interest. In addition, 
all type D background geometries (such as Kerr or Schwarz
child) have a pair of doubly-degenerate Debever-Penrose 
null directions which may be used to align the null tetrads in 
physically relevant directions. However, the procedures 
used are not covariant and are algebraically burdensome. 
This study develops, instead, a completely covariant ap
proach to massless field equations of arbitrary half-integral 
spin using the irreducible representations of the Lorentz 
group most appropriate to each case. This formalism, being 
based in large part on the group isomorphism between 
0(3,1), the Lorentz group, and 0(3,C), the group ofrota
tions in three complex dimensions, is very similar to that 
used by Oebever13 and others working with him,14 but is ex
tended to the more general use of other representations as 
well and to the utilization of an extensive algebraic super
structure which reduces many of the complicated manipula
tions to an algorithmic level. 

The equations governing a perturbing massless field of 
spin s(with s = 2 for the gravitational case) can be written as 
a set of2s + 1 wavelike equations in which the various differ
ent helicity components of the perturbing field are coupled 
not only with each other but also with the curvature of the 
background space, all with four independent variables as co
ordinates over the manifold. The problem is to decouple the 
2s + 1 equations, or some physically important subset of 
them, and to then separate the decoupled equations so as to 
obtain ordinary differential equations, which can be handled 
numerically if necessary. The fact that all Petrov type D 
vacuum metrics possess at least two Killing vectors suggests 
the possibility of at least partial separation. However, 
DebeverlS has also shown that a conformal Killing tensor is 
admitted by all of the type D solutions of the Einstein-Max
well equations found by Plebanski and Demianski, 16 referred 
to hereafter as PO solutions. Since Weir l

? has shown that the 
PO solutions include all vacuum, type D solutions, the exis
tence of this conformal Killing tensor suggests the possibil
ity. in the PD background geometry, of complete separation 
of the massless equations for arbitrary spin. 
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In Sec. 2 we first discuss our approach to the usual de
terminants of a spacetime (affine connections, Riemann ten
sor, etc.) via the appropriate irreducible representations of 
the Lorentz group, defining the projection operators to the 
carrier spaces of these representations and establishing a 
generalized covariant derivative defined over all these carri
er spaces. In Sec. 3 we write the usual first order field equa
tions (the Bianchi equations for gravitation, the Maxwell 
equations for electromagnetism) in such a way as to reflect 
their inherent helicity structure. These equations are then 
iterated to acquire the coupled wavelike equations for each 
helicity component. Next general conditions under which 
these equations may be decoupled are discussed and this de
coupling is performed for an arbitrary type D geometry, in 
certain specific families of allowed gauges. Our method is 
not particularly difficult, algebraically, and allows one to 
more or less see the physical meanings of each step of the 
derivations. All of this is done without the introduction of a 
specific coordinate system. Therefore, if perturbations to 
some type D metric other than Kerr are desired, it is not 
necessary to start over at the beginning for that particular 
case. In Sec. 4, as an addition to the main problem of pertur
bations to the gravitational field, the method of Sec. 3 is 
extended to obtain wavelike equations for massless fields of 
arbitrary spin s, corresponding to the representation D(O,s). 
It is then shown that the equations for helicity h = +s com
pletely decouple, as before, if the background geometry is of 
type D. 

In Sec. 5 we introduce PD coordinates, still allowing 
general vacuum, type D solutions, with a possible cosmo
logical constant and some electromagnetic parameters. 
These include, for example, the accelerating metrics of Levi
Civita18 (more recently, Kinnersley I9). However, only per
turbations of one spin value at a time are considered. There
fore, in the case of nonzero electric and magnetic charge 
allowed by the PD solutions we either keep the geometry 
fixed and perturb the electric field, or, of more interest, keep 
the electric field fixed and perturb the geometry (gravitation
al field), as would be appropriate, say, for small (test) values 
of these charges. 2o The much more difficult problem of 
mixed perturbations involving more than one nonzero back
ground field and simultaneous perturbations away from 
these values is still being studied. 21 We show then that the de
coupled equations for the radiative helicity components (he
licity values of +s) separate only for the spins 0,4, 1, and 2, 
for an arbitrary vacuum type D background. Lastly, we note 
that the results dervied here for these separated equations 
have already been announced without derivations in Ref. 22. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A COVARIANT 
FORMALISM 

The space-time under consideration may be viewed as a 
four-dimensional hyperbolic Riemannian manifold en
dowed with a line element, ds} represented by a (complex) 
null tetrad basis of I-forms, 
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where e1 = e2
, while e1 and e4 are real. (The bar is used to 

denote complex conjugation.) The tetradial indices are ma
nipulated by 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
1 

(2.2) 

and its inverse, g"{3, which is numerically the same. (See Ref. 
23 for a statement of our sign and index conventions.) We 
will investigate the structure of the space-time manifold 
through the language of differential forms.24 The first struc
ture equations 

de" = ef3 1\ OJa {3 (2.3) 

serve to define the connection I-forms (without torsion), 
OJ a{3' which are skew in a,p, because of the constancy of ga{3' 

by 

(2.4) 

Cartan's second structure equations then determine the cur
vature 2-forms 

(2.Sa) 

whose components determine the Riemann tensor by 

f} - 1 R Y 1\ /j (2 Sb) Hu/3 - '2 a{3y~ e. . 

A specific set of basis forms are defined by the metric 
only to within the Lorentz transformation, N U a' such that 

'U _ N a a -' - N aN {3 e - (Ie, gUT - g (JT = a T ga{3' (2.6) 

In general, more complicated tensors will transform, under a 
redefinition of the tetrad, with tensor products of these ma
trices. However, it is well known that valuable simplifica
tions occur if one breaks any particular tensor up into its 
parts which transform under particular irreducible represen
tations of the fundamental group--in this instance the Lo
rentz group, 0(3,1). Since we are already using complex 
quantities in our tetrad so as to better study null quantities, 
we look for all representations of 0(3,1) irreducible over the 
complex numbers. [It is actually only the component of 
0(3, I) connected to the identity that is under consideration 
here.] All such finite-dimensional representations are well 
known." They may be specified by a pair of half-integers,}, 
/ = 0, 4, 1 '5'"'' and are denoted by D (jJ'). (Each index sepa

rately behaves as a usual angular momentum "quantum 
number" of the type associated with representations of the 
group of rotations in three dimensions.) 

Associated with each representation D (jJ') is the carrier 
space on which it acts, denoted by V(jJ'), which is a vector 
space of dimension (2) + 1) X (2/ + 1). These vector spaces 
are of course isomorphic to subspaces of particular tensor 
spaces over the manifold. Therefore, it is convenient to de
fine projection operators, acting on the (graded) tensor alge
bra, which map tensors into particular carrier spaces. We 
use Z (n;},}') to denote the mapping into V (jJ') restricted to 
act on tensors of order n. when an abstract symbol is needed. 
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Various specific such projections will be needed often, 
suchastheonesto V(O, 1), V(1,O), V(l, 1), V (0,2), and V(2,0). 
Of the representations, the most important are surely D (0,1) 
and D (1,0), which exist because of the group isomorphism of 
0(3,1) and 0(3,C). We start constructing these projections 
by looking at the space of 2-forms, splitting it into two sub
spaces via the usual Hodge duality. That is, a basis of (six) 2-
forms is found, half of which are self-dual, and half of which 
are anti-self-duaIY 

Taking the range oflower case Latin indices to be + ,0, 
- , a basis for self-dual 2-forms is the set 

:?zo= V2 (e4/\e2, el/\e~;3/\e4,e3/\e} (2.7a) 

and a basis for anti-self-dual 2-forms is the set 

v'i'ci = ~ (4/\ 1 - e
1 
/\ e

2 + e3
/\ e

4 3/\ 2) ,7 _ e e, ,e e, 
Y2 Y2 

(2.7b) 

where the dot over the index indicates their anti-self-dual 
nature. Under the transformation of the basis tetrad to an
other equivalent one via the Lorentz transformations [dis
cussed at (2.6)], the !!ta transform among themselves ac
cording to the representation D (0,1). In each of these carrier 
spaces a metric gab (and gab which is numerically equal to 
gab)' suitable for the raising and lowering of in~ices, is in
duced by the original metric tensor on the mamfold: 

° - 1) ° , 
° 

(2.8) 

° 
which isjust the usual metric known from the similar repre
sentations of the rotation group, for spin-l particles. 

These basis forms satisfy the following useful identities 
(see the Appendix as well): 

(;Fa. uy'b =/Y'a ,:;Fbv el' "" e" 
J ,;Z ,2 f11',2 A 'OJ 

(2.9) 

whereg = garf!" ® ell isjust the metric and ",abc is the totally 
skew tensor in the carrier space of D (0, 1). [This tensor is 
constructed from the three-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol 
with s = ° (see Ref. 26); this implies, e.g., that 
",+0- = + i = - "'+0-'] Several different products are used in 
this work, which results in considerable convenience. In ad
dition to the tensor and exterior products, we use the right 
interior product B.J A and a specific contraction of adjacent 
tensor indices, denoted by a dot and defined over the tensor 
space." 

Since, together, the !!ta and !!ta form a basis for all 2-
forms, an arbitrary 2 -form T may be decomposed into 2 sets 
of components, ~ and rJa

, which may then be thought of as 
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being elements of V(O,I) and V(I,O), respectively, 

l' = !1'arf!a /\eIl = Ta,!l'a + 1'a,!l'a, 

~ = 21' ..J ,!l'a = T a{3,!l'aa{3, (~ = 21' .J !!ta. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Therefore ,!l'~{3 (,!l'~{3) constitutes a specific realization of 
the projection map Z (2;0, 1) [Z (2;1,0)]. 

It is now most convenient to introduce a generalization 
of the operator, D, which Cartan2S called the tensorial exteri
or derivative. This operator takes any indexed set of p-forms, 
such as eU or flafJ' and generalizes the exterior derivative so 
that it treats the set as the components of a tensor and gives 
the components of the covariant derivatives of that tensor. 
As an example for some set T a 

{3 of p-forms, the (:p + 1)
forms DT a 

{3 are given by 

(2.12) 

Therefore, the first structure equations (2.3) merely say that 

(2.13) 

Additionally, if a is a single p-form, 

da = Da = (Daa) /\ ea = aa/ /\ ea. (2.14) 

The above describes Cartan's original formulation. But 
our interest in several different V(j,/) requires that the defi
nition be extended to include, as well, the indices denoting 
components of an element of some such V (j, j'). In order to 
do this the covariant derivative must be extended to these 
spaces, or, better, to each bundle of such spaces, one at each 
point of the manifold. We do this in the simplest possible way 
by requiring that D commute with the projections Z (n; j, /). 
In particular, for D (0, 1), this requires that 

O=D!!ta =d ,!l'a + W a b /\ ,!l'b, (2.15) 

where the required connection I-forms in V (0,1) are denoted 
by WU b

. Then, using the properties of ,!l'a given in (2.9), it is 
easily found that 

(2.16) 

with an analogous equation generated by D!ya = 0. Also, 
thinking about the usual relation between the commutator of 
covariant derivatives and the Riemann tensor, we find, for 
the tensorial case, 

(2.17) 

while we also calculate, at somewhat greater effort, that 

(2.18) 

From (2.16) and (2.18) it is clear that the irreducible parts of 
wa{3 and fl a{3 should be determined since they play the role of 
connection and curvature in the irreducible subspaces V (0,1) 
[as well as V(I,O)], modulo the factor ",abc whose role will be 
discussed soon. Therefore, we decompose the connection 
and curvature forms: 

_ O/'a + uya wa{3 - WaX a{3 WaX afJ' 
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fla/3 = fla!l'a a{3 + flei!l'ei a/3' 

fla = !l'aa/3 fl flei = !l'eiaPfl 
a/3' a/3' (2.19) 

The I-forms (J)a and (J)ci are now decomposed as far as is prof
itable. In fact, the twelve components of the three I-forms (J)a 

are just the Newman-Penrose rotation coefficients put to
gether in a form more convenient for covariant manipula
tions, except for a multiplicative factor. In explicit manipu
lations, it is convenient to define a set ra by 

where the assortment of signs reflects the different signature 
of the metrics chosen by the present authors and that of 
Newman and Penrose. 

Since many calculations are done with these quantities, 
the D (0, 1) forms of several common identities are listed 
below: 

(2.21) 

Dfl a =O-(second) Bianchi equations, (2.22) 

= 11 abc fl b 1\ g c - first Bianchi identities. (2.23) 

Since the fla and flei are 2-forms, they can be expanded fur
ther to give 

fl -fl gb +fl . ();"b 
Q - ab a b:Z , 

n _ n u'ib + n . uyb 
J~u-J"abc:r J~iJbc2· 

(2.24) 

From the symmetries of the Riemann tensor it is easily 
shown that 

fl . - q a(J Of' YOR _ n 
a b -. 0 2: b a/3Yo - Jf, iIb ' (2.25) 

so that there are nine (real) degrees offreedom. In particular 

(2.26) 

RereR!!A =Ra !!aA is the Ricci tensor, while W ab!!A, which is 
symmetric and traceless on the indices Jl,A is a realization of 
the projection mapping Z (2; 1,1). The inverse of (2. 26) is giv
en by 

(2.27) 

Also fl ab = fl ci b ' is clearly symmetric on its pair of 
indices, but is not yet irreducible. Instead a scalar portion 
may be extracted, 
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then we may define the irreducible portion as 

Cob =fl ob --);-g abR , 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

which is symmetric and traceless, and therefore equivalent 
to an element of V(0,2). To display this more explicitly a 
renumbering operator is introduced, 

8 ++ 
A 

_1_8 + 
v''2 A 

_1_8° 
v'6 A 

1 0 + _2_0 0 1 
ZA 

ab_ v''2 A v'6 A 
v''2 0 A-

I ° 1 
v'6 8 A v''2 8 A 

8 --
A 

(2.30) 

where the capital Latin indices take on the five values + +, 
+ ,0, -, - -, which label the components of an element 

of V (0,2), and the rather peculiar coefficients have been cho
sen so that the metric induced in V (0,2) is simply 

g"~ZA"'ZBdg"<g""~(~ ~I ~ t ~} 
(2.31a) 

which is again common in studies of spin-2 systems under 
the ordinary group of rotations. [TheZA

ab are in fact just the 
usual vector-addition coefficients C (1, 1,2;a,b,A ) for the rota
tion group.] Using the renumbering operator we obtain an 
explicit realization of Z (4;0,2), namely 

Z a(Jy8 =:2 a{3 uY y8 z ab 
A a ·::L h A' (2.31b) 

Therefore, the irreducible content of the curvature consists 
of 

C - Z ob n - Z a{3y8 R d C 
A - A H ab - A a/3y8 an A 

= C A - the conformal curvature, 

R =2 fl a a =2fl ci Ii =R ap a{3- the Ricci scalar, 

fl-W a(JR 
ab- ab a{3 

tensor, 

(2.32) 

which are elements of V (0,2), V (2,0), V (0,0), and V (1,1), re
spectively. The CA are just the usual tPo through tP. intro
duced by Newman and Penrose, modulo constant numerical 
factors, which are given in detail in the Appendix. 

As before, using D Z A ob = 0 as a requirement induces a 
covariant derivative on V (0,2), which provides a connection 
there, described as follows. Let TA represent some (covar
iant) element of V(0,2). Then 
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D T A =d T A - 'JrB AT B' (2.33) 

where the I-forms 'JrBA are defined as 

(2.34) 

and the /aRA are the j = 2 representations of the angular 
momentum operators which generate the rotation group. 
Their appearance in the equations follows from 

Iii AB __ 2Z AbcZ Bd n 
if a - c'lbda' (2.35) 

In the Appendix the /(2) a AB are displayed along with a few 
of their relevant properties. This also indicates the reason for 
the appearance of 1/abc in (2.16) since the representation of 
the angular momentum operators forj= 1 isjust _1/abc. This 
coupling of the appropriate representation matrices for 
/( ,) a with the projections of the tensorial connection is to 
be expected since, from a modern pont ofview,29 the connec
tion form takes its values in the Lie algebra of the group 
generated by the allowed tetrad equivalences-the Lorentz 
group. It is convenient, as well, to note the usual commuta
tor identity over V(0,2), 

DD T A = _fd ABfl dTB. (2.36) 

3. PERTURBATIONS OF WAVE EQUATIONS 

In this section both the field equations and their pertur
bations for gravitation and electromagnetism-the Bianchi 
and Maxwell equations, respectively-are discussed. We in
clude the electromagnetic case mostly because it shares 
many important properties with the gravitational case, while 
being considerably simpler. It is convenient to study radi
ation generated by these perturbations in terms of appropri
ate covariant second-order wave equations, generated from 
the first-order field equations. Therefore these equations are 
derived as well, and it is shown that appropriate components 
of these equations may be decoupled provided we have cer
tain conditions on the background gravitational field. If we 
require that both equations of extremal helicity decouple, 
these conditions amount to the requirement that the back
ground conformal field be of type D (or conformally flat). 

In terms of the usual electromagnetic field tensor, Faf3' 
Maxwell's equations are just 

dF=O, *d*F=4rriJ, (3.1) 

which become, in V(O,I). 

ea !yb
apD/3Fb = !yb.DFb = 2rrJ. 

Contracting (3.2) with !ya and using (2.9) gives 

DF a +21/ abc!Yc ·DF b 
= -81T !Ya·J, 

from which we obtain, using (2.18), 

(i*D *D - R /3)Fa + CabFb = 8rr!Y aJDJ. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

This is the fundamental covariant D (0, 1) massless wave 
equation. 

315 

In a similar way, by inserting the full decomposition of 

flo = Cab!y b + (R /6)!Y a + flab!yb 

= C !yb + :Y lUtJ py A e€ ab aytr".6. C- , 
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(3.5) 

where 

MaP =R ap -(R/6) gaP' (3.6) 

into the Bianchi equations (2.22), the appropriate decompo
sition is obtained, 

Bo - !yb.DC ob -e a !Yoy/3D pM ya=O, (3.7) 

D [aM pJa =0. (3.8) 

This result corresponds to (3.2) for the electromagnetic field. 
(The one-form Ba is simply a covenient name for the equa
tions for later use.) Contracting (3.7) with!Yc gives, as 
before, 

from which we obtain, using (2.18) and (3.5), 

(i*D*D-!R) Cab +3C odCd b -g ab Ccd C cd 

= -4 !YaatJ!Y b YP D a D pM /. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Projecting this equation into one over V (0,2), via Z A ab, re
quires the introduction of the invariant tensor h ABC, which is 

considered next. 

There are two quantities, invariant under Lorentz 
transformations, that can be formed from a V(0,2)-type 
quantity, one quadratic and one cubic in the conformal ten
sor and created using gaP and 1/u/3yb. Since these are proper
ties of the D (0,2) representation, they are generated by two 
tensors gAB and hABC, both totally symmetric, and invariant 
under Lorentz transformations represented in V (0,2): 

C A CB _I( C a/3ytJ c + i apytJc C E~) gAB - '2 a{JytJ 21] a{J€~ yb , 

(3.lla) 

h ABCC C C =J(c a/3Ybc C €~ ABC 8 €~ytJ a/3 

(3. 11 b) 

h ABC = ~6 [c5~c5gc5g - ! c5~ + c5gc5c_ ) - c5~ + + c5gc5~ -)1 

+ H c5~ + + c5B
_ c5~ ) + c5~ __ c5~ c5<:;" )J 

= InacenbdfZ A 7 B 7 C 
2'1'1 ab'- cd"" e1' (3.llc) 

These invariant tensors are analogous to the two tensors, ga{J. 

and 1/a{JytJ' in the original tensor space, and are invariant 
under proper Lorentz transformations, but they have differ
ent parity. They can also be thought of as generated by the 
projection operator, Z A a b' considered as a 3 X 3 matrix, 

(3.12) 
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The projection of (3.10) may then be written in the final form 

(i*D*D-!R) CA+3hABCCBCC=-4MA' (3.13) 

where MA is simply an abbreviation for the source terms, 
ZA a(3r/jDJJ~(3r The differential operator on the left can 
also be written in the form 

i*D*DCA = DaDaCA 

= DCA - 2'11'"B A aCB a - ('JI'"B A au , . 
- IrC 

A a 'JI'"B Ca)C B' (3.14) 

where D is the usual covariant d'Alembertian as it acts on a 
scalar. 

These wave equations for the gravitational and electro
magnetic cases are special cases of a more general formula
tion which can be given for arbitrary massless fields ofspins, 
corresponding to aD (O,s) representation of the Lorentz 
group, which is given in the next section. However, the main 
purpose of these equations is to determine linear perturba
tions of the relevant field. In the gravitational case we con
sider arbitrary first order perturbations of the background 
geometry. The most interesting perturbations induce nonze
ro values ofC.+ and/or C_, which are referred to as the radia
tive components of the conformal tensor. Situations involv
ing the simultaneous perturbations of multiple fields with 
different spins are not considered. Hence, for spins other 
than 2, only test fields, in an unperturbed background geom
etry, are considered. 

The technique used for the gravitational case is to con
sider a new metric-a new Riemannian manifold-which is 
only slightly different from the background metric. This new 
metric is thought of as generated by a null tetrad, as before, 
which is now perturbed slightly from the background values; 
however we maintain invariant the form of the tetradial 
components of the metric, ga(3' as given by (2.2). That is, the 
new tetrad is chosen such that, with respect to the new met
ric, it maintains the convenient null form in (2.2). We then 
generate perturbed connections, inverse tetrads, fields, cur
vature, etc. The perturbations in all variables are assumed to 
be '"first-order small" with respect to their background val
ues, or, specifically, terms of order greater than one in the 
perturbations are ignored, as is commonly done. 

In a manner analogous to the discussion at the begin
ning of Sec. 2, the new manifold may be described by a null 
tetrad (basis of I-forms) 

(3.15) 

where the superscript (0) is, temporarily, used to denote 
background variables while the perturbation of the tetrad is 
denoted with a o. As soon as feasible, the use of this super
script will be dropped, when no confusion should arise. The 
matrix ga(3 is numerically the same as the one in the back
ground space, while, of course, g is the new metric, 

g=g'Ol+2g a(3e(O)a ® oe(3. (3.16) 
s 

The inverse tetrad (basis of I-vectors), which we denote by 
am is similarly perturbed, so that 
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aa=a(O)a+oaa' 

Since 

e a (a (3)=0 a (3 =e (O)a (a'Ol(3)' 

a relation between the perturbations is obtained, 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

If we conceive of the two tensor algebras as being the 
same from the point of view of a nonmetric structure, but 
merely having different metric structures, as is common and 
convenient, then we may use e(O)a as a basis for I-forms over 
the new manifold and write 

(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

where the last line of the equation is simply the restatement 
of(3.18). In general Ca{3 has no symmetry properties, so that 
there are 16 independent quantities which may be thought of 
as generating the perturbation. However, (3.16) tells us 

(3.20) 

so that the symmetric part of Ca (3 corresponds to the quanti
ty h J1.V g J1.v-g'Ol,lV in the usual coordinate-basis versions 
of gravitational perturbation theory. It is therefore useful to 
split Ca (3 into two distinct parts, 

H a{3_2C(a(3)' L a(3 2C[a{31' (3.21) 

The L a(3 are affected by the particular choice of infinitesimal 
gauge. This may be seen by considering a gauge transforma
tion near the identity. Setting NO" a =0 a a +0 NO' a ,(2.6) 
requires 

oN(O'a) =0. (3.22a) 

Performing such a transformation on the structure defined 
by (3.15) and (3.19) gives 

(3.22b) 

This indicates a choice of 0 NO" a can be made which either 
cancels L a a altoghether, or some particular portion. 
Chrzanowski]O and Demianski1' have both made the same 
choice of 0 N a a for fairly clear physical reasons. However, 
in the later discussion we will consider some reasons for oth
er choices as well. In all cases, however, the six degrees of 
freedom of Ca(3 corresponding to L a(3 can be completely de
termined solely by choice of the infinitesimal gauge transfor
mation, reducing any question of the determination ofCa (3 to 
just determining Ha(3' 

The restrictions on Ncr a imposed by (3.22a) allow six 
(real) degrees of freedom to the Lorentz transformations. 
Since specific forms of various allowed gauges will be of con
siderable use in the later discussions, it is convenient, at this 
point, to present the details of the allowable gauge transfor
mations from the point of view of null tetrads. The degrees of 
freedom may be specified by three complex parameters a, p, 
rJ, which generate three independent sets of gauge 
transformations" : 
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(3.23a) 

p-gauge: e" = e' + pe', e'2 = e2 + pe', 

(3.23b) 

e" = e' + 1je' + 1]e2 - 1]1je4
, e'4 = e\ (3.23c) 

orN=exp[ + Y2i(1]9" _ -1j2' _)]. 

Note that, in the infinitesimal case, the associated quantities 
{) N a = 9" a ap {) N ap may easily be read off from the expo-
nential forms of the corresponding matrices, 

(3.23d) 

It is also useful here to list the behavior of the connections 
and conformal tensor under these transformations. These 
are most efficiently specified by noting that 

(3.24a) 

where N T B is aD (0,2) representation of the original trans
formation, while 

r ITe'T =r I =N I a r a +X I =(N,a N Tar aa +X IT) e T, 
(3.24b) 

with N I a corresponding to the D (0, 1) representation. These 
matrices are given by: 

(

e 2a 

a-gauge: N I a = ~ 

(3.25a) 

o 0 

p-gauge: Nt a = o 

(3.25b) 
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0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

Y6p, 0 

Y6p', 2p, 

(3.25c) 

1, 21], Y61]2, 

0 1, Y61], 

NT A = 0 0 1, 

0 0 0 1, 21] 

0 0 0 o 
The H a (3 are also subject to gauge transformations, but 

of a considerably different sort. These correspond to the usu
al infinitesimal coordinate transformations made in the stan
dard theory of linearized gravitational waves. That is, the 
coordinates x" are replaced by a new set x'l' =X l' +s I' , 
where S is a first-order small quantity. This allows up to 
eight constraints to be placed on the nature of HaP' 33 For the 
time being, we will not specify any particular choice of this 
coordinate gauge. 

The perturbations of the connections and curvature 
may now be determined, as functions of Ca(3' As usual, the 
connections may be calculated via I-forms through the use 
of the first structure equations, (2.3), or via the basis of 1-
vectors through the use of commutation coefficients given by 

UJ af3 = !( C af3y + C ayf3 + C yf3a ) e y, [ a a ,a f3 ] = C a(3 yay. 

(3.26) 

The 8UJa (3 may be calculated directly, using the commutation 
coefficients. In order to proceed from the first structure 
equations, it is simplest to note that the exterior derivative is 
a nonmetric structure and therefore is unchanged from its 
background version. Some understanding of this observa
tion can be motivated by looking at the exterior derivative 
acting on a scalar, 

d¢J = (a,,¢J )e" 

= (a' 0 , ,,¢J )e(O)a + (B fi" 

+ Cfl,,)(a'o,p¢J )e(O)" 
= d ,o'q" 

where the last equality is obtained by use of (3.19b). Either 
approach leads to 
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(3.27a) 

as well as 

D'O)tJ e a =e (0)f3 1\ tJ (IJa f3' (3.27b) 

where the covariant derivatives are naturally with respect to 
the background metric. It is to be noted that the perturbed 
components are expressed by 

£ _ £ (0)1' + ' 0 ) £ l' 
U (IJ af3 - U (IJ af3~ (IJ af3y U e . 

Continuing, one easily finds that 

tJ {} af3 =D' O)tJ (IJ af3 

=H. e(O)y l\e(0)IJ+2{}'O) YL b(a;f3ly (a f3ly' 

and, since 

tJ {} = l(tJ R e (0)1' 1\ e (O)IJ af3 2 af3yb 

it follows that 

tJ R af3yb =H fJ (y;b Ja -H a (y;1J Jf3 +R yllE (a H E f3 J 

+2R af3(y EL /j IE +2R yIJ (a EL f3IE' 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

The set ofEqs. (3.28) and (3.31) completely determines 
the connections and curvature in terms of the perturbations 
Caf3 of the tetrad, and are thus equivalent, for example, to 
those given in Ref. 30. Since they are covariant in form and 
have had no prior gauge conditions built into them, they can 
be easily adapted to whatever problem is desired. However, 
when determining the complete perturbed geometry 
through the use of these equations, one must take many (ar
bitrary) gauge conditions into account. A more direct deter
mination of the physical degrees offreedom of the perturba
tion is therefore desirable. This is accomplished, following 
Teukolsky,' by directly calculating the perturbations of the 
Riemann tensor and then inverting the equations above to 
evaluate the perturbed tetrad, if desired. 34 We proceed to the 
alternate approach by writing the first-order perturbation of 
(3.13), accounting for (3.14), and suppressing, usually, the 
superscript (0) for background quantities, 

DUDatJCA + [DatJDa + (tJD a)Da] CA 

- ~tJ(RCA) + 6hABCCBtJCC = - 4tJMA· (3.32) 

Every term contains a perturbed quantity and, therefore, all 
other entries in that term must be from the background met
ric. Note that, for example, 

(tJ D a) C A = (tJ a a) C A + (tJ 'JF'A Ba) C B, 

and the simplified notation 

C A .15a instead of (tJ a a) C A 

will occur quite often. 
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(3.33) 

(3.34) 

In general, (3.32) constitutes a set of five coupled, sec
ond-order, nonlinear partial differential equations for the 
desired tJCA' There are certain sufficient conditions which 
allow decoupling of the most interesting of the equations
the ones with extremal values of the helicity, A = + + or 
- -. It is believed that these conditions are in fact neces-

sary as wei V but we do not have a complete proof. To deter
mine sufficient conditions suppose first that the background 
metric is algebraically special-that there is a multiple Deb
ever-Penrose null vector. It is desirable to give labels to two 
particular allowed modes of alignment of the tetrad with one 
or more multiple Debever-Penrose vectors. By choosing our 
tetrad so that e3 is aligned with this vector, the Sachs-Gold
berg theorem guarantees that 

r+2 = 0 = r. 4 , C .. = 0 = C.-positive alignment of tetrad. 
(3.35) 

On the other hand, if we align e4 with a multiple Debever
Penrose vector, we obtain 

r_ J = 0 = r_J , 

tetrad. 
C _ = 0 = C-negative alignment of 

(3.36) 

We will show that the former alignment guarantees the de
coupling of the tJC .. equation, while the latter insures that 
the tJC_ equation decouples. From now on we continue to 
assume that the space-time under consideration is algebra
ically special, thereby assuring that (at least) one of the wave 
equations can be decoupled. Both will decouple only if there 
are two distinct multiple Debever-Penrose vectors, which 
requires a background metric whose conformal tensor is ei
ther of type D or conformally flat. 

Next write out Eq. (3.32) for the case A = + +, utilizing 
(2.34) to determine the V(0,2) connections in terms of the 
quantities ra defined in (2.20), and assuming a positive 
alignment of the tetrad [(3.35)], 

( 0 - !R )tJC .. + 4( Y2ro a tJ C++.a - r. a tJ C + ,a) 

(3.37) 

-~Y6 Co)tJ C .. -2( r+ aa +3 Y2r. a r Oa)tJc. 

+4Y6CJ. utJr +u=-4tJM ... 

The procedure to decouple this equation----eliminate terms 
involving tJc. or tJr.-is quite straightforward. We refer 
back to the Bianchi equations as given by Eqs. (3.7) and 
perturb the appropriate ones. The combination (IJ.·tJB+=O, 
evaluated for the positive alignment conditions, gives 

-4r.atJC l.a=16r +(1tJC ++,3]+8(r. ar_ a 

+4Y2r. (Ir 03])tJC .. +4 Y2r. u r OatJC. 

-4Y6CJ. atJr +a+16r.utJ(D[4M2Ia)' (3.38) 

Inserting this into (3.37) eliminates several undesirable 
terms, leaving3

' 
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(0 - !R )oC+ + 4(Y 2roaoC + +,a + 4r + [IOC + + ,3]) 

+ 2(Y2roa;a + 2r+ar -a + 16Y2r + [lr 03] 

+ 4roa rOa - ! Y6Co)OC+ 

(3.39) 

The remaining term in oC+ has not been written since the 
coefficient, after inserting (3,3S), simply becomes 

r+a'a+ Y2 roar +a' which is equal to C+ in the back
gro~nd and vanishes, Therefore, at least in the absence of the 
source terms generated by MafJ and oMafJ, the equation is 
now decoupled, containing only OC++ and known quantities, 

By writing out (3,32) for the case A = - -, assuming 
the negative alignment conditions specified by (3.36) and 
inserting, from (3.7), the conditions specified by {ll_·oK, the 
very similar, decoupled, equation for C_ is obtained, 

([] - !R )OC _ - 4(Y2roaoC,a - 4r _ [20C - - .4]) 

+ 2( - Y2ro
a

;(l + 2r.ar _ a - 16Y2r _ [2r04 ] 

+ 4ro'Toa - ! Y6Co)8C -

(3.40) 

An exactly analogous procedure will also decouple the 
electromagnetic wave equations, (3.4). In this instance the 
geometry is held fixed, but satisfying the conditions (3.35) or 
(3.36), whileoFa is conceived of as a test field which does not 
modify the geometry. (That is, the resultant equations are 
the usual electromagnetic wave equations in a curved space.) 
Writing out (3.4) for a = + with oFa for Fa gives the appro
priate result. The use of the constraint given by (3.35) allows 
the coefficient of oFo to be made equal to C+, which vanishes, 
while the use of UJ.·oJ, calculated from the perturbed Max
well equations [(3.2) with oFb written for Fb] allows the 
elimination of terms in F+ ao F O,a' leaving the decoupled 
equation for of., 

(0 - ~R )oF+ + 2(Y2roaF.,a + 4r + [loF.,3]) 

+ sY2r+[1r03J - CoN6)8F. 

= - 8Y2i1r(8J[2;4! + r.a8Ja). (3.41) 

Again, using (3.4) with a = -, the equation for C, the con
straint (3.36) and UJ,·8J calculated from (3.2) gives the de
coupled equation for of, 

(0 - ~R )oF - 2(Y2roa8F -.. n - 4r _ [20F ._ .41) 

- Sy"'ir _ [2F041 - Co(6)oF 

- SY2i1r(OJ[I;3J - raoJa). (3.42) 
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It is often useful to consider gauge transformations as 
an aid to simplifying these perturbed equations. Such trans
formations can be considered on both the original manifold 
and the perturbed manifold. It is easily seen that any p-gauge 
or 7]-gauge transformation in the background space will in
terfere with the important conditions for alignment of the 
tetrad, (3.35) or (3.36). Therefore, only u-gauge transforma
tions are allowed, on the background manifold. In Sec. 5 it is 
shown that such (finite) O"-gauge transformations are in fact 
necessary to reduce the equations to separable form. 

The infinitesimal gauge transformations generated by 
the NafJ [see (3.23)] affect only the perturbed quantities and 
therefore are of considerable use, especially when the back
ground geometry is of type D. In that case, an infinitesimal 
p-gauge leaves invariant all the DCA with the exception of 
OC, while an infinitesimal 7]-gauge perturbs only OC •. 36 

Therefore, under a combined op, o7]-gauge, the effect on the 
components of the conformal tensor is 

OC'++ = oC .. , oC'o = oCo, oC'. = Dc. + Y6C087], 

OC' .. = oC _, oC'_ = oC + Y6C08p. (3.43) 

Since 07] and op are arbitrary first-order quantities at our 
disposal and Co is different from zero, these gauge transfor
mations may be used to cause DC. and DC _ to vanish, which 
determines certain of the L a {3' The ability to choose DC + and 
DC - as zero can be used to simplify both the DC 0 wave equa
tion and the route backward toward determination of the 
perturbations to the connections and tetrad. The behavior of 
the DCA under (finite) O"-gauge transformations is also need
ed in Sec. 5. Therefore, consider the gauge-transformation 
determined by 0"' 0' + DO'. It is easily seen that 

DCA = exp(2 AO"(O')8 C A +2A C A (0'80", (3.44) 

where there is no sum onA in the equation. In a background 
geometry of type 0, the second term vanishes in every case. 
As a result of this, the simple transformation equation 

8C'A = exp(2AO"(O')oCA, A = + +, + ,0, -, -

(background canonical type D), (3.45) 

is acquired. 

4. SPINORIAL APPROACH [FOR ARBITRARY 
OrO,s) MASSLESS FIELDS] 

The main emphasis of this work is the gravitational 
(and electromagnetic) wave equations. However, for reasons 
of completeness and esthetic interest, we would like to in
clude neutrinos as well; there is also some interest in particles 
of spin 3/2 generated by work on supergravity. 37 If the reader 
has more interest in the gravitational case he can skip this 
section and proceed to the question of separability discussed 
in Sec. 5. 

We utilize the usual spinor spaces3
' which correspond 

to the representation spaces V(O,!), whose elements are de
noted ;M, and V (!,O), whose elements are denoted ;N, where 
these capital Latin indices take on the values 1 and 2. [Be 
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cautious so as not to confuse these indices and the ones de
noting components of an element of V (0,2), used in other 
sections of this work.] As is well known, the metric induced 
on these spaces can be represented by the two-dimensional 
Levi-Civita symbol 

10 MN =C~\ 6) (4.1) 

and its complex conjugate 10 M N . Indices are raised and low
ered by the rules 

S M =10 MNS
N

, SN =t;MN SM' (4.2) 

The homomorphism betweenD (O,~) ® D (~,O)andtheusual 
tensorial representation of 0(3, 1) is expressed via the Pauli 
matrices 

~N =Y; (:: (4.3) 

The useful relation between the Pauli matrices and the im
portant projection operatorsq'a is 

i . 
rya ___ Qa (J"MPI\(J"N. ,. - 4Y"2 MN P' 

(4.4) 

where the Q a MN are just the vector addition coefficients, 
C (~,~, 1 ;M,N,a), 

8 a 
+ 

_1_8 a 

Y; 0 

QG
MN

= (4.5) 

~8g 8 a 

Y2 
As usual the covariant derivative into these spaces is deter
mined by insisting that D (J" M N = 0. This generates the spin
orial connections 

r., 

r MN = (4.6) 

as well as the complex conjugate quantities r M N' 

The conformal tensor is just determined by a fourth
order spinorial quantity, corresponding to D (0,~)4:J D (0,2), 
C MNPV given by 

C'"' = - ~C++, C!222 = - iC., 

(4.7) 

If If/ M, ... M" is an element of V (O,s) , then the usual mass
less field equationsJ9 for any spin s = 0, ~, 1, T' 2,.·· ,may be 

written most easily using \jMN ~N·D such that 

(4.8) 

where the zero on the right hand side indicates an explicit 
omission of possible source terms. In the case of s = 1 (Max
well's equations) or s = 2 (the gravitational field equations), 
appropriate sources have already been included in Sec. 3. 
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Since, for other spins, choices of source are not too easily 
made, sources are excluded from consideration in this sec
tion, as well as most of the next section. As is well known40 

this equation is subject to the constraint 

(s- ~)(s- 1) C MNP (L, If/ L,'" L, ,)MNP =0, (4.9) 

which couples the massless field in question with the gravita
tional field of the background space for spins other than 
s=O,~, or 1. [It is possible that the field equations (4.8) 
should be modified in order to avoid this coupling but no 
satisfactory method is yet known.] 

In a manner completely analogous to that carried out in 
Sec. 2, (4.8) can be used to generate the wave equation 

(DUD a - S:1 R )If/M''''M,, 

+2(2s-1) cNP M,(M If/ M, ... M ,)NP =0. (4.10) 

Before proceeding to the separation of these equations, 
two special cases should be noted. If one takes s = 0, (4.10) 
becomes simply 

(4.11) 

This has the additional term, -- R /6, which is unconven
tional for a scalar (s = 0) wave equation. Our approach has 
resulted in the additional factor because the technique guar
anteed, ab initio, the conformal in variance of the equations.4I 
It will be shown, in the following section, that this additional 
term is essential for the equation to be separable in PD 
coordinates. 

The neutrino wave equation (s = ~) is also very simple, 

(4.12) 

even though all higher spins involve a coupling with the spin
orial conformal tensor. Equations (4.12) are not yet decou
pled due to the fact that the (covariant) operator Da mixes 
components. 

The separation of the wave equations (4.10) is initiated 
by viewing them as the expression appropriate for a perturb
ing (test) field in a background geometry. This requires only 
the replacement of If/ M, ... M" by 8 If/ M, ... M" except in the 
case of s = 2. For the gravitational case, where the 1f/,I1NPL are 
the CMSPL> a perturbation of the If/ MNPL generates an addi
tional perturbation of the C MNPL in the coupling term. The 
perturbed equation may be written as 

(D aDa - s: 1 R )8 If/ M, ... M , 

+2A sCNPM,(M, 81f/ M .... M .yvp =0, 

!2(2.>-1)=6, 
A.= 0, 

.\ (2s- 1 ), 

s=2( gravity), 
s=O, ~, 
otherwise. 

(4.13) 

Denoting 81f/ 11 ... 1 by 81f/\ and 81f/22 .. 2 by 81f/ .. s' or the pair by 
81f/h, h = ± s, (4.13) may be written out for the case of maxi
mal helicity, 
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(4.14) 

and a very similar expression for olJl_ s' Following the tech
nique applied in Sec. 3, the field equations themselves, (4.8), 
are used to eliminate from (4.14) the term r Iia a a 0 IJI 211 ... 1' 

This can only be accomplished when the condition (3.35) is 
metsinceonlya,01Jl 2J1 ... 1 anda,oIJl 211 ... 1 are determined by 
the field equations in usable form. Next, the coefficients of 
o 1J1 211 ... 1 and 0 1J1 221 ... 1 are determined to be exactly C+ and 
C++ both of which vanish, by condition (3.35) again. This 
leaves the equation decoupled. In an exactly analogous fash
ion, with the use of condition (3.36), the equation for 01Jl -s is 
decoupled. The two may then be written as one equation, 

(
0- s+ 1 R + \/2h (2roaa a +ro aa) 

6 ' 

+ 2 s [ - 22" _ k a{3 r ka ( a (3 + Y2h r O(3) 

+r+ar _a+s ro a r Oa]- ;'6 A sCo )01Jl h =0, 

(4.15) 

where k h/s= + 1, h = +s. Equations (3.39), (3.40), 
(3.41), and (3.42) may be seen to be special cases of this 
equation for the appropriate values of sand h. 

5. SEPARATION OF THE EQUATIONS 

In the previous section it was shown that, if the back
ground metric is of Petro v type D, both the extremal-helicity 
wave equations decouple from other unknown quantities for 
arbitrary massless fields of type D (O,s) as well as for gravita
tional perturbations. However, Weir l7 has shown that all 
vacuum type D solutions are realized in the solutions of the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations found by Plebanski and 
Demianski, 16 hereafter referred to as PD solutions. Further, 
Debever1j has shown that, in addition to the obvious two 
Killing vectors which these solutions possess, all the PD so
lutions, including the non vacuum ones, admit a second-rank 
conformal Killing tensor. Motivated by these facts, we now 
write these wave equations in PD coordinates and show that 
their solution can be reduced to the solution of a pair of 
(uncoupled) ordinary differential equations, only. This 
therefore generalizes Teukolsky's' results with the Kerr met
ric to an arbitrary PD metric which includes all those of 
vacuum D, as well as the possibility of a cosmological con
stant or an electric or magnetic charge. (In the case of an 
electric or magnetic charge, in principle the gravitational 
perturbations induce electromagnetic perturbations and 
vice versa. This coupled perturbation problem is one which 
we have not yet been able to solve. Here we are restricting 
our attention to dealing with perturbations of a single spin, 
only.) 
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The PD solutions depend on seven arbitrary param
eters. In addition to the cosmological constant, the param
eters group into three complex ones, m+in, a+ib, e+ig, 
which correspond to mass, NUT parameter, angular mo
mentum per unit mass, acceleration parameter, electric 
charge, and magnetic charge. The more usual type D solu
tions, such as the Kerr metric, are recovered by performing 
specific limiting transitions which will be described later. 
The metric is described in coordinates (p,q,u,r) by" 

(5.1) 

with the "conformal factor" 

l/J (l-pq). (5.2) 

The functions g; and fZ! are fourth order polynomials in p 
and q, respectively, 

:--? = -("l,/6+e'+y)p'+2mp3_€p2 

(5.3a) 

g = +( -A/6+g2-y)q'-2nq3+€q2 

(5.3b) 

where € and yare related to a and b by 

1 (a 2 _b2
) ("l, )1/2 

€=- - -- 1- -(a 2 +b') , 
ab a2+b2 3 

(5.4) 

In order to proceed further a choice of (nUll) tetrad is 
required. More than one such choice will be of considerable 
interest to us because the maximal and minimal helicity 
equations do not separate in the same gauge. We therefore 
present three choices of tetrad which are needed. Define a 
tetrad e*a such that - e*a is the tetrad given in Ref. 16 by 
Plebanski and Demianski. The tetrad used most often in our 
work, denoted by ea

, is obtained from e*a by a u-gauge trans
formation with u chosen as A defined by 

e 2'\ (q+ip)(2/fZ!)II2. (5.5) 

Explicitly, the tetrad ea is then 

e'=l/J'I (p'~q' dq+dr-p'du ). 

e4=~l/J-1 (dq -~ (dr-p'du»), 
p2+q' 
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while the inverse tetrad (basis of the tangent space) is 

If ¢ (i ) -al = - --.- ap - -(aa+p2a7 .) = a2, 
2 q+1P 9 

a = ¢ g /2 (a __ 1 ( a _ 2a ») 
J 22 q f7) aqT' 

p +q ::L 

(5.7) 

where by ap' etc., we mean a/ap, etc., as usual. This particu
lar choice of gauge is motivated by the fact that, when the 
appropriate limit is taken, it becomes (modulo sign conven
tions) the tetrad used by Teukolsky and most others who 
considered similar problems. It is the factor q + ip in the 
definition of e2A given in (5.5) that is important for this sepa-

ration. The factor Y 2/!!) is required only if the tetrad is to 
agree with that of Teukolsky. The connections can then be 
calculated to yield 

- _( ¢ ) I T.-(J)24- q+ip -¢ q e 

(
[7 )1/2 I ( i¢) 3 +- --¢---e, 
2 q-ip P q+ip 

( 
;j! ) 112 I ( idJ) 4 +- --¢--'-e, 
2 q +ip p q+ip 

(5.8) 

-(q-iPt1(¢ _~_J..-¢ 9)e2] 
p q-lp 2 9 

where ¢p and ¢q mean a¢/ap and a¢/aq, respectively, while 
t he dot is used to designate differentiation of the function 
with respect to its argument (e.g., 9 =d9 /dp). As well, we 
have 

Y- ¢I (., 6i 9 12,0'J 
- 6 Co= p2+q2 [7 - q+ip - (q+ip)2 

,. 6.0 12~2) + .'!)- -- + ---
q+ip (q+ipY, 

(5.9) 
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and 

R= --=L [I:> -6 91L + 129l (1L)2 
p2+q2 ¢ ¢ 

(5.10) 

The equations for maximal helicity (A = + + for CA , for 
example) will be found to separate in this tetrad while the 
equations for minimal helicity are, instead, separable in the 
tetrad e"a obtained from e*a by the inverse ofthe previous u
gauge transformation, i.e., with (J chosen as A" = - A, 

e -2.-1"' =(q+ip)(2/f!})1I2. (5.11) 

Using (3.45) for the transformation properties of DCA' it is 
easily shown that the gravitational wave equations are form 
invariant under u-gauge transformations so that the equa
tions need not be recalculated for the new tetrad choice. 

Working in the tetrad ea
, the wave equations from Sec. 

3 for both the gravitational and the electromagnetic cases 
could be written out in PO coordinates. However, we prefer 
here to use the equations from Sec. 4 which are valid for 
arbitrary massless, D (D,s) fields, including gravitation sim
ply as the case when s = 2. This allows for maximal general
ity of the results. It will also permit the demonstration that, 
in fact, the desired wave equations only separate for certain 
values of s. Additionally the wave equations from Sec. 4 are 
sourceless, which is desirable in this section since the discus
sion involves separability. Separability of a given partial dif
ferential equation is a property of the differential operator 
and the coordinate system used, rather than of any (inhomo
geneous) source term. When the source term is also separa
ble one may proceed as before. But, in the common case of a 
nonseparable source term, a (separated) Green's function 
may be constructed from the sourceless equation, and then 
applied to the given source term. 

Because the maximal and minimal helicity equations 
separate in different tetrads, they are treated separately. We 
begin with the case ofhelicity h = +s and rewrite (4.15) for 
that case denoting the desired perturbation by 
o If! +,(0 C++ for s= 2, of. for s= I, etc.): 

where the constant A, is defined in (4.13). This equation may 
now be rewritten in PO coordinates with the tetrad e", which 
results in the rather lengthy equation, 
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Xo +,/, f!)o) + B + (5 + 1 + As)916 - (s9)2149 p 'f'q q 

+(4s+ 1 +AJ~/6-(s+ 1)¢-I[¢p9 +(s+ 1)¢q2J 
(5.13) 

-(S+2)¢-I( ¢ /9 +¢ q 2f!) ] + [s(2s-1)-A s] 

where B is used to denote those terms which have derivatives 
with respect to (T and T, 

B =9-I(au + p 2a Ty - f!)-I(ou - q20TY 

+ s(2J If!) (ou - q2aT) + is(9 19) 

X (au + P20T) + 4s(q - ip)aT • (5.14) 

None of the coefficients in (5.13) involve a or T since au and 
aT are Killing vectors for the background geometry. There
fore, we may look for solutions having the form of Fourier 
coefficients in these variables-a reasonable thing to do since 
the existence of these Killing vectors characterizes the back
ground as axially symmetric and stationary. When acting on 
such Fourier coefficients, the term B will simply become a 
separable term, with no differential operators, to be added to 
the equation. However, since the "conformal factor" 
¢= 1-pq is inherently nonseparable, as well as the terms 
with the factors of (q + ip t l

, more work must be done. 

The known conformal invariance of the equation sug
gests a "conformal transformation" of some power of ¢. 
Therefore, we denote the operator in (5.13) by L and evalu
ate the new operator ¢ - 'L¢ + '. By looking at the first-order 
derivatives in this new operator, it is found that a necessary 
condition for separability ( in these coordinates) is that 
1= s + 1, which eliminates the (nonseparable) terms 
- 2(s + 1)(p-t(¢p9ap + ¢qf!)aq). This new operator is then 

notably simpler, 

,/,-<s+I)L,/,s+I=_¢_2_[a 90 +0 f!)a 
'f' 'f' q2 + p2 P P q q 

+(4s + I +A,) g16+ [s(25-1)-A s ]{q + lpt l 

(5.15) 

The (q+ipt l terms are still not separable. However, their 
coefficient-s(2s-l)-As-vanishes for 5=0, !, 1, and 2. 
We conclude that, at least in PD coordinates, the equation 
separates only for these values of the spin. It is worth noting 
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that these are just exactly the values ofthe spin for which the 
usual massless field equations (4.8) (which we used) are valid 
without any constraint on the background curvature. That 
is, (4.9) imposes a coupling between the background geome
try and the massless field in question which is usually ig
nored, but which is in fact satisfied for arbitrary type D back
ground geometry only for spin s = 0, !. 1, and the 
gravitational field itself, with s = 2. It is therefore a very 
reasonable presumption that the fact that the constraint 
(4.9) is not generally satisfied is indeed the source of the 
nonseparability of the wave equations for the other spins. 

From now on, we consider only the spinss=O, !, 1, and 
2, and notice that, for all these spins, A s can be written in the 
analytic forms(2s-1). Therefore, (5.13) maybe rewritten in 
the simplified form 
(¢ -s-IL ¢ s+ 1)( ¢ -s-18 1/1 +s) 

= ~ la g;a +g-sa g,+la +B 
p2+q2 P P q q 

+ [(2s2 + 1) 9 +(s+ 1)(2s+ 1) g]l6 
(5.16) 

-(s 9)2/4 9j( ¢ -, -181/1 +s)=O. 

Separated solutions may now be obtained43 by writing 

(5.17) 

This form separates (5.16) into the following two ordinary 
differential equations, 

[a p g;o P +(2s2 + 1) 916+4swp- g;-I 

x (a+wp2+!s 9)2+A ]S(P) = 0, (5.18a) 

[f!) -s a q gs+ 10 q + (s+ 1)(2s+ 1) g 16+ 4iswq 

+ g-l(a- wq2)(a- wq2+is Q)-A JR+(q) =0, 

(5.18b) 

where A is a separation constant. Note that this implies that 
R+ and S are, in principle, functions. parametrically, of s, a 
w, and A, as well as their arguments. The general solution 
would then be of the form 

81/1 = A. s + IJ daeia17f(a) +s 'f' 

x J d(veiWTg(w)R +(q;s,a,w)S+(p;s,a,w). (5.19) 

The solutions of(5.18) depend upon a large number of 
parameters-s,a,w,A,m,n,E,y,e,g,A-as well as the bound
ary conditions. Consequently. we do not say very much 
about them here. In the limit to the Kerr geometry, it is the 
function S+(P) which becomes the spin-weighted spherical 
harmonics, while in that limit, the equation for R (q) must be 
solved numerically,44 although some studies of its analytic 
properties have been made.4s We do note that 9 must be 
positive in order for the signature of the metric to be correct. 
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However [;P goes to - co for sufficiently large I p I, so that the 
allowed (physical) values of p are restricted to somefinite 
region, in which g; ;;.0. Therefore, (S.18a) does constitute a 
well-defined Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem for A, and 
S(P). 

The equation for h = - s-for t5f/1 _ s--could also be 
written out explicitly from (4.1S), but recall that it does not 
separate in the tetrad in which we have been working. The 
tetrad e"a defined by (S.ll) has been chosen, however, so 
that not only is the equation for 8f/1" _ s separable but it is 
identical to the one for 8f/1 + s except for a change of sign of O' 
and T. Therefore, defining 

R -(q;s,a,UJ) = R +(q;s, - a, - UJ). 

S-(p;s,a,UJ) = S+(p;s, - a, - UJ), (5.20) 

we have 

bl/l". s = ¢/ + lR -(q)S-(p)ei(WeieuT. (5.21) 

But, using (3.4S), bf/l _ s = e - 4sAfJf/I' _ s' so that 

tJl/I ._\ = e - 4SArjJ s + 1 R -(q)S -(p)eiaaei{OT 

= (q + ip) - 2SrjJ s+ I ( ~ )'R -(q)S -(p)e1aOel'"T. 

(5.22) 

Another choice of tetrad in which the equation for tJ f/I s 

separates is the one defined by the O'-gauge transformation 
from ea in which O' is chosen to be Ii such that 

e 21 =(q+ipt'. (5.23) 

This transformation is similar to the previous one, but ex
cludes the factor (2/ g), included earlier for reasons for sym
metry. [As was already pointed out, it is the correct power of 
(q-ip) which is important for separability.] In this case the 
equation determining tJl/I, is the same as the earlier one for 
bf/l\ s except for the change of sign of s. Therefore, setting 

jf-(q:s,a,(u) =R+(q; -s,a,UJ), 

S(p;s,a,UJ) =S(p; -s,a,UJ), (5.24) 

and transforming back to our primary tetrad, we have46 

(jf/l ,=(q+ip) 2'rjJ\+lif(q)S(p)e i(!Oe'«'T. (5.25) 

These various choices of tetrad can all be shown to cor
respond" to different behavior of the solutions at "radial" 
infinity or on the event horizon. A particular choice is deter
mined by the type of boundary conditions desired for a par
ticular application. 

The limiting procedure from a general PO solution to 
the Kerr geometry is described in Ref. 16; however, we re
peat it here. One must make the following substitutions. 

n,A,e,g -> 0, m -> e'M, E ---+ e\ r -> c4a\ q -> cr, 

p -> - ca cosO, O' -+ c-Jep la, T -> c'( - t + aep), 
(5.26) 

and then take the limit as c goes to zero. This procedure 
generates the following substitutions: 
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rjJ -> I, dq -> dr, dp -> a sin8d8, dO' -> dep la, 

dT-> -dt+ad<p,Jq->J,.. Jp->(asinO)-'Je, 

J(T -> aa", + a'al.ar -> - al,[;p -> a' sin'8, 

=(r'+a' cos'O),-(q+ipY' -> -(r-ia cosO)-'=p 
(5.27) 

a--+ a(m -aUJ), A -+ A -aUJ(aUJ - 2m), 

which transform all of the equations in this section into the 
usual equations for the Kerr geometry.4 Similar limits may 
be taken to acquire, for example, the Kerr-NUT metric, the 
accelerating C metric, or even the Kerr-Newman metric, 
provided the perturbations considered are purely gravita
tional or purely electromagnetic, as would be appropriate 
when the background electric charge is taken to be of the 
same order as the (gravitational) perturbation. 

Let us now return to the pure gravitational, sourceless 
case and discuss the rest of the geometrical problem. As was 
indicated at (3.43), a choice of infinitesimal gauge can al
ways be made so that tJC+ = ° = 8C. Assuming that this has 
been done, all gauge freedom has been accounted for except 
that of O'-gauge transformations. Given then a determination 
of 8c.+ and tJC _ from (S.17) and (5.22) above, the Bianchi 
equations may be used to determine 8r+" tJr+4, tJr- lt and 
tJr_,-quantities which vanish in the background. In par
ticular the equations 8B+2, tJE-, tell us that 

tJr+2 = (t V6Cot'(a) + r, + 2VZro)tJc.+, 

8r_, = (1V6Cot'(a4 + r" - 2VZr04)8C _, (5.28) 

while the other pair may be obtained by the index substitu
tions 1+-+3,2+-+-4 (the minus sign indicates that every term 
with an index of2 or 4 should have its sign changed as well). 

The other connections are somewhat more difficult to 
determine. Wald48 has given the procedure for showing that 
all perturbations for which either 8CH or 8C_ vanish have 
the property that only 8Co is nonzero and that these pertur
bations amount only to perturbations of the seven param
eters of the PO solution; i.e., that one ends up with only 
another PO solution. Since we have made no restraint on the 
generality of the PO solution in question, assuming 8CH=F0, 
for example, there is no loss of generality by assuming that 
bC" is zero. That this is so may be seen by simply noting that 
any nonzero value of tJCo could always be transformed away 
by performing an additional perturbation with only tJCo non
zero, which would maintain our assumption of an arbitrary 
PO solution. The extra 8Ca-perturbations can always be re
covered later by allowing each ofthe seven parameters of the 
PD solution to acquire an extra infinitesimal portion. Notice 
therefore that the perturbation is now determined only by 
tJCH• 8C_ and the perturbation of the seven background 
parameters. 

Following this reasoning assume that tJCo vanishes. The 
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other four perturbed Bianchi equations may then be solved 
for or ... or.3, or-2, and or_4 in terms of the sixteen CaP' An 
example is or'l = - (3Cot lCO•M ' However, (3.19) permits re
writing this equation in terms of the (unknown) coefficients 

CaB since, e.g., C 0.04 = -BP 4C D.P' The results are then 

10r-4 = r + [IC3]! + r _ [2C4]1' (5.29) 

The oro may be determined in terms of the or., or, 
and Cap by writing out the equations defining certain com
ponents of the perturbed Ricci tensor, which vanishes. In 
particular those ona6 and onah for which neither index is 0 
involve the oro algebraically only and may be solved explic
itly. We do not write them as the forms are messy and com
plicated while the procedure is quite straightforward. Lastly 
one needs to determine the Cap themselves. The degrees of 
freedom in L24 and L 13 , are already determined by our choice 
of gauge such that DC. = 0 = OC. (This also requires that 
oC + and OC _ vanish, determining Ll4 and LB') Therefore, 
there are only 12 components of Cap to be determined. 

The a and 7 dependence of Cap must surely be of the 
form of Fourier coefficients, inherited from OC.. and oC_, 
which implies that they are effectively functions of only two 
independent variables. Therefore, it would seem that the 24 
first structure equations, (2.3), which are first order partial 
differential equations for the CaP in terms of ora and ora, 
would suffice to determine the remaining CaP' In fact, how
ever, the equations cannot be solved for the JCap/Jq and 
JCaBIJp, since the associated matrix is singular. This is sim
ply an indication of the fact that the Cap are still subject to 
some gauge conditions so that they cannot be determined 
uniquely by just the OCA' The work of Demianskpl is an 
example showing a particular method by which this solution 
may be obtained, having imposed sufficiently many gauge 
conditions. Much more general, however, are the complete 
solutions to this problem for the Kerr metric (with a specific 
choice of gauge) recently obtained by Chandrasekhar:9 We 
are attempting a general reduction of the problem to specify 
the separation of the gauge-dependent details from the es
sential ones, but have not completed this procedure. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The present work has the aim both of generalizing the 
work ofTeukolsky on the separability of the wave equations 
for the conformal curvature of a perturbed space-time, and 
of putting the structure associated with this separability into 
a covariant format. The latter aim necessitated the extension 
of the usual covariant (tensorial) structures over a manifold 
into the bundle of representation spaces of the Lorentz 

APPENDIX 

group. This extension provided a compact, algebraic ap
proach to the relevant equations, allowing them to be manip
ulated with relative ease. The result has been to show the 
decoupling, for an arbitrary massless (spinor) D (O,s) field [or 
D (s,O)], of those wave equations corresponding to extremal 
helicities in an arbitrary type D background geometry. As 
well, it has been shown that, in such a background, the solu
tion of these wave equations can be reduced to the solution of 
ordinary differential equations, in PD coordinates, only for 
the spins 0, 1, 1, and 2. 

In the important gravitational case of spin 2 we have 
shown that gauge conditions can be so chosen that the entire 
perturbed conformal tensor, OCA' can be determined. Then 
we have indicated how these might be used to determine a 
general algorithmic path to the lower-order parts of the per
turbed metric structure, which depend on yet more gauge 
choices, although this program has not yet been carried out 
in all detail. Also this technique shows some promise when 
applied to the Einstein-Maxwell perturbation system in 
which both spins 1 and 2 are simultaneously perturbed, al
though any actual solution is as yet unavailable. 

We believe that the approach to tensor quantities via 
the higher-order representations of the Lorentz group (pio
neered by Debeverl3), can be used effectively to determine 
the general structure of other problems as well. An example 
of this is given by our demonstration that the only require
ment for the decoupling of one ofthe wave equations (such as 
for oCH ) is that the space-time be algebraically special. This 
fact should motivate study of perturbations to background 
spaces other than type D. A particular case of clear interest 
would be those of type N, corresponding to perturbations 
over sourceless gravitational waves. We also point out the 
work of Cohen and Kegeles, '0 who have been looking at 
Deybe potentials for massless (sourceless) fields. They find 
that the condition that a space-time be vacuum algebraically 
special permits for a description of such perturbing massless 
fields (for spin s = 0, 1, 1, and 2) in terms of a single Deybe 
potential, which must satisfy a wavelike equation. Since this 
potential is a single (complex) scalar quantity the equation is 
"already decoupled" and one may proceed to determine the 
components of the perturbing field itself using only differen
tial operations. 

Additionally, another relevant problem concerns the 
solutions of equations (5.18), which determine R (q) and 
S (P), presumably by numerical techniques. There are two 
essential prerequisites for such a program. The first is a bet
ter understanding of the general PD solutions, especially 
those which have nonvanishing acceleration parameter. It 
appears this would be a logical additional step in applica
tions to binary stellar systems with condensed objects. A 
second need is to properly organize the dependence of the 
solutions on the many parameters so that the essential phys
ics of the problem can be clearly understood. 

For convenience of the reader we display explicitly the components of the D (0, 1 ) [and D (1,0) J projection operators defined 
in (2.8): 
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0 o~ -v"io~ 0 

!:l'a _ i 
-o~ 0 0 -v"io a 

+ 
a(J- "2 

v"io~ 0 0 oa 
0 

(AI) 

0 v"io a 
+ 

oa - 0 0 

0 06 0 v"i0 6 
+ 

8 4 0 V"i8"c 0 
!:l'il = .!.... 

- 0 

u(J 2 
0 -V"i8~ 0 8 il 

- 0 

(A2) 

-V"i8 il 
+ 0 8 4 

0 0 

In addition to the properties listed in (2.9), other useful relations satisfied by the !:l'a u(J are 

4!:l' u(J!:l'a =8 a(J +ig UEg(JS1] a 1'8 1'.5 E?;1'b' (A3) 

r71"ba(J r71"c -2 Cit' [a " (J 1 
1] abc:L :L 1'.5 - :L a [yU 0 1 • (A4) 

We also note a few of the properties of the Z (2; I, I) projections W a h u(J - - 2!:l' (J U l' !:l' b y(J: 

wah wa(J-8a8b u(J cd - c d' (A5) 

W a h W . yo _ " y " /j 1 yb u{3 ab -U (uU{3) -4gu{3g , (A6) 

8a_8~ 18 a8 6 
2 0 0 

_~a86 
v"i - 0 

_1_8 a8 h 
v"i 0 + 

_wah _ sym 8 a 8 b -~8~8h _1_8 a 86 
-t -

V2 - v"i + 0 u{3 - (A7) 

sym sym 8~8~c _18 a8 6 
2 0 0 

sym sym sym 8 a 8 h 
+ + 

where the notation sym designates the symmetric entry. 

The generators ofSL(2,C )-a basis for its Lie algebra-are very important to the details of all the discussion in this article. 
However, for the purpose considered we only need the generators restricted to the representations D (OJ) (and their complex 
conjugates), which are just the usual angular momentum matrices /(j) = - iJ vi , which, for every 0), satisfy the commutation 
relations 

[/a,/b] = 1]abc/c' (A8) 

We merely note the well known fact that for j = I, the 3 X 3 matrices (/a)bc can be represented by 

Cf--(l)a) be = -1] abc (A9) 

as can be verified by explicit insertion into (A8). The generators for [D (0, 1»)2 would be I ® /(l)a + /(l)a ® I. Therefore, 
using the renumbering operator Z A ab , one obtains 

,,--(2)aAB = ZAedZB ef(8~/(l)adf + 81/(1)ace) = - 21]abcZAb dZBcd, (A 10) 

where it is probably useful to actually write out the matrix 
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0 0 0 _ V2 8 a 
+ -28g 

0 0 V38 a 
+ bg -V-Zb~ 

i/(2)a _ 0 _ V3 8 a 0 y3"o~ 0 (All) 
IIB- + 

Y-Z oa -bg - y3" 8~, 0 0 
+ 

28 g Y-Z8~ 0 0 0 

The useful relation for the product of two such /(2) 's is given by 

ar(2)aIlB ar(2)b C_4 ab BC_2hBCDZ ab_l1'}abc ar(2) BC_21'}acd1'}befzB ZC . 
c/ c/ II --j-g g D 2" c/ c " " ce df 

(AI2) 

The proof of this relation is performed by starting with (A 10) and repeatedly using the product relations for Z A ab , 

zAabZACd = 8a(c8d/ - +~bgcd/3, 

ZA ZB c=~g gAB+hABCZ _11'} ar(2)dAB. 
ac b 3 ab Cab 4" abdc/ 

A comparison of the connection I-forms with the rota
tion coefficients of Newman and Penrose has already been 
given in (2,20), Here we give as well a comparison of the 
components of the self-dual part of the conformal tensor. 
The comparison is given in the form of a table in which we 
list, in order, our notation, that of Newman and Penrose, 10 

that of Plebanski,2) and that of Bardeen and Press/ and, in 
the last columns, the tensorial components: 

C .. = 21[/0= -C(5)=21[/.2= -2C2424, 

Co = 2Y61[/2 = - Y6C(J) = 2Y61[/0 = - 2Y6CIJ24, 
(AIS) 

C __ = 2 1[/4 = - C' I) = 2 1[/-2 = - 2C13I ). 

A comparison with the spinor components is given in (4.7). 
It is also worthwhile to recommend the work of Ernst51 in 
which a more detailed comparison of many useful notations 
is made. 

IA. Einstein, Sitzber. Preuss. Akad. Wiss., 688 (1916); 154 (1918). 
'c. Lanczos. Z. Phys. 31,112 (1925); E. Lifshitz, J. Phys. USSR 10.116 
(1946); T. Regge and J.A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 108, 1063 (1957). 
'P.c. Peters. Phys. Rev. 146.938 (1966); F.J. Zerilli, Phys. Rev. D 2,2141 
(1970); W.H. Press, Astrophys. J. 170. L105 (1971); D.M. Chitre and R.H. 
Price, Phys. Rev. Lett. 29,185 (1972); R.H. Price, Phys. Rev. D 5,2419 
(1972); J.M. Bardeen and W.H. Press, J. Math. Phys. 14,7 (1973); S. 
Chrandrasekhar. Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 343, 280 (1975). 

'S.A. Teukolsky, Phys. Rev. Lett. 29,1114 (1972); Astrophys. J. 185,635 
(1973). 

'R. Kerr. Phys. Rev. Lett. 11,237 (1963). 
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I 
'Examples include J.B. Hartle, Phys. Rev. D 9, 2749 (1974) and S. 
Chandrasekhar, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 352,325 (1977). 

(A 13) 

(A 14) 

'S. Chandrasekhar, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 345,145 (1975); see also 
Refs. 44 and 48. 
'B. Carter, Commun. Math. Phys. 10,280 (1968). The connection between 
separability and second-rank Killing tensors may be found in M. Walker 
and R. Penrose, Commun. Math. Phys. 18. 265 (1970). 

'J.M. Stewart and M. Walker, Proc. R Soc. London, Ser. A 341. 49 (1974). 
°E.T. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3. 566 (1962). 
IR. Geroch, A. Held, and R. Penrose. J. Math. Phys. 14. 874 (1973). 

I'See the pioneering article by R. Sachs, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 264, 
309 (1961). 

IJM. Cahen, R. Debever,and L. Defrise,J. Math. Mech.16, 761 (1967). The 
result was announced earlier by R. Debever, Cah. Phys. 18, I (1964). See 
also M. Carmeli, Nuovo Cimento A 7, 9 (1972). 

14R.G. McLenaghan and N. Tariq, J. Math. Phys. 16.2306 (1975). 
I'R. Debever, Bull. Cl. Sci. Acad. R. Belg. 62, 662 (1976); L.P. Hughston. R. 

Penrose, P. Sommers, and M. Walker, Commun. Math. Phys. 27, 303 
(1972). 

"J.F. Plebanski and M. Demianski, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 98, 98 (1976). 
"G.J. Weir, "Type D Spaces and Quasidiagonalizability," Ph.D. thesis, 

University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, 1976 (un
published). One may also check case by case through the table ofW. 
Kinnersley. J. Math. Phys. 10, 1195 (1969). 

ST. Levi-Civita. Atti dei Acc. Lincei Rendiconti 27, 343 (1918). 
'W. Kinnersley and M. Walker, Phys. Rev. D 2,1359 (1970). 
'D.M. Chitre, R.H. Price, and V.D. Sandberg, Phys. Rev. D 11, 747 (1975). 
'For a discussion of some of the difficulties associated with this problem 
see, e.g., D.M. Chitre, Phys. Rev. D 13. 2713 (1976). Also see V. Moncrief, 
Phys. Rev. D 10,1057 (1974); FJ. Zerilli, Phys. Rev. D 9, 860 (1973). 

'A.L. Dudley and J.D. Finley, III, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38, 1505 (1977). [Note 
errata, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 367 (1977).J 
'We use a metric of signature + 2 and generally follow the conventions of 
I.F. Plebanski, "Spinors, Tetrads and Forms," Centro de Investigaciones 
y de Estudios Avanzados del Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Ap. Postal 
14-740, Mexico 14. D.F. Mexico (unpublished). See as well J.F. Plebanski, 
J. Math. Phys. 16.2395 (1975); G.c. Debney, J. Math. Phys. 12, 1088 
(1971). Greek indices run from I to 4. while lower case Latin indices taken 
on the values + ,0, - and uppercase Latin indices take on the values + +, 
+ ,0, -, - -, except in Sec. 4 where they are used for spinors and take the 
values 1,2. A comma is used to denote partial differentiation, either in a 
coordinate direction or a tetradial direction, while a semicolon denotes the 
usual covariant derivative (acting on Greek indices only). Square brackets 
denote antisymmetrization over those indices of the same kind which are 
contained between them while round brackets denote a similar symmetri-
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zation. The symbol ® is the usual tensor product, while ® is the symmet-
" 

ricpart:a® (3=!(a®{3+{3®a). 
" 

"In addition to the information in Ref. 23, a good background on differen
tial forms may be obtained from CW. Misner, K.S. Thorne, and J.A. 
Wheeler, Gravitation, parts III and IV (Freeman, San Francisco, 1973). 
"E.P. Wigner, Ann. Math. 40, 149 (1939); S. Weinberg, Lectures on Particle 

and Field Theory, Brandeis Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics 
(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965), Vol. 2. 

"We use a definition of duality which is arranged so that the dual of the dual 
of any p-form is exactly that p-form again. If 

OJ = ~ (u e'" II ... II ii" p! Il,""!" 

is an arbitrary p-form, then 
'pp' I \ 

*w = ~,~ 0)1""'\"'7]1" "',~I "',ll.flli 1\ ... /\ (PI 

p.p. 

is a p' -form, where p' == n - p, n is the dimension of the manifold in ques
tion (four in the present discussion), and the nature of the signature is given 
by s which is either 0 or I depending on whether the metric is positive 
definite or of the Minkowski type, respectively, while 7]" .... ". is the tensor 

made from the Levi-Civita alternating symbol, 

7]" .... "" == [( - Iydet(grh»)l"c" .... "". 

(Note that in our null tetrad basis, 7]1214 = + i = 7]1214') 

"For A ap-form and B ag-form,p;>q, the right interior product is defined by 
B J A =*(B II * A ): W. Siebodzinski, Exterior Forms and Their Applications 
(Polish Scientific Publishers, Warsaw,1970), p. 396. Also the contraction 
of the two p-forms is denoted by 

B-A = (~B e'" II ... iI")'(~ A. ,e'" II .. · /\ e"") q! p,"'p" p! 1.,"'1." 

= B,I"')I'I ,AA \., .. ,""ell 1 ® •.. ® fll" t ® e1

'} ® ... ® e"I'. 

"E. Cartan, Lecons sur la Geometrie des Espaces de Riemann (Gauthier
Villars, Paris, 1946), Sees, 187-92. 

"See S, Kobayashi and K. Nomizu, Foundations of Differential Geometry 
(Interscience-Wiley New York, 1963), Vol I. Also see Ref. 13. 

lOP.L. Chrzanowski, Phys. Rev. D 13,806 (1976). 
liM, Demianski, Gen ReI. Grav. 7, 551 (1976). 
J'For instance, see the nice discussion, in a somewhat different notation, of 
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A.1. Janis and E.T. Newman, J. Math. Phys. 6, 902 (1965). It is clear from 
the exponential formulas given in (3.23) that this parametrization (and 
products thereof) covers all elements in the component of 0(3, I) which 
contains the identity. 

"See, for example, the discussion in Chap. 20 of Misner, Thorne, and 
Wheeler, cited in Ref. 24. 

"An early indication that this could be done was the procedure given in P.L, 
Chrzanowski, Phys. Rev, D 11, 2042 (1975). A particular example where 
the complete solution is determined in a special case is given in Ref. 30. 

"M.P, Ryan, Phys. Rev. D to, 1736 (1974). 
"Although we have not seen any related printed material, the inspiration for 

this approach and some consequences that it generates in Sec. 5 were 
generated by a talk by S. Chandrasekhar given at the Eighth International 
Conference on General Relativity and Gravitation, Waterloo, Canada, 
Aug. 1977. 

"D.Z. Freedman and P. van Nieuwenhuizen, Phys. Rev. D 14, 912 (1976); 
A. Das and D.Z. Freedman, Nud. Phys. B 114. 271 (1976). 

"For a discussion of the spinor notation see F. Pirani, Leelares on General 
Relativity, Brandeis Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics (Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliff, N.J. 1965), Vol. I; and also Ref. 23. 

"P,A.M. Dirac, Proc. R, Soc. London, ScI'. A 155,447 (1936); J.F. Ple
banski, Acta. Phys. Polonica 27, 361 (\965). 

4OH,A, Buchdahl, Nuovo Cimento 10, 96 (1958); and see the second paper of 
Ref. 30, Eq. (9.13). 

"See as well the first paper of Ref, 3, Eq. (4.10) and the footnote following. 
"The coordinate q used here is introduced in Sec. 3 of Ref. Hi, and is the 

negative inverse of the symbol q used in earlier .ections of that reference. 
"This version of separability, where there is an additional known (multipli

cative) factor, is known as R-separability. See CP. Boyer, SIAM J. Math. 
Anal. 7, 230 (1976). 

"S.A, Teukolsky and W.H, Press, Astrophys. J. 185,649 (1973). 
"J,B. Hartle and D.C Wilkins, Commun, Math. Phys. 38, 47 (1974). 
"This required (7-gauge transformation is then the explanation of the rather 

strange factors p2' which occur in Teukolsky's table of separable forms of 
btl! "over those of btl, , " (The factor q + ip becomes Teukolsky's factor 
p in the limit to the Kerr geometry.) 

"S.A. Teuko1sky and W,H. Press, Astrophys. J. 193,443 (1974). 
4"R.M, Wald, J. Math. Phys. 14, 1453 (1973). 
"S. Chandrasekhar, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 358, 42\, 441 (1978). 
"'J.M. Cohen and L.S. Kegeles, Phys. Lett. A 54,5 (1975) is a summary of 

the results without proof. 1,M. Cohen and L.S. Kegeles, Phys. Rev. D to, 
1070 (1974) gives the details of the construction for spin 1, while a current 
preprint of theirs gives details for arbitrary spin s. 

"F.l. Ernst, 1. Math. Phys. 19, 489 (1978). 
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On the completeness of the natural modes for quantum 
mechanical potential scattering 

B. J. Hoenders 
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The Netherlands 
(Received 22 May 1978) 

The set of natural modes, associated with quantum mechanical scattering from a central potential of finite
range is shown to be complete. The natural modes satisfy a non-Hermitian homogeneous integral equation, 
or alternatively, are solutions of the time independent Schrodinger equation subject to a recently 
formulated nonlocal boundary condition (the quantum mechanical extinction theorem). An expansion 
theorem similar to that of Hilbert-Schmidt is formulated, valid for values of the solution of the 
scattering integral equation inside the range of the potential. The boundary conditions generated by the 
quantum mechanical extinction theorem are shown to be closely connected with the Jost function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a long time attempts have been made in the theory 
of quantum-mechanical potential scattering to define the 80-

called natural modes of the scatterer. The first ones who 
tried to define the natural modes were Kapur and Peierls. I 
However, as it appeared to have been first pointed out by 
Siegert' their theory suffers from several unphysical phe
nomena like the dependence of the resonances upon the en
ergy of the incoming wave. 

Considering central symmetrical scatterers, Siegert' 
formulated another definition for the natural modes which 
leads to physically much more satisfactorially results. His 
theory was completed by Humblet and Rosenfeld. J An ex
tensive survey of the literature on this subject can be found in 
the review article by More and Gerjoy: 

The definition of the natural modes given by Humblet 
and Rosenfeld' is essentially one-dimensional, because they 
restrict themselve to central symmetric potentials. A general 
definition for natural modes for quantum-mechanical poten
tial scattering, as well as for electromagnetic scattering, has 
been formulated by Pattanayak and WoIF's (see also Wolf6). 
Their definition applies to genuine three-dimensional scat
tering problems and reduces to the Siegert-Humblet-Ro
senfeld definition if the potential is central symmetric. A 
review oftheir theory, from which the basic relations of this 
paper are derived, is given in Sec. 2. 

The natural modes can be shown to be the solutions of 
the radial Schrodinger equation 

[ -~~r~+ 1(/+ 1) + U(r)+k,]x,(r;k)=o, 
r Jr Jr r 

(1.1) 

subject to the conditions that X, is regular in the interval 
O<;r<;a, and 

k [B(k)x,(a;k) + C(k) ! x,(a,k)] = 0, (1.2) 

where 

B(k)=! hp)(ka), (1.3a) 

C (k)= --II ~I) (ka) , 

2m 
U(r)=- VCr), 

fl' 

(1.3b) 

(1.3c) 

and a denotes the range of the central symmetrical potential 
VCr). [Siegert,' Humblet and Rosenfeld,' this paper, Sec. 2. 
The condition (1.2) is usually obtained from the requirement 
that both the field and its normal derivative are continuous 
across the surface of the sphere with radius a). The purpose 
of this paper is to construct a Sturm-Liouville type of theory 
for the set offunctions (natural modes) satisfying Eqs. (1.1) 
and (1.2) and especially to show the completeness of the 
natural modes inside and not on! the sphere with radius a. 
Once we have shown the completeness of the natural modes, 
we can solve the following initial value problem: Calculate 
the field inside the sphere with radius a if at t = ° the part of a 
wavepacket inside the sphere is known. To be more specific, 
this field can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a series 

oc t I 1.'\/ 

I I I a n(N,l,m) X ,(r,k In) Y,(B,cp) 
/- 0 m - I" 

xexp(i 2: k Tnt ). (1.4) 

where the numbers kin are the roots of (1.2). The series 
I~ a n (N,l,m) X I (r,k In) approximates the l,mth Fourier 
coefficient of the initial field with respect to the set of func
tions Y;" (B,rP) arbitrarily closely for sufficient large N. The 
series only determines the field for values of r < a. If the 
boundary r=a is to be included, the set of functions 
X I(r,k In) is no longer complete in the interval O<;r<;a. This 
point will be discussed in a future paper with Dr. D.N. Pat
tanayak and is connected with a background scattering 
term. 

It is unfortunately not possible to use ordinary Sturm
Liouville theory to prove the completeness of the natural 
modes defined by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) because the eigenvalue 
k explicitly shows up in the boundary condition. However, 
the completeness of the natural modes can be shown on us
ing the calculus of residues. It seems that Cauchy 7 was the 
first one who used this method, which essentially leads to an 
interpolation formula, (Eq. (3.20), to prove the completeness 
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of sets of functions. For similar methods and a survey of the 
literature we refer to Hoenders.' 

The explicit occurrence ofthe eigenvalues in the bound
ary condition spoils the hermiticity of the problem and leads 
usually to nonreal eigenvalues and nonorthogonal eigen
functions (see Morse and Feshbach9 and Nussenzveig IO

). 

It has been extensively shown in a previous publication, 
Hoenders,' that this type of problem, connected with con
tinuity conditions on a surface, rather than boundary condi
tions, arises in many branches of physics. As an example, we 
mention the solution of an initial value problem connected 
with a sphere, characterized by a scalar constant complex 
index of refraction nil embedded in an infinite medium char
acterized by a scalar constant index of refraction n" in terms 
of the natural modes of the sphere. 

The frequencies of the natural modes are determined by 
the continuity requirement on the tangential components of 
the electromagnetic field vectors which leads to an infinite 
set of equations similar to Eq. (1.2). Another example of a 
non-Hermitian problem is constructed by Morse and Fesh
bach! They considered a string oflength I which is under 
tension T and supported by a rigid support at x = 0 and a 
nonrigid support x = I. This latter support has enough longi
tudinal strength to support the tension T, but it yields a little 
to transverse force imparted to it by the string. Suppose this 
yielding involves both friction and stiffness of the support for 
sidewise motion, so that the relation between the transverse 
force transmitted by the string, which is - T(ay/axh is 
equal to R , times the transverse velocity of the support, 
(ay/at )1' plus K s times the displacement of the supporty(/): 

ay ay 
-T-=R,-+KsY, atx=l, 

ax . at 
(1.5) 

y=O, atx=O. 

Ifwe assume thaty(x,t)= v(x)exp( -iwt) and thaty(x,t) is a 
solution of the wave equation 

--- - (x,t)=Q ( a' 1 aZ
} 

ax' c' at' 
(1.6) 

we derive from Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) that the functions vn(x) 
are the solutions of the second order linear differential equa
tion v;', (x) + k ~ v n (x) = 0, subject to the "boundary" 
conditions 

-T~~ =-ikcRsv+K,v, ifx=l, 

v(O)=O, and UJ=ck. 

(1.7a) 

(1.7b) 

We cannot use the results of ordinary Sturm-Liouville 
theory to prove the completeness of the set of functions 
! vn(x) J because the "boundary" condition (1.7a) depends 
explicitly on the eigenvalue. The terminology "boundary 
condition" is even misleading because condition (1. 7a) is not 
generated by a true boundary condition but arises from the 
condition that the force at the point 0- is equal to the force at 
the point 0'. The eigenvalues even have a non vanishing 
imaginary part which accounts for the damping of the natu
ral modes (Morse and Feshbach9

). 
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It has been pointed out previously that the conditions 
(1.2) have been derived from a general definition for the nat
ural modes of quantum mechanical as well as electromagnet
ic scattering by Wolf and Pattanayak. 5.6, II At short survey of 
their theory will be given in the following Section 2, whereas 
the condition (1.2) will be derived in Section 3. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS 

From the time independent Schrodinger equation 

(\l'+k'+ U(r»¢(r;k )=0, 

where 

k'= 2mE 
fzz ' 

U= 2m V 
fzz ' 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and with the use of Green's theorem, the following three 
identities can be derived: 

¢(r;k)= i G(lr-r'l;k)U(r')¢(r';k)dr+2'(r), (2.4) 

O=_I_[2'(r <)-2'OO(r <)], (2.5) 
41T 

¢(r»=4~[2'OO(r»-2'(r»1. (2.6) 

Here 

if 

2'(r) = f f[ ¢( r';k) :n G (I r-r' I;k) 

-G (I r-r' I;k )~¢( r';k )]dr7, an 

G ( I r _ r' I ;k ) _ exp( ikl r - r'l) 
Ir-r'l 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

and 7 denotes a finite domain delimited by a surface r7 and 
r7 00 a sphere 00 with infinite radius. All points lying inside 
the sphere are denoted by r < and all points lying outside the 
sphere are denoted by r> . 

The total wavefunction ¢(r;k ) is a superposition of the 
incoming wave ¢(i)(r;k ) and the scattered wave ¢ (s) ( r;k ). 
The latter is required to satisfy Sommerfeld's radiation con
dition at infinity, and therefore 

f f [ ¢ (s) ( r';k ) ! G ( I r - r' I ;k ) 

a 

-G (Ir-f' I;k )~¢(S)( r';k »)dr7=O. an 
(2.9) 

Because the incoming wave satisfies Helmholtz's equation, 
Green's theorem yields 
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f f [ ¢ (i) ( r';k ) ! G ( I r - r' I ;k ) 

a 

- G ( I r - r' I ;k ) ! ¢ (i) ( r;k ) ]dO-= ¢ (i) ( r;k ). (2.10) 

Combining of (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10) gives the important 
relation: 

(2.11) 

which has to be satisfied for all values ofr < inside the sphere. 
Equation (2.11) is the quantum mechanical analog of the 
electromagnetic extinction theorem: The incoming wave is 
extinguished by the values of ¢ and a¢lan at the boundary. 
Moreover, combination of (2.4) and (2.11) leads to 

¢( r <) = i G ( I r < - r' I ,k ) U (r')¢( r') d r' + ¢ (I) ( r <) , 

(2.12) 

which is the usual integral formulation for potential scatter
ing for values of r situated inside 0-. Equation (2.12) can also 
be shown to be valid for values of r situated outside 0- on 
using the techniques of this section: Let r be an arbitrarily 
chosen point, situated outside 0- and suppose that 0- encloses 
both r and the scatterer. Combination of Eqs. (2.4)-(2.10) 
then shows the validity of (2.12) for values of r situated out
side 0-. 

The natural modes for quantum mechanical scattering 
are defined by Wolf and Pattanayak,"s as those solutions of 
the time independent Schrodinger equation. 

(\7'+k'+ U)¢(r,k )=0, 

satisfying the nonlocal boundary condition 

ff[¢(r';k)! G(lr<-r'l;k) 

a 

-G (I r < -r' I;k )~¢( r';k )]dO-=O, 
an 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

to be valid for all values ofr < lying inside 0-. Hence, alterna
tively, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7) show that these modes are the 
solutions of the homogeneus part of Eq. (2.12): 

¢ II ( r <;k II) = i G ( I r < - r' I ;k n) U (r')¢( r';k n)d r'. 

(2.15) 

It is to be stressed that the ordinary Hilbert-Schmidt theory 
for linear integral equations with symmetrical polar kernels 
cannot be used because the integral of (2.15) depends non
linearly on k. The completeness of the modes (2.15) will be 
shown in the next section. 

3. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE 

Theorem 1: Consider the time independent Schrodinger 
equation 

[\7' + k' + U (r)]¢(r,k) =0 (3.1) 

in a spherical region of radius a bounded by a surface 0-, and 
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assume that U (r) = U (r) is of bounded variation. Suppose 
that (3.1) is to be solved subject to the nonlocal boundary 
condition 

ff[¢(r';k)~ G(lr-r'l;k) 

a 

-G (I r-r' I;k )~¢( r';k )]do-=O, 
an 

(3.2) 

which has to be valid for all values of r lying inside the 
spherical region with radius a, with 

G (Ir-r'l;k )=exp(iklr-r'D/lr-r'l. (3.3) 

Then 

(1) There exists an infinite set of eigenvalues k n and a set 
of eigenfunctions (natural modes) ¢(r,O,t/J;kn) 

(2) The set of natural modes is complete within the 
sphere of radius a. 

Proof Following the analysis given by Pattanayak and 
Wolf,' we expand the wavefunctions ¢(r <) into a series of 
partial waves (cf. Ref. 10) 

¢( r <,k)= Ix /( r <,k)P /(cosO), (3.4) 
/=0 

where 0 is the angle between the momentum of the incoming 
plane wave and the direction of the vector r < and the func
tions X / are the regular solutions of the radial Schrodinger 
equation for the I th partial wave. The expansion (3.4) and 
the expansion 

G(r,r')=k I (2/+1)j/(kr <)h~I)(kr »p/(cosO) 
/=0 

(3.5) 

for the Green's function (3.5), valid with r < =min~rl,lr'l) and 
r> = max~~,Ir'I), 

where h ~I) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind 
and order I and <P the angle between the directions r < and r', 
are then substituted in the boundary condition (2.2), which 
leads to 

I a/(k)j/(kr <)p/(cos<P)=O, 
/=0 

where 

(3.6) 

a /(k )=kalX /(a,k )h' ~I)(ka)-X ;(a,k)h jl) (ka) ] 

(3.7) 

the prime denoting differentiation with respect to a. Because 
of the linear independence of the Legendre polynomials 
P/...cos<P) in the interval O,;;;<P';;;1Tit follows that we must have 
a/ = 0 for alII. Equations (3.7) are a set of local boundary 
conditions imposed on the radial wavefunctions X / (r <,k). 
From now on we will write r instead of r <' For bound states 
and resonances states the a/...k) vanish. [Pattanayaks.6; thus 
this is also true for the Jost function L/...k )]. We therefore 
expect that both functions are closely related to each other 
and we will show that in accordance with this expectation 
both functions are proportional to each other. 
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The Jost function L I(k) is defined by (Newton,12 Eq. 
12.142) 

LI(k)=[(2/+1)!! ]-lk l 

exp( - !i1TI) W[/I+ (k,r), ¢; I(r,k)], 

where W denotes the Wronskian, 

¢; I.r,k ) = rx I.r,k), 

/1+ is the solution of the Volterra equation 

/1+ (k,r) = iexp(i1T(l- 4»(kr)h )1) (kr) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

+ i oo 

G k,r',k)U (r/)/I+ (k,r')dr' (3.10) 

and 

Gl.r,r',k )=(COs1Ttt141T(rr/)1I2 

X [J 1+ 1/2 (kr) J 1-112 (kr/) 

-J 1+ 1/2 (kr') J 1+ 1/2 (kr) ]. 

(3.11 ) 

Combination ofEqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) shows that, taking 
r=a, 

(3.12) 

We will need the asymptotic expansion of Ll.k) for 
large values oflkl. This asymptotic expansion is obtained on 
inserting the zeroth order approximation 
( - I) I (kr)h )1) (kr) of ft+ (k,r) into the integral representa
tion, Newton,12 §12.1, 

L I(k)= 1 +( -i) I k- 1 100 

U(r)(kr)j I (kr)/I+ (k,r)dr , 

(3.13) 

and replacing the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions by 
their asymptotic expansions. Integration by parts leads to 

L (k)~1 I (-I)l exp(2ika)U(m)(a-) , if 
I (2ik )'n+2 

Ikf---+oo, 1T<,argk<,21T, (3.14) 

where [fm)(a - ) denotes the first non vanishing derivative 
of U (r) at r = a, and U (0 '(a -) U (a - ), whereas the Rie
mann-Lebesgue theorem leads to 

Ll.k) = I + O(k-1), iflk 1-00, 1T<, argk <,0. (3.15) 

Let the numbers Aj be an infinite bounded set of arbitrarily 
chosen complex numbers. It can be shown (Hoenders,8 
Lewin1l) that every function which is analytic inside a 
bounded simply connected domain D can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely and uniformly for all values of kED by a 
suitable linear combination of a sufficiently large number of 

functions cos(AjYk); i.e., 
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(k-8) m+2= i a j(n) COS(A jk 1/2 )+0(1), (3.16) 
j 

if 8 denotes an arbitrary complex number. Consider the con
tour integral 

I I(r,b,n)= _1_. ( H (k,b )dr, 
2m Jlk I~c" 

where 

and 

¢;k,k )exp(ika)C (k) 
H (k,b) = --=-------=----

(k - 8)m + 2LI(k )(k - b) 

j 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

The numbers cn are chosen in such a way that the contour 
passes between two successive zeros of the denominator of 
(3.18), and b denotes an arbitrary fixed complex number not 
equal to any ofthezerosofLl.k). From Newton,12 Eq. 12.137 

¢; I(r,k ) = (21 + 1 )!!k -1- Isin(kr - 41Tl) 

+o(lkl- l
- lexpIImklr), 

0<, argk <,21T, 

and Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), and (3.18) we derive 

IH (k,b )I=O[ C /~ lexp[ - 4cnlsin(argk )I(r-a)]!, 

ifcn-oo. 

Equations (3.17) and (3.21) lead to 

limII(r,b,n)=O, ifr<a. 
II .. oc 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

Suppose that p denotes a positive number such that the do
main bounded by the circle Ik - 81 =pED and does not contain 
a zero of Ll.k). These requirements can always be fulfilled by 
a suitable choice of the numbers p and 8. Calculating the 
integral (3.17) with the theorem of residues if n- 00 and Eg. 
(3.22) leads to 

X I(r,b )exp(iba)C (b) 

(b-8) m+2L I(b) 

= I X I(r,k III) exp(ik In a)C (k In) 

II L'( k In)( k In -b )(k III -8) m+2 

+ L-lil=p H (k,b )dk, (3.23) 

if b*klll , Ib -81 > p, and the summation has to be extended 
over all the zeros of L I.k ). Recalling that the domain bound
ed by thecirclelk-81=p does not contain a zero of L I(k), we 
derive from (3.16) 

IL-lil~p H(k,b)dk l=o(1). (3.24) 

Combination of (3.23) and (3.24) yields 

Xl.r,b )=Ll.b )exp( -iba) 
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x I (r,k In)exp(ik Ina)C(k In) 

X ~ L'( k In)( k In -b )(k In _~) m+2 

+0(1), if bED and b=ftkln . (3.25) 

While calculating the residues of the integral (3.17), we as
sumed that the zeros of the functions L/..k) are simple. This 
assumption is commonly made (Rosenfeld and Humblet,' 
Nussenzveig lO

) and is certainly true for large values oflkl. 
[Newton, 12 Eq. 12.108, gives an estimate for L ;( kin) iflklnl 
is large.] We will not analyze this difficult question but will 
conform with the other authors, mentioned above. 

The function X /..r,k ) is the regular solution of the radial 
equation 

[ 
1 J( J) 1(/+1) 2] --- r- + + U(r)+k XI(r,k) =0. 
r Jr Jr r 

(3.26) 

Ordinary Sturm-Liouville theory shows the existence of an 
infinite denumerable set of eigenvalues k \~) and an infinite 

set of eigenfunctions X I (r,k ~~» , which are regular at the 
origin, complete on the interval o<,r<,a, and zero if r=a. For 
every eigenvalue k ~~) =ftk In' n = 1,2,···, we choose a simple 
connected domain DEk ~~). Choose b to be equal to k \~) in 
Eq. (3.20). This equation then leads to the following conclu
sion: Every eigenfunction X I(r,k g» with k \~) =ftk In' 
n = 1,2,···, can be approximated arbitrarily closely in the in
terval o<,r<,a by a suitable linear combination offunctions 
X I (r,k In) . (If k ~~) would coincide with one of the numbers 
kin' this conclusion would be trivial!) 

This conclusion proves the completeness of the set of 
functions Ix /..r,k ln ) I because the set offunctions 
I X I (r,k \;» J is complete in the interval o<,r<,.a. The com
pleteness of the set of natural modes [X k,k In) Y7'(B,ifJ») 
is now easily established for any functionf(r,B,ifJ ) which is of 
bounded variation in the domain O<,r<,a, O<,ifJ<,21T, 0 < B < 1T 
can be expanded into the set of spherical harmonics Y 7' 
(B,ifJ ): 

00 +1 

f(r,B,ifJ)= I I a Im(r) Y7'(B,ifJ)· (3.27) 
1=0 m=-I 

where 

a 1m (r)= L f(r,B,ifJ )Y7' (B,ifJ )dfJ. (3.28) 

Because every function a Im(r) can be approximated arbitrar
ily closely by a suitable linear combination of the functions 
Ix I(r,k In») Eq. (3.27) shows the completeness of the natu
ral modes [ X I (r,k In) Y7' (B,ifJ »). 

4. ON THE GENERALIZATION Of THE 
HILBERT-SCHMIDT EXPANSION FORMULA TO 
THE CASE OF KERNELS DEPENDING 
NONLINEARLY ON THE EIGENVALUE 

In the preceeding sections we established the complete
ness of the natural modes I X I (r < ,k In) y 7' (B,ifJ ) ) , which 
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are the solutions of the time independent Schrodinger equa
tion subject to the nonlocal boundary condition (2.14). The 
problem, which arises immediately, in considering the linear 
integral equation (2.12) is the derivation of a Hilbert
Schmidt type of expansion (well-known in the theory of lin
ear integral equations with kernels depending linearly upon 
the eigenvalue) for the unknown function. Naturally we ex
pect that the eigensolutions of (2.12) are the most appropri
ate set of functions to formulate such an expansion. 

By heuristical reasoning we will "derive" the desired 
expansion. This generalized Hilbert-Schmidt expansion ex
plicitly shows the dependence of the expansion coefficients 
on k, which might be very useful for the calculation of the 
scattering cross section near resonances, and so provide a 
generalization of the Breit-Wigner formula. For recent de
velopments connected with this expansion we refer to 
Hoenders 14 and Pattanayak." 

The expansion for the kind of problems we are analyz
ing was given without proof by Miranda l6 and derived by 
heuristical reasoning by Pattanayak. 17 We will first formu
late Miranda's theorem, and then present a derivation that 
closely resembles the one due to Pattanayak (I am obliged to 
Dr. Pattanayak for making available to me his unpublished 
notes on this subject). 

Theorem: Let the kernel function G (x ,y;..i ) be defined in 
the square -a<,x<, +a, -a<,y<,a, symmetrical in the 
variables x and y, and analytic in A. Let the function ifJ(X;A ) 
be the (supposedly) unique solution of the integral equation 

J
+a 

ifJ(x;A)=f(x)+A . a G(x,y;A)ifJ(y;..i)dy, (4.1) 

where the functionf(x) is defined and integrable on the inter
val -a<,x<, +a. If I ifJ n (X;A n) I is the set of eigenfunctions 
of (4.1), satisfying the equation 

J
+a 

ifJ n(X;A n)=A n -a G(X,A;A n)ifJ (y~ n) dy, (4.2) 

then 

ifJ(x,A)=f(X)+A~ {ifJn(X) fL"aa f(y)ifJn(y)dy 

[ ( 
2J+a J X (An-A) l+An -

-a JA n 

G (s,t JP n (s) ifJ n (t )ds dt) J -1) +w(x,A), (4.3) 

if w(x,A) denotes a function defined on the interval O<,x<,a 
and regular in A for all xEO<,x<,a. 

The formula (4.3) clearly degenerates into the well
known Hilbert-Schmidt expansion formula in case 
(J/JA )G(x,y,A )=0 and w(x,A )_0. 

Heuristic "proof': It is assumed that the function 
A -I I ifJ (X;A ) - f (x) I can be expanded in to a series of partial 
fractions: 

1 '" n (x) 
T'lifJ(x;..i)-f(x)J=2: AII A-A +w(x,A), 

n n 

(4.4) 
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where w(x,ll ) is a regular function of A for all values of 
xEO";;;x";;;a and tPn(x) are functions yet to be determined. 
Then expanding the kernel G (x,y,ll ) into a Taylor series 
around the point A = A" up to the first order: 

G(x,y,ll ) 

G (x,y,A,,) + (A - A,,)~G (x,y,A n) + 0 {(A - A"Y!, 
JAn 

(4.5) 

and using the identity 

A _(A - An) + An' (4.6) 

substitution of (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) into Eq. (4.1) and equating 
the coefficients of (A. - Anti and (A - ,1,,)0 leads to 

f
+a 

tP,,(x) = An _ a G (x,y;A,,)tP,,(y)dy 

and 

w(x,A,,) 

=,1" r~a G(x,Y{1 n)w(y,A n)dY+A n 

f
+a 

X -a G(x,Y{1n)f(y)dy 

(4.7) 

f
+a J 

+A"A" -a JAn G(x,y,ll)"',,(y)dy. (4.8) 

Equation (4.7) shows that the functions'" n are identical with 
the eigenfunctions ¢ n (x), then, multiplying both sides of 
(4.8) with A ,,¢ " (x) and integrating over x between 
-a";;;x,,;;; +a, yields 

An=-A"f f(y)¢,,(y)dy 

x(f ¢~(y)dY+A~ 

f+af J )-1 X -G (s,t,ll )¢ ,,(s) ¢ n (t)ds dt . 
-a JA n 

(4.9) 

On using (4.4) and (4.9) we see that (4.9) are exactly the 
expansion coefficients ofEq. (4.3). 

It is conjectured that, as in the case of ordinary Hilbert
Schmidt theory, w(x,ll )=0. If this conjecture is true, combi
nation of (3.4) and (4.3) leads to the generalized Hilbert
Schmidt expansion of (2.12): 
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if 

and 

For recent developments concerning the conjecture 
w(x,ll )=0 we refer to Hoenders l4 and PattanayakY 

DISCUSSION 

(4. lOa) 

(4. lOb) 

(4.lOc) 

The basic equations ofthis paper [(1.1) and (1.2)] are 
derived from the so-called quantum mechanical extinction 
theorem. This theorem is obtained by means of a procedure 
with which recently a macroscopical electromagnetic extinc
tion theorem has been derived (Wolf). 

According to the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem of 
molecular optics, the electromagnetic field due to an incom
ing wave inside a medium whose response is expressible as 
due to a set of dipoles can be thought of as the sum of two 
terms. One of these terms exactly cancels the incoming wave 
at every point inside the medium, and the other then gives 
rise to the actual macroscopical field. 

The cancellation of the incoming wave is mathematica
ly expressed by the extinction theorem (Born and Wolf'8), 
the fundamental role of which for the foundations of crystal 
optics was already known for about 60 years from Ewald's 
pioneering researches, but the true meaning of which was 
not fully understood until very recently. During the last few 
years the connection between electromagnetic theory and 
the extinction theorem was thoroughly investigated by sev
eral authors, (Sein,19 Wolf,' Pattanayak'·6 de Goede and 
Mazur20

). They all reached the conclusion that the common
ly made assumption relating to the validity of this theorem 
for the microscopical Maxwell equations is too restrictive 
and that similar theorems can be derived for the macroscop
ic Maxwell equations as well. Wolf and Pattanayak then 
conjectured that the extinction theorem is to be understood 
as a nonlocal boundary condition to which every solution of 
Maxwell's equations is subjected. 

In this way they completely changed the status of the 
extinction theorem from a theorem applicable only to special 
problems into a principle to be satisfied by every solution of 
Maxwell's equations. 
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The basic equations of this paper are derived from this 
principle. Because the complete set offunctions considered 
in this paper is not generated by a Sturm-Liouville problem, 
we might expect that this set is perhaps overcomplete. This 
conjecture is true, as has been indicated by Humblet and 
Rosenfeld, J and a proof of this statement is given by 
Hoenders. 8.14 

The potential considered in this paper is rotationally 
symmetric, and we are therefore lead to the question if the 
natural modes connected with an "arbitrary" cutoff poten
tial are also complete within the range of the potential. The 
completeness of such sets of natural modes has been proven 
by Hoenders,14 using the inhomogeneous integral equation 
(2.12), with I/Jin<' replaced by an "arbitrary" function/(r), 
instead of using the Schr6dinger equation (2.13) and the 
boundary condition (2.14). 

The reason for the construction of the proof contained 
in this paper is that this particular technique [Eqs. (3.17), 
(3.22), and (3.25)] is rather simple and can be applied to 
similar problems which are not easily analyzed by the meth
ods of the other proof. As an example we mention the prob
lem of the string, discussed in the Introduction. 
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For a Coo multiplier w, on R" we define the concepts of differentiability and codifferentiability in the Von 
Neumann algebra generated by the regular w representation of R", Analogs of the classical Schwartz 
space and its dual are formulated and the case where w is fully antisymmetric is studied, Connections with 
the canonical Fourier transform of an earlier paper are investigated, 

INTRODUCTION 

Let p,q be a canonical pair of self-adjoint operators on a 
Hilbert space, H, i.e., self-adjoint operators such that 
exp(isp )exp(itq) = exp(ist )exp(itq )exp(isp) for all real sand t. 
It follows that for real a and b, p + a,q + b are another ca
nonical pair, and so, by the von Neumann uniqueness theo
rem, there is an automorphism of the von Neumann algebra 
generated by ! exp(isp),exp(itq):s,tER J mapping exp(isp) to 
exp[is(p + a)] and exp(itq) to exp[it (q + b)]. This automor
phism is called translation through (a,b). We define a con
cept of cotranslation through (a,b ) in this von Neumann al
gebra, which will be shown to be complementary to 
translation through (a,b). An element A of the algebra is said 
to be differentiable (respectively codifferentiable) with re
spect to p if the action on A of the infinitesimal generator of 
translation (respectively cotranslation) through (a,O) gives 
an element of the algebra. Differentiation and codifferentia
tion with respect to q are defined analgously. The canonical 
Schwarz space is defined as the space of elements of the alge
bra which are infinitely differentiable and codifferentiable. 

The Weyl transform is an isometry from L '(R') into the 
space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H which for 
/ED(R')nL'(R') is given by 

f-->J exp[i(xp + yq)]f(x,y)dx dy. 

In Ref. 1, the image under the Weyl transform of Y(R'), the 
Schwarz space of infinitely differentiable functions of rapid 
decrease, is studied. We show that this image is precisely the 
canonical Schwarz space. 

The whole situation may be generalized to the von Neu
mann algebras generated by UJ-representations of R2n where 
(,I is an infintiely differentiable multipler. The preceding the
ory is the special case when n = 1 and UJ is totally antisymme
tric. For trivial OJ, the theory reduces to the classical theory 
of Schwarz spaces. 

1. The spaces Y(w,Rn
) 

Let R n denote the additive group of n-dimensional real 
space, which together with its usual topology has the struc
ture of a locally compact Abelian topological group. By a 
multiplier on R n, we shall mean a Borel measurable 
function 

OJ:R" xR n_T 

(where T denotes the mUltiplicative group of unimodular 
complex numbers) satisfying: 

(i) (v(x:O)=UJ(O:y) = 1, 

(ii) (v(x:Y)UJ(x+ y:z) =(v(x:y+z)ul(Y:z). 

Two multipliers w, ware said to be similar if there exists 
a Borel measurable function 

h:Rn_T, 

such that 

- h(x)h(y) 
(v(x :y) = UJ(x :y) . 

h (x+y) 

For any multiplier UJ, the regular UJ-representation R", is 
a map from R n into the space of bounded operators on the 
Hilbert space L'(R"), given by 

RJs)f(x)=(lJ(x,s)/(x+s) for all/EL'(R"). 

R ,,(s) is clearly unitary and 

R ",(s)R ,,(t)=(v(s,t'Y?, ,,(s+t), 

R",(O) = 1, 

showing that R", is indeed an (V-representation. It is easy to 
see that R ", is strongly continuous if UJ is jointly continuous. 

Let, I '(UJ,R ") be the von Neumann algebra generated 
by ! R ,,,(s) :sER 11 ). 

Lemma: Let {V, {~ be similar multipliers with 

- h (x)h (y) 
UJ(x,y) = UJ(x,y) , 

h (x+y) 

Then, I '«(v,R")" 1 '«(U,R") are spatially isomorphic, 

Proof We have that 

R ",(s)=h (s)M hR ,,(s) M II I, 

where M,!(x)=h (x)f(x) for all/EL'(R"). 

It follows immediately that, J ,«(v,R"). J '(UJ,R") are 
spatially isomorphic under the map 

A-M"AMh I, 

For any element aER 11 there is a natural automorphism of 
, J{UJ,R n) induced by a, known as translation through a, Let 
T(a) be the operator in V(R") given by 

T(a)/(x)=exp[i(a,x)]f(x) for all/EL'(R "), 

Then we define translation through a, ta by 
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t~=T(a)IAT(a), A&nw,R n
). 

In particular we have t aR ",(s) = exp[i(a,s) ]R ,,,(s) showing 
that ta maps the generators R",(s), and hence the whole of 
, /,(w,R tI ), into,I'(w,R "). 

Definition: LetAE.V(w,R") and let leil be an ortho
normal basis for R n . Then we say that A is differentiable in 
the jth direction if the weak operator limit 

(w)lim~!t,eA-AI , 
Ii ... 0 S I 

exists in ,./ (~,Rn). The limit, when it exists, is denoted by 

Ll~. 

We now introduce an operation inA/(w,R n) which, we 
shall see later, is in some sense conjugate to translation. 

Definition: Let aER tI , then for A&Y(w,R n
) the cotrans

lation oj A through a, t" A is defined by 

t"A= R ,,(a)AR ,,)(a). 

Observe that t a At a B* t a (AB) in general, and that t b t "A 

=exp[--2i(a,b)]t"t"A. 

Definition: Let A& f'(w,R tI ) we say that A is codifferen
tiable in the jth direction if the weak operator limit 

(w) lim~! t "'A -A I 
, ·0 s 

exists in, J (w,RtI). If the limit exists it is denoted by Ll j A. 

Let a,b be the positive integral n-tuples (al,. .. ,a,,), 

(bl,. .. ,b
tl
). Then letLl a,Ll b denote (Ll 1) "'(Ll,) Q' .. ·(Ll ,,)"" 

and (Lll)b'(Ll 2)b' ... (Ll ")b,, respectively. 

Definition: The space Y(w,R") is defined as the space of 
elements A of. "(w,R tI) for which the mixed derivatives 
Ll h Ll "A exist for all positive, integral n-tuples a and b. We 
define a locally convex topology on J"(w,R") by defining the 

semi norms II'II~ by 

IIA II ~ = IILl h Ll a A II ' 

where 11·11 is the operator norm in VCR n). We shall be par
ticularly interested in C"" multipliers, i.e., those multipliers 
which are infinitely differentiable. Associated with this defi
nition of a C x multiplier is the concept of two mUltipliers 
being C x -similar, meaning that the function connecting 
them can be taken to be a C" -function. 

Bargmann' has shown that each COO -multiplier on R II 

is similar to a multiplier (u ~m' for some m, where with a 
suitable decomposition R tI ~R m EB R m EB R k we have 

{tJ ~m (x,y,z;x',y' ,z')=exp! [(x,y')-(y,x')] i/2]. 

Theorem; Let w, (~ be COO -similar C = -multipliers. Then 
.'/(w,RtI) and f(~,R n) are topologically isomorphic. 

Proof Suppose ~(x,y)= [h (x)h (y)w(x,y)]/h (x + y) 
where his cx, then we know thaLI/'(w,R tI) is naturally 
isomorphic to. J{~,R tI)viathemapsendingA&r{w,Rn)to 
M hAM h IE. ,V( ~,R tI) . Denoting this map by ifJ we have 
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Hence the structure of translation and differentiation is pre
served by a change to a COO-similar multiplier. Now, 

dJ [t a R ,,,{S)]f(x) 

=M hR ,,,(2a+s)M;; Y(x) 
=h (x)h- 1(x+2a+s)w(x,2a+s2f(x+2a+s) 

and 

t" [ifJR ,,, (s) ]f(x) 

=R ,~(a) M hR ,,,(s) M /,'!R (u(a)J(x) 
=h (x+a)h-I(x+a+s)~(x,a)w(x+a,s) 

X ~(x +a +s,a2f(x + 2a +s) 

=h (x)h (a)2h- l(x+2a+s)(u(x+2a+s2f(x+2a+s). 

So 

Thus since his C oc and since.; '((u,R") consists of the strong 
closure of finite linear combinations of the elements R",(s), 

Lli(ifJA )=ifJ (LliA )+2h'(O)tP (A), 

wherever Ll'A exists. 

Hence the image of Y(w,Rn) underifJ is Y(~,R") and 
it follows from the above that the topologies are equivalent. 

2. The case (() = 1 

We shall study the case in which w= 1, i.e., w(x,y) = 1 
for all allx,y and show that in this case, the space Y(I,R n) is 
naturally isomorphic to the classical Schwartz space ,'/'(RtI). 

Let W denote the classical Fourier transform from 
L '(R ") to L '(R "), given by the formula 

WJ(x) = (21T) ml2Jexp[ -i(x,s)}f(~)ds, 

forJED(RtI)nL'( RtI). 

Then we have 

WRI(s)W-~(s)=exp(isx2f(x) =M (s2f(x). 

Hence the von Neumann algebra .1I(Rn) generated by 
(M (s):sER n I is isomorphic to. V(I,R") and consists ofmul
tiplications in VeRn) by bounded measurable functions 
which, as an abstract algebra is isomorphic to the algebra 
L x (R ") of bounded measurable functions (with pointwise 
multiplication). We shall now study the operations induced 
in L 00 ( R 1/) by translation and cotranslation in. 1 '( I ,Rn). 
Since 

W[tfi I(S)] W-~(x) =exp[is(x +a)}f(x), 

translation in .Y(1,R tI) induces translation through a, in the 
classical sense, in L 00 ( R ") . 

W[ta R ,(s)] W-~(x) = exp(2iax)exp(isx)J(x) 
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and so contranslation in./r( I,R n) induces multiplication by 
exp(2iax) in L OO( R n) . 

From the above it is easy to see that the operations in
duced in L 00 (Rn) by .1 j and .1 j are, respectively, (classical) 
differentiation with respect to thejth variable, and multipli
cation by 2; times the jth variable. Now, the norm induced in 
L 00 (R n) by the operator norm in .. A'(l.R ") is simply the 
supremum norm. Thus if the elementAEY(I.R n

) corre
sponds to the function gEL "'(Rn) we have 

IIAII ~ = 11.1 b.1 aA11 

=sup x t, ... x~" g(x, ... x n) , 
I 

a ",I I 
R" ax~, ... ax~" 

i.e .• the norms II'II~ (a. b positive integral n-tuples). corre
sponds to the usual norms in (Rn). Thus we have proved 

Lemma: .Y(1.R n) is isomorphic. topologically and al
gebraically. to ,Y'(R"). 

3. The case ill = ffin 

In the case that n = 2m is even. we take w in its canonical 
form, 

w(x,y:x' .y') = eil(x.y·) -- (y.x') 1. 

We can reformulate the preceding theory in the language of 
quantum mechanics as follows. 

Since R o,(s ie J, R «,( t je m+j) are strongly continu
ous unitary representations of the real line. we have, by 
Stone's theorem that 

R ,,,(s ie J=exp(is iP i)' R ,J t je m+)=exp(it jq j)' 

wherep i' q j ij= 1 ..... m are (unbounded) self-adjoint oper
ators. We have the following relationships known as the 
Weyl commutation relations, 

exp(is ;P J exp( it jq) 

= [exp( is ;t) exp( it jq) 

exp( it jq) 

exp( is iP i)' i=j, 

exp( is iP i)' 
(A) 

We find that 

t<a.b)exP[i(IsiP;+t;qJ] 

=exP{i[IS,(Pi+a,)+li(q;+b;) ]} 

=exp[ -i(Iaiqi-b,P,)] eXP[i(Is;p;+t;qJ] 

(B) 

and 
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According to the von Neumann uniqueness theorem. 
the von Neumann algebra. V(PI"·Pllql· .. qll) generated by 

!exP[i(Is;Pi+t;qJ ]:s;.tiER1. 

where P ;' q i are any essentially self-adjoint operators on a 
common dense domain. satisfying (A). is canonically iso
morphic to the algebraB (U(R m» consisting ofthe algebra of 
all bounded operators on L '(R m) . The canonical isomor
phism maps 

exp( is IP ;) to 1 ® ... ® exp( is iPO) ® ... ® 1 

and 

exp(itjq) to 1 ® .. ·®exp(itjqo)®·"® 1, 

where po,qo are the unique self-adjoint extensions of the oper
ators defined on .Y(R ) by 

pr/(x) = -i df (x). 
dx 

qr/(x) =xf(x). 

(Po,qo) are known as the Schrodinger pair and the corre
sponding representation of the Weyl commutation relations 
is known as the Schrodinger representation. We may now 
define translation and cotranslation in v1'(PI"·Pm.ql .. ·qn) by 
using (B). Since the generalization to higher values of n is 
straightforward we shall study the case n = 2. 

We shall make a change of notation and denote 

.1".1".11,.1'by.1 p' .1q, .1P, .1Q,respectively. 

Lemma: Let AE.Y (P,q). Then A and its adjoint A * map 
L '(R ) into .Y'(R ), the Schwarz space of infinitely differentia
ble complex valued functions which decrease at infinity to
gether with their derivatives, faster than any polynomial. 

Proof Put 

Then 

and 

r pA =( w) lim-~-[exp( iapo)-exp( -iapo) JA 
a .021a 

=(w) lim[V(a)AJ 
a .0 
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r qA =(w) lim-~-[exp(ibqo)-exp( -ibqo)]A 
a-->o2,b 

=(w) lim [W(b)A]. 
b-.O 

LetfEY(R) andgeV(R). Then 

(Ag,p mq nJ> 

lim <Ag,V(al)···V(a m)W(bl)···W(b n)(> 
Ql, .. a '" b l .. • b,,------.O 

lim (W"'( b n)···W"'(bl)V*( a n)···V*(al)AgJ> 
QI···a,,,bl···b,,----+O 

= (g*J>. 

Hence Ag is contained in D ([p m q n ] *) , the domain of 

[p m q n ] * and hence AgEY(R ) since it known3 that 

Since if X is an element of Y(p,q), then so is X*, and hence 
X* maps V(R ) into Y(R). 

Theorem: Y (Po,qo) consists of all operators A of the 
formAh (x)=S d (x,y)h (y) dy with EY(R2). The mapA-a' 
is a topological isomorphism of Y(po,qo) with Y(R2). 

Proof LetA be an operatorinA/"(po,qo)=B (L2(R » giv
en by 

Ah (x) = J d (x,y)h (y) dy, with dEY(R2). 

Then t (a,b0h (x)=Sexp[ia(y-x)]d (x+b,y+b)h (y) dy. 
Thus 

Xd (x,y)h (y)k (x) dx dy 

= J Ji(y-x)d (x,y)h (y)k (x) dx dy, 

since the convergence of the integrand is uniform since 
dEY(R2). 

Hence 

,:j~h (x) = r(Y-X)d (x,y)h (y)dy. 

Also, 

lim(J...[t(Ob 4-A ]h,k) b~O b . y' 

= limJJJ...[d (x+b,y+b )-d (x,y)]h (y) k (x) dx dy 
b-O b 
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= ff(~ + ~ )d(X,Y)h(Y)k(X)dXdY , 

since, again, the convergence of the integrand is uniform. 
Hence 

,:j qAh (X)=f(~+~)d (x,y)h (y) dy. 
ax ay 

Similarly we find that 

,:j P Ah (X)=f(~-~)d (x,y).h (y) dy, 
ax ay 

,:j q Ah (x) = r(x+Y)d (x,y}h (y) dy. 

Thus,:j~, AqA, A PA, ,:j qA are of the same form asA, i.e., 
integral operators with kernels in Y(R 2). Proceeding induc
tively we find that A has all derivatives and coderivatives of 
every order, i.e., AEY(po,qo). Hence the class of operators of 
this form is contained in Y(po,qo). 

We now show that if AE(po,qo) then A is a Hilbert
Schmidt operator, i.e., ~IIA<p i 112 < 00 for every complete 

orthonormal set [<PiJ· The operator (p 6+q 6tl satisfies 

(po2+qo2)-lhn 1 h 
(2n + 1) 11' 

where hn is the nth normalized hermite function, 

Hence 

L II(P6+q 6t
1
h n W= L (2n~ 1)2 < 00, 

and so (p 6+q 6tl is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Now since 

A maps L 2(R ) into Y (R ), (p 6 + q 6)A is well defined and 

(p 6+q 6)A =( r p)2A +( r q)2A . 

Thus (P6+q 6)A E./V(po,qo)=B (L2(R ». Since 

(p 6+q 6tl(p 6+q 6)A =A ,A is Hilbert-Schmidt since the 
class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators is an ideal in B (L 2(R ». 

Now since the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 
L 2(R ) is precisely those operators which may be written as 
integral,.operators with kernel in V(R2), it follows that the 
class of operators with kernels in Y(R2) is dense in the class 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators and thus in Y(po,qo)' 

Now we only need show that the class of operators with 
kernels in Y(R2) is closed under the topology of Y(po,qo) 
and that this topology is equivalent to the standard topology 
on Y(R2). 

We define a new system of norms on Y(po,qo) by 

IIA II ~,2 = IIA b,:j aA 112 , 

where IIAI12 is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm given by 

IIA 112 = L IIA<p i W for some complete orthonormal set 
i 

!<pd· 
If A has kernel d in (R2), then IIA 112 = Ildll, the V norm of d. 
Thus 
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IIAII ~,2= Ilx b' a: Q,d 112 = Ildll ~:,2' 
where a', b' are related, linearly, to a and b. But the topology 
on Y(R2) induced by the seminorms Ildll ~:,2 is known4 to be 
equivalent to the topology induced by the seminorms, 

Ildll~: =suplx b' ~ (x) I. 
R' ax" 

Hence the result is proved if it can be shown that the topolo
gies on Y(po,qo) are equivalent. 

Since IIAII<IIAII2f it follows that 

IIA II ~ < IIA II ~,2' 
Conversely for A EY(po,qo) we have 

A =( p ~+q ~tl(p ~+q ~)A 

and using the inequality 

IIABI12< IIA 11211BII, 

we have 

IIABI12<11( p ~+q ~tII1211(p ~+q ~)AII , 

so IIAII ~,2<CIIAII ~: for some a', b' and hence the result is 
proved. 

It immediatly follows that for an arbitrary canonical 
pair (p,q)Y(p,q) is toplogically isomorphic to Y(R2) since 
Y(p,q) is topologically isomorphic to Y(po,qo) under the 
map induced by the canonical map from JV(p,q) to 
A'(po,qo). For AEY(P,q) we say A has kernel d if d is the 
kernel of the operator in Y'(Po,qo) which is the image of A 
under the canonical map. 

4. Theorem 

Theorem: The space ,51' ( W ~m ,R ") is topologically iso
morphic to the Schwarz space Y(R"). 

Proof Let Y ( w ~: ,R 2m) ® Y (I ,R k) denote the alge
braic tensor product of Y( w ~;~,R 2m) and Y(l,R k

). Since 
./V( w ~m ,R n) is naturally isomorphic to the norm comple
tion of the algebraic tensor product 
JV(w ~:,R m) ®A/~( I,R k), and since 
L1 b, A ® A b, B = L1 (b"b,) (A ® B) it follows that a, at (al,al) , 

Y( w~: ,R m) ® Y( I,R k) is a dense subset of 
,,/ ( W ~m ,R ") . We know that Y ( w ~: ,R 2m) is topological
ly isomorphic to .Y'(R21h) and that Y(I,Rk) is topologically 
isomorphic to Y (R k). Denote these isomorphisms by ¢i, Z/;, 
respectively. But the topology on Y'(R 2rn

) can be generated 
by a system of inner products C,)", and the topology on 
f(Rk) by a system of inner products (0,.)",: 

Define the inner products <',-);" (0,.);" on 
,51'( w~:;:,R 2m), ,y'(l,R k) respectively, by: 

<A,B) ~ =<¢iA,¢iB) n' 

<C,D) ;,,=<0C,z/;D) m' 

Then the topologies on f( O)~: ,R 2m) and ,Y'(l,R k
) gener

ated by the inner products C·)~, (o");n, respectively, are 
equivalent to their natural topologies. 
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Define the topology on tensor product 
Y ( w ~: ,R 2m) ® ,Y (1 ,R k) by the inner products 

= I I <A i,C j );l<B "D j ):", 
i=lj~1 

Then this topology is equivalent to the topology of 
Y( w ~m ,R n) and so it follows that Y( w ~m ,R n) is topo
logically isomorphic to Y( w~: ,R 2m) ® "Y(I,R d, the 
completion of the tensor product in the above topology, But 
since ,Y( w~:;: ,R 2m ),Y'(l,R k) are nuclear,,6 it follows that 

Y( w~:;: ,R 2m) ® (7,Y'(l,R k) is the natural completion and 
hence it is isomorphic to Y( R 2m) ® (J'Y( R k) which is iso
morphic to Y(Rn). 

5. The spaces Y'(w,Rn) 

Definition: The space Y'(w,R n) is the space of all con
tinuous linear functionals on Y(w,R n

), i,e., the linear func
tional X is an element of ,.:/"(w,R") if 

I(X,A )I<CIIAII ~ 

for all AE(W,Rn) and for some constant C and nonnegative 
integral n-tuples a, b, where (X,A ) denotes the value of X on 
A. 

Y'(w,R ") has a natural topology as follows. The se

quence I X" jX "EY'(w,R ") converges [toXEY'(w,R")] if 
and only if (X",A ) converges [to (X,A)] for allAEY(w,R "). 

Theorem: ,Y'(w,Rn) is topologically isomorphic to 
f'(Rn). 

Proof This follows immediately from the fact that 
Y«(tJ,R ") is topologically isomorphic to feRn). We shall 
be particularly interested in the case n = 2 and w(x,y 
:x',y')=exp[!(xy' -xy)], i.e., the space of continuous linear 
functionals on f(p,q) which we denote by ,'/'(p,q). We have 
a map X----+S from ./"(p,q) to ,Y'(R2) given by 

(X,A )=(4',a) for all AE,y'(P,q) 

with a the kernel of A. We say that S is the kernel of X. 

Example 1: Let BE. j'(po,qo). Then B naturally defines 
an element of '/"(po,qu) (also denoted by B) given by 

(BA )=tr(BA), tr(A)= I<A¢i i,¢i i) 

with [¢i,! a complete orthonormal set. Since Itr(BA )1 

<IIBlltrVtI and 

trVtl<tr[ (p 6+q 6t2111(p 6+q 6)2A II 
it follows that B is continuous. 

Example 2: The unbounded operator p ;;' q;; is associat
ed with a member of f'(po,qo) by 

(p~'q3A )=tr(p;;'q3)A 

[( 2 2)-'111( 2+ 2), m "All ",tr Po+qo' Po qo Po qo ' 

so p ;;' q;; is continuous. 
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Examples 1 and 2 may be generalized to an arbitrary 
canonical pair (p,q) since the von Neumann algebraff(p,q) 
has a translation invariant trace. 

Example 3: Define 8q by 

(8q,A ) =d (0,0) 

where d is the kernel of A, i.e., 

(8,;t ) = (8 ® 8,d), 

where 8 is the delta distribution in Y'(R ). 

Definition: Let XEY' = (p,q). Then we define the de
rivatives and coderivatives of X by 

(L1 pX,A )= -(X, .1 pA ):( .1 p X,A )=(X, .1 p A), 

(.1 qX,A )= -(x,L1 qA ):( .1 q X,A )=(X, .1 q A), 

for all A EY(P,q). 

It is easy to show that if BEY(P,q) defines an element of 
Y'(p,q) by (B,A )=7(BA ) then the derivatives and coderiva
tives of B as elements of Y'(p,q) are precisely the derivatives 
and coderivatives of B as an element of Y(p,q). 

Example 4: Define the bounded operator M H in V(R ) 
by 

MlIf(x) =H (x)f(x), 

with H the Heaviside function 

{
l,x;;;.O, 

H(x)= 
O,x<O. 

Let Hq be given by 

(H q,A )=tr( M HA ), for all AEY(P,q). 

Then if A has kernel d, 

i.e., 

(H q,A)=l'" f" d(x,y)dxdy, 

(.1 qH q,A)= -(H q,L1 qA) 

1'" 100 ( a a) = -+- d(x,y)dxdy 
o 0 ax ay 

=d(O,O) 

= (8q,A ), 

L1 q H q =8 q . 

Theorem: Let XE.'/"(po,qo): Then X is a polynomial 
combination of derivatives and coderivatives of a Hilbert
Schmidt operator X. 

Proof Let XEY'(R') be the kernel of X. Let 
a 11m = (j,h II h m) , where hp is the pth normalized hermite 
function. 

Then by the regularity theorem for Y'(R') 4 there exist 
positive integers r,s and a constant c such that 

~IIml.;;;C (n + lY(m + 1)' for all n,m. 
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then 

n,m n,m 

';;;C' I (n+l)'(m+l)'< 00. 

n.m 

DefineX = ~(3 nm ( h n ® h m) ,E!. '(R'), then if Xis the opera
tor with kernel X, X is Hilbert-Schmidt. Let 

<P= -!(L1 q -.1 p)'-!(L1 q +.1 P)', 

W = -!( .1 q + .1 p)' - !( .1 q - .1 P)'. 

Then 

( [<P+4 1'+ I [W+4 ]'+ IX,A) 

=(X, [1/>+4 1'+I[W+4 ]s+IA). 

If A has kernel ~r nmh n ® h m' then the R.H.S. equals 

= I r "m(n+ 1) r+l(m+ 1) s+ 1(3"m 

= Ir "ma"m =(X,A). 

Hence 

X= [<P+4 1'+I(W+4 )'+IX. 

Each element of Y'(p,q) may be regarded as a map from 
Y(R) into Y'(R) as follows. LetfEY(R) and define 
XfEY'(R) by 

(XJ,g)(Xj®g), for allgEY(R), 

wheref®g is the element of Y(p,q) given by 

(j®g)h (x) = ff(x)g(Y)h (y)dy. 

A detailed account has been given in Refs. 7 and 8 of 
linear mappings from a vector space I/> into some space of 
linear functionals on <P, <P'. The above is a special case of 
this. 

Since Y (R ) may be identified with a subspace of Y (R') 
it seems natural to talk about generalized eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of XE.Y"(P,q). 

Definition: Let hp be thepth normalized hermit func
tion, thenfEY'(R ) is said to be a generalized eigenvector of 
XE.Y"(P,q) with eigenvalue A if 

I (X,g® h,,)(J,h,,)=A(J,g) 

" 
for allgEY(R ) where the equation is taken to mean that the 
L.H.S. converges and equals the R.H.S. 

Example: Consider 19J'-8q as an element of Y'(p,q). 
Suppose we have 

I(lgJ' -8 q ,g ® h n )(J, h n) =A (J,g) 
n 
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for somefEY'(R) and all gEY(R). Then 

I [ -!( h n ,g" )(J, h n) - g(O) h n (O)(J, h n) ] 
n 

= -!(J,g")-Ag(O)=A (J,g), 

where A ='Lhn(O)(J,hn). 

The above gives 

-!U",g)-A (8,g)=A (J,g) 

i.e., 

!f"+Af=-A8, 

which has the following solutions: 

A=-!, (J,g) = fexp(-~I)g(X)dX, 

A = !k1 > 0, (J,g) = rX)oo sinkx·g(x)dx, 

A=!k1>0, (J,g) = roc cosk(x-a)g(x)dx 

+ L" cosk (x+a)g(x)dx, 

where -k=cotka. 

6. CONNECTIONS WITH THE FOURIER-WEYL 
TRANSFORM AND THE CANONICAL FOURIER 
TRANSFORM 

The Fourier-Weyl transform from V(p,q), the space of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators inuY(p,q), ontoV(R1) is defined 
in Ref. 9. For AEY(P,q), the Fourier-Weyl transform Ucr4 is 
given by 

( U aA )(s,t) = -. _a -tr( exp[ -ia(sp+tq)]A I 
(21T) ! 

with a a nonzero real number. 

Lemma: Ua maps Y(p,q) continuously onto Y(R1). 

Proof Let AEY(P,q) and let A have kernel dEY(R 1). 
Then Ua A is given by 

Ucr4 = (1 ® W)Rk(a)d, 

where W is the Fourier transform in L 2(R ), R M is the opera
tor given by 

RM d (u,u) = d ([u,u]M), 

and k (a) is the matrix 

But I ® Wand Rk (a) are both isometries of L 2(R2) mapping 
Y'(R1) continuously onto itself: Hence Va maps Y(p,q) con
tinuously onto f(Rl). 

We can now extend Va to a map (also denoted by U a) from 
f'(p,q) onto .Y"(R2) as follows: 

(V"XJ)=(X, U J) 
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for allfEY'(R2), where Ua is the map from Y(R1) onto 
Y(p,q) given by 

A 

Ua=(U-atl. 

The extended Va from Y'(p,q) to Y'(R2) will be automati
cally continuous. 

Example: We shall compute the Fourier-Weyl trans
form of 8 qEY'(P,q). 

LetfEY(R2), then Ucfhas kernel R k(-a)' (1 ® WI)! . 

... (8 q,U J)=R k(-a)' (1 ® WI}!(O,O) 

i.e., 

=(1 ® WI)f(O,O) 

= _1_1 ff(O,S)dS 
(21T ) 2 

=(_1_1 !8® 1JJ), 
( 21T) 

1 
V a 8 q=--,(8®1). 

(21T) ., 

The canonical Fourier transform Fa' ° < a < 1T /2 from 
V(p,q) to V(p',q') is defined in Ref. 9. For an element 
AEY(P,q) 

F cr4 =sinatr l (exp[ -ia(p ® p' +q ® q')](A ® 1) I, 
where trl is the partial trace defined as a function from 
,Y'(p,q) ®,Y(p',q') to, V(p',q') such that 

tr[trl(A ® B)] =tr[A ® B], for AEY(P,q) and 
BEY(P',q'). 

Lemma: Fa maps .Y'(p,q) continuously onto Y(p',q'). 

Proof If AE.Y(P,q) and A has kernel d, then F,fi has 
kernel b given by 

(
coseca - cota) 

b= R '.f(aj(W® W)d, M (a) = . 
, - cota coseca 

Since RM(a)' W ® Wboth map Y(R 2) continuously onto it
self, the result follows. 

We now extend Fa to a map from ,/"(p,q) onto 
.Y-'(p',q'); by defining 

(F,7,A ) = (X,F ~) for all A EY (p,q), 

it follows that the extended F a is automatically continuous. 

Example: We shall compute the canonical Fourier 
transform of 8qE,Y"(p,q). Let AEY(P,q) and let A have ker
neld. 

we shall denote F ,,8 q by 8 p' 
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Theorem: Let AEY(P,q), then 

F aL1 p =_1_.1 p FaA, 
p2(a) 

-1 
F aL1 qA= --.1 qF aA. 

PJ(a) 

pJ(a) =coseca-cota, 

pla) =coseca+cota,' 

Proof Let A have kernel d. Then F aL1 pA has kernel b 
given by 

b (x,y) = f exp[ - i(x,y)M (a)(u,vYi(v - u)d (u,v)du dv 

= _1_{~ _ ~}fe -i(x,y)M(a)(u.v)' 

pz(a) ax ay 

xd (u,v)du dv. 

Hence, 

343 

1 
F aL1 pA = --.1 p F "A ; 

pz(a) 
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the second result is proved similarly. 

Corollary: It follows immediately that for XEY'(P,q) 
we have: 

F aL1 pX= _1_.1 p FaX , 
pz(a) 

-1 
F aL1 QX= --.1 qFaX. 

pJ(a) 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: "The asymptotic behavior of bound eigenfunctions 
of Hamiltonians for single variable systems" 
[J. Math. Phys. 19, 1658 (1978)] 

John D. Morgan III 

Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton .. '\few Jersey 08540 
(Received 19 September 1978) 

(1) Page 1658, 2nd column, line 6 from bottom should 
read "(This condition is the "reasonably well-behaved" hy
pothesis mentioned earlier.) LetF(x) = W(x)(V(x) - E)", 
etc. 

(2) Page 1659, below Eq. (12) should read "</1 satisfies 
(W<P')' =F(r)<P". 
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